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ABSTRACf 

This thesis has been written in order to provide, especially for the non-German-reading musician, 

a fuller picture of Loewe and his ballads than has been available up to now. This picture is 

developed within the literary background history of the ballad poems, and the literary, mental, 

and musical climate at the beginning of the Romantic era; further, Loewe's life, as revealed in 

his many letters, his diaries, and his autobiography, provides the human context from which the 

ballads emerge as a logical extension of his personality. These earlier parts of the thesis have 

considerable bearing on the appreciation of Loewe's timely position in musical history, treating 

as they do with the popularity of the ballad poems, the rapid expansion of the means of musical/ 

emotional expression, and the complete acceptance of that most romantic and versatile of solo 

instruments, the piano. 

Loewe's temperamental affinity with the poetry of the ballads is shown to have affected his choice 

of subject, and in many cases the ultimate quality of the music is obviously dependent upon the 

strength or otherwise of his attraction. 

After observations on Loewe's vocal and piano writing, the thesis treats the ballads primarily with 

regard to their feeling and emotional content, and investigates the musical means by which this 

is conveyed. Categories are suggested, and ballads of similar dramatic, pictorial, or emotional 

type are discussed and compared. 

Certain formal characteristics are examined, in particular Loewe's use of highly organised 

motivic work in certain ballads, which foreshadows its later use by Liszt, Wagner and others. 
\ 

Over one hundred of Loewe's 120 ballads are dealt with, some in extensive detail~ and copious 

musical examples are given. The few comparatively well-known ballads receive due attention, 

but it was regarded as important to bring to light some of the more neglected or unknown ballads, 

many of which possess great beauty and originality, amply repaying study and, still more, 

performance. 

As a corollary, the approach of the performer is considered, and the Conclusion argues for an 

informed :esthetic appreciation of Loewe's ballads and their place in teday' s vocal repertoire. 

*** .. 
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PREFACE 

The decision to explore Loewe's ballads in some detail seems to have resulted from the maturing 

of an association, or rather, of a delighted discovery by the author (as singer and pianist) of some 

of these works about twenty-one years previously. 

The decision once made, initial investigation into source material revealed an enormous gap in 

scholarly analytical or even appreciative work on Loewe, particularly in English. There exists 

a charming, romantically written book by Albert B. Bach, an English-speaking German scholar 

and singer whose lecture-recitals of Loewe ballads were an outstanding success in the 1880's; 

there are also short articles in Grove 5 and 6, and one in the (London) Musical Times; two doctoral 

dissertations (U S A), not relating solely to the ballads, concentrate moreover on the performing 

aspect alone. Apart from these, the student unable to read German has little to advance his 

appreciation of the man or his contribution to music. 

Curiosity then played a part: why did authorities always agree that Loewe's ballads were 

important - even interesting - but, tantalisingly, never elaborate their statements? Were there, 

in fact, treasures for the rmding? 

Further, after many years of mulling over the fascinating development of human thought and 

awareness during the early 19th century, came the realisation that these particular compositions 

of this particular man were something of a gathering point, a fusion of impulses, which could 

appear only at that time and could not be repeated or even satisfactorily developed later. Their 

evolution seemed to begin and end with Loewe; later examples, by Schumann and Wolf in 
\ 

particular, added little dramatically and tended towards too great a sophistication musically, in 
I 

a sense destroying the subtle balance between text and music: the music was taking over, possibly 

even distracting the listener. This realisation led back to an attempt to reconcile such questions 

and observations with the ballads themselves, drawing on historical/cultural, literary and 

biographical considerations in order to support musicological appraisal. Loewe's unique 

contribution to the history of solo song can only be appreciated thoroughly if the performer, or 

student or scholar, knows something of the prior and contemporary circumstances which made 

possible such a genre: hence the three~fold 'context' of the title. 

Not only the plan but the purpose of this thesis is three-fold: 

1: to offer the student (especially the non-German-reader) a multi-dimensional picture of 

Loewe and his ballads, fuller than can be found in any existing source and presented 

in a wide context; 
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2: to offer the musicologist, in addition, ideas as to the place of the ballads in Loewe's own 

life as well as in musical history; observations and discoveries concerning his imagi

native, pictorial and formal use of his material, and documentary details not before 

collated or published; all these, again, set within their wider spiritual context; 

3: to offer the singer or pianist, the potential performers of these works, the possibility of 

discovering a virtually unknown and most appealing repertoire; for truly convincing 

performance, temperamental affinity must be taken into account, and the ballads are 

treated according to their important subjective qualities. Emotions arise from within 

but are stimulated from without, therefore externals must be appreciated, and the 

widely-ranging background of the fIrst and second parts of this thesis is an attempt to 

facilitate this appreciation. 

Because this music is relatively unfamiliar, and for the student not easily obtainable, deliberately 

generous musical examples have been given, with the intent that these should not be mere 

microscope specimens, but where necessary should be ample enough to provide some immedi

acy of impact. 

The following sentence must surely represent the aim of any writer on music: 

"When I have to write about a composition that I love, I try to convert the 

infIdel and double the local membership." 

(Thus William Mann, in a review in the MT of August, 1988, p402.) 

In full endorsement, this study has been written in the hope that such informed enthusiasm may 

become the hall-mark of the student and performer of Loewe's ballads; as the thesis was born 

from both practical activity and curiosity, may it ultimately prove true to the naturallife-cycle of 

a living organism in generating further inquiry and, especially, the enjoyment of performance, 

as its spiritual fruit. 

* * * 

Unless noted otherwise, all the quoted extracts from Loewe's autobiography, letters, and diary 

pages, and from the ballads themselves, as well as passages from various other German and . 

French writers, have been translated by the present writer. 

*** 
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TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

in tables and lists these signify A major and A minor respectively 
similarly: A-flat major, A-flat minor 
Albert B. Bach (see Bibliography) 
the dominant 7ths of D/d, E/e etc. 
Bulthaupt (see Bibliography) 
Deutsche Balladen ed G. Trtimpelman (see Bibliography) 
Encyclopa!dia Britannica 
Gesamt-Ausgabe; complete edition (of Loewe's vocal works unless otherwise 
specified) 
Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th edition (1954/61) 
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 6th edition (1980) 
the equivalent of an English Grammar School (i.e. a 'classical' secondary school) 
Historical Anthology of Music edDavison and Apel 
Church of St Jacobus (St James) in Stettin 
Karl Anton (see Bibliography) 
a general Director of Music and conductor, of Court, Church, or City musical 
activities 
left hand 
Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart ed F.Blume 
Musical Times 
footnote: n.34 = footnote 34 
Neue Mozart Ausgabe (New Mozart Edition, published by Barenreiter) 
Oxford Book of Ballads 
opus 1 number 1 
page: p25 = page 25 
pages 
right hand 
Selbstbiographie: Loewe's autobiography etc. (see Bibliography); 
Sb 42 = Autobiography page 42 
training college for teachers 
sub verbo: under the word (in a dictionary, etc.) 

Degrees of the scale and their respective chords (Tonic, dominant, etc.) are, where necessary, indicated 
conventionally by Roman numerals: I, V, etc. ll9 = supertonic (major) ninth; {I minor-9 = supertonic 
minor ninth; V7 = dominant 7th. 

*** 

For the word motif (plural motifs, adjective 'motivic) the usage of Grove 6 (s.v. MOTIF and LEITMOTIF) 
has been followed 

The words 'Lied' and 'Lieder' keep their German form, i.e. with a capital 'L'. 

For ease of general historical reference, the author has retained the German place-names in use during the 
19th century and up to 1945, rather than reinstate their Polish counterparts, e.g. Stettin instead ofSzczecin, 
Danzig instead of Gdansk, Breslau instead of Wroclaw etc. 

The names of the cities of Vienna and Hanover receive their accustomed En@.ish form. 

*** 
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PART I 

ANTECEDENTS 

CHAPTERl 

The literary background of the ballad 

. Thomas the Rhymer 

1&1 lint r ,BJ r lar r lar Jq 

1& ur F IUr J)Ig1r nli] 411 

True Thomas lay on Huntlie bank, 
A ferlie he spied wi' his e'e; 

And there he saw a ladye bright 
Come riding down by the Eildon Tree. 

Her shirt was 0' the grass-green silk, 
Her mantle 0' the velvet fme; 

At ilka tett of her horse' mane 
Hung fifty siller bells and nine. 

True Thomas, he pull'd aff his cap 
And louted low down to his knee; 

All hail, thou mighty Queen of Heaven! 
For thy peer on earth I never did see. 

o no, 0 no, Thomas, she said, 
That name does not belang to me; 

I am but the Queen of fair Elfland 
That am hither come to visit thee. 

Harp and carp, Thomas, she said, 
Harp and carp along wi' me 

And if ye dare to kiss my lips, 
Sure of your bodie I will be. 

Betide me weal, betide me woe, 
That weird shall never daunton me. 

Syne he has kissed her rosy lips 
All underneath the Eildon Tree. 

Now ye maun go wi' me, she said, 
True Thomas, ye maun go wi' me; 

And ye maun serve me seven years 
Thro' weal or woe, as may chance to be. 

She mounted on her milk-white steed, 
She's Ia'en True Thomas up behind; 

And aye whene'er her bridle rung 
The steed flew swifter than the wind. 

\ 

1 

(Original words and melody of a Scots ballad] which Loewe set in the early 1860's to a translation 
) 

by Theodore Fontane.) . 

Definition 

The word ballad has held different meanings at different periods, but certain features remain 

constant.2 True folk-ballads are anonymous narrative poems, relayed by oral tradition, in which 

music and verse were originally interdependent, although most of the old tunes are now lost. The 

folk-ballads are couched in vigorous everyday language, are notable for stark economy of words 

and frequent use of dialogue consisting of short, sharp exchanges betWeen the characters; the 

story is told with no loitering on the way, but characteristic use is made of the repetition of phrases 

1 Air from the Blaikie MS no.63, p21 (National Library of Scotland MS 1578). Text published by Walter 
Scott in Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border (1802-3) as 'given from a copy, obtained from a lady residing 
not far from Ercildoune .. .' (i.e. Eildon). The full text is found in OBB p7. 

2 It should be made clear at the outset that the English Victorian (and later) 'drawing-room ballad', which 
was simply a sentimental song with its own brand of charm, has no place in the following discussion. 
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or even whole verses, in order to press home a point or create suspense or provide balance and 

design, as in the following: . 

o where ha' you been, Lord Randal my son? 
And where ha' you been, my handsome young man? 
I ha' been at the greenwood; mother, mak my bed soon, 
For I'm wearied wi' hunting and fain wad lie down. 

An' wha met ye there, Lord Randal my son? 
An' wha met ye there, my handsome young man? 
o I met wi'my true-love; mother, mak my bed soon, 
For I'm wearied wi' hunting and fain wad lie down. 

The strong, clear-cut rhythms and regular phrase-lengths remind us that the late Latin root ballare 

means 'to dance'; they may remind us too of the seemingly endless action games, accompanied 

by chanted refrains, clapping, and rhythmic movements, still seen in the primary school 

playground. A ballad comes straight from the folk-soul; it is a pure folk-invention - which is 

why it can still speak to us now, can still move us deeply. Ballad-making has never really ceased: 

it is at once as old as human memory and as new as tOday.3 

Early collections 

Manuscript collections of ballads existed in England in the 17th century, and it was from one of 

these collections that Thomas Percy compiled his Reliques of Ancient English poetry,4 published 

in 1765, which marked the beginning of a great upsurge of interest in European folk ballads and 

folk poetry generally (percy himself translated and published five pieces of Icelandic poetry). A 

more questionable source (questionable only as to its authenticity, not its imaginative power) is 

James McPherson's Ossian (1761), a collection of poems supposedly translated from the Gaelic; 

corrupt and unsatisfactory, even by 18th century standards of textual truth,5 it nevertheless 

captivated contemporary taste. 

It is generally conceded that the publication of Percy's Reliques and the Ossian poems was a 

highly important factor in bringing about the Romantic movement in E~opean literature - a 

stone in Europe's literary and musical pond from which ripples were eventually t, touch such 

diverse artists as Schubert, Loewe, Berlioz, Brahms, and Mahler. 

Translation 

The German writer and philosopher, Johann Gottfried von Herder (1744-1803)"attracted by the 

folk elements of Percy , s Reliques, set about making translations of many of the poems and ballads 

3 20th century examples are Frankie and Johnny (early 1920s) and, more recently, The Ballad of Hollis 
Brown by Bob Dylan. I 

4 Thomas Percy (1729-1811); a scholar and man ofletters, later Bishop of Dr om ore in Ireland According 
to his elegant and informative Preface to the Reliques, the English diarist Samuel Pepys (1633-1703) 
possessed 'near 2000' ballads. - While staying with Humphrey Pitt, owner of another important 
collection, Percy is said to have rescued some of the irreplaceable MS sheets of this from the servant who 
was about to light the fire with them (see Enc. Brit. 1953, s.v. Percy). 

5 No less a personage than Dr Samuel Johnson (1709-84) challenged the authenticity of the work, and 
subsequent investigation found that McPherson had merely liberally intetpreted a few Gaelic fragments and 
invented the rest himself. 
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in that collection, bringing out, in 1778-79, his Stimmen der Volker in Liedern, which included 

poems from Spain and Scandinavia as well as the English and Scottish ballads. 

This beginning of fruitful exchange between English and German writers, antiquarians, philoso

phers and poets produced a curious swinging back and forth of 'influences' and borrowings 

during these early years of what was even then called 'Romanticism'. 6 In Germany, these trends 

fructified and expanded musical expression as well as the fields of poetry, drama and the novel; 

on the other side of the English Channel, we fmd Walter Scott's novels full of antiquarian titbits, 

obviously designed to inform the reader as well as to colour the tale.7 The eyes of educated people 

allover Europe were being opened to the forgotten land of folklore and legend, at home as well 

as abroad. 

Two other famous collections appeared in Germany at this time: Des Knaben Wunderhorn 

(1805-8), edited jointly by Clemens Brentano and Achim von Arnim; and the Kinder- und 

Hausmiirchen, collected 'in the field' by the brothers Jakob and Ludwig Grimm, published in 

1812 and appearing in an English translation in 1823. The Wunderhorn collection is a colourful 

assembly of German folk-poetry - romances, ballads, and children's nursery- and play-rhymes 

- of which Heinrich Heine, the German poet, wrote in 1833: "I cannot praise this book highly 

enough; it contains the most wonderful blossoming of the German spirit, and whoever wishes 

to come to know the most attractive side of the German people should read these folk-songs."g 

The well-known Grimm's Fairy Tales are prose stories, recounted in racy style as originally heard 

from the villagers themselves. 

'Re-invented folklore'9 

As a result of this interest in, and growing knowledge and appreciation of, national Jolklore and 

ballad literature, many German and English poets (finding, perhaps, the ballad metre and 

homespun language fatally easy to imitate) set to work and produced a great quantity of what may 

6 See the writings of Jean Paul and E.T.A. Hoffmann, passim. Jean Paul (actually Johann Paul Friedrich 
Richter), 1763-1825, wrote Gennan Romantic novels: eccentric, satirical and full offantasy. - E.T.A. 
Hoffmann (1776-1822), writer and self-styled musician, characterised by Plantinga as 'a prototype, almost 
a caricature, of the Romantic artist-musician' (see Plantinga, Romantic Music, pI55). In an essay on 
Beethoven's instrumental music (1813) Hoffmann discusses Beethoven's Romanticism. - Clive Brown 
(MT September 1988, p452) notes: "As early as 1808 a critic in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung applied 
the tenn 'Romantic' to Spohr's overture in C minor, ... ". ,; 

7 Loewe's opera Emmy is based on Walter Scott's novel Kenilworth. 

8 "Dieses Buch kann ich Dicht genug riihmen, es enthiilt die holdseligsten Bluten des deutschen Geistes, 
und wer <las deutsche Volk von einer liebenswiirdigen Seite kennenlemen will, der lese diese Volkslie
der." Quoted in the Introduction to the paperback reprint of Des Knaben Wunderhorn, Munchen: 
Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 1986. 

9 This apt phrase was used by the broadcaster Tom Crowe (actually with reference to the superb 'Spanish' 
music of Chabrier and other French composers) and is here gratefully acknowledged as his. 
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be termed 're-invented folklore'. An important name here in German ballad literature is Gottfried 

August Biirger (1747-94), who, influenced by the English and Scottish folk-ballads, originated 

in Germany what is now known as the art ballad, his Lenore (1773) being the first and most 

famous example. The best of these new ballad poems or art ballads (Kunstballaden) are 

practically indistinguishable from their prototypes: they tell a good story, usually long, but with 

forceful economy of language and a strong rhythmic drive building up suspense for the reader 

or listener until the climax, whether tragic, triumphant, horrific, or comic. 

In England, an early instance of this trend, the publication entitled Lyrical Ballads which 

appeared in 1798, was the result of a remarkable collaboration between Coleridge and 

Wordsworth.1O In his later Biographia Literaria (1817), Coleridge explains: 

" .. .it was agreed that my endeavours should be directed to persons and characters supernatural, 
or at least romantic; yet so as to transfer from our inward nature a human interest and a 
semblance of truth sufficient to procure for these shadows of imagination that willing 
suspension of disbelief for the moment, which constitutes poetic faith. Mr Wordsworth, on 
the other hand, was to propose himself as his object, to give the charm of novelty to things of 
every day, and to excite a feeling analogous to the supernatural, by awakening the mind's 
attention from the lethargy of custom, and directing it to the loveliness and wonders of the world 
before us." 

It is well to note certain words and phrases in this extract: supernatural, romantic, human interest, 

willing suspension of disbelief for the moment, give the charm of novelty to things of every day, 

loveliness and wonders of the world - phrases in themselves almost a resume or encapsulation 

of Romantic ideals. (The Lyrical Ballads include Coleridge's famous Rime of the Ancient 

Mariner.) 

\ 
Even the towering figure of Goethe (1749-1832),11 who in Germany presided over the turn of the 

century as the genius of all the sciences and many of the arts, interested himself ~ the world of 

the Volkslied; in imitating, he also heated lyrics and ballads, perfect evocations of folk

expression, which inspired numbers of composers to enrich them with music.12 

Translation again takes an important part in all spheres of literary activity (Coleridge himself 

i 
10 Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834), English poet, critic and philosopher, in close touch with 
German thought at the tum of the century. - William Wordsworth (1770-1850) is considered the first 
major English Romantic poet inspired by Nature. 

II Johann Wolfgang von Goethe: German poet, philosopher and man of letters; his all-embracing 
knowledge and interests, his drama and poetry, and above all, his drama Faust, set him on the pinnacle of 
European thought during his lifetime and beyond 

12 Uber allen Gipfeln was apparently set by more than 100 composers during the 19th century and Erlkonig 
by over 50! (See Plantinga, Romantic Music p122; ABB p39; GA XI xxxix.) 
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translated Schiller's Wallenstein,13 and the ScWegel-Tieck translation of Shakespeare, begun at 

the turn of the century, is in its own right an important and catalytic work of artI4
). It is 

noteworthy that Walter Scott, in 1796, translated two of Gottfried BUrger's ballads: Lenore 

(which he called William and Helen) and Der wilde Jiiger (The Wild Huntsman), and later, 

Goethe's Erlkonig (which he enjoined "to be read by a candle particularly long in the snuff"). 

Conversely, though passing beyond the realm of balladry, Byron, Burns, the American novelist 

Fenimore Cooper, the Irish poet Thomas Moore, in addition to Shakespeare, were all discovering 

ardent admirers in Germany at this time through the medium of translation. 

Certain musicians were not slow to see, in ballad literature especially, a tantalising new realm of 

the imagination lending itself supremely to musical treatment; how successful they were in 

solving the inherent musical problems will be discussed later. Suffice it to say at this stage that, 

adding together the many collections of original folk-ballads and their literary counterparts, the 

're-invented' or art ballads from the late 18th and early 19th centuries, one discovers a vast 

storehouse of narrative poetry of a type extremely popular at the time. Everyone loves a good 

story, and here was largesse indeed. 

Aspects of Romantic thought relating to the ballad 

The splendour falls on castle walls, 
And snowy summits old in story: 

The long light shakes across the lakes, 
And the wild cataract leaps in glory. 

Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying, 
Blow, bugle; answer, echoes, dying, dying, dying. 

o hark, 0 hark! how thin and clear 
And thinner, clearer, farther going! 

o sweet and far frpm cliff and scar 
The horns of Elfland faintly blowing! 

Blow, let us hear the purple glens replying: 
Blow, bugle; answer, echoes, dying, dying, dying. 

Alfred, Lord Tennyson, 1809-92 

*** 

i 

13 Johann Christoph Friedrich von Schiller (1759-1805), German dramatist, poet, and author of philo
sophical and historical worlcs. His ballads tend towards intellect rather than fantasy. - The play 
Wallenstein (a trilogy) appeared in 1799. 

14 August Wilhelm Schlegel (1767 -1845): his translation was completed by Qorothea Tieck (1799-1841), 
daughter of Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853), who supervised and edited it. According to Enc. Brit. 1953, 
vol. 20 p71: "this rendering is one of the best poetical translations in German, or indeed in any language." 



There's a fascination frantic 
In a ruin that's romantic ... 

W.S. Gilbert, 1836-1911 

* * * 

6 

ROMANTICK: resembling the tales of romances; wild; improbable; false; fanciful; full 
of wild scenery. 

Dr. Samuel Johnson: Dictionary 

2nd edition, 1760 

* * * 

The popularity and number of extant ballad poems is a notable element in the literature of the early 

decades of the 19th century; the diversity of their scenery and subject matter is also remarkable, 

and, comprehended as a whole, provides us with a clue as to the prevalent types of thinking and 

the levels of enjoyment characteristic of educated persons of feeling at this time; we can discern 

the direction in which the heart-strings could be pulled or the ideals lifted. Artistically, this was 

a generation that felt itself free to look both inwards and outwards; that could consciously delight 

in its own sensibilities as well as in the world of nature. Among musicians of the time, 

Beethoven,15 and somewhat later but even more volubly, Berlioz,16 would seem to bear this out 

exactly. 

Discussing the Romantic revival in English literature, Arthur Compton-Rickett proposes the 

following essential elements of romanticism: 

" ... The features most insistent in Romanticism are a subtle sense of mystery, an exuberant 
intellectual curiosity, and an instinct for the elemental simplicities oflife."lf 

From these origins arise most of the varied and constantly-recurring themes in balla'd literature. 

H.C. Robbins Landon elaborates, and shows some of the paths taken: 

"The word romantic soon came to include a large number of concepts, such as: 
courtly, old-fashioned, naive, redolent of folklore. The romantic world also came to mean 
a never-never fairy-tale atmosphere of magic and supernatural; and it was not long before all 
this led to the demonic, the sinister, and the world of the deep, green German forest - where 
it is not hard to imagine that pixies, elves and magicians live."18 

~- --' .. ~~---------

15 Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827); letters and diaries, passim. 

16 Hector Berlioz (1803-69); Memoirs, (passim, especially Chapters 2, 18, 36, 37,40). 

17 Arthur Compton-Rickett: A History of English Literature (London: T.C. & E.C. Jack, 1926) Part V 
p392. 

18H.C. Robbins Landon: Essays on the Viennese Classical Style (London: Barrie & Rockliff, 1970) pl74 
- in Chapter 12: The Dawn of Romanticism. 



Likewise Leonard Forster: 

"German romanticism made available a number of themes for poetry - nature, longing, the 
Middle Ages, the occult, wandering, night, and death - and revitalized a number of genres, 
such as the ballad and the fairy tale; a great outburst oflyric writing was the result."19 

Scenery and subject matter 

7 

The above extracts already point along the path of mystery and fantasy, introducing the faery and 

the antique, strong elements pervading all the arts at that time. In particular, the supernatural and 

the sinister, the ghoulish and the bloodcurdling, virtually guaranteed popularity for a novel, poem 

or play. It was the great age of the Gothic novel, producing phenomena such as Horace Walpole's 

Castle of0tranto, (1764); Mrs Anne Radcliffe's The Mysteril's ofUdolpho, (1794); and Mary 

Shelley's Frankenstein, (1818); 20 all spine-chillers of the first order, and the first two, at any rate, 

liberally scattered with ruined castles, spectres, and 'things that go bump in the night'. 21 Extreme 

examples, perhaps, but pertinent to the present theme. "This age loved to have its feelings 

whipped up by art ... ", comments Alfred EinsteinY Moreover, the Romantics, in describing 

themselves, freely used the adjective 'romantic' (its shifts and shades of meaning through the 

19th century being as fluid and diverse as the works of art created under its name); this fact shows 

further that artists were conscious of these new impulses flowing into the Arts; and this attitude 

and realisation - this 'self' -consciousness - was in itself new, a fundamental symptom of 19th 

century spiritual development. 

A new appreciation of Nature is clearly evident in the literary world; the Night brings its own 

trains of thought; the countryside, smiling, or forbiddingly stormy, is rusticised as the town 

dweller would like it to be, and peopled by virtuous, wise, contented peasJts. Water, whether 

lake, river, cataract, brooklet or ocean, is a frequent background element (musicians think 

immediately of Schubert here23); the carefree huntsman inhabits the deep, green German forest, 

inevitably winding his hom - that Romantic instrument par excellence, so rich in poetic and 

picturesque imagery. Delight in these 'elemental simplicities' of life, admittedly often 

-------------------------------------------

l"Leonard Forster ed.: The Penguin Book o/German Verse (Hannondsworth: Penguin Books, 1968); 
Introduction pxxxvii. 

200ne could continue: three books by Matthew Gregory Lewis (1775-1818) bea,rthe titles: Tales o/Terror 
(1800), Tales o/Wonder (1801), and Romantic Tales(1808); interestingly, Tales o/Wonderincludes The 
Gay Gold Ring, based on the same (Greek) story as Goethe's Die Braut von Corinth: see pp338-9. 

21However, the novelist Jane Austen (1775-1817), with her English tongue firmly in her English cheek, 
skilfully satirises the trend in Northanger Abbey (begun 1798, published posthumously 1818). 

22Alfred Einstein: Music in the Romantic Era (London: Dent, 1947) p43. 

23Franz Schubert (1797-1828); see Richard Capell: Schubert's Songs (paperback edition, London: Pan 
Books, 1973) pp63-65, 73. 
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oversimplified and prettified, also embraces and exalts the concepts of family affection and true 

love, and produces somewhat fanciful representations of the life of the seafarer, fisherman or 

soldier. And life is not all serious - many of the poems deal with humorous situations: ridicule 

is always popular. 

Love of the countryside -love of one's native land: patriotism is another stirring element in 

literature at this time when national feeling was developing allover Europe, and we fmd national 

heroes and events - legendary, historical, and contemporaneous, all playing their part. 

One path of intellectual curiosity led to an interest in the antique, the Classical world, fostered by 

the then growing discipline of archreology; nearer home, in the pageantry and chivalry of 

medireval times. Another revealed the lure of the exotic, usually 'Eastern' in a loose sense

Turkish, Arabian, Persian - but also including Spanish and Moorish tales. There also exist 

ballads, quite poignant ones, dealing with negroes and slavery, or simply using Africa as a 

colourful backdrop.24 

Finally, wonder - intellectual curiosity combined with awe and mystery - brings us close to 

the strongly religious, noble sentiments expressed in much of the writing of the time; it reaches, 

too, towards the ever-present mystery of Death. 

Underneath all these tendencies one recognises a longing for a life larger than reality; either more 

adventurous, setting the pulses racing, or more comfortable, or more heroic, or simply more 

Utopian: where love is true, right does triumph, and all is 'luxe, ordre, et beaute'25 -Coleridge's 

'poetic faith', no less.This, at first naIve, wistfulness soon blossoms iI¥0 a true, self-aware 

Romantic yearning, a 'Drang in die Ferne',26 Englished by Byron, Keats and ~helley, and 

epitomised in the final anguished groan of Der Wanderer: 27
: 

1 ~ li, 

It.! .y ~ 77· -,j 
77 

Dorl,,,·o du .. lebl blst, dort, 1st das Glucicl" 
" " II, rr-:-, ,--;-;;;;. 

tJ ~~~ #y: ;.- :s: ~ 

-=L 1t.J :> 
'fp t:-=It 

.D '" ~ 

:!:: E b~ -,j -::; -6>-

r f " rr 
"There, where thou art not - there is happiness!" 

24See Zumsteeg: Mohrenlied; Lied eines Mohren; Lied der Negersklaven; and Loewe: Der Mohrenfiirst 
trilogy. This was the era of outcry against the slave trade. 

25Charles Baudelaire (1821-67); from L'invitation au voyage. 

26i.e. an impulsive longing for the unattainable distance. Title of a Schubert song (D.770, 1823). 

27Song by Franz Schubert: D.489, written in 1816. The words are by one G. P. Schmidt of Lubeck. 
Schubert found the words in an anthology published in 1815. 
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So much for the background, the external features. Against this wide panorama, transmuted by 

Art into a vividly painted backcloth which already evokes strong emotional reaction, is played 

out the drama of the feelings in events of human interest. The eternal sagas of love, friendship, 

chivalry and compassion, jealousy and betrayal, violence, tragedy, anger and revenge run their 

course: most tellingly, perhaps, in the ballads, if only because of their conciseness of style. These 

miniatures can convey as much as a three-volume novel, and with far greater impact, precisely 

because around their swift action our imaginations are goaded into picturing everything that is 

not said, and our own mental activity leaves us breathless. 

Musical resources of the late 18th century relating to ballad composition 

The musical language 

"The art of music consists in substituting for the insensible image of the object that of the 
emotions which its presence excites in the heart of the contemplator. Not only does it agitate 
the sea, animate the flame of conflagration, make the streams to flow, the rain to fall and the 
torrents to swell; but it paints the horror of a terrible desert, datXens the walls of a subterranean 
prison, renders the air tranquil and serene, and sheds from the orchestra a new freshness through 
the groves. It will not represent those things exactly, but it will excite in the soul the same 
emotions as one experiences in seeing them ..... .It paints pictures by sounds; it makes even 
silence speak; it renders ideas by feelings, feelings by accents; and the passions which it 
expresses, it stirs from the bottom of the heart." 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau28 

* * * 

By tradition, words and music were inseparable in the folk ballads of antiquity. The old Scots 

ballad tunes were strophic, repeated for every verse (with hypnotic effect ope would imagine, in 

an example such as Clym 0' the Clough, with 176 verses!), the expressive and dnJnatic effect 

deriving wholly from the ability of the singer to convey the emotions, action and dialogue. 

Before attempting to follow specific composers in their efforts to set either folk- or art-ballads to 

music which supports and follows the action, and 'excites in the soul the em<;>tions' of these 

highly-charged poems, it is important to review the expressive potential of the musical language 

of the late 18th century. Such a review will necessarily be brief: merely a reminder and reference 

point, but with relevant bearing on the prime subject of this study, the ballads of Loewe. 

Certain musical patterns or figures, having evolved for the most part from the vocal music of the 

16th and 17th centuries and thereafter nurtured pre-eminently by operatic convention, were by 

1800 common property, and well-established as expressive cliches. Innumerable examples are 

28 Quoted in Robert Donington: The Interpretation of Early Music (London: Faber, 1963) p52. 
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found in Renaissance and earlier Baroque music of very obvious, literal, word-painting or 

hypotyposis; such words or phrases as 'ascendit', 'lifted up', 'God is gone up'; or 'descendit', 

'drooping', 'came running down amain' are usually set to appropriately rising or falling figures 

(See Example 1 (a) and (b». The word 'sigh', or 'sospiro', is preceded by a rest (Example 1 

(c»; 'fire', or 'ardor', denoted by scale passages - as indeed are 'fuggi' (1 flee) and 'cantar' (to 

sing) (Example 1 (d»: the context is naturally all-important. Pain, sorrow, dying, weeping, 

'crucifixus': these are almost invariably set to descending phrases or chromatic progressions, 

often involving the extremes of discord in their current style (Example 1 (e». 

Any mention of 'battle' or 'victory' - amorous, military, or spiritual - draws forth such soldier

like rhythms as: J .IJ ,I ~ I J J j .1. J' J J j which equally well correspond to 

'joy', 'jubilate', or 'alleluia' (Example 1 (f). Leading from these are later, Purcellian mannerisms 

such as the use of the diminished 4th at moments of high emotion (Example 1 (g». 

Ex.1 

J A • aeen· dit De • - us, 
J r r IF U&a Ir Wrn.Byrd (Gradualia II, 1607) 

(a) 

1 f 0- ~ 11&~~.tF IF' r IF f' 
A - seen - dit De - U'3 

Peter Philips (1612) 

i 

run_liIngdmrn ~, main. CI.Dl8 ruo .. ning do'Wll • _ main, came TUn-WDK down _' _-

Thorn as Weelkes: As Vesta was from Latmos hill descending 
(b) 

., 
(} srmp"FP - _r-.. 

I~ With droop . ing wings,ye Cu-pidscome 

" 
lei 

. L 
stmpr, pp - .... 

With droop - ing jings,ye Cu-
nmpr,-pp __ 

Henry Purcell: Dido and /8neas (1689); final chorus 

With droop ing wings 

" 



Ex.1 continued 

(c) 

(d) 

(" f~. 

;01 I 
Fl~-

" 
ten-eo miei 

- get, 0, mei 
so - spi - - ri, 

Seuf - - .cef", 

==-
... I ten-eo 

FUe - - Kef, oJ 

~: 

mip-i 
mci . 

so -
ne 

spi - - ri , 
SevJ - - .cer, 

==-
Gesualdo: Itene () miei sospiri (1611) 

I' 

... I~- ten-eo miei 
Flu - - get, o. mei -

" 
, 

!oJ ten-eo miei 
Flu,- -8'fJt, o. me; 
I' 

"- I -:- ten-eo miei 
FUs - -Ket, o. me; 

/5 
n 

H, sl~hs, 

n 

fI, sighs, h, 
n 

fI, sighs, h, 

fI' 

p 

so s~ - ri, 
Se1if - - .ce.,., 

p ==-

so spi - - ri , 
Se't/' - - ~er, 

=P ==-
so 

J 
h, sighs. 

sp}-:""" • ri , 
Sevf - - ISS"', 

,h, 

,1 
!ighs. ro, 

sighs, she. 

I G fa: 
"'e-!'ps. 

;, 22i£JJ I I ~: ~ 
'o\!"~~, 

UP i I 
d ,h, __ 

..:~ps. 

-------ig:=g? • A 

ti~hs. h' sighs, ,h, weeps, 

Francis Pilkington: Palaemon and his Silvia 1624 

Gesualdo: Dolcissima mia vita (1611) 
~ 

~V r Ir l1?jgr 
;,-

I ~ ~ r 
per fi-nir, 
z;eh-re BicA, 

IOJ ond' ar - - do siu, per fi-

[

I enl flam, _ mr-f ver-z:eh.,.,(:> 

ltv- at J I -z=wr;2CJ;J J 11 i\ I 
I~ and' ~f -~ _ - do sia.perrL 

en! - flnm- - - - m.et, verzeh-7'p. 

~IT::z_~I~ r ~C r If' liD p (=1 
I fun - .' co oml' a'r - - - - do sia per fi - nir __ I be Feu,. ent - ..,flam - met, vet" - z;eh-re sichJ __ 

Emsr =ttr/b=I~ t F 
hel fuo - _ - . co ond) ar - - - do sia. 
Lie - be Feu1o_ enl flam. 

Gesualdo: Itene () miei sospiri 

[I'''~--~-§~·~~~~---:f-~:~=~ii+t+491 
1-.1 - _ so, in a - rno - ro - so can - - - - _ - to, 

11 - gem,.z;u lie -be - sel' -

can 
Sin 

-gem Sin - tren . 

- to. 

- to, 
- Ken. 

1 1 
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Ex.1 continued 

(e) 

\ 

i 
(t) 

(g) 

mio duo - 10, 
t:or Schm.er ~ .zen, 

0 ___ 

duo 
be mnlt VI)1' S~hmer 

+ 
10 

~~~~--~ Jj;;~ 
1"0 las - so aJ mio duo 10 

sler' be matt l'01' Sl;hmer 

Mo 
Iek 

ro las -!'-.o al 
sler - be malt 

mlO 

Gesualdo: Moro lasso (1611) 

~" i' Ii I i I 
I I"ut It'Jr 

2 ~Clll "" rill lur . tr!rc 

4~1 r F p r II' 
I. I", " VC-!II lelf 

2 Son· brJ-llu [Of - flJIC 

~II I' I :j, ,11 J J 1 .J I • , . 
0, 

I I lit rCJr 

'>~ II! . br" 11'1 I,lt -\lht' 

11 ~ 
" 
, I r IF IT . I j [ 

, 1. "I UI " \C-/1I le:.lr 

2.\<:"111 ·111.1. "" lur . tl.!lC 

'h! ~ 
, ~ ~ 1 r 

I-
I 'Iut - " vc - ni - tc:u 

Scw- br~· IlU I", . IIJIC 

duo - 10 
Sehmer - zen, 

OJ 

=1 

;:1 

Giovanni Gastoldi: Amor vittorioso (1591) 

.~ f--=;:::: .If ---
10) 

H;.~ce ~re; thou~ 
art __ 

too_ 
1L 

I~ H;~ce Care; ~ou art too 

OJ -6 

~~u ----r. t-
Hence Care; art too 

OJ.., , Ht'n('e Care; thou art too 

l' Hence __ Care; thou art too eru ,,\ 

Thomas Weelkes: Hence Care, thou art too cruel (1600) 

tu - bde,in vo - Ctl tu - bde,in vo - Ctl 
Irllm-pr/,u'dh5(}t<nd Qj tTlfm-pel,"'illl.~I!II1Cd "r 

In vo tu - b.te,in vo-
lL'il/e SOl'llti oj trllm - pet"""h .,,,,,ltd oj· 

t" bite,in vo o. tu ba.e,Jn vo ce 
trum .pel.witA.\oultfl of tru""-pd,wiIAsnllIHi "f 

tu - batl,ln vo e. tu - bd.H, In vo - C6 

tr"'"-pel,,,·dhsoUlldl1 trulfI-pl'l,I"'lh ~H!lltd "I 

tu - baH,in vo .. tu - bae, in vo - ce 
trutn_pet,ullt!t.SUUfld of tr"m-}U'f,u.if/es,,,,,,ti r/ 

tu 
i,'"m 

tu 
trlfm. 

~/ 
tu 
tnl'" 

tu 
trllnt 

tu 
trllP/ 

:,:~~. t 

:,~~·l 

::t~·t 

AI - le-Io - ja. 

Al - Ie - lu _ ia.. 

AI Ie -lu t •. 

--= 

At - 1. I. ia. 

Al i:' -lu ia. 

Wm. Byrd: Alleluia ascendit Deus (1611) 

i 

~~~:~-:.~·~W4=~~~g 
That you had onrp a thoUKht of _ If';W - ing- mf'. 

DIDO. 

Henry Purcell: Dido and /Eneas 

Thus, on the fa-tal bank of Nile, Weeps the de-<:eit- ful cro-codile; 

Il~ I P • VI. t J J>J J I JlJ, J J&iF 
He be-heJd the ei - tYt 

George Jeffries: He beheld the city (before 1675) 
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This type of illustrative writing is purely fleeting, in the manner of an apt literary simile: its 

importance stems from the fact that these stereotypes (ascending, joyful figures; drooping, 

doleful ones, chromatic intervals and harmony) were during the 17th century transferred also to 

instrumental music, carrying with them inevitably their descriptive, emotive implications. 

Conversely, developing instrumental idiom was being transferred to the voice - vide 

Monteverdi's and Purcell's ubiquitous bouncing formulre, and, fIfty to a hundred years later,l.S. 

Bach's monumental choruses, with their leaping 'instrumental' fIgures in all voice parts: 

Ex.2 -------

. " 
,oJ 

I; 

!" 

.t ,MDe· 

.t nne- • tum, .t aane· 

Purcell: Jubilate Deo in D (1694) 

~ ri- a De·i -Pa-tris, a - men, 1=-
.. 

CumSancto Spi-ri - tu in glo. 

I" ..... .. .. 7 ... ..,~ 

Cum San-cto ; Spi - ri - tu in glo-

. 
1.S. Bach: Cum sancto Spiritu, from B minor Mass 

Monteverdi: Vespers (1610) 

= ri-a De-i 

This transference of idiom is a very important process of expansion throughout musical history. 

The 'Doctrine of the Affections' 

In the later Baroque certain figures, especially those expressing the extremes of joy or anguish, 

are consistently and deliberately used in creating the Affekt, the prevailjng mood or temper of a 

whole movement. This 'Doctrine of the Affections' or Affektenlehre is a broad and much

discussed subject; here it will suffice to note, with Bukofzer,29 that "the musical fIgures were in 

themselves necessarily ambiguous, and took on a definite meaning only in a musical context and 

by means ofa text or title". He also warns of the futility of applying rigid 'meanings' to musical 

fIgures at this period and of reading emotional or psychological programmes into these 

29 Music in the Baroque Era (London: Dent, 1948) p389. 
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conventional procedures. The difference we should rightly sense between the 16th and 17th 

century examples on the one hand, and the late Baroque motifs (motto themes in the case of arias) 

which characterise the mood or Affekt of a whole movement on the other, is a difference in 

intention. Rousseau the contemporary and Bukofzer the 20th century scholar both stress that 

naIve imitation is not the aim in later Baroque and pre-classical music.30 

But if one moves from this comparatively static representation of a single mood to the music of, 

for example, 1.S. Bach's son Carl Philipp Emmanuel, one recognises a significantly greater 

dynamic play of varied feelings within a short movement. His Fantasias31 frequently call to mind 

a dramatic solo scene from an opera - recitative, arioso, coloratura - reduced to a single 

keyboard: again a profitable transference of idiom. 

The doctrine of the affections had been deeply ingrained into music during the 18th century; 

opera, too, through Gluck32 and Mozart,33 had gained immeasurably in purely musical expres

siveness as well as in psychological depth. This in turn had enriched the resources of the 

'abstract' forms - symphony, concerto, and sonata - so that concert audiences, conditioned 

by familiarity, now found it natural to associate certain features of melody, harmony, rhythm and 

figuration, even in purely instrumental music, with their apposite moods of dramatic rhetoric. 

As a final illustration in this context, it is not out of place to recall Haydn's two great Nature 

portraits, The Creation (1798) and The Seasons (1800). Between them, they gather together 

many of the threads previously mentioned, particularly in their landscape painting, their 

glowingly evocative descriptions of Nature as divine creation and hW¥an domain. Their 

medium, too, of solo singers, chorus and orchestra, being the largest and expressivfly the most 

comprehensive musical vehicle at the time, means that all the possibilities of colour and texture 

are here which, in the ballad settings to be discussed, must needs be embodied in a single vocal 

line and a piano accompaniment: a transference of idiom at its most extreme! 

But a rich vocabulary has to be ordered by grammar and syntax, in musical terms alias form and 

tonality. Structurally, sonata movements of the late 18th century imply drama with denouement: 

proposition, argument or 'working-out', with a balanced summing-up. The episodical forms 
i 

30See also the exremely wide-ranging article RHETORIC AND MUSIC in Grove 6, especially Section 
3.E (Hypotyposis figures) and Section 4 (The Affections). 

31See for example HAM vo1.2, no.296. 

32Christoph Willibald von Gluck (1714-87); important for his operatic reforms. 

33(1756-91); Mozart's operas were the first to unite both serious and comic elements into a supremely 
human, living drama in the Shakespearian sense. 
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allow digression and return; while the variation form, a long-familiar device, exemplifies _unity 

with diversity. All these points have relevance to the musical setting of a long narrative if it is 

to remain cohesive, and not fall apart into a series of isolated, if colourful, incidents. For the same 

reason, tonal relationships, inasmuch as they contribute so strongly to the design and coherence 

of classical forms of whatever size, also have an important part to play. Even the attributes of 

certain individual keys, subjective though they may be, tmd a striking unanimity of topic and well 

repay scrutiny. 

The instrument: the advent of the pianoforte 

In the light of the new freedom and sensibility manifest in the arts during the last decades of the 

18th century (the term Sturm und Drang34 covers some facets at least of this phenomenon) it is 

interesting to observe the rapid and almost unquestioning acceptance of the new keyboard 

instrument, the fortepiano (soon to be universally known by the name pianoforte), during this 

same era. C.P.E. Bach, writing in 1762,35 already assumes the piano to be readily available, 

saying that it and the clavichord "provide the best accompaniment in performances that require 

the most elegant taste". He goes on to admit that "some singers, however, prefer the support of 

the harpsichord or the clavichord to the pianoforte". 

In 1777 the 21-year-old Mozart enthusiastically describes the manufacture and the action of a 

pianoforte by Andreas Stein, noting especially the efficient damping device and escapement.36 

Haydn makes frequent reference to "conducting the Symphony from the Piano-forte" during his 

visits to London in 1791 and 1795; piano concertos feature on most concert programmes at this 

time, but there are also reviews of harpsichord performances. Salieri presided at the fortepiano 
; 

at the trrst performance of The Creation in 1798.37 There is plenty of evidence to show that for 
i 

forty years or so both instruments were inuse, with the piano gradually replacing the less flexible 

harpsichord. 

Piano technique (as opposed to general keyboard facility) was pioneered and greatly developed 

by Clementi in his 66 extant sonatas (one, op.50:3 in G minor (1821), interestirigly bearing the 

340riginally a literary movement, named from Klinger's drama of that name (1776) and usually translated 
'Storm and Stress'; used loosely to describe music with a great many emotional upheavals, reflected in 
extreme dynamic contrasts and modulations, prominent use of minor mode. Mpch ofC.P.E. Bach's work: 
exemplifies these features. 

3SC.P.E. Bach: Versuch iiberdie wahre Art das Klavier zu spielen. Introduction to Part II (1762); trans. 
W.J. Mitchell (London: Cassell, 1949) pl72, para. 6. 

36In a letter to his father, 17th October 1777: in Mozart: Briefe und Aufteichnungen vol.II p68: no.352; ed 
W.A. Bauer and Otto Erich Deutsch (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1962). 

37H.C. Robbins Landon: Haydn - Chronicle and Works vols. 3 and 4 (London: Thames & Hudson, 1976 
and 1977). 
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descriptive title Didone abbandonata - scena tragica) and his set of studies Gradus ad 

p arnassum. 38 Piano writing, or Klaviersatz, thereby took a large step forward. Haydn's sonatas, 

covering over thirty years of the 18th century (c. 1760-94) can be profitably studied in this light; 

and Dussek, Hummel and John Field are also important figures in this area at the turn of the 

century and well beyond.39 

The piano's greater sonority and expressive capability, and particularly its range of tone, whereby 

a melody can be emphasised and yet lightly accompanied; and its sustaining pedal (the value of 

which was only appreciated later, as its efficiency increased) - are factors which meant that, if 

required, the single instrument could convey a whole gamut of emotions, imply a whole drama, 

with something approaching the impact of an orchestra. 

It is significant how closely the piano, with its endless tonal and textural possibilities, seems to 

fulfil the need of the time; and how quickly it became the perfect vehicle for the Romantic 

dichotomy of the grandiose and the miniature: of virtuosity and solo brilliance on the one hand, 

and the most intimate lyricism on the other. 

Summary: a propitious climate for a new art form 

This consideration of the antecedents of 19th century ballad composition has now disclosed three 

important features: 

i) the appropriate words; the growth of a particular literary genre, that of the dramatic 

narrative, the ballad, has been surveyed, and its abundance of material noted. 

ii) the appropriate music; music itself was at a high peak of colouristicpnd formal 

organisation at the turn of the century; orchestral and operatic music now contained 

a wealth of implicit drama and emotional tension. 

iii) the appropriate instrument; the developing pianoforte not only possessed the latent 

power to translate, to a certain extent, the expressive nuances of the orchestra into its 

own sonorities, it also tempted and encouraged composers to experiment with these 

characteristic sonorities and to give rein to their inspiration purely in terms of the 
tf 

piano. 

38Muzio Clementi (1752-1832); his Didone abbandonata is not programmatic in detail, but suggests in its 
3 movements the growing darlrness of Dido's emotions: sorrow-stricken love - grief - despair. 

39Jan Ladislav Dussek (1760- I 812); Johann Nepomuk Hummel (1778-1837); John Field (1782-1837). 
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It will be noted that all three factors - the ballad poems, opera and orchestral music, and the piano 

itself- enjoyed in common a popularity with the educated public. In domestic circles there had 

existed for at least a century and a half an enormous demand for songs with keyboard 

accompaniment, second only to that for solo keyboard music. The piano had been swiftly 

accepted into private homes as well as public halls, so that by 1820 a certain W.e. Miiller could 

write: "it is incredible how far the enthusiasm for music, and especially for skill on the piano, is 

now being carried. Every house has a good instrument. The banker Gaymiiller has five by 

different makers; and the girls especially playa great deal."40 

It appears that the climate of thought and taste - and technique - was wholly advantageous for 

what is now seen as the emergence of a new art-form: the Lied, with its dramatic counterpart, the 

ballad. Bearing these points in mind, one can hardly wonder that the turn of the 19th century 

heralded the era of the great song-writers. 

*** 

i 

4OQuoted by Oscar Bie in History of the Pianoforte and Pianoforte Players, p 160; trans. E.E. Kellett and 
E.W. Naylor (R New York: Da Capo, 1966). 



CHAPTER 2 

Features of ballad composition before Loewe 

In general, the sentiment must be in the melody; the spirit, the gesture, must be distributed 
through the accompaniment. 

from Gretry's Memoires (1797) 

The voice alone cannot reproduce everything or produce every effect; together with the 
expression of the whole the finer details of the poem should also be emphasised; and all is well 
so long as the vocal line is not sacrificed 

from Schumann: On Music and Musicians 

* * * 

The earliest ballad settings: Reichardt, Zeiter, Zumsteeg 
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In the field of ballad composition there are three minor composers to note before reaching the 

distinctive achievements of Carl Loewe. These are: Johann Friedrich Reichardt (1752-1814); 

Carl Friedrich ZeIter (1758-1832); and Johann Rudolf Zumsteeg (1760-1802). 

Reichardt and ZeIter were both North Germans; both were influential figures as writers and 

teachers as well as popular composers of songs. Reichardt was for a time (1775) active at the 

Court of Frederick the Great in Berlin and ZeIter was a Berliner born and bred. Zumsteeg was 

based in Stuttgart and moved chiefly in the opera world as composer, director - of specifically 

German opera - and orchestral player (he was a virtuoso cellist). All t:h.J:l!e, variously, opened 

the way for the 14-year-old Schubert to try his hand at (initially over-lengthy) soI1£ and ballad 

composition.41 That Schubert's truly p'ersonal song-writing achievement was not in the ballad 

but in the short, concentrated lyric is a matter of general knowledge, but his particular admiration 

for Zumsteeg's work and zealous imitation thereof bore good fruit, both then and later. 

A few examples of song and ballad settings by Reichardt, ZeIter and Zumsteeg may serve to hint 

at the embryonic feeling for word-setting in a dramatic or emotional context which was emerging 

around the tum of the century. It must be borne in mind that here, only the small-scale solo song 
• 

with keyboard accompaniment is under consideration. 

Before these examples, however, a glance at the format of later 18th century song publications 

is enlightening. 

41The following were written in 1811: Hagar's Klage D.S; Eine Leichenfantasie D.7; Der Vatermorder 
D.IO. 
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The printing lay-out 

An examination of published copies of these early songs shows that procedure as to lay-out was 

changing. Before the middle of the 18th century, solo songs with keyboard accompaniment were 

being printed on two staves, the upper, with a C Soprano clef, carrying the voice part; the lower 

stave carried the bass line, usually figured, and the words were printed between the two. The 

keyboard player would fill in the indicated chords with his RH, adding suitable figuration 

according to his skill. This continuo practice, and the figuring of the bass line, gradually 

disappeared after the middle of the century, and the G Treble clef was becoming more common 

(though by no means universal). Now the top notes of the RH part were identical with the melody, 

and 3rds, 6ths, or simple chords were added below (sometimes in smaller print); the LH part on 

the lower stave was occasionally elaborated with octaves, broken chord figures or a murky bass 

(broken octaves). As before, the text stood between the staves; thus the whole could be (and 

apparently was, on occasion) performed as a keyboard solo. (Example 10, dating from 1794, 

shows something of this stage, including the constriction forced upon the keyboard lay-out.) 

By the mid- and later 1790's, when Zumsteeg's songs and ballads were being printed, it was 

becoming usual to print three staves, as now, thus giving the RH part far more freedom and 

independence. It could now ascend into the higher octaves for greater brilliance, and blossom 

into more florid figures or counter-rhythms without confusing the reader: 

Ex.3 

(a) (b) 

@=Ef~l" Lii¥¥8¥aT~ 
funkeln in fei • er • Ii. cl~r Pracht! 

• 
I I 

«a) is from Zumsteeg's Maria Stuart; (b) from his Die Sterne) 

The three-stave lay-out was probably a publishers' response to the demands of the more 

imaginative song composers of the time and, in turn, its wide open spaces probably beckoned 

their later or less adventurous brethren. The approach to the matter of the accompaniment of solo 

song was still very fluid around the turn of the century. 

* * * 
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C.F. Zeiter 

Example 4 is part of ZeIter's setting of Goethe's Wand'rers Nachtlied I (1807). It shows a 

musically balanced melody, tastefully accompanied and imaginatively treated. Example 5, the 

autograph and printed copy of his Wonne der Wehmuth (1807), also by Goethe, displays even 

more the careful detail that ZeIter weaves into the accompaniment so that the mood of the words 

is sustained throughout. (Certain Bach-like qualities in this example are a reminder that ZeIter 

studied and performed a good deal of Bach with his Berlin Sing-Akademie.) 

Ex.4 

Bcquem und mit Affekt 
<>~ .... 

Der - du von dem Ii:-md bifl, al • k: Leid und Srhmer - zen nil - 1ell, den, der 

<~ = -- <> 

S@JI'tD~3 

Ex.5 

Langsam und tief versunken 
IJ~ ~ ===- -=== ===- <> <> ~ ~ ~ 

~ 

I~~ ----------- "'cT '--' Lie - - bel Trade - - Ilt't ni·tlt, tra&: - - net_ nimt, Tra - - - _du c - .... i-gen 

~.n-12 j Iligm~ 
101 ~. I .... ~~ ~ff· _T f"~ P 

p-==~ ~- --= = p--
. ~.-- J. 11 ~~ I ~ p :I===t ~ 

: ~ ... '1( .... 'z!' 
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The impetuosity' of Example 6 should dispel any idea that Zeiter was only at home in slow, 

languishing movements: 

Ex.6 

(Rastlose Liebe) 

Rasch und kraftig 

~-=-~~_ L:c=~~=====li-=:=,~~'t_~~gG~~ ~~$~ 
Dem Sdlnee, dem He - .'rco, dem 'Wind cnt _ 

(He wrote Rastlose Liebe when he was 53; in one of his letters to Goethe he half-seriously 

questions whether one can write about 'restless love' at that age!) 

J .F.Reichardt 

Reichardt, on the other hand, musically less truly expressive though he may be, did attempt a 

more pictorially dramatic accompaniment in his several ballad settings, of which Johanna Sebus 

(Goethe), published in 1809, is an interesting example. His keyboard illustration of the swirling 

flood waters is apt: 

Ex.7 

wilh - len, die Flii - (he laust, die 
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In the vocal line, diminished intervals stress the desperate plight of the girl who has saved her 

mother from the flood but is herself about to drown: 

Ex.8 

gut." ., Auch uns be - den - ke, be-drangt wie wir sind, 
Die schwa-the Frau! ... 

This is still essentially a strophic setting but with two alternating ideas, and varied figuration in 

the accompaniment becoming wilder and more chromatic as tension mounts. Neapolitan 

harmony, and the use of a remote E-flat minor tonality, add to the drama; towards the end a 

change of time from an urgent 4/4 to a calm 3/4, together with a wide sweep of melody (the 

rippling semi quaver triplets now suggesting celestial harps), conveys the holy peace of Johanna's 

apotheosis: 

Ex.9 

rO,\'-·-n-

I" SU, thens Bild schwebt ii ber -

: tl FA -ffi FA F=FI F=FI _.::::F'! ~ ~ =133:: 

1'" 
~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ •. f'- .f'- ~ 

'~~.:r::t 

=- =- - ,,-

tl ~. 

ttl' -t --' 

all. no> \Vas '" sinkt, d" 

tl -~. ..."" = "'" =:I "" -=-
" 

. . . .. .11· -..t;-~ 

~ FFI _FFI FFI "" ~ !. ..... 

===' ===' " 

Lanu __ - scheint und i.i - - ber . 

Ermt und kriiftig 

Cnd clem sci, wer's nicht 

This type of setting, strophic but with varied details, was to become a notably important structural 

type among both Loewe's ballads and Schubert's longer songs. 
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Reichardt's feeling for the atmosphere of the poem is noticeable in his much earlier (1794) and 

simpler setting of Goethe's Erlkonig; the words spoken by the eerie Erlking himself are set to a 

monotone D, while the accompanist plays the melody (already heard in the first two verses) an 

octave lower - note that both hands are clearly to use the bass stave. The key of G minor is worth 

remarking: 

Ex.l0 (Repr. from Grove 6, vo1.15 p705) 

• 
.. I .. 

--.. 
N, - M • ,,,if. 

n 

/J. Ii,. I~I 

XfdU. 
Xi.!. t."" ... il. 

1 ~ J 

/rid H"';' thr . .f',..(4 how.', IIf"._ !.J •• tI",. .'>Ira"" • .... ., 

A .f 1. 1. w..~ -* j l' I ,. 

-CIT ; r l r 
J .R.Zumsteeg 

.,, ...;" ,_ /<1.6 _ .. .~tlJ. II 

l' J l' J J' .r:r"'j 

J ,11 J .~ J 

r r
,Oki fof,ia,. 

Zumsteeg's ballad settings are in an altogether different category; many can be likened to 
1 

extended scenas, or small cantatas with keyboard accompaniment, where the composer vividly 
) 

matches his music to the narrative, whether as scene-setting or action. His harmony, in its key-

relationships and occasional enharmonic modulation, foreshadows much Romantic usage, even 

though his melody and piano figuration may be simple: 

Ex.ll 
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BUrger's Lenore has already been cited as the fIrst great German ballad poem. It has been set 

by many composers, and its story used as the basis for many larger compositions; Zumsteeg's 

setting dates from 1798. Example 12 is taken from the climax of the 'Totenritt' or Ride of Death. 

At this point in the story the ghostly rider with his (living) bride have arrived at last at their bridal 

bed - the grave: 

Ex.12 

, Lebhaft. 

VoU-bracht,vollbrdcht ist unser La.uf, das Hochzeitsbet-te thnt s!ch auf! ie 

I!' : I-_' d· 

I 

" 'To-dten reiten sChnelle. wir sind,wir sind zur Stel: Ie. 
r, I ..,. - .-. 

II' ~7J. +. [ii, - - ~ ~ 

~ I ~ 

: 

.'- ...... 

Here is economy of means, looking little on paper, but sufficient to produce a literally rising 

excitement, with hollow octaves bursting into a full chord of D-flat at the top of the phrase. 

Lenore is a long ballad, and Zumsteeg follows the story with changing textures and styles -, 
arioso, song, recitative, and dramatic piano interludes - for all of 950 bars. 

The contributions of these three composers to the development of solo song, leading to the ballad, 

may be summarised as follows: 

from ZeIter an expressive, shapely melodic line, capturing the overall mood of the 

poem; the beginnings of an independent accompaniment which under

lines the sentiment. 

from Reichardt dramatically apt accompaniment, varied and illustrative, but still essen

tially strophic and diatonic. 

from Zumsteeg not only varied accompaniments but often completely different musical 

treatment given to the various scenes of the narrative; chromatic 

harmony for dramatic purposes. 
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Of the three, Zumsteeg is without doubt the most daring and experimental in his tackling of these 

long and varied narratives, and well merits further study. 

* * * 

Some characteristics of Zumsteeg's song and ballad composition pertaining to: 

(i) accompaniments 

(ii) harmony and tonality 

(iii) structure 

Zumsteeg's shorter ballad and song settings were published by Breitkopf und Hartel in seven 

volumes which appeared at intervals between 1793 and 1805. The evidence of expanding 

compositional technique observed in them can be tabulated as follows: 

expansion of emotionaL content 

/ ~ 
(i) (ii) 

expansion of structure 

i 

(iii) 

development of an independent 
and increasingly elaborate 
accompaniment 

expressive and dramatic 
uses of chromaticism 
in melody and harmony; 
wider tonality 

various approaches 
to the problem of 
length 

(i) Accompaniments 

In examples such as the following one can already see the imagination of ihe composer chafing 

at the limitations of the then conventional lay-out: ) 

Ex. 13 

{~ I; ~lQ~1 ~1· I.=t~~~ £i£:z=L=ffi~~ 
:....:::I . ...Oi(;i,. ... Oi ...... ~-4=~t ... l ... i" ......... I ... ~+ ~ ... \JI ... 

"~...t-Ie! ""ai-Ie man-cile Strecke, dasszum Zweclle'Vas.er fues-se, undmi! 

~ ... ~ 
--0 -.-'! i -. 

f~Z~J~P&~~\~~ = - __ :::::::r :::::::I 

1 
Ichliingclf, rausch mir'.Iler-ii - ber, wo sic is!. C. 

~ ~ 
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In both cases the top stave looks congested, having to combine the semiquaver ripple of water 

and the vocal line together. The moment a third stave is available, however, Zumsteeg shows 

in what direction his fancy is moving. Here a mother is singing a lullaby in a storm-tossed boat: 

Ex.14 

IT c CJ QJr 
SchlUlDtnre Kna - be! um un> her tob! du 

--, -fI-_~ __ 

(This example is of special interest in the light of Loewe's consistent preference for the key of 

E major where the idea of water is involved.) 

The RH part is now free to illustrate, for instance, storm (a); fear and treDfbling (b); or a winter 

wind (c): 

(b) 

'* I Un - bebnn - tea Grau - sen &Chattel! mein Ge - bem. 

{~~tJIim 
Mij "I'~ ~ 

... -a rr lie: 

Ex. is continued overleaf 



Ex. 15 continued 

~~~;=f~j.~ t· ~1-'~-=S~~1$=b~ ~~ 
I Uit;SeS Schau ern , Ge - lieb-tc, die-se5 Zit-tern, die-ses '~~e - hell uncI 

(b) I .---... ~ r.-. ~... r.-.... r ...... 
fl~S--==t=f~- g=f~E!=5il¥L~-' gg=i~ 
{~: - " ,res 

l~E;+d-1----- ~±d¥ =, :9H$~ igggj:~ t±3 

(c) 

or to add a flourish or an interesting texture: 

Ex.16 

.... eIl ihm! 

-~ ~ 

f 

Etwas langsam. 

. ......., 

f~-- ., ••• ..--. .• ~ 
:?- ::::~ --S=-~ > 

im - mer dein Bildnifs, du 

! .

, '-'" 
-"-...r 

es III - chelt bald Ruh', im freundli 
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The lengthy introduction to Der Mohrin Gesang (Example 34, belC\W), is a most expressive 

demonstration of the possibilities of an emancipated RH, while in Example 17, from the ballad 

Richard und Mathilde,42 both hands are placed high on the keyboard to lighten the texture; the 

heroine is wasting away with unrequited love: 'The coral lips become pale': 

4%e poem will be found in English in Percy's Reliques under the title Lucy and Colin. 
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Ex.17 

~~~' J l'" l'" r It; r • 1 r W J. lj J J J J I d 
lich. Da bleicb -te der Ko - ral-Ienwund, der Au-gen Feu-er wich. 

~ ~~ rr rr r 

~ €if 00it=-t¥Jd:;e! j r r, r g:r ! g ~ r Pt Pi I F 
, :::::0> 

~ :S 
~ i: 11 W: I i~ Ja:r I v-

Later in the same ballad dramatic dynamics are called for, and the piano part again has an 

expressive 2-bar intervening phrase: 

Ex.18 

r~l¥4f-W~~ ! I S :cl:~} } I f-eg 
I Richard! gieb ihr niedein Wort! mir ja gebuhns al- lein. 

j~;[* : R-q!f 
::..::>- f I " I 

~@I$~. =ttd=tM r= ; 

("Richard! Never give her thy troth - it belongs to me alone!") 
) 

The 'storm' examples above (Examples 14 and 15) indicate a further expansion of keyboard 

idiom: orchestral effects begin to be mirrored in piano accompaniments; composers are using 

a wider palette, with colours arising from the use of varying registers and textures, as in these bars 

from Ossian auf Slimora (the word 'triib' means dark, gloomy): 

Ex.19 

'-" J ../ "0'" 
ilit - tort dei -nen Hang da - hin; wie so !riib, SIi-mo - ra lnl dei - ne Will - der 80 in ban . 

J'" I§ § I t 

= -cr' 
-€I-
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Composers now draw strongly on operatic and instrumental idiom; and these excerpts from 

Zumsteeg's Ossians Sonnengesang (1793) possess distinct affinities with Haydn's Creation, of 

a few years later: 

Ex.20 
Andante. 

• 
"01 '- "---"" 

o die du rond, me mei - ner Va-ter Schild". Wan - deist 

'J3 
l@ 

Andantino. 
t ~ WE ! S . J HEn t $ r'; ; II@ ::: p J 

rilck die dunklen Gestir-ne yom tagendell Himmel; 

I W ,--- -.i 
dab f 

• • l'" 

Recit. 

Mit ?la-ie-sut er - ha-ben trittstdu hor- ftlr. 

11 
f 

f 

-
kracht, 

1 ~ 

It took some time, and the work of specialist keyboard composers such as Clementi, Dussek and 

John Field, to cite but three active at the turn of the century, to absorb and assimilate these effects 

into a truer piano style, so that with middle and late Beethoven, and later on with Chopin and Liszt, 

one can forget the orchestral origins and hear the piano speak its' own distinct and highly 

expressive language. 
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(ii) Harmony, keys, and key relationships 

Zumsteeg's ballads and songs, written in the 1790's, employ a full range of contemporary 

harmonic resource; fairly remote keys such as E-flat minor, B-flat minor, F-sharp and C-sharp 

minors are used momentarily for dramatic excitement or emotional tension; and certain keys -

F minor, E major, and G minor in particular - appear consistently with a certain connotation. 

(F minor denotes agitation, sadness, death; E major: water or beauty; and G minor: wistful pathos 

- all reminiscent in varying degrees of characteristic works by Mozart, Schubert, and 

Beethoven.) 

In addition, Zumsteeg's frequent juxtaposition of major and minor as a device for contrasting 

temperament or mood is surely the unconscious stimulus for such Schubert gems as Lachen und 

Weinen. As an instance, in Ludwig HOlty's tiny Klage a youth is addressing the moon - when 

he was happy the silver light was like a benison (F major); but now that he is sad the moonlight 

shining through his window only reveals his ashen face and tear-wet eyes (F minor):43 

Ex.21 

Andantino. 

D~in Sil- ber achien 

Zumsteeg almost invariably turns to F minor for poems of despair, dea~ and the grave; this 

opening line could hardly be more explicit ('The grave is deep and silent'): 
) 

Ex.22 

Langsam. 
t-:-----:---c-._-:-t-_--:--_-==_-=_-__ ---- - -----_-_-_-_-_-t--== 

-e- .. "'-
Das Grab ist tief nnd sti! - Ie, nnd schau - der-haft scin Rand. 

• L=-

------_. -.- --------------

430ther examples by Zumsteeg of (tonic) major/minor juxtaposition: Schwermut, Ferdinand an Ernestine, 
An Marien, Die Zeit der Liebe, M orgenlied eines J iinglings, and many other sections within longer songs. 
Shift to relative minor: Grablied (Schlaf, Schwester); to relative major: Via crucis. via Iuds - a moralistic 
verse on the theme of 'through storm to rest', 'through battle to victory', always from F-sharp minor to 
A major. 
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He fmds the brightness of E major a matching vehicle for songs full of ardour, or intensity of 

feeling, or which describe great beauty: 

Ex.23 
("Dear maiden ... ") 

Theures Mad - chen, wenn ein andrer Him-mel, doch kein schlln '-ret 

Mafsig langsam; sanft. 

~H' l' l~1! ~I iii £3 tt2 r l li=J; 
Jezzund kllmmtdie Nacht bee - bei, Vieb und Men-schen wer-den frei, 

~Wli (J 121 m i 1_, 
bE 

(describing the beauty 

of Nature at nightfall) 

tv-----; ::--
lE!3&C 1 C1 ,I I J J ; I 17= d 

The use of four accidentals in the key signature is Zumsteeg's usual limit for his home tonic, and 

keys with fewer display less sharply defmed characters. However G minor, with a 6/8 time 

signature, is often found in settings of a sad, narrative folk-song type, for example Desdemona's 

song from Othello (The Willow Song): interestingly, Loewe uses the same key and time signature 

for these same words. (One also notes the use of G minor for both Loewe's and Schubert'S 

Erlkonig, and further, for Senta's ballad in Wagner's Der fliegende Hollander.) Zumsteeg's 

Willow Song runs its course in a wistful eight bars: 

Ex.24 

Langsam. 

r 
Du ar - me Kind! sie 

p 

... -

) 

A U S S H A K ESP EAR E 'S 0 THE L L O. 

::;- r- ~ r' 
sass und laDg, an ei - nem Baum sass sie, 

F 
Knie . 

die Hand ge -legt auf 

Der Bach floss .till vorbei und .timmt' Singt all ein griiner Weidenzweig 
Der muSi mein Krlinzchen sem. In ihre Seuher eln; 

Und ihrer Thr2nen hewe Fluth 
Erweichte Kieoelstein. 

o tadelt nicht sejn lIartes Hen, 
Mein Herz gehort doch sein. 
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Loewe's is set as an operatic scene, complete with the interpolated speech, but the melody itself 

keeps the simplicity of a folk song. The running triplets in the LH part (perhaps illustrating the 

wind of the text) bring to mind Verdi's chromatic scales, producing a similar effect: 

Ex.25 

Sanft bewegt, in zarter Trauer verweilend. 
DESDEMONA. resc. 

Die Ar _ me,wie seuC _ zend am A _ horn sass sie! Singt 

A further harmonic characteristic found in Zumsteeg's song and ballad settings is his fondness 

for mediant key relationships. These are usually to a flatter key, i.e. down a major third or up 

a minor third; he shares this feature (with its extension to the converse, sharper keys) with 

Schubert and Beethoven, and it later became a common ingredient of Romantic fare. , 
Example 26 is from Richard und Mathilde: 

Ex.26 
Langsam. 

weirs - 10 wandte sich die Dnl·de-rin au det Ge - .pie-len Kreis: 

~d 
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And a much smoother transition (from Melancholikon) shows a distinctly Schubertian cast: 

Ex.27 

A change from B-flat major via F minor to a superb cantilena in D-flat, in An Ida, also catches 

the heart with its 'pre-echo' of Schubert: 

Ex.28 

d 
el - nes e - macnes .... I d . G 'we'·' - .::.e \Yaw - de ro - thet, 0 - der das Spatroth? 

I I 

s 
, . 
I I 

~J:~, __ 

{
IP ~! 5~W: § ... i ~~uLd 

1 t:~:: ~::~::: 
, . .-
~: ;. ~f · ~ S@? 

"7' l'P 

\ ,... p 

... 
',ehl es nicht dann 

-...;;:: 
urn dieh, wie Geio;t - ge - lis _ pel? 

L-=t=FFFF 
/j;: .... - -_ ........ ~ ... .;: .. -- .. 

Schubert's friend Josef von Spaun (1788-1865) relates that in March 1811: 

"".r went to see him [Schubert] in the music room".He had several of Zumsteeg's 
songs in front of him and told me that these songs moved him profoun<fiy. 'Listen', he said once, 
'to the song r have here' and with a voice already half breaking he sang KoZma; then he showed 
me Erwartung, Maria Stuart, Ritter Toggenburg etc. He said he could revel in these songs for 
days on end."44 

j 

44 Otto Erich Deutsch (tr, Rosamond Ley and John Nowell): Schubert - Memoirs by his friends p127 
(London: A. & C. Black, 1958). 
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Zumsteeg's Maria Stuart (Schiller) is a small-scale cantata with a brilliant alia breve finale: 

Ex.29 Aug- "'t~ 
I~· I 

ia den wollt' ich ihn reich mit Schllzzen, einen Zug so lIt' er thuD, wle er kei • nen ge _ 

than, das GlUck sollt' er fin den in sei Dun Nez· zen, nlihm' er mich ein 

H 15 
The use of tonality as a means of underlining dramatic or lyrical expression and shifting 

sentiments is a vital element in Loewe's ballads from the outset, and although chromatically 

changing tonality had been a perfectly familiar feature in most musical genres throughout the 

previous century, it was only at this time that its emotional possibilities were beginning to be 

exploited within the necessarily small scale of the solo song. 

Chromatic chords such as the augmented 6th in the middle of Example 29 are extremely common 

in Zumsteeg' s songs, as are the Neapolitan 6th, diminished 7th, and augmented triad - all the big 

guns of the Sturm und Drang arsenal. The final line of the famous ZauberZehrling (Sorcerer's 

Apprentice) of Goethe brings most of them into play, and includes an exaniple of flat submediant 

tonality, which usually occasions an augmented 6th for the return:) 

Ex.30 

{~~~~I II 1- Zwek -ke erst her-yor der ai-to ?tleister." 

~rz1rgEr ; I r "'43ft 
J'lr -c-
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The following example includes the augmented triad, and also the melodic use of the augmented 

2nd, an occasional indulgence of Zumsteeg's. Here it resolves an augmented 6th in an unusual 

way: 

Ex.31 

die halb ent-Iaub - ten \YlIlder, ---.... 

/"""', 

~~ ~ r e--=-flji =+==, ::;:;J I-=t.=:~ 
d.. kran - 1.e A - bendrotb, 

::Jtr p [ , 

Au.;l. 
,2,f\r/. 

t2~ 
yer - klinden Grab 

r 

Zumsteeg sometimes demonstrates a freedom of tonality which would not shame the young 

Beethoven: 

Ex.32 
~farsig langsam. 

4~#fC - ~=id-2- t.t§=i=t.~~~£J~rgd§~I~~~ ~"'~~~~§ ~3~ -=R >- :=!: ~ ~ . l"' ~ .. J. l f ; d ~ 
.... '-- r 

E ----~) e ) 

o 10 sche dei - ne Fakkel, Tag! her - vor, du geist'ge Nacht, mit 

~ --- ~ 1 

~u ClI¥P· 
) c 

qJ ILJ @ 
dei nem hoI - den Schweigel1', 

der Lie - be W ou ne 

(Example 11 provides a further instance.) 
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And who could fail to be stirred by the faint flicker of Wagnerian chromaticism encountered here 

in approaching a radiant dominant - I to V, such a 'simple' musical journey!: 

Ex.33 

am al. ten Eichenstamm voll Moos: sur, Gretchell komm! die Nacht ist 
3 

J' 

, 

Ichaurig; 0 bitt' ieh dicb auf mel- Aem Sehoos I 

tE-~ 118 ~ 

Finally, a complete song from 1794, Der Mohrin Gesang (Example 34 on page 37 below), 

illustrating several of the points so far raised: 

harmonic minor scale (bar 2) 

augmented 6th (bars 6-7) 

major/minor - here portraying morning/evening, blossom/decay 

mediant tonality (at 'die Sonne gltiht') 

Neapolitan 6th ('die Ros' bin ich') 

Note the remarkable rhetorical pause - a whole bar's rest - and the most eloquent introduction. 

The words are by Lafontaine; the Moorish maiden sings: "Morning breaks, the rose blooms so 
\ 

red in the morning dew. You gaze at her in joy; she fades, and strews her petals Qn the grass. 
) 

The sun goes down, the wind blows the rose away. Alas, all is gone. - I am the rose! I bloom 

and die away again." 

This little masterpiece would happily grace a recital programme today. 

(Ex.34 follows on page 37.) 
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Ex. 34 

D E R M 0 H R I N G E SAN G. 

Langsam. 

WiDd nr-weht cIas R~scbcn. Weh! 0 We-he! da - biD! da - biD! da - bin! Die Ros' icb 

"""' ~., I i: q: 
J' f 

":' 

I: : I - I .' I ~ +. • ! I+-~ ,;. 
f 

&~ :tlJ :!J ild$d I. :=11 
bin! ioh- blll- he nnd vet - ge be! LAFONTAINE.. 

""-""" j '-'I I ... 
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(iii) Structure: the problem of length 

The setting to music of really lengthy ballad poems such as BUrger's, or later, Schiller's, presents 

a real problem of cohesion; neither Zumsteeg nor the young Schubert solved it entirely 

satisfactorily, in the sense that their compositions tend to become a series of separate pictures, 

loosely joined by recitative, rarely connected by any thematic references. Both also resort 

(perhaps justifiably) to purely strophic setting at times when several verses remain dramatically 

static. 

Josef von Spaun, quoted above, intimates that Schubert at 14 was deeply impressed by 

Zumsteeg's settings of Schiller's Erwartung and Ritter Toggenburg. As Schubert set the same 

poems some four or five years later, a general comparison presents some points of interest. 

Erwartung is not a ballad but a long, lyrical outpouring, with stanzas neatly alternating between 

outer sensations and inner soliloquy. A young man is waiting for his beloved; five times he thinks 

he hears, or sees, signs of her approach, which turn out to be wind in the leaves, a bird disturbed, 

ripe fruit falling, and so on. These brief hopes and disappointments are set to recitative by both 

composers. Zumsteeg differentiates texturally between questions and answers with detached 

crotchet chords and sustained chords respectively. In contrast, he makes each intervening soul

searching meditation a song in itself; passionate, shapely melodies match the iambic pentameters 

of the young man's ardent philosophising. 

Schubert follows a similar scheme, without the differentiation of question and answer. 

There are 5 stanzas of 12 lines each, plus one 4-line fmal stanza; the 1(2 lines adhere to the 

following rhyme-scheme: 

Recitative (trimeters) 

Song (pentameters) 

: ] 
: ] 
c 
d 
c 
d 
c 
d 
e 
e 

The final4-line stanza has an a b a b rhyme-scheme. 

Question 

Answer 

Meditation 



Zumsteeg (publ. 1800) 

Intro. 10 bars. 
motifs not re-used F major 

Recit. C 

Sm!g F major, triplets 

Recit....E 

Song E ... C ... E 

RecitE 

Song E-flat (c, B-flat) 
semiquavers 

3 bars to V of B-flat 

Recit. E-Oat 

I 1/2 bars D .. d 

Song d .. D .. B-Oat 

Recit. D 

Song D-flat 

Augmented 6th ... 

(Last four lines) 
F major 6/8 

Die Erwartung 

words 

l.The door? No, the wind 

Green leaves cover her path 

2 .... only birds in the bushes 

Come, Night 

3.Voices? No, a swan on the lake 

I hear the sounds 
of night 

4.Steps? No, ripe 
fruit falling 

Sunset - moonrise 

5.Something white? 
No, columns gleaming 
o longing heart 

At last - she 
kisses him awake 

Schubert (Feb. 1815) 

Intro. 3 1/2 bars 
B-flat ... F 

Recit. F 

Song B-flat trans. a, g 
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Recit. B-flat, g, G (V of c) 

Song c 

Recit. B-flat..F (Neap. 6 ... ) 

Song E .. c-sharp .. B..G 
.. B..E (semiquaver triplets) 

4 bars rising 
chromatic sequence 

Recit. A, b, E; 
enharmonic feint to V of f 

Song c, G, E-Oat 

Recit. B-flat..F 

Song B-flat .. F 

(Last 4 lines rep.) 
F..B-flat 

A survey of the keys used by each composer provides the first surprise, add evidence as to two 

possible approaches to the problem of length; both obviously wish to avoid the mlmotony of a 

purely strophic setting. Zumsteeg uses widely different tonic keys for variety of emotional 

colour. Schubert, on the other hand, uses close relationship of key as his basic unifying element 

(obtaining variety rather by figural, textural and metrical means) and his modulations thereby 

gain distinctly in emotional effect. 

Zumsteeg's progressive tonalities - tonic keys dropping by a semitone for each main section

would appear to be a very consciously planned scheme, perhaps to indicate the young man's 

gradual lowering of spirits. But at the same time, a certain mounting te1¥ion is heard in the piano 

figuration: triplets and quavers give way to semiquavers in verse 3, a more suspenseful rhythm 

in verse 4, (; J J.I ; ~ ), to reach a much more varied rhythmic scheme in the 

5th verse, where dotted quavers and syncopation underline the boy's impatience (Example 

35(e». 

A short passage from each verse will illustrate their several styles: 
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Ex.35 

v.l In mafsiger Bewegung. 

o sclunnkke dieb, du grunbe-laub-tes Daeb, du solist die Anmuthstra - len - de em - pran - gen, 

1$4 r ... +. 

I ;: 

v.2 
Mafsig langsam. 

~E§§ - § ~-~~ :---~; ~ 
~ - ~ 

v.3 

v.4 

o 10 sche dei - ne Fakkel, Tng! 

Mein Ohrum - tl)nt 

Kflim 1I£-.IIel1 sich im hol-den DlmIl1er-nc~t ' 

,--

, ,~@¢@ I U .~ :. ~ .: ; I J ~. 
'-

O! seh-nend Herz, er-gtlz-ze dicb niebl mehr 

'P I J g Eli 
'-

P' I f 1 F - --

sfu hebt der MOl1d seill stra - lend An -ge - sichr, 

I ! 
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The hint of motivic work in verse 4 should be noted, together with the Haydnesque moonrise in 

the same example (,still hebt der Mond'). Each verse contains a central modulation, and the 

mediant relationship is noticeable in verses 2: (E .. C .. E), 3: (E-flat,c), and 4: (D .. B-flat..O). 

Schubert follows his model closely as far as division of recitative and song is concerned. His 

key scheme is less adventurous overall; he seems to feel instinctively that cohesiveness, musical 

unity fIrst and foremost, should be established through a close connection between the main key 

centres. This is of especial interest when one remembers that even at this age (18) Schubert was 

thoroughly familiar with a large repertoire of Haydn and Mozart symphonies, and the first two 

of Beethoven' s: the programmes of the Konvikt (grammar school) orchestra, in which he played 

fIrst violin throughout his senior school career, readily testify to this. The tightly-knit classical 

tonality of these works (which by no means precludes adventurousness) has surely influenced 

his practice here. If one contrasts this fact with Zumsteeg' s primarily operatic interests, a certain 

amount of light is shed on their divergent answers to the same problem. 

A further factor which draws Schubert's lyric sections together in this work is his superior power 

of motivic invention (not merely superficial fIguration) and his intuitive realisation of its unifying 

force. (Many of his mature, lengthy instrumental works rely strongly on this very force when 

his tonality is being stretched almost to bursting point; two pertinent examples are found in the 

first movements of his last (C major) symphony (0.944) and his last piano sonata (B-flat, 0.960).) 

Again, a short passage from each verse is given for comparison: 

) 

- ~. ---- ~--,---=j<.q~ ~, § =1= •.. ~~. Ii i 

f1er~ OM urn - tOnt ein lIar - rna-me - en-fluss, der 

~~'~1fIJ 
r- I 

. Ex.36 continued overleaf 
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Ex.36 continued 

!, ! I I i ~ p I 
, " Des Ta.-ges Flammen au ge 

I ..... "l 
.. T· 

Schubert intersperses short salient piano motifs into all his recitative sections; this does not occur 

in Zumsteeg's version, and is rare in his work generally: introductions and interludes hardly fulfil 

the same function. (An exception is the descriptive - and 'orchestral' - Ossians Sonnengesang 

quoted above in Example 20.) Example 37 shows how Schubert will often let voice and piano 

share and discuss a rhythmic or melodic motif: 

Ex.37 

) 
and 

IJ x ~~ 

"' ~:dAn-
~~J 

f. 
- ge - sicht, die Welt ___ zer-schmilzt ill' 

~ u , 
~!! 'tf GT!. f-----! '. f- ~' 

., ., , ., 
l ...... ~ ~ . . 

IJ -
"' :- . T' ~ ... ... ~ -

fJ 'ruhig gro - - - sse :'Ifas - sen, der Giir - tel ist von je - - demRpzge-

\ u 1··" ? .... 
.... ....... 

~ t,t, . 1:'" ... : ... ~ i ~ 
.........:::: ~- _.: .. ... , ... ..... ... T T ... 7t I " 
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Schubert's central verse (3) affords considerable interest: it is in E major- at the furthest possible 

remove from the home tonic of B-flat; this provides a kind of natural pivot for return: 'nowhere 

to go but back'. A beautiful, and typical, mediant-relation modulation occurs in the middle of 

it, from B major to G, returning through the predictable augmented 6th: 

Ex.38 

" ~"R ----!'~-E=:~4ff ;;J¥J= 
- me neigt sich bei des We _ - stes 

HE=tJ~~~· ~~~V~~~~~*-77§~ 
Russ, __ ~_ und al - -Ie We - sen seli ich 

j 

Clearly the same feeling for the ecstatic 'harmonies of night' underlies both Schubert's 

semiquaver triplets and Zumsteeg's straight semiquavers in this verse. 

Although each of Schubert's song sections is lavish with melody and characteristic modulations, 

there is no interconnection through musical motif, and one feels that the static words of this long 

poem are an inhibition: even emotionally nothing progresses. As ';"ith Zumsteeg, the end 

product is formally arid, and the blame must fall partly upon the choice of words. 

For our immediate purpose, however, the musical-historical interest of these two settings lies in 

the very way in which Zumsteeg tackles this emotionally turgid poem by drawing on a startling 

array of tonalities; and the way in which the young Schubert structurally models his composition 

on Zumsteeg's, but musically and pianistically travels far beyond. 
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Schiller's Ritter Toggenburg is a ballad poem with a vaguely medireval setting. - Toggenburg 

is leaving to take part in a Crusade; at the farewell his beloved promises to love him always -

with a sister's love: "ask no more from me; then I can in tranquillity see you depart and return". 

He is filled with foreboding and sets off for the Holy Land: great deeds are done, and battles 

fought, but his heart is heavy. After bearing his heartache for a year he returns, but on arrival 

at her castle he is told that she has taken the veil. He becomes a hermit; he wears a hair shirt, 

and dwells in a hut across the valley from her convent, where he can see her at her window. Years 

pass, and finally he is found dead, still facing her window.45 

A table of each composer's key scheme again provides an interesting comparison: 

Zumsteeg (Feb. 1800) 

G major 4/4 

b .. D (bare 8ves) 

MARCH D 8 bars 

D 

F 

INTERLUDE ... V of D 

d 
C (Redt.) 

A-flat (strophic) 

Ritter Toggenburg 

verse 

1. The farewell 

2.Sets off for Crusades 

3.Great deeds - heartache 

4.Retums after a year 

?Seajoumey 

5.Arrives at castle 
. .is told she is now a nun 

6. wears a hili shirt ... 

7 .... builds a hut near her 

8 ... .looks out for her 

9 .... for many years. 

1 
J 

lO.Found dead, facing her window 

Schubert (March 1816) 

E-flat 4/4 (phrase <a» 

c (bare 8ves) 

MARCH E-flat 4 bars 

E-flat, g, B-flat, f 

D-flat, a-flat, B 

INTERLUDE ... B 
continues music of v.4 

e-flat,E-flat (Redt.) 
E-flat (phrase <a>) 

INTERAUDE 6 bars 3/4 
E-flat...a-flat j 

(strophic) a-flat, C-flat, a-flat 
(C-flat passage similar 
to that in B, v.4) 

A-flat 

Although the first five verses possess a certain drama, the second half of the ballad becomes 

completely inactive, and both Zumsteeg and Schubert fall back on a strophic solution. 

Zumsteeg again uses a progressive tonality, ending a semitone higher than he began, and features 

a mediant-relationship from the 5th to the 6th verse (C:A-flat). Schubert's most pronounced 
----------

45Loewe recalls that he sang Zumsteeg's setting to his University friends in Halle (Sb 70). 
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mediant progressions are again centrally placed (musically speaking) between verses 3 - 5; 

essentially the movement is E-flatB: E-flat, with secondary progressions on the way, the most 

striking being f:D-flat between verses 3 and 4. 

Both composers begin with a four-square melody "im Volkston' or German folk-song style: 

Ex.39 

(Zumsteeg) 

(Schubert) 

Rullig'. 
1'1 (:\ ...... 

lJ 
r.(,Rit- ter, treu-e Schwester-lie - be. wid-;:t euch dies Herz; for-dert 

1'1 

1 
lJ 

~ ~ ... ~ '-'1 jr """ == : 

... 

1'1 ....--- _IL 

.lJ 
kei-ne e.n-dre Lie - be, denn_ es mrht ~ir Schmer 

t1 L 
z 

It! T·~ ~'-V1"---L.-r v 

--- - -
-

The rhythmic similiarity is striking at "denn es macht mir Schmerz" ("it gives me pain"), as is the 

minor cadence in Zumsteeg and its fleeting implication in Schubert. 

The second verse includes the knight's foreboding and his passionate leave-taking, and both 

composers respond to the quickened emotional pace: 
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ExAO (Zumsteeg) 

ScltneZZf:/', 

(Schubert) 
Mit steicender Btn»8CUnC 

stehn~' Und er hart's mltstummen Harme,relsst slch blutend los, presst ale het.:!.!f In dJe Ar- me, schwlngt 
I I miilill my-FBpn}-

~'1q~I§: It) 

Zumsteeg suggests the crusaders' march with an 8-bar military-style interlude for the piano; 

Schubert's 4 bars are slower-moving, more devout. In both settings this is taken up thematically 

by the voice in the 3rd verse: 

Grosse Tha-tell dort ge - ache-hen 

~-~ ~ ~t--=Y~~ F .:fl9--f;1-~ ----r:--= r~ 

~ =t=)--.. -
(Schubert) 

=+ f§=t$)1 r' Jl J J IJ)lJ 

I ::;lfl_' ~~'J.:ir· 
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The 4th verse tells of Toggenburg's year of restless anxiety, and the burden of not knowing the 

outcome of his love. The deeper emotion elicits in both settings a flatter key and longer -drawn

out vocal phrases, (a) and (b). After this verse both Zumsteeg and Schubert insert a short interlude 

with flowing quaver movement, perhaps indicating the sea journey home across the Mediterra

nean, (c) and (d): 

Ex.42 

(a) 

(b) 

(d) 

Und ein Jabr hat en er - ira 

.:;;. ..... + ... ,,;+ ~ ... +" -- --o 

Und ein Jahr __ ___ hat erB er - tra - - gen, 

(Zumsteeg) 

gen, 

(Schubert) 

(Schubert) 

The two halves of the 5th verse, the knight's arrival home, and the dire news of his sweetheart's 
i 

retirement to a convent, are treated in exactly opposite ways by the two composers: Zumsteeg 

continues his arioso for the arrival, but breaks the news, and the flow of the music, with recitative; 

Schubert makes the listener feel the arrival, and the unknown outcome, as the tense moment 

(recitative with fp chords for the piano) before the bitter news is heard. This is then touchingly 

set to the ftrst melody of the ballad (Example 39 (b»: an inner reminder of the girl's insistence 

on 'sister-love' and the knight's unease which is a flash of real insight, demonstrating the 

importance of emotional reference points when setting a lengthy story. 
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At this point, both Zumsteeg and Schubert give up any thought of through-composition: the last 

5 verses, simply recounting the devoted knight's retirement from the world and eventual death, 

give absolutely no encouragement to colourful word-setting: 

Ex.43 
(Zumsteeg) 

Langsam. 

t\~ !1 
~$ ,,-/0 

-§f--SbTI*bMil~ 
Da ver - las - set er auf im _ mer 

! -~ 
> 

(Schubert) 

fl k .... -~ ....---... 
: 

oJ - ... 
Da ver -Iiis - set er auf lIn -mer sel - ner va. - - ter Schloss 
Und er baut slch el - ne Hut-te Je - ner Ge - - gend nah, 
BUck-te nach dem Klo-ster dru-ben, bUck-te stun - - den-lang 
Und dann legt' er froh slch nie-der, schlie! ge - trO - - stet eln, 

.1 - m ~ -~ 

oJ pp p¥ ~~~ ..- ~ .... 
~ ~~ La. I 

: : 

V I I I I I I 4 

But Schubert chooses the minor mode for his strophic verses - a remote A-flat minor - and his 

sensitivity is apparent in his then changing to the tonic major for the final'verse: 

Ex.44 (':e.~-'1) 

~~~~~~~~~~~=~:=~-~_~~ __ ~~ __ ~;;7~_~t~~~~_~ 
Glie - der hi> _ re - nes Ge - wand. 
slch - te, sass er da al - lein. 
nelg - te, ru - Wg, en - gel - mild. 
Kia - ge, bls das Fen -ster klang, 

tJ 15.(10) ~ 

loJ 
~~--:F·~tt!~=:~~~ 

bls die L1eb - 11 - che sidl ze1g - to, 

fl 16. (10) ,+. 

\' .. ~ r 1"Lt:. J ~ r~r·( r tIff 
r-I I 
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In this context the major wrings the heart far more than the conventional 'sad' minor would. 

(Years later, Schubert was to employ this same feature in Die schone Miillerin (the last three 

songs) and in Winterreise (the final verse of the first song, Gute Nacht, and at the end of 1m 

Doife).) 

The last few bars of Zumsteeg's and Schubert's versions are worth comparing harmonically and 

rhythmically: 

Ex.45 (Zumsteeg) 

~ .. -¥&J-----H_ . I p p-iffi 
denn es deckt die e - deIo Glieder ha - re - nes Ge - wand. 

(Schubert) 

From these two brief comparisons, certain inferences may be drawn concerning ballad composi

tion in general, and also, for interest, as to Schubert's emerging style in song composition: 

The choice of poem is important; the words can inspire or hinder, and in a long ballad 

flagging verbal energy can cause problems as to unity of structure. \ 

Underlying feelings as well as outer incidents need to be sought out and musicallf connected. 

The differences between Zumsteeg and Schubert are more informative than the similarities. One 

can easily see how Schubert follows his model structurally, but his divergences in stylistic detail 

give one pause, and with hindsight it can be observed how truly a child of the 19th century he 

is; although born 37 years after Zumsteeg, he was writing his modelling attempts only 15 or so 

years after Zumsteeg's ballads had been published, and he is already moving in the world of 

Beethoven, as to both tonality and thematic impact. Once he finds the right words - the shorter 
Ji 

lyric such as Gretchen am Spinnrade, or the terse, dramatic Er/kOnig (both written in his 19th 

year) - his stature as a song-writer is immediately established. 

But Schubert had his own road to travel; and although Zumsteeg's enterprising experiments in 

ballad-setting had broken new ground and given a glimpse of riches, their unique potential was 

realised only with the advent of Carl Loewe. 

* * * 



CHAPTER 3 

Introduction 

PART n 

CARL LOEWE: A BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL PORTRAIT 

Menschlich ist Loewe fast die wohltuendste Gestalt 

unter allen deutschen Tonmeistem. 

Ludwig Schemann: (Martin Pliiddemann und die deutsche Ballade, p17) 
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(Humanly, Loewe is perhaps the most attractive and agreeable figure among all 
the Gennan composers.) 

*** 

The flrst part, up to 1821, of this short biographical account is taken, unless otherwise indicated, 

from Loewe's own autobiography. This, together with certain letters and extracts from Loewe's 

diaries and an account of Loewe's later years given by his daughter Helene, was edited by Carl 

Hermann Bitter and published by Verlag Wilhelm Millier in 1870, the year after Loewe's death. 

The 1976 reprint, by Georg Olms Verlag (Hildesheim), is simply a facsimile of this, with the 

addition of Franz Espagne's catalogue of all Loewe's works, published 3¥d unpublished, with 

and without opus numbers. Bitter's editorial practice was obviously aimed at producing a 

manageable volume, and the work was probably done more hastily than would normally be 

advisable. There is no attempt at making a fully annotated 'Complete Correspondence' (even 

of the musically relevant letters only), and the autobiography itself is frequently paraphrased 

rather than presented exactly. Bitteris also fond of adding his own words to render the result more 

'literary': the very flrst sentence of his edition is a case in point. Loewe himself begins: "I was 

born in 1796, on 30th November, in LObejiin ... ", which is clear, if plain. Bitter makes a 

roundaboutjoumey by railway train to introduce his 'dear Reader' to the little village of Loewe's 

birth. 

But the facts are there, and one must be grateful for the immense work of producing such a volume 

at all, possibly under pressure from Loewe's immediate family. With all its faults, one still gains 

from it a lively and attractive picture of Loewe the man and musician; even though, for instance, 

his charming and intimate salutations to his wife and children, among other human features, have 

been rigorously excised. 
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Loewe's enthusiasm for life was spirited, his sense of humour engaging, his love for his fellows 

warm and open, his love of Nature aglow with gratitude: these facts shine out from his writings. 

Uniquely, possibly, not a word of censure from others is to be found in any of the existing sources. 

A good man - to a fault; and in this 'fault' lies some of the reason for the level, bland, 

'kapellmeisterisch' taint of so much of his music apart from the ballads. But the singular power 

of these is enough to ensure an acknowledgment, however amazed, of his one perfect gift. 

* * * 

It may be well to remind the reader that the German word Loewe (or LOwe) means 'lion'; from 

this fact arise many friendly jokes and punning references in Loewe-literature. 

It also signifies the zodiacal sign Leo, which astrologically covers part of the month of July and 

most of August - Loewe's fIrst wife was named Julie, his second, Auguste. 

* * * 

Impressions and Experiences 1796-1821 

Childhood in Lobejiin 1796-1806 

"If you travel by train from Cothen to Halle you pass through a station called Stohnsdorf. On 

your right, beyond Stohnsdorf, you catch a glimpse of a tower. This is the church tower of the 

village of LObejUn." Thus Bitter introduces the reader to Loewe's birthplace. Here in LObejUn 

he was born to Andreas and Marie Loewe, their twelfth and last child, on St Andrew's day, 
\ 

November 30th 1796, it being, as he observes, the name-day of his father. He was christened 

Johann Carl Gottfried. j 

He grew up free to roam the countryside, neither rich nor poor, neither in a hot-house of culture 

nor without musical education. There were coal-mines at LObejUn; an immediate and practical 

advantage was that coal was plentiful and cheap, and the Loewes' apartment always "warm und 

gemiitlich" (warm and cosy) in winter. A more subjective outcome was the stimulus to the young 

Loewe's imagination; he would watch the miners descending the shaft, he tells us, and in fantasy 

follow them into that strange, frightening underworld, so near to the kobolds and other elemental 

beings familiar to him from legends and his mother's tales. These ideas worked strongly upon 

him; imagination "stamped this deeply into my soul, and when in later years I was composing 

Der Bergmann [The Miner] of L. Giesebrecht, all these impressions came alive again and 

appeared vividly before me. "46 

46 Ludwig Giesebrecht (1792-1873) wrote the cycle in 1833 and Loewe set the poems in 1839. 
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Above ground, he came to know the countryside intimately, like any healthy country boy, 

learning the ways and habits of animals and birds - even, one regrets to learn, setting snares for 

them! When later writing the ballad Heinrich der Vogler, lively memories returned of these 

jaunts, often undertaken with his eldest sister's husband, a miner by the name of Haerzer. Nearer 

home, his father's garden was a source of interest and exciting escapades; even chores can take 

on this colour for a small boy, when it means camping out under the stars to guard the ripening 

fruit, or diverting the village stream to water the fruit trees, not to mention collecting manure for 

them, so that the neighbours always wondered why the Loewes had the best crop. 

He more than once refers back with gratitude to his free and happy country childhood and close, 

wann family relationships. 

These benign first impressions gradually widened and deepened to include the musical and moral 

influence of his parents. Andreas Loewe was a schoolmaster and church musician, a spiritually

minded man, instilling deep Christian feeling into his family, serious, "no admirer of the theatre", 

and although hoping that Carl would one day be a minister in the church, taking the boy's musical 

education seriously as far as he himself was competent to teach him. Carl soon developed a 

lasting love for the church chorales and knew by heart the sequence for the church's year. His 

musical inclinations were early in evidence, nourished by the music sung and played at church 

and at home, by his mother's violin playing (untutored perhaps, but intensely felt by the boy), and 

by his own piano study. His intelligence, his obviously quick and accurate ear, and true (if not 

exactly beautiful) treble voice (his own word is 'schreiend' - shrill), made easy such tasks as 

singing violin parts at sight with his father, for fun, including all the trills, runs and figration 

inevitable in string writing. It came naturally, he says: "my father sang wllile he was teaching, 

and I sang too". He sang Tiirk' s piano studies just as fluently, apparently. Tiirk's 6Q Exercises, 

the only piano music in the house, were quickly learnt and played by heart; Loewe also enjoyed 

improvising preludes and postludes to the chorales, and the time came when he overheard his 

father say (one hopes proudly): "the boy already plays better than I." 

It is interesting to learn from a footnote by Bitter that the town musician, Wieprecht, was the uncle 

of the then Director of Music for the Prussian Guard Corps; for Loewe, the man's chief 

fascination was that he lived so high up in the bell-tower. 

On Good Friday Andreas Loewe performed the Passion story with his choir in an original and 

probably most effective way: he required those members taking the solo parts (Jesus, Peter, Pilate 

and so on) to improvise their own music to the Gospel words. Carl's first 'public appearance' 

was singing in this way the words of one of the maids accusing Peter, and the memory of his 

'setting' remained with him all his life. 
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For their part, his mother and sisters provided Carl with a background of stories, legends and 

poetry; his sisters could recite by heart the new and gripping ballads of Gottfried Biirger, and 

young Loewe never tired of these, asking to hear them again and again. 

The living world around him; the mines; the fantasies of literature and legend; his Christian 

training; his first essays in the world of music; and fmally his loving relationship with his family: 

all these are cited by Loewe as rich nourishment and stimulus to his developing soul and spirit. 

Schooling in Cothen 1807·1809 

October 1806 saw the tranquillity of Loewe's childhood village shattered by the noise of 

Napoleon's cannon at Jena (about 80 km away), which could be heard in Lobejiin, Loewe says, 

if you put your ear to the ground in the churchyard. He was naturally caught up into the collective 

feeling of anger against the invaders, and the fierce patriotism aroused among the people at this 

turbulent time played no small part in founding that loyal love for his King and fatherland which 

later pervades not only his historical ballads, but often also his choice of opera and oratorio 

subjects. Patriotic songs were sung, by the young Loewe as energetically as by anyone, 

denouncing Napoleon, and calling upon the former Prussian emperor to rise from the grave and 

save his people:47 
- grand, soul-stirring stuff for an impressionable mind. One such song 

mourned the recent heroic death of Prince Louis Ferdinand, whose compositions Loewe valued 

greatly in later life.48 

Early in 1807 three senior members of the church choir in Cothen came tv audition Carl, their 

Kantor Lehmann having heard of his musical ability. Success meant his removal to (:othen, free 
I 

board, lodging, firewood, and education at the Lutheran school there49 
- independence, in fact, 

for the lO-year-old boy. He parted wi'th sadness from his family, especially from his mother 

whom he loved exceedingly; but once installed at Cothen he made quick progress both in school 

and at music, and after all, home was only a three hours' walk away. He remar~ how open and 

beautiful Cmhen was at that time, like a garden; and incidentally that he had to be taught how to 

use a knife and fork - previously his mother had cut up all the food for her large family. 

------i------- --------

47See GA V iii. 

48Actually Friedrich Christian Ludwig, Prince of Prussia (1772-October 1806). He was a cultivated 
musician whose playing impressed Beethoven ("he plays like a musician, not like a prince"); a Complete 
Edition of his works is published 

49Sb 19. Maurice J.E. Brown, in the article on Loewe in Grove 6, (also-in MT April 1969, p357), 
erroneously makes Loewe "a devout Catholic". The Editor of Grove 6, Stanley Sadie, has been advised 
of this and assures the writer that the error will be corrected in future reprints. 
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The Cothen choir, with their old-fashioned uniform and three-cornered hats, occupied a very high 

place in the regard of the townspeople, who made much of these sixteen young 'Zopfhelden' , or 

'pigtail heroes', in whose hands (as Loewe remarks) lay the musical life of the town. There was 

no theatre at the Residenz, no orchestra, not even a military band. Only the church provided 

music, with its choir, organ and a few violins. Loewe remembers that Pergolesi's Stabat Mater 

was one of the works performed; he also mentions that half of the choir formed a group which 

sang numbers from operas - if they were invited to private houses to perform these it usually 

meant a free supper, as well as a fee. 

Two years of this happy-go-lucky but narrow life was enough, however, and Loewe's father was 

not surprised when Carl walked home one afternoon and announced that he had fInished with 

Cothen. All arrangements were then made for him to attend school in Halle, to his great joy. 

With Turk in Halle 1809-12 

Now nearly 13 years old,confident in his musical gifts and achievements, Loewe arrived at Halle, 

Handel's birthplace and a renowned University town and spa. His father, who had spent his own 

school years here, accompanied him, and an attractive touch of nostalgia is revealed as father 

shows son his old study, or cell (the building was formerly a monastery), complete with his name 

carved in the stone window embrasure. The acoustics of the now empty, echoing monastery 

church tempted the boy to some scale-singing. Carl was being entered for the Lutheran school 

which was affiliated to the Frankish foundation, and this necessitated an audition with Daniel 

Gottlob Tiirk,50 the competent and autocratic music director of both town and University. (He 

lived in an impressive house, known locally and inevitably as 'Tiirkei' - 'Turkey'.) 
\ 

Loewe's audition went easily until Tiirk, to test his absolute pitch, asked him td name notes 

played at random on the keyboard. This Loewe was quite used to doing perfectly accurately at 

home, but here all his responses were a fourth too low (not a third above, as A.B. Bach has itS!). 

Tiirk soon guessed the probable reason for this consistency of error and informed Andreas Loewe 

that his piano at home must be a fourth out! It was in fact so, Loewe says. He was duly entered 

as a scholar on October 13th, 1809. 

Music in Halle under Tiirk's direction was infinitely more varied and of a higher standard than 

anything Loewe had experienced to date, and he rejoiced in the many opportunities afforded him 

------------- ---------------~""--"~-

5°1756-1813; from 1779 organist of the Frauenkirche, from 1787 Director of Music and from 1808 
Professor of Music at Halle University. In 1803 he inaugurated regular performances of Handel oratorios 
in the town. Author of many didactic works on the theory and science of music, and a prolific composer. 
See article in Grove 6. 

51 A.B. Bach: The Art Ballad (Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood & Sons, 1890) p52. 
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of rehearsing in and performing great music; he became familiar with the orchestral, choral and 

keyboard repertoire as part of his daily fare. TUrk was an energetic and capable musician from 

all accounts, but Loewe also has stories to tell of TUrk's ideas as to what can or cannot be done in 

music. He excised, for instance, the slyly humorous Adagio introduction to the Finale of 

Beethoven's first symphony, dismissing it as 'schnackisch' -nonsensical. With later hindsight, 

and even to a certain extent at the time, Loewe could see that TUrk's tuition, thorough and well

grounded though it may have been, was pedantic and lacking in imagination. 

He does, on the other hand, give TUrk full credit for vigorous and experienced direction52 
- there 

was often only one full rehearsal for a concert, but, as Loewe comments, this kept the performers 

alert and the performance fresh; even in later life Loewe was against over-rehearsing. Operas by 

Mozart were given, as concert performances, among those by lesser men, also oratorios by 

Handel, Haydn and Graun; Mozart piano concertos appeared in the subscription concert 

programmes, and of course the weekly church music had to be rehearsed. This included works 

by l.S. Bach, c.P.E. Bach, Doles and Hiller - with twenty cantatas by TUrk in the regular 

repertoire. And TUrk did at least succeed in beautifying Loewe's shrill treble voice; he was now 

singing leading parts, and that of the Queen of the Night, in Mozart's Zauberjlote, was one of his 

favourites, which says much for his technique. He was also learning the violin. 

TUrk's piano' instruction' ,however, left much to be desired. He lent Loewe a copy ofJ.S. Bach's 

48 Preludes and Fugues, telling him that he could learn them on his own. Loewe tackled this 

formidable task, afterwards naturally rmding works by Clementi, Haydn, Mozart and the young 

Beethoven that much easier in consequence. Neither here, nor from anyone else later, did Loewe 

receive any formal piano tuition. 

j 
But alongside his participation in and enjoyment of Halle's musical world, there was growing in 

the boy's mind a doubt as to his path irito the future; he was now approaching 14 years. It is 

difficult to credit the situation in which he found himself: TUrk, in concentrating on his vocal 

training, had frequently kept him away from school, intimating that he knew enough and should 
; 

now give it up altogether. In later years Loewe felt that the only excuse he could make for the 

older man was that, possibly, TUrk feared Loewe's physical strength might be unequal to rigorous 

academic work as well as music. - Carl's father was understandably displeased at this 

outrageous advice, and insisted that Loewe should complete his education thoroughly in 

preparation for a safe and laudable career in the church. The boy felt tom: he wavered "like a reed 

in the wind"; as never before he needed a friendly adviser beside him. Fortunately his sound 

moral upbringing saved him, carrying him at this difficult period over to the side of renewed 

, efforts at school, continuing music study, and also to his confirmation. 

52It is noteworthy that Tiirk used a stick for conducting (Sb 29); this was an era of trial and error in this 
field (see Harold Schonberg The Great Conductors p82f). 
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A stimulating annual event was the regular summer season of opera and plays given by the 

famous theatre company from Weimar. Great excitement for TUrk's choristers - they were 

asked to provide extra chorus voices behind the scenes (not in costume) and how they relished the 

experience! Not only did they receive a small fee, they were also allowed to see the performances 

from the front. Loewe was overjoyed at the opportunity of taking part in, and watching, first

class dramatic productions. He sat through Schiller's Die Riiube,s3 with shuddering delight 

("Wonneschauern") and associates the effect it produced with his later predilection for dramatic 

intensity in the words he set. He looks back gratefully on yet another catalyst for artistic 

development: "I felt my soul purified and myself protected for ever against any debasement of 

judgment" . 

It was the custom for TUrk's choir to sing for any eminent visitors to the town. After one such 

occasion, a gushing Mme de StaeP4 congratulated Loewe, in French, on his singing and gave him 

a silver eight-groschen piece, which, he admits, impressed him more than the fame of the lady. 

An even more propitious outcome resulted from a visit by the then French Governor of Saxony, 

King Jerome Bonaparte (Napoleon's brother). He was duly entertained by the choir and 

especially impressed by Loewe's singing; on hearing of Loewe's further talents and attainments 

he granted him a bursary of the unheard-of sum of 300 Thalers per annum, to further his musical 

studies.55 

This put an end to any doubt as to Carl's future. TUrk took him into his own house, gave him a 

room of his own containing a piano, a violin, and all the necessary theoretical books. He gave far 

more of his time to his pupil, and more systematic tuition, teaching him theory and composition, 

fugue, history of music, and thorough-bass. 

j 
TUrk was also interested in Chladni' s hypotheses, and Loewe, arriving for his lesson, often found 

him in a chalk-laden atmosphere experimenting with sound-figures, or else involved in mathe

matical calculations.56 

53Schiller's first drama, written 1777-8, when he was aged 18-19. Goethe apparently found Schiller's early 
work highly distasteful. Only later did they become closer, and enrich each other's lives and writings. 

541766-1817; French writer; one of the avant-garde of French romanticism,. who introduced German 
literary and philosophic ideas to France; disapproved of by Napoleon and exiled 

55In a letterto the authorities of the Halle Marktkirche (July 1816), Loewe himself gives the sum as "mehr 
als 100 Thalem" (see paper by Walter Serauky: Ein unbekanntes Bewerbungsschreiben Carl Loewes, in 
Festschrift Arnold Schering, Berlin, 1937). 

56Emst ChJadni, 1756-1827; German acoustician. Famous for his experiments on the nodal patterns formed 
by sand particles on vibrating elastic surfaces (e.g. glass plates). These confi~tioDS are as yet imperfectly 
understood. He also demonstrated that longitudinal vibrations were set up in metal bars, a field in which 
Loewe later experimented, with some useful results (see p73 and Grove 5 vol.V, p362 n.1). 
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Carlleamt French and Italian with other teachers; only for piano was he still without an adequate 

mentor. 

During the years 1811 and 1812 Loewe enjoyed a happy, studious,and musically profitable time, 

clarifying his own ideas as to composition, and learning to rely on his own judgment. As 

illustration: he had once to compose an aria as an exercise; the words, written for him in 

conventional classical style by a student friend, Carl Pflug, treated of the abandoned Dido. 

Loewe set it in D minor, in a fairly rapid tempo; it was quite short, full of passion, without any 

repetition of words or music, as he felt it unnatural that a despairing woman on the point of 

throwing herself into the flames of her funeral pyre would repeat herself. But no, TUrk wanted 

a proper aria, that is, a full da capo; his comment: "this is good music, but no aria". Loewe stood 

his ground, while offering to compose another if necessary; he would not alter what he had 

already written. Even later, he was never one to over-revise or 'tinker' with his compositions. 

Again, entering TUrk's room once for a lesson, he found him at the piano with two songs in front 

of him. He asked Loewe which he preferred: Loewe's choice turned out to be written by Luise 

Reichardt, the daughter of J.F. Reichardt;57 the other was by - TUrk himself. 

Two compositions by Loewe dating from these school years were actually published as op.l and 

op.2; the first, interestingly, was a ballad, Clothar, with words by Friedrich Kind,58 and the 

second a setting of the Lord's Prayer and the sacramental words from the Communion service. 

Wartime Disruptions 1812-13 

i 
But the war, now swaying back and forth over the Saxon plain, saw to it that Loewe's plans were 

turned upside down. The autobiography devotes a longish chapter to his experiences in and 

around Halle, distressing enough in themselves, and naturally cutting right across any thought of 

calm and assiduous study. Remnants of Napoleon's army passed through Halle after their , 
Moscow defeat of 1812, awakening pity in all who saw them: one such unfortunate sat down, 

frozen and exhausted, on the steps outside TUrk's house, and died before Loewe's very eyes. 

57J.F. Reichardt 1752-1814; composer and writer on music (see comprehensive article in Grove 6 and notes 
on p21-24). From 1794 settled at Giebichenstein, near Halle, where his open home became known as the 
'Herberge der Romantik' (the shelter, or hostel, of Romanticism). Was a friend of Turk, and Loewe as a 
boy often visited Reichardt's house with letters from Turk; he also sang duets with Luise (Sb 53). 

58Runze quotes the words of Clothar in GA X vi; in characteristic ballad fashion they teU of a bard singing 
at the wedding feast of the king's daughter, whom he loves: neither the king's nor the queen's praise and 
gifts assuage his suffering. 
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His patriotic sense was awakened fully; martial songs from Komer's Leyer und Schwert (Lyre 

and Sword) were in the air. Loewe tried to enlist,59 but his rather slight build told against him: 

he was told to "come back next year". This was a shaming blow to him at the time, and he felt 

deeply the 'misfortune' of having to watch the fighting from the safety of TUrk's house. He 

vividly evokes various scenes: the Russian soldiers ("they all looked alike, like a flock of sheep") 

and their strange, Asiatic melodies accompanied by hand-clapping; the dead littering the streets; 

old TUrk wielding a shovel to dig trenches like any other able-bodied man and declaring: "it goes 

to one's head". These were dark, unsettled, and disturbing times. Typhus and cholera took the 

lives of many prominent and worthy men whom Loewe knew, including J.F. Reichardt, at whose 

funeral he sang as a member of the choir. Serious study was out of the question during 1813, and 

Loewe again underwent a period of acute uncertainty and unhappiness. 

Halle came under Gennan rule again - but this, ironically, meant that Loewe's generous money 

grant from Jerome Bonaparte fell away. TUrk would have continued to teach Loewe for nothing, 

but became incurably ill at this time, and died on August 26th, 1813.60 This was a difficult, 

fateful time for the 16-year-old boy, who had again to ask himself whether he could conceivably 

make music his sole career. He knew his father still dearly wished him to have a theological 

training, and the ministry as his primary means of livelihood. 

Return to study 1814-17 

Peace of a kind returned to Europe after the long upheaval of not only the Napoleonic Wars, but 

also the Revolutionary period before them. In the autumn of 1814 the Congress of Vienna 

assembled and a more stable future seemed assured for Germany through the Confederation of 
\ 

German States. 
) 

"Men longed for a period of peace and order and turned away from the liberal philosophy of a 
Revolution which had ended in tyranny and bloodshed Edmund Burke in England, de Maistre 
and de Bonald in France and Novalis in Gennany expressed the essential spirit of the Restoration 
Era in their writings when they poured scorn on the rationalism of the Enlightenment and the 
Revolution, and declared that obedience to princely authority, respect for the legitimate rights of 
rulers and the maintenance of the Christian religion were the only true foundations for a healthy 
and durable social order."61 

5~ith the Free Corps, founded by Major Adolf von Uitzow (1782-1834), whose 'schwarze, wilde, 
verwegene Jagd' (wild and daring rout), a memorable military event of the time, was commemorated by 
Weber in his partsongs for male voices (op.42:2; 1814), and Schubert in one of his duets for voices or 
horns (D.205; 1815). 

6<Not 1814, as Loewe incorrectly remembers in Sb 55. 

61William Carr: A History o/Germany 1815-1945 (London: Edward Arnold, 1969) pI. 
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It is against this background that Loewe's story must now be placed. In 1814 good friends and 

advice were to hand; Carl Pflug (writer of the words of his Dido aria), whose parents lived next 

door to TUrk's house, took Loewe into his care, shared his room with him, and tutored him 

intensively in general studies in order to make up for all the lost time. This was the spontaneous 

gesture of a caring friend and Loewe realised it: "I shall be grateful to him all my life", he says. 

In due course, on October 14th 1814-nearing 18 years of age-he returned to the Gymnasium 

to prepare for entrance to the University. He tried to forget that his fellow-scholars were both 

younger and academically stronger: he with his interrupted schooling had learned to treasure 

knowledge all the more, and now studied with serious intent. He matriculated in 1817, and in 

October of that year became a student of theology at the University of Halle, long recognised as 

one of the principal seats of Protestant theology. During these three years or so of academic 

rehabilitation, nearly all thought of music, practical or theoretical, had had to be laid aside. 

Exceptions were the private music tuition he gave to the daughters of Chancellor Niemeyer and 

a certain amount of organ playing, singing as Precentor and directing of the choir at the 

Marktkirche in Halle.62 

University of Halle 1817-20 

At this stage certain personalities appear whose lives touch Loewe's irrevocably, to becomes a 

lasting influence and support: Adolf Bernhard Marx, the music theoretician;63 Gustav Adolf 

Keferstein, a fellow theological student who wrote interesting articles on musical-resthetic 

questions and who was a devoted life-long friend of Loewe's;64 and the von Jacob family, with 

their circle of widely-cultured and discerning friends. 

i 
At fIrst, student life was not entirely to Loewe's taste; the constraint of lectures and assignments 

set him longing for more fresh air and freedom, and he spent much time out of doors, on the Saale 

river as well as in it, in the parks and gardens of the town, and rambling in the surrounding 

countryside. For a time he joined the Burschenschajt, or student society ,65 a characteristic feature 

~~~~~~ --~--.---~ 

62See Walter Serauky: op.cit. (see above, p56, n.55). 

63 1799-1866; pupil ofTiirk: and fellow student with Loewe. In 1824 foundep the Berliner allgemeine 
musikalische Zeitung; Professor of Music at Berlin in 1830, Director of Music in 1832. Influential writer 
on music history and theory. 

64Bom near Halle, 1799; published under the pseudonym K. Stein. Wrote a humorous novel: Konig Mys 
von Fidibus (very approximately 'King Mouse of the Matchbox' - 'Fidibus' means a spill for lighting 
one's pipe) in which Loewe as the chief character appears as 'Leo Tonleben'. 

65 After the Napoleonic wars, the new-style Burschenschaften were permeated by more patriotic fueling and 
more moral responsibility than were the 18th century 'Landmannschaften', and were much more 
'respectable', though politically radical and idealistic (see Wm. Carr, op.cit.). 
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of the German universities of those days; but while enjoying the social exchanges and good 

fellowship of university life, his 21 years against his confreres' 17 or 18 years meant that he found 

many student activites childish and time-wasting, and he gradually dissociated himself from this 

side of university affairs. Officially freeing himself from the Burschenschaft (without the 

statutory duel) he felt able once more to plunge himself into music. He began playing the piano 

again, noting that although he had played hardly at all during the past four to five years, his fmger 

facility, his ability to learn, and his mental grasp of the music were the greater now; intellectual 

maturity provided a sound advantage. 

At the Singakademie, now in charge of Johann Friedrich Naue,66 A.B. Marx formed a singing 

group which Loewe joined, meeting there a gifted young soprano, Julie von Jacob. Her father, 

Dr von Jacob, Professor of Political Economy at the University, had recently (1816) returned 

from lecturing in Russia. His three daughters were all talented and beautiful, all shining lights in 

Halle society, and the middle one, Julie, and Loewe very soon found a mutual attraction, which 

he knew inwardly "was no mere student love-affair". 

As with Schumann, the flowering of genuine love initiated the composition of unquestionably 

fine music - in this case even epoch-making. His first two ballads, possibly his two most 

famous, were written during 1817-18: Edward, and Erlkonig.67 These, with a third ballad (Der 

Wirthin T ochterlein) were published in 1824 as op.l; Loewe had the sound instinct to begin 

numbering his works anew, discarding his early 'op.l', Clothar. 

Marx's group began to extend its repertoire to include oratorios by Handel, Haydn and others, 

operas by Gluck and Spontini (especially works rarely or never seen on the stage); and Loewe , 
cites Mozart's Requiem in particular as making a profound impression upon him. He sang the 

) 
tenor solos on these occasions, the bass solos being taken by one Muller (who during the war had 

shared with him a hair-raising adventure involving Cossacks, which left them divested of both 

money and clothes). 

These musical evenings, valuable to him in so many ways, often took place at the von Jacobs' 

house; not only the music, and Julie herself, but the congenial company, where art, literature, 

661787-1858; another of Tiirk's pupils, succeeding him as University Music Director. Wrote books on 
Protestant liturgical music. 

6
7Schubert's setting, written in 1815, was unknown to Loewe at the time, in spite of a misleading statement 

made by Loewe's daughter Julie to A.B. Bach (?c.1888, ABB pI25), quoting her father as saying "man 
kaon es auch anders machen" ('it can also be done in a different way'). The present writer suggests that 
the timing of this anecdote is mistaken; Loewe may have seen the music later, after its publication in Vienna 
in 1821, and possibly meant by these words that he had simply 'felt' the poem differently when setting it. 
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current affairs and the latest scientific developments were discussed with knowledge and 

intelligence, contributed to making these hours among the most pleasurable of his life.68 

A further quickening of mental powers by the stimulus of his university study, which he began to 

appreciate more at this stage, added to his well-being, and at the same time he was enjoying the 

more active pursuits of fencing and, especially, swimming, in which he was particularly 

competent, being able on two occasions to save a person's life. 

Between 27th April 1819 and 1 st April 1820 Loewe had to undertake his military duty, serving as 

a volunteer in the 4th Rifle Battalion at Halle, becoming one of the best shots in the Company.69 

Even here he was able to use his musical talents to some extent: he helped the buglers learn their 

calls by making up mnemonic jingles and, more importantly, formed a choir. Their singing of 

serenades met with such approval from their superior officers that Loewe was thereafter let off 

night-time guard dutyFo (Much later, his friend and patron, Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm, 

absolved him from any further (reserve) military service, in case his hands should be injured.) 

These were crowded hours; Loewe was composing steadily: six ballads had appeared up to 

1819,71 a dozen or so songs - and he had become engaged to Julie in the meantime. 

He was at last maturing, having rounded off his rather patchy education, and having enormously 

extended his cultural interests and insight through his Halle friendships. 

Extra-mural activities 1819-20 

Professor von Jacob had arranged for Julie to spend the winter of 1819-20 in Dresdet, for further 

instruction in music and painting, and'Loewe decided to spend the Christmas with her there 

(announcing his arrival, romantically enough, by singing (or whistling?) their wonted signal, a 

phrase from Rossini's Tancredi, under her window). They met as often as they could, and one 

of their rendez-vous was at the Christmas midnight mass at the Roman Catholic church, where 

68Julie's younger sister was to become a well-known writer arxl translator, her nom-de-plume 'Talvj' being 
formed from her initials: Therese Amalie Louise von Jacob. Her biography (under her married name, 
Therese Robinson), together with a collection of her stories, was published inLeipzig in 1874 (Ene. Brit. 
1953, s.v. Robinson, Edward; arxl see also p67). 

69Tbese details are from KA 11. 

7~early fal1ing asleep on duty one night, he was reminded of Herder's poem Elvershoh, which he later set 
to music (1825); see pp84 and 127. 

71The early Clothar, arxl Edward, ErlkOnig, Wallhaide, Treuroschen arxl Geisierleben. None was published 
until 1824. 
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Weber was in charge of the music.72 Loewe mentions the fme Silbermann organ in the church,13 

but was chiefly impressed by a fanfare played on straight trumpets ("the kind one nowadays only 

sees depicted by painters and architects") which the kettledrums announced and which fmished 

with the following cadence in C major: 

1:-==;, 
1--./ Q , 

c.,... 

He notates this in letters: ,9 fiS e 1.:5 CJ 

e ot c...JoI- Y~ including the sharp 11 th harmonic 

"fis" (German for F-sharp). The rhythm is conjectural. 

Loewe states that he had aleady made Weber's acquaintance at a concert in Halle,14 and that he 

and Julie spent some time with the Webers during that Christmas week. Weber was working on 

Der Freischiitz at this time, and Loewe met both the librettist, Friedrich Kind, and Ludwig Tieck 

at the composer's hospitable table. On this particular occasion, Weber was inviting opinion as to 

how Freischiitz should end - should Agathe die or not? Apparently Weber, out of religious 

feeling, was the only one who wanted a deus ex machina (in the person of the Hermit) to provide 

a happy ending. The librettist reluctantly agreed, only after much deliberation; Tieck and Loewe 

were defmitely for the tragic ending. Certainly Loewe had no misgivings about the unmitigated 

doom and tragedy in many of the ballads he chose to set! - In passing, Weber mentioned that 

when studying with Abt Vogler75 he had a fellow student called Meyerbeer ,76 who was judged to 

have a brilliant future before him ... 
) 

._---_. ---------- -~-... -~---~--.. 

nCarl Maria von Weber (1786-1826). 

73Gottfried Silbermann (1683-1753); one of two brothers, both famous organ builders in North Germany. 
Gottfried died in Dresden. The organs he built in that city suffered badly during the Second World War. 

74Tbere is a discrepancy in dates here. Weber visited Halle in 1820, giving a concert on July 31st, for which 
Loewe made all the arrangements (Grove 5, article on Weber), and Loewe would seem to be putting this 
a year earlier - there is no traceable occasion otherwise when they could have met before the Christmas 
of 1819. But see also GA 1 x, which, if true, could point to a boyhood meeting. 

751749-1814; studied in Italy, tnok orders in Rome, and returned to Germany in 1775. Founded 
'Tonschulen' (Music schools) in Mannheim and Darmstadt (where Weber and Meyerbeer studied). 
Travelled much as an organ virtuoso. A prolific composer and writer of theoretical books on music, he 
is also the subject of a poem by Robert Browning. (See also article in Grove 6.) 

76Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791-1864); one of the great early Romantic opera composers. Born in Berlin, he 
was also a pupil of Oementi, ZeIter and Bernhard Anselm Weber. Later lived in Italy, then Paris. 
Friedrich Wilhelm IV appointed him 'Generalmusikdirektor' in Berlin in 1842. 
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At this point in his autobiography Loewe makes the fIrst mention of actually performing his 

ballads; he sang Erlkonig and Edward one evening at Weber's house, Frau Weber also singing 

some of her husband's folksong settings, and Julie one of Weber's Italian scenas. (Loewe is not 

a little proud to report that once, while there, he was playing Weber's A-flat Sonata to the 

composer, when Frau Weber came into the room finding with surprise that it was not her husband 

but Loewe at the piano.) 

At this point, too, we f'md his only reference to Zumsteeg, coupled with a hint merely of his own 

ideas on ballad composition. A short passage, it is worth quoting in full: 77 

.... .1 was able to give them [his fellow students] a good deal of pleasure when 1 sang them my 
ballads, and also those of other people. These latter included especially the ballads ofZumsteeg, 
above all Burger's Lenore, Des Plarrers Tochter von Taubenhaim, and Die Entfiihrung, also 
Schiller's Ritter Toggenburg and von Stolberg's Die Biissende. The music of this old and 
unjustly overlooked master moved me deeply.78 Its themes are characteristic and ingenious; 
they follow the poem with utmost fidelity. But mostly they were of a very aphoristic nature. 1 
felt that the music should be more dramatic, and formed from more broadly worked out themes, 
rather as 1 have tried to do in my ballads. Nevertheless, Zumsteeg's merit as a ballad composer 
is undisputed''79 

Continuing, he recalls that the very texts took his thoughts back to the living-room in LObejiin, 

where his sisters had so often recited these mini-dramas - with what far-reaching effect! 

Something of these former impressions, he felt, must have emanated from his own performance 

among his friends, for his normally noisy and lively fellow-students would encamp themselves in 
\ 

his room, pressing round the piano, reclining on the floor, puffing clouds of blue smoke from their 
J 

pipes, captives in his ballad-realm. 80 Always, when he speaks of performing his ballads, one 

hears an assured pride in what he was able to bring into the world. 

77Sb 70; see also p33 

781t is interesting that Loewe can apply this epithet to someone only one generation older than he, and who 
died at the age of 42. 

~we apparently wrote even more enthusiastically about Zumsteeg in a letter to that composer's grandson 
(Landshoff: JR. Zumsteeg, Berlin 1902, quoted in KA 44 05). 

sonus picture has something of the immediacy, ifnot the uproar, of the old Randhartinger's memories of 
the first 'try-out' of Schubert's Erlkonig (ABB 107-109). 
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Settling at Stettin 1820-21 

Early in the year 1820 the post of organist and choirmaster at the lacobi-Kirche (anglice : St 

lames' Church), in the Pomeranian capital of Stettin, became vacant and was advertised. Loewe 

applied on April 29th and during the ensuing correspondence requested a teaching post as well. 

Thus far, his application was successful and the Stettin authorities then obliged him to submit to 

a thorough audition by Zeltefl l in Berlin. 

Before he fmally set out for Berlin and Stettin, however, Loewe visited his friend Keferstein in 

lena, where furthermore Goethe was staying at his summer residence in the Botanical Gardens; 

Loewe felt he could hardly leave without at least trying to see the renowned poet. In retrospect 

this meeting turns out to be a most tantalising and unfruitful exchange.82 Introducing himself to 

the servant as 'Studiosus Loewe', he was kept waiting for some time in the garden, under 

observation (as he noticed) from behind a curtain: 18 months previously, Kotzebue83 had been 

murdered by Karl Sand,84 a mentally unbalanced theology student belonging to the lena 

Burschenschaft, and Goethe was perhaps justifiably nervous. 

But at last the innocent-looking, blond, blue-eyed Loewe, manuscript of Erlkonig peeping out of 

his pocket, was admitted to the Presence. The great man's writings were discussed, and a further 

invitation extended to visit Goethe at Weimar and participate in his salon there. Loewe asserted 

his love for the ballad above all literary art forms, and his especial admiration for the way in which 

Erlkonig displayed all the features of the genuine folk ballad, even to its using dialogue 

throughout, so that the characters introduce themselves through their own words. - Loewe was 

unable to perform his composition as there was no piano in the apartment; pe did eventually visit 

Weimar some years later, but unfortunately only after Goethe's death. 
) 

From lena, Loewe travelled on to Berlm in November. He stayed with ZeIter for eight days and 

gives in detail the tests he had to perform. He sang and played 'all' Zeiter's songs; he was asked 

to sight-sing (before the assembled Academy) "the most difficult tenor aria"85 from the then 

virtually unknown Sf Matthew Passion by 1.S. Bach, of which the Singakademie possessed a 

81 1758-1832; another important and influential (if in many ways pedantic) figure in Berlin musical life, 
as teacher, conductor, writer and composer: for details the reader is referred tq the article in Grove 6. (See 
also p20f.) 

82See Goethe's diary for 16 ix 1820, also Runze's introductory essay in GA XI: Goethe und Loewe. 

83 August von Kotzebue (1761-1819); a dramatist who had been in the Tsar's service. Very anti-liberal and 
therefore hated by the student bodies (Wm. Carr: History of Germany, pI8). 

841795-1820. 

85possibly No.41 Geduld, Geduld! wenn michfalsche Zungen stechen. 
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manuscript copy. ZeIter praised his performance, saying, "TUrk's pupils certainly know how to 

sing" (Sb 78). Later he had to play the organ and compose three fugues on subjects set by ZeIter. 

Finally he performed his own compositions. 

While in Berlin Loewe attended a production of Spontini's La Vestale which, he says, fired him 

with great enthusiasm. 

And so to Stettin; ZeIter sent him on his way with a bottle of red wine in his pocket (a thoughtful 

precaution in a North German late Novemberl). He had sent his testimonial on by pOSt.86 

Loewe's first disclosures about his new home are of the difficulty encountered by his host's 

servant in understanding his Saxon dialect, and moreover her doubts as to his sanity, or at the very 

least his intelligence, confided to her master when she had overheard Loewe roaring with laughter 

each evening while reading Jean Paul in bed.8? To begin with, Loewe lived in the house of 

Professor Grassmann, who taught mathematics at the Stettin Gymnasium.88 

Between his application and his arrival, the circumstances and conditions of his post had changed 

favourably for Loewe. His appointments now were: organist (and for the time being choirmaster 

as well), singing teacher at the Gymnasium, and teacher of organ and singing at the Seminar, or 

teachers' training college. These last two posts had just been created, in the hope that the new 

incumbent would raise the standard of musical training in the schools and among the trainee 

teachers, and that this would favour a better musical climate in the town, eventually benefiting the 

whole province. This far -sighted decision on someone' s part did in fact have the desired result: 
; 

Loewe's talent, enthusiasm and influence made itself felt immediately and lastingly. Commit-

tees from both town and school were filled with appreciative recognition of his spe&ty results.89 

The whole of his first year is a chrohicle of success and promotion within local musical! 

educational circles. 

In addition he became qualified to teach Greek, History and Natural Science, the while pursuing 

and completing his theological studies. He was also busy writing two text books: a singing 

~~~~~~--~- -----------------

86In KA 10 Anton quotes a further testimonial from the school inspector at Halle (from the Stettin town 
archives): "In Halle he [Loewe] is esteemed far more highly than our music director Naue. If there were 
a similar position vacant here, Loewe would certainly be appointed. Prof. Marx said once that Loewe would 
play an epoch-making part in the musical world Our winter concerts were full to overflowing whenever 
he was performing; his splendid voice carried everyone away with its magic." 

8?Loewe was reading Dr Katzenbergers Badereise (1809). 

88See also p73. 

89K.A 13 
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course for the Gymnasium, and a piano and thoroughbass method for the Seminar.90 The Stettin 

Gymnasium (founded 1404) enjoyed a high academic reputation at this time, and Loewe's 

teaching colleagues included such learned figures as Grassmann and the Director of the school, 

Heydemann, in the sciences, and the writer Ludwig Giesebrecht91 in the arts. In a personal, if not 

in a musical sense, Loewe benefited greatly from the friendship and goodwill of these men. 

Negotiations were now in hand between the provincial and town authorities with a view to 

appointing Loewe as (town) Music Director, and on 14th February 1821 this became yet another 

of his official posts. On 22nd May of the same year his three rClles, as organist, teacher, and 

Stadtmusikdirektor, were confirmed as life appointments. In the event, he served here faithfully 

for 46 years. 

For this considerable burden of official duty, Loewe received a salary of 850 Thaler per annum

unchanged for 30 years, when, for playing at weekday services as well, it was increased by about 

300 Thaler.92 One of the conditions of his employment was that he should not compose for the 

Stettin theatre: a fateful and decisive clause in view of Loewe , s later operatic failures, which were 

due in great part to his lack of practical experience. 

Loewe obtained leave for the month of September, 1821, "for important family reasons": he 

returned to Halle and Julie, whom he married on 7th September.93 

*** 

9OTheoretische und Praktische Gesanglehre fUr Gymnasien etc., Stettin 1826; 5th edition, 1854. Klavier 
und Generalbassschule I und II Theil, Stettin 1826; 2nd edition, 1851. 

ti 

91 1792-1873; taught at the Stettin Gymnasium 1816-1867. As Loewe's colleague he provided innumerable 
poetic texts for school and public occasions, as well as for many songs and nine of the oratorios. His verse 
could be termed skilled but uninspired 

92For comparison: Keferstein's cousin (a Stadtgerichtsrat, or town Court Councillor) paid 3800 Thaler 
for a large house with garden and courtyard before 1846 (see Sb 388) - but he also spent 1 000 Thaler 
a year on his hobby entomology, in which he was apparently a world authority. - An organ overhaul in 
1839 cost 11 000 Thaler (Sb 310) which Loewe exclaims is "hardly to be believed". 

93KA gives September 6th, Loewe (Sb 89) gives September 7th. 
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Details of Loewe's later family are sparse, and are summarised below. 

Julie died on 7th March 1823, having borne Loewe one son, Julian. Later in life Julian went to 

America, according to Bulthaupt (B 57), and there is no further information regarding him. 

Julie's sister, Therese von Jacob, married (in 1828) Professor Edward Robinson of New York 

(1794-1863), a distinguished American scholar who was studying in Halle at this time; his 

research into biblical geography was pioneer work and highly regarded (see the article under his 

name in Enc. Brit. 1953 ed.). With him she went to live near Boston (in Andover, 

Massachusetts), returning to Germany after her husband's death, living mainly in Berlin and 

Stettin, then Hamburg. She became well-known in her own right as a novelist and translator; her 

one daughter, Marie, was later translating her mother's novels into English, according to Loewe 

(Sb 65). 

In 1825 Loewe married Auguste Lange (from Konigsberg, according to Grove 5) who died in 

about 1895, in her 90th year. She bore Loewe four daughters: Julie (1825 - c.1912); Adelaide, 

usually called Adele, (1827-51); Helene (b. 1 vi 1833); and Anna (21 v 1840 - 17 vii 1895). 

Adele was musical, a sweet singer and also a composer of songs; in 1847 she became engaged to 

a Lieutenant von Tippelskirch, but she became ill at Christmas 1850, and died in the first days of 

1851. 

Helene was lame; Loewe dictated some of his autobiography to her, and she completed it by 

reviewing the years up to his death. Anna was engaged by 1862 and was married in 1866 to one 

Ulffers; she had two daughters. She apparently was a great help in looking after Loewe as he 

became increasingly frail during his last years. 

His eldest daughter Julie married a naval captain, Arthur Hepburn von BOthwell;94~ey lived in 

Le Havre until Bothwell was eventually 'transferred to Kiel, where Loewe retired for the last three 

years of his life. 

After Loewe's death, Julie was in constant correspondence with Runze, Bulthaupt, and also with 

Karl Anton c.191O. Runze had, through her, access to many family documents and unpublished 

works, and she recounted to him many stories of her father, as well as publishing papers on certain 

ballads and various aspects of his work. Much information communjcated by her appears in 

Runze's valuable (if over-adulatory) introductions to each volume of the GA. 

The above details are taken chiefly from Bulthaupt (pp57-59, 65-66) and Karl Anton (pI4n), 

together with information from Runze (GA). 

94Loewe's Schottische Bilder (Scottish Images) for clarinet and piano, op.112 (c.1850), were dedicated to 
him. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Trials and achievements 1821-1869 

A short survey of Loewe's personal and public activities 

Loewe now discontinues his close account of events, and after some pages of memories of a more 

general and reflective type, closes his autobiography as such, leaving the rest of the tale to be told 

through letters and diaries. 

Julie died exactly 18 months after their wedding, on 7th March 1823; their son, Julian, was 

brought up in Halle by Julie's sisters and parents. In spite of Loewe's visits during the boy's 

childhood, Julian never really came to know his father, which caused the latter much heart-ache 

and disappointment. 

The death of Julie dealt a crippling blow to Loewe's spirit, and ,the time (nearly two years) between 

her death and his meeting and marrying Auguste was a dark and joyless period for him: "Es war 

eine trUbe, emste Zeit". It was also a lonely time; even the new companionship of Freemasonry 

could not outweigh the silence and stillness of his own home, and he lodged for a while with a 

former University friend Vocke. (The libretto of Loewe's fIrst opera, Rudolf der deutsche Herr, 

resulted from a collaboration between him and Vocke in 1824-5.) 

But one day, Loewe tells us, three young ladies presented themselves, requesting singing tuition. 

The spokeswoman was Auguste Lange, the charming possessor of impressive talent, looks, and 

common sense. Loewe's interest in her grew and blossomed, and in 1825 they were married. 
\ 

She proved an able soprano soloist in performances of Loewe's own works as well as in the many 

other works he directed; not only this, she appears to have been a capable,loving ktd self-sac

rifIcing wife, who supported her husbana loyally and who so ordered his domestic arrangements 

that his professional life ran smoothly and without undue distraction. 

A revealing few sentences in one of her letters to him, however, show that his constant absences 

on concert tours during the summer months were a source of some anxiety to her. One can 

sympathise; she had already to contend with her husband's all-absorbing round of lecturing, 

teaching, church duties, and unceasing composition, which must have rlecessitated so many lost 

hours of companionship. His absence for the six weeks of the summer holiday would 

understandably be an added vexation. 

But in spite of this, their affection and their marriage obviously flourished; the tone of Loewe's 

letters is one of a cherishing love, and he shares as much as possible-of his travels through the 

written word. 
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The letters begill in 1826, and there are several gaps of some years, but the general trend of his 

life as a composer and performing musician is there. Of his official Stettin life and domestic 

affairs there is almost nothing - naturally enough, as the letters printed are almost always to 

Auguste, at home in S tettin. These pages of correspondence provide an attractive picture of him 

as a human being, a keen observer with an eye for the humorous, elated by his successes, 

shrugging off disappointments, aware always of his Art, naIvely enjoying the company of well

to-do litterati or Court officials, not to mention Royalty itself. MJ E. Brown is equally taken with 

them: 95 

"The letters he wrote home to his wife during these years make delightful reading; he had a gift 
for touching on those details in his day-to-day existence in new surroundings, which add such 
charm and readability to letters, and which can be lacking in those of a more literary bent. Food, 
drink, personalities, natural scenery and humorous occurrences are all described with a lively pen, 
and this correspondence of Loewe 's should have a modest place in any anthology of composers' 
letters." 

In dealing with the further course of Loewe's life and career one has constantly to remind oneself 

that here is a creative artist, a fme and innovative performer, the perfecter, no less, of a unique 

branch of music, - bound to an incredibly demanding triple appointment; and not even in a small 

centre of music such as Halle had been, but in a drab Baltic port, where merchandising and 

commerce inevitably cast their shadow over things artistic - and where the sea-fog caused 

Loewe some anxiety at first as to its effect on his voice. " .. .1 was already beginning to feel at home 

in the new town. Only one thing didn't agree with me and utterly depressed me - this was the 

impenetrable fog which blanketed the Pomeranian capital every Autumn. It was a long time 

before I became used to it." (Sb 81) 

Once settled in Stettin, his life was confined for ten months of the year \0 the comparatively 

narrow, if busy, world of education, local conducting, church duties, and continuobs composi

tion. Only in July and August each year was he able to undertake recital tours, chiefly, it seems, 

in order to present his ballads. (He mentions performing other songs of his, and occasionally 

songs by other composers, but by no means as often as he does the ballads.) But July and August 

were the months when naturally everyone else also took their summer break, and in the larger 

centres especially, Loewe had to contend with the fact that many persons were out of town who 

might have stimulated important support for him and influenced a wider public in his favour. In 

a letter from Vienna in 1844 (Sb 352-3) he quotes the Viennese themselyes, with their inimitable 

dialect: "zur Sommerzeit konnte auch Gott der Vater ein Concert geben es 'kam kaner'" (in the 

summer months, even if God the Father should give a concert nobody would come). As it was, 

too many of his performances took place in merely private circles; however elevated these were 

socially (and Loewe was fully appreciative of this element of life) they were no substitute for the 

wide public acclaim afforded to (for instance) the young Mendelssohn. 

95Mf April 1969 p357-8. 
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Loewe's audiences were invariably captivated; he was lionised (an unavoidable pun in German), 

especially by the ladies, who, he tells us more than once, were moved to tears by his dramatic and 

expressive singing. From all accounts, and from the evidence of portraits, he was blond and 

handsome, with a commanding platform presence and manner, and won many friends with his 

innate charm and goodness. But H.J. Moser comments: "It is tragic that Loewe, whose singing 

to his own accompaniment was a sensation throughout Germany and as far as Vienna, was in his 

age only able to offer his gems to a few good-natured Pomeranian fellow-freemasons and 

schoo lboys ... "96 

This overstates the circumstances: from 1832 Loewe was on fairly intimate terms with the Crown 

Prince (who in 1840 succeeded to the throne of Prussia as Friedrich Wilhelm IV); he admired 

Loewe's work to the point of adulation, and Loewe was a welcome guest at the Berlin Court on 

many occasions. Loewe also met the Crown Prince in Stettin, at the house of Bishop Ritschl, a 

man important to Loewe in a social sense, who is often mentioned in the Autobiography; on one 

occasion (in 1829) Loewe directed a performance of Handel's Samson in the Bishop's house (see 

also Appendix C). 

During Loewe's short time of happiness with his flrst wife Julie, her father, Professor von Jacob, 

introduced him into the circle of a certain Frau Tilebein, the widow of a Privy Councillor. She 

lived at Ztillchow, then just outside Stettin, and from that time (about 1821) until her death in 1854 

at the age of 82, Frau Tilebein was a staunch friend of Loewe and his family. A gifted, cultured 

woman, she kept an open and hospitable home where visiting artists and notables of all kinds were 

welcome; Loewe found here a meeting-place of friends of refined and cultivated taste, who could 

converse with knowledge and sensitivity on all aspects of the arts and current affairs; in Frau 
\ 

Tilebein herself a patron and confidante of the highest order, always wise, judicious and 

encouraging. He often played over new compositions to her, and while her music~lity was not 

of a professional stamp, he nevertheless valued her opinion. There are many references to her 

in the Autobiography and letters, and he once jokingly referred to himself as the Ziillchow Court 

Kapellmeister. This was a profound friendship, which often provided stimulus to new and greater 

musical effort. 

Valuable as these social connections were for Loewe, the exigencies of his daily life did little to 

free his spirit or extend his fame. 97 

96The German Solo Song and the Ballad: Historical Introduction (transl. aQon.) 

97See also page 89 for evidence in Loewe's words. 
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Teaching and lecturing 

The duties which were such a constant backdrop to Loewe's life, and the manner in which he 

undertook them, offer a good deal of insight into Loewe's character, and the following 

reminiscences concerning his teaching and lecturing contain much of human interest to fill out 

the reader's impression of Loewe the man. Both Bulthaupt and Karl Anton provide material on 

this subject. 

Loewe was a caring and much loved teacher, always an inspiration to his pupils. Apparently 

discipline was not a strong point, but his serious, conscientious attitude and inquiring mind 

invariably endeared him to all whom he taught. Bulthaupt (who himself studied with Heinrich 

Kurth, one of Loewe's pupils) quotes thus from two of Loewe's students: 

"Learning with Loewe was a real nourishment. His influence stemmed from the distinguished 
quality and sincerity of his character. To every pupil he was a kind, fatherly friend Because of 
this even the Seminar students looked up to him with the greatest esteem and reverence."98 

Another pupil calls him "our favourite lecturer" and adds, " ... true, he could not maintain 

discipline, but we admired him as Germany's greatest ballad composer and loved him for his 

friendly good nature towards us. "99 

During the first years of his Stettin appointment he compiled two text-books, practical and 

theoretical, for the Gymnasium and the Seminar: a singing method (Gesang/ehre) for the former, 

and a piano and thorough-bass method for the trainee teachersYlO Several of the songs from the 

Gesanglehre can be found in the first volume of the GA. The tunes are attractive, and are 

seemingly aimed at purity of diatonic intonation. They are provided with metronome markings 
\ 

and breathing indications; the pitch range overall is very wide and in some a good 
) 

deal of chordal (arpeggio) agility is required. 

In 1824 Loewe was officially sent to Berlin, with other music instructors of the province, in order 

to learn something of the methods of Logier. tOt The chief novelty here was the idea of class piano 

tuition; Loewe relates (Sb 94-5) that he introduced it at the Seminar, as it proved appropriate (and 

manpower saving) for a class of student teachers who wished to achieve a certain amount in a 

lOOSee p 66, n.9O. 

IOIJohannBembardLogier(1777-1846); for full biography see Grove 6 andMGG. He was in Berlin 1821-
24, at the instigation of the Prussian Government, to demonstrate and disseminate his educational methods. 
An interesting account of his tuition is given in Spohr's autobiography (vol.II pl04), where Spohr describes 
a visit to Logier's musical institution in England in 1820. Loewe contributed an article on Logier's method 
to the Berliner allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, N 1825 (MGG, article on Logier, Bibliography). 
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limited time. (There are still many advocates of this system, especially in the United States.) But 

for true piano teaching Loewe quickly returned to individual tuition. 

The teaching of singing was the foundation of the school music curriculum, and Loewe 

considered that it unfolded the feeling for religion and human love in the most direct way possible 

(KA 15). The following account of Loewe's approach is taken from Karl Anton, ppI5-16: 

"Loewe's way ofteaching [a singing class] is interesting. Fonnally he looked upon it as part of 
the religious instruction (which is why the Jewish students for the most part did not attend). The 
first quarter of an hour he devoted to theory: knowledge of notes, scales, keys, solfege, training 
ofthe vocal organs, (vocalisation, elocution); for the second quarter-hour he concentrated on the 
chorale, which he included not only from its ecclesiastical interest, but because he saw it as the 
basis of all music. The last part of the lesson was devoted to the singing of metrical melodies, with 
the folkltraditional song, especially children's songs, as the starting-point." 

As a pedagogue, he was quick to investigate new methods, research and information, and as far 

as was possible kept himself abreast of the newest in literature, science and art. (The second part 

of Goethe's Faust appeared only in 1833, after the poet's death; Loewe read it avidly, pondered 

it - 1833 was for him a year of some months' enforced 'rest' on doctor's orders - and in 1834 

published a Commentary on it, the first to be made.102
) 

Hardly had Bellermann' s studies on ancient Greek music appeared than Loewe incorporated 

ideas and examples from them into his History of Music lectures at the Seminar.103 These lectures 

were always conceived as 'musical evenings' with the lecture as 'an unmusical beginning' rather 

than a 'rousing overture'. 

The following details (taken from KA 20-21) typify his approach. 

The flrst lecture (which lasted 43 minutes), entitled On the first ach(evements in music, 

incorporated the following programme: 
) 

Psalm 46 in a musical reconstruction by Spiedel (Hebrew liturgy?) 

Hymn of Ka/iope (which Loewe sang 'first in Greek with antique accompaniment, then in 
German with more modem harmony') 

the flrst Pythian Ode of Pindar with 'accompaniment mostly reduced to the diapason' 
[Le. octaves], after Boeckel and Bellermann 

Horace: ad Caesarem Augustum from de la Borde: Essay sur fa musique ancienne 

Horace: carmen sa!cuiare 

Ambrose: veni creator spiritus 

items from the Missafe Romanum 

The Song of Roland 
-- ------------------------ ------------- ------------ ----- -----_.--------

t02Commentar ZIOn zweiten Theile des Goetheschen Faust ... : Berlin 1834, H.A.W. Logier (not J.B. Logier). 

t03See KA 20. J.F. Bellennann (1795-1874) Scriptio de Musica, Berlin 1841; also wrote a work on the 
Greek scales, 1847. 
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Later lectures were on Gregorian Masses (with musical examples), medireval music, and Luther. 

For all his history lectures, Loewe attempted to use original sources as far as was possible in his 

day, and moreover to perform, or have performed (often by his choir), all the examples, in order 

to make the history of music as living as he possibly could; this was a practice presumably 

assimilated from TUrk in Halle (see biography of TUrk in Grove 6). The modem student, so used 

to switching on his musical examples, already prepared on records, tapes or video, should pause 

to appreciate the sheer industry behind Loewe's presentations. 

Scientific interests 

Loewe was interested in acoustics generally; his report of TUrk's experiments on the Chladni 

sound-figures (p56 and n.56) bears this out, and his later close connection with Professor 

Grassmann, the mathematics teacher at the Gymnasium, was a further stimulus to acoustical work 

of some practical value. Together they studied the longitudinal as well as the lateral vibrations 

of the monochord, and also worked on sounds too high to be audible, but which could be made 

visible. The work on longitudinal vibrations was useful to Loewe later when planning new 

organs and in experimental work with new stops; and he was able to use the monochord in his 

own acoustics lectures at the training college.104 

In his diary of 1833 he tells of an acoustical demonstration given by Grassmann at a physics 

lecture (possibly part of a public series, as Loewe mentions a large audience of townspeople, 

women as well as men). To demonstrate the conduction of sound through solids, Grassmann 

set a guitar (without strings) on an upright rod standing on the floor; the rod was inserted into 

the sound-hole and was in contact with the body of the instrument. A faint but clear sound of 

music was heard throughout the room. If the guitar was taken away and one put one's ear close 
; 

to the rod, the same effect was heard, miniaturised even further, "like a landscape seen in a 

concave mirror" as Loewe puts it. Thefact was, that the rod went through to th/room below 

where a string quartet was playing! 1'his is interesting, quite apart from the acoustical proof, 

because of the trouble taken to demonstrate a scientific point for a general audience. Loewe also 

naIvely reports that "physicists assert that a whole concert could be transmitted a long distance in 

this way".lOS 

A further proof of Loewe's ever -practical application of his interest in sound-production is found 

in his Foreword to the ballad Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer (1829-S0). This strange hybrid 

work, 'built on' to Anselm Weber's melodrama with orchestral accompaniment, requires a deep 

l04KA 13 and Sb 82; see also Grove 5 vol.V p362 n.l. 

10
5Sb 156. In 1821 Sir Charles Wheatstone (1802-1875) had demonstrated sound reproduction, using 

boards connected by a rod He later (1837) constructed the first railway telegraph. He was at one time a 
musical instrument maker; wrote papers on the transmission of sound in solids, an explanation of Chladni's 
figures, and the invention of the concertina. 
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bell-sound - a perennial orchestral problem.I

OO Loewe's enterprising solution to the various 

logistical problems of performance is recounted by him as follows (GA X 21): 

" ... In a successful perfonnance in a concert in Stettin, the passages where the use of a small organ 
is indicated were played on a positive organ in an adjoining room, where the chorus was also 
placed (If such a chamber organ is not available, this same pianissimo effect can be obtained by 
using clarinets and bassoons.) In the preceding Adagio con sordini, one can imitate the sound of 
a bell exactly in the following way: a (double-headed) drum was hung in the doorway between 
the two rooms, and from a string attached to the centre of the lower skin a metal rod about half 
a metre long was suspended Struck with a covered (not padded) wooden stick, this gave a 
splendid imitation of deep, bell-like tones." 

In his notes on this ballad (GA X xii-xv) Runze quotes the music historian and Wagner enthusiast 

Wilhelm Tappert (1830-1907), writing in 1896: "There is something else of Loewe's that 

Bayreuth could use, particularly in Parsifal. It is well known that the 'bell question' is not 

happily solved even yet. Loewe gives us a useful hint in his 1830 adaptation of B.A. Weber's 

melodrama Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer". He continues by quoting the last paragraph of 

Loewe's Foreword as above, and adds: "Physicists could control this and Bayreuth could make 

some practical experiments in the next few years". It seems a relatively simple and feasible 

solution, but there is no further hint of its ever having been put into practice. 

A note on the Oratorios 

Apart from the ballads, the area in which Loewe contributed most positively to musical 

development is that of oratorio. 

Loewe's oratorios were generated by an ideal: the vision of a Germany united in its musical 

understanding, and in its religion, for which music was to be the soul-expre~sion. This is a lofty 

idea for which Loewe has perhaps not received enough credit. He is said to have defined these 
) 

works as "the representation of the union of the pure human spirit with the divine."lo7 

His oratorios have been afforded detailed treatment by several writers, likewise appreciation, as 

well as comparison with the operatic expedients of one composer or another. For comprehensive 

studies of them (in German) the reader is referred in particular to Arnold Schering's Die 

Geschichte des Oratoriums,108 Karl Anton (part III of his Beitriige zur Biographie Karl Loewes), 

and Bulthaupt p68 ff; shorter citations appear in MGG (s.v. Oratorium vo1.10 p162), and in 

I06For decades even Bayreuth resorted to unbelievable Heath-Robinsonish contraptions for the Grail Scene 
bell tones in Parsifal. See Berlioz/Strauss Orchestration (Leipzig: C.F. Peters 1905) p413; Cecil Forsyth 
Orchestration (London: Macmillan 1914/1935) p54 n; and Nonnan Del Mar Anatomy of the Orchestra 
(London: Faber 1981) p405. 

I07KA 77; a quotation from Loewe's daughter Julie von Bothwell, via August, Wellmer, a pupil of Loewe. 

108 Arnold Schering: Die Geschichte des Oratoriums (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel, 1911). 
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Guido Adler's Handbuch der Musikgeschichte (vo1.2 p927 ft). In Maurice Brown's article on 

Loewe in Grove 6 the oratorios receive a bare mention (apart from their listing in the catalogue of 

works); Einstein (Music in the Romantic Era pl77) devotes a short factual paragraph to them; the 

only appreciative note available in English is that given by Albert Bach (ABB p71-78). 

From the few passages (choruses interspersed with solos) included in GA, the impression gained 

is that they contain moments of great effectiveness side by side with easy-going, banal writing; 

long schoolmasterly fugues rub shoulders with operatic cavatinas and again with genuinely 

dramatic choruses and masterstrokes of detail. Loewe's real contribution to the development of 

the genre, however, is in his choice of subject. Historical episodes and characters, secular as well 

as religious, feature importantly, as well as the conventional biblical stories; his friend Ludwig 

Giesebrecht, librettist of nine of the oratorios, even went so far as to include 'stage directions' , 

although the works were, as always, intended for purely concert performance. Direct dramatic 

situation plays a greater r6le than in previous oratorios, and here one can see the same impulse 

given to Loewe's musical imagination as that afforded by the ballad poems. 

Schumann can find no good word for this hybrid of opera and oratorio, but acknowledges 

Loewe's enterprise in forging ahead with his own ideas, and at least admits that he will find a 

place in musical history because of this very enterprise.109 

A full and detailed list of the oratorios is given in Grove 6, but a list of the titles with their English 

translations serves to display the range of subject matter: 

1. Die Zerstorung von Jerusalem!The Destruction ofJerusalem op.30 (i.e.fY the Romans in AD70) 
2. Die eherne Schlange{fhe Bronze Serpent op.40 
3. Die sieben Schlafer/ The Seven Sleepers op.46 (the legend, set in early Christiap times) 
4. Die Apostel von Philippi!The apostles at Philippi op.48 
5. Gutenberg op.55 (i.e. Johannes Gutenberg, the inventor of printing by movable type) 
6. Die Festzeiten!The (church) Festivals, or Seasons (3 cantatas) op.66 
7. Johann Huss op.82 (Bohemian religious reformer, ?1372-1415) 
8. Palestrina (unpublished) (life of the composer, 1525-94) 
9. Der Meister von Avis!The Master of Avicenna (unpublished) (story based on Calderon: a C15 

incident involving Mohammedans and Christians) 
10. Hiob/Job (unpublished) 
11. Das Siihnopfer des neuen Bundes!The atoning sacrifice of the new Covenant (unpublished) 
12. Polus von Atella (unpublished) (conversion to Christianity of a Roman actor) 
13. Die Heilung des B(indgebornen!The healing of the man born blind,op.131 
14. Johannes der Taufer/John the Baptist (unpublished) 
15. Das hohe Lied Salomonis!The Song of Solomon (unpublished) 
16. Der Segen von Assisi!The Blessing of Assisi (incomplete, unpublished) 
17. Die Auferweckung des Lazarus!The Raising of Lazarus op.132 

Giesebrecht wrote the libretti of nos. 2, 3,4,5,6,8,9,12, and 16. 

*** 

I09Schumann: Musik und Musiker ill pl24 (Leipzig: Reclam, 1888). 
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Loewe's performances and recital tours 

A constant feature in Loewe's diaries, and in the news sent back to his wife, is his pride and 

pleasure in the ballads; in their composition, their publication, and in the appreciation and 

recognition they elicited in performance. 

One has to remember that a solo recital was an inconceivable event at this period: I1O a singer or 

pianist usually performed one or two items in a long, chiefly orchestral programme (one calls to 

mind the extravagantly long concerts quoted in all accounts of Beethoven's life). In a letter from 

Berlin, early in 1832, Loewe says (Sb 132): "Everyone was astonished that I intended to give a 

concert entirely on my own; they found it quite unheard-of." 

This was not the only original aspect of his performances; in the same year his diary records the 

first of many public improvisations, in this instance Goethe's Zauberlehrling. Poems were 

submitted by the audience and this particular choice came from Prince Anton Radziwill. "The 

task was difficult indeed; a mediocre solution would at the very least have provoked 

laughter. .. My courage grew in proportion; I invented a melody which I could use for all verses 

(trusting to my performance to supply the mounting tension), and a useful obligato figure for the 

accompaniment, and off I went to attack with energy the dragon I had hitherto only conquered in 

effigy. - It succeeded. Endless applause was proof that I had not been wrong in initiating this 

idea of a public improvisation." (Sb 133) 

This memorable occasion took place within a full orchestral concert consisting of Loewe's works; 

this was in Berlin, with Karl Moserl1 1 conducting, and included the overture to Loewe's opera 
\ 

Rudolph and his A major piano concerto, with himself as soloist. 
j 

Loewe mentions many occasions subsequently on which he improvised ballads; and (in 1835: Sb 

214f) an even more original- and surely unique - feat, of combining with a poet and producing 

a double improvisation on a given topic, in the manner of a melodrama. In five minutes Professor 

Wolff, of lena, produced two pages of verse on the subject of a Captain van Spyk and an incident 

in the Dutch-Belgian war. Loewe performed as if inspired, he relates, and the applause was 

overwhelming. 

.---.. ---- ... -~-

110Compare Charles Halle: Life and Letters (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1896) p123: "From the year 
1850 I had commenced to give pianoforte recitals, until then unknown in England" 

111 1774-1851; composer, violinist and conductor, based chiefly in Berlin. He. was a member of Friedrich 
Wilhelm N's private string quartet, and conducted the Berlin premiere of Beethoven's 9th Symphony in 
1826 (see Grove 6). 
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On August 3rd, 1832, Loewe was made an honorary Doctor of Philosophy of Greifswald 

University; the same year saw him applying, rather half-heartedly, for ZeIter's post in Berlin, 

which had fallen vacant on the latter's death in May. Loewe felt, in fact, that he enjoyed greater 

security of position in Stettin, in spite of its drawbacks. (Mendelssohn was another applicant, but 

in the event Zeiter's assistant Rungenbagen was voted in by a society which evidently preferred 

the familiar.) 

Certain years are plentifully recorded by Loewe, others are lean in information. His public 

triumphs were many, and included conducting his oratorios in Jena, and at the Lower Rhine 

Music Festival. The details he gives of rehearsals and arrangements, personalities (including 

other conductors, such as Neukomm) provide a vivid and fascinating glimpse into music-making 

at the time, and the excitement and pride in his successes carry the reader away into a world of 

earnest enthusiasm for music among all classes. The years 1835-1837 were perhaps the high 

plateau of his conducting and composing life. 1835 saw him conducting his oratorio Die eherne 

Schlange, with 700 male voices, at Mainz; and Die Apostel von Philippi at Jena, a stupendous 

performance from all accounts. In 1836 Gutenberg was written; it was performed the following 

year at Mainz, again at the Festival (when 14000 visitors descended on the town). After the 

performance the Crown Prince invited Loewe to a banquet at which the Duke of Cambridge was 

also present. 

While in Leipzig in 1835 he met Schumann, and Wieck and his daughter Clara, who married 

Schumann in 1840. Loewe held a high opinion of Schumann's wisdom and taste in musical 

judgment, and describes him as: "a quiet, good, thoughtful young man, whom one only truly 

appreciates on closer acquaintance." In this same year Loewe encountJred Chopin's music, 

which, he says in a letter, "is very much en vogue"; he cannot make much of the Etzules, but three 

of the Nocturnes attract him immediately and he promises Auguste that he will bring them home 

with him. 112 

In 1838 he toured the area around Danzig, and visited Konigsberg; in a long letter to his wife he 

describes in great detail the monastery at Oliva, its great organ with 84 stops (much in need of 

.~ ~-.-,-- - -~-----------~- -,~ - ---~-.--"- ----_._._- ---------.---.--.-.-------------~----------
ti 

112Bitter edits Loewe's letter most misleadingly here; he prints simply, " ... und die N otturoo 's ... " (" ... and 
the Nocturnes ... ) implying all 6 written to that date, where Loewe distinctly writes" ... uDd 3 Nottumo's ... " 
(using the digit). In addition. Bitter makes Loewe say "Seine Etiiden bOren sich gut an, sind aber a1s 
Musikstiicke oboe Bedeutung" - "His studies sound well but as pieces of music they are without 
significance". Loewe's original words run " ... als Musikstiicke weniger von Bedeutung" (" ... of less 
significance") - not quite the outright condemnation (or misunderstanding) that Bitter attributes to him. 
The Studies would be the first set, op.lO, and the 3 Nocturnes probably either op.9 orop.15. (As a matter 
of interest, Loewe's spelling of Chopin is Chaupin - again corrected, but with more justification, by 
Bitter.) 
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repair), and the Teutonic Knights' fortress at Marienburg1l3 (where he sings the notes of a chord 

in the colossal banqueting hall and the sound echoes for some time). 

In this same year, Goethe's grandson, Walther von Goethe, came to Loewe for music tuition; he 

proved a talented and faithful pupil. 

In his 43rd year, in 1839, Loewe gives the first intimation of age affecting his voice. But he goes 

on to describe recitals where his voice responds as well as ever and his audiences' acclaim is 

ecstatic. In Breslau, Mosevius, his host and friend as well as Director of Music of both town and 

University, cried out after an exceptionally well-received ballad recital, "Gut gebriillt, Loewe!" 

("Well roared, Lion!)114 

In Prague, the same year, he attended an orchestral concert, thinking to hear the highest possible 

standard of playing; but: 

" .... they rattled and blew so loudly that Kohler's organ, with mixtures, was a mere whisper by 
comparison. I nearly fainted in the small hall. No piano, everything fortissimo and prestissimo. 
Then they chased Mozart's Don Giovanni overture to the devil...it was horrifying to hear, and this 
in the place where Mozart himself had conducted! Even madder was their Figaro overture, 
which [Dionys] Weber, the conductor, boasted that he played in 3-and-an-eighth minutes115 ••• at 
one point the players were half a bar out with each other; but Weber banged them together (he 
has knocked a hole in his conducting-desk) and so they careered to the end, like a pack of hounds. 
- Dear God, and they call that music!" 

Loewe was an experienced conductor, as can be seen from the programmes included in Appendix 

C. He received comments from players and choristers alike on his calm and secure hold on his 

musicians, and one feels from his general attitude that his rehearsing would be meticulous, his 
\ 

manner courteous but perfectionist, his performances inspiring. 
j 

Apart from Loewe's own mention of conducting Beethoven's Eroica and Pastoral (and 'Battle'!) 

symphonies, we know from external records that he prepared and conducted the first North 

German performance (outside Berlin) of Beethoven's Ninth symphony at one of his subscription 

concerts in Stettin, on February 20th 1827 - just five weeks before Beethoven's death. This was 

the concert at which Mendelssohn, just 18 years old, conducted the first performance of his 

Midsummer Night's Dream overture; at the same concert he and Loewe performed 

Mendelssohn's 2-piano concerto in A-flat (never published). After the interval, Mendelssohn 

1130ne of the three great militarY/religious orders dating from the Crusades, the Order of Teutonic Knights 
of St Mary's Hospital at Jerusalem began in the late 12th century. "Like the other two great military orders 
[the Templars and the Hospitallers] the Teutonic Order began with charity, developed into a military club 
and ended as something of a chartered company ... " (Enc.Brit. 1953, s.v.Teutonic Order). 

114Shakespeare: A Midsummer Night's Dream, Act V Scene 11.272. 

11SThe normal performing time is 4 to 41/2 minutes. 
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took his place among the first violins for the Beethoven symphony - truly an historic 

occasion. 116 

Two years after Mendelssohn's discovery and performance of Bach's St Matthew Passion .. Loewe 

conducted it in Stettin, on Good Friday, 1831. This was probably the third full performance of 

the work since Bach's time, as Mosevius had conducted it in Breslau in 1830. Karl Anton quotes 

from the Director of the Stettin Seminar (KA 18-19): "I can still see Loewe's eyes shining, as he 

told us how this great work, which had lain so long in the dust of the Library of the Berlin 

Singakademie, had at last been brought to light, rehearsed and performed. 'I have heard the work, 

it is splendid, mighty; Stettin shall have it. '" 

In 1841 or 1842, according to Karl Anton (KA 19), Loewe also conducted Schubert's great C 

major symphony - without cuts. It will be appreciated that Schumann discovered the 

manuscript of this work in 1839, and by 1840 only the parts had been published, the printed score 

not appearing until 1849.117 

1844 was another outstanding year for Loewe personally; he visited Vienna, and for the first time 

mentions travelling by train. The journey took five days, via Berlin, Cothen (passing near 

LObejiln), Halle, Meissen, Dresden, and Prague. In Vienna he stayed near Walther von Goethe 

and his mother, and tells many anecdotes about the Viennese way of life, the dialect, Viennese 

habits and hospitality (including wine and cream cakes). Johann Strauss (the elder) is named, 

playing his dances at the "Sperl" assembly rooms and gardens. Loewe pays a reverential visit to 

Beethoven's grave, plucking a few small flowers as a memento; he sees the room where Mozart 

composed Die Zauberjlote; he gives a very successful concert (see p89 ¥low) with laudatory 

newspaper reviews; in a word, falls in love entirely with the Viennese world. It was.a supremely 
J 

happy visit for him and he devotes nearly 30 enraptured pages to it. 

One of the personalities in Vienna at the time was 'Hoven', that is, Baron von Piittlingen (who, 

as he considered he was half as good a composer as Beethoven, called himself b~ half his name). 

Years later, his widow, who heard Loewe sing in Vienna during this visit, recounted her 

impressions to Bulthaupt (B 52). She extolled the ease of his change of register from tenor down 

to the apparently equally comfortable bass regions; "his extensive, if not brilliant voice" did not 

work the magic on its own, but seemed to merge with the declamation ahd the sense of the words 

so naturally and intimately that one was not conscious of any dividing-line. Further, she 

mentions "his light pariando, the charm of his humour, the incredible inner force of his tragic 

116Both MGG and H.E. Jacob give the date as February 20th; Grove 6 says April 1st. 

117Mendelssohn conducted a heavily cut version at the Leipzig Gewandhaus on March 21st 1839. Orchestral 
players in Paris (1842) and London (1844) flatly refused to rehearse it: it was 'too difficult' and they found 
the figuration incomprehensible. 
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expression, and his own special talent for - one could say: scene-painting, so that the listener 

could see the poem's scenic background, together with every picturesque detail, rise up before 

him." Every one of these characteristics is of moment when considering the performance, and 

indeed the compositional technique, of his ballads. 

In a letter from Magdeburg, in 1845, Loewe airs an interesting topic: he relates that here he gave 

an introductory talk about his ballads, explaining the content of the ballad poems (Sb 363); this 

he declares "bore wonderful fruit; attention was as rapt in the last pieces as in the first." - On the 

same tour Loewe mentions Hanover's gas-lighting. 

The last letters of Loewe which are extant are from London, written during his visit in May, 1847. 

This was his last extended tour, and was marred for him by a sore throat and loss of voice for at 

least a week. He was able however to sing before the Royal Family, and took in with great delight 

and admiration many of London's sights and sounds: the National Gallery, the Tower, the police 

force, Barclay's Brewery, gas-lit streets, the Zoo, and Regent's Park, where he also saw a 

fIrework display culminating in a victorious 'sea battIe' when the 20 000 spectators spontane

ously roared out 'Rule Britannia'. "Alles ist hier colossal," he comments. 

He attended services in Wesbninster Abbey and was obviously completely mystifIed by Anglican 

chant: he quotes, in measured notation, a chant by William Russell118 (still in common use), 

adding Victorian passing notes as they were presumably sung at the time, saying that "this was the 

main item from the choir, which was repeated perhaps 50 times." (Sb 427): 

) 

The original is as follows: 

118 1777-1813; London organist and composer, from 1801 held the post of organist at the Foundling 
Hospital. 
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He saw Jenny Lirld in La somnambula, and made much music among German friends. Not 

knowing the language, he felt that he missed much in England; but his often amazed descriptions 

of English ways, English food and mealtimes and so on, are genial, and testify to an acutely 

interested observer. 

The last years 

As early as 1842, Schumann refers to Loewe as being "almost among the forgotten ones" (see also 

p355); Karl Anton quotes the NZfM of 1848 as speaking already of 'Loewe's glorious past', and 

states that at this time Loewe had 'taken his leave from the musical world' (KA 31 and n.2); that 

is, the world of performing and touring as his own ambassador. There was indeed no diminishing 

of his output of ballads, oratorios, and Lieder, and his demanding daily duties continued. 

In 1851, deeply grieved by the death of his 23-year-old daughter Adele, he took a holiday in 

Norway; one outcome of this was the fme ballad Odins Meeresritt. 

He visited his daughter Julie and her husband Hepburn von Bothwell in Le Havre in 1857, as it 

was thought the sea air would be good for him. As it happened, Jerome Bonaparte was in the 

town, but Loewe was too diffident at this late date to make himself known to his benefactor of 46 

years before. 

His last two ballad recitals were in 1853 (before Friedrich Wilhelm IV) and fmally in 1863, at the 

Gymnasium, where he sang 'one of his oldest ballads', according to his daughter Helene. 

On February 23rd, 1864, he suffered a stroke and was unconscious for six weeks, while his family 

watched over him day and night. He gradually recovered, and was able\ to play the piano and 

organ again, though his right hand remained weak. The following year he received an invitation 

to conduct a choral work of his at a royal soiree in Berlin; this was out of the question now 

because of his ill-health. During 1865 his son-in-law, Bothwell, was transferred to Kiel, and 

Loewe visited him and Julie again on doctor's advice, in the company of his youngest daughter 

Anna. In the Autumn, he resumed certain of his duties: his organ-playing, and part-time and 

private teaching. He was no longer conducting, even locally. 

Two years almost to the day after his stroke, on February 25th 1866, the Stettin authorities sent 
i 

a letter to Auguste - not to Loewe himself - asking that Loewe should resign his post. This 

was a great blow, as he had hoped to reach his 70th birthday 'in harness'. His full salary was, . 

however, offered as a pension. He decided to retire to Kiel "like a cat running away from the 

pigeons" - his only word of bitterness. He left for Kiel at the beginning of May, having served 

Stettin for 46 years. (His successor was Dr earl Adolf Lorenz (1837-1923) who retired in 1910 

after 44 years at Stettin.) In 1867 a bust of Loewe was placed in the Gymnasium where he had 

taught so faithfully. 
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During the last two years his daughter relates that he was quiet and happy, though often suffering 

pain. In April 1869, she quotes him as saying, " die Welt wird immer schoner" (the world is 

becoming more and more beautiful)~ he took Communion on Wednesday, April 7th, and on April 

18th he suffered a second stroke, from which he did not recover consciousness. He slipped away 

quietly, without pain, on Tuesday, April 20th. According to his own wishes, his heart is buried 

in his beloved Jacobi-Kirche at Stettin, close to the organ, but his grave is at Kiel, within sound 

of the sea: " ... du tiefaufdonnemdes Meer ... "119 

Stromabwlirts treib' ich, leichte Wellen schaumen. 
Da liegt das Haus, verdeckt von griinen Baumen 
Am hohen Uferhang, 
Wo er als Gast, gesucht und eingeladen, 
Vor tieferfreuten Horem die Balladen 
Mit frischer Stimme sang. 

Die liederfrohe Hausfrau ist nicht mehr. 
Wo ihre Feste? 
Wo ihre Gaste? 
Wer ruft den Sanger aus der Feme her? 

(Ludwig Giesebrecht c.1868; a poem remembering Frau Tilebein, and Loewe's frequent 
performances at her house.) 

I fare upstream, light waves curl at the bow. 
There lies the house, hidden among green trees 
High on the river bank, 
Where he, the guest, reted amd sought by all, 
Fresh-voiced, sang his ballads 
To hearers moved with deep delight 

She who welcomed his song here is no more. 
Where is her festive board7· 
Where are her guests? 
Who will call back the singer from afar? 

*** 

119from the ballad Der gefangene Admiral. 
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Part ill 

LOEWE'S BALLADS 

<THE WORDS> 

CHAPTERS 

A composer's response: 

the place of the ballads within Loewe's compositions for voice and piano 

Loewe's works for solo voice and piano number about 400. Their dates of composition range 

from 1810 (Loewe's 14th year) to 1864, a few years before his death. In the complete edition 

(GA) the editor Max Runze divides this output into the following groups: ballads, Lieder, 

Romances, legends, folksongs, Hymns, Psalms, Odes, canons, chorales, sacred songs, religious 

folksongs, idylls, and children's songs. (He includes in this edition a few individual items for 2, 

3 or 4 voices and piano, and several excerpts from his operas and oratorios in vocal score.) Of 

this collection, about 120 are ballads; a more precise total would be misleading, as some which 

are designated 'ballads' by poet, composer or publisher are peripheral in style and content, 

having little in common with the true dramatic ballad; and one legend, Gregor auf dem Stein, is 

often referred to by Loewe as a ballad: it is, in fact, one of the most impressive of them all, and 

Runze frequently and justifiably quotes it as such. About 130 Lieder and 30 legends appear in the 

GA (13 of the latter were written in one year, 1834). Legends are usually traditional stories from 

the lives of saints and could be described as religious ballads, but only very few display even a 

little of the inspiration and dramatic working -out which Loewe bestowed on the ballads proper. 120 , 
Within Loewe's whole vocal output the ballads are in a class by themselves as t(/ inspiration, 

originality of concept, intensity of dramatic expression, and indeed experiment. It is not only 

musicologically that these works astonish: their physical impact in performance is compelling, 

and, Loewe being a performer himself, every effect is also superbly judged from both the singer's 

and the pianist's point of view. 

In the GA the ballads are divided into volumes according to their outward origins; for example, 

all ballads from the same national source are grouped together (Scottish, Spanish, etc.) as are 

ballads of courtly life, middle-class 'btirgerlich' life, Kaiser-ballads, ballads of the sea, and so on. 

(Of the 17 volumes of GA, 10 include a large proportion of ballads.) 

120Some of the better examples are: Der ewige Jude; Der grosse Christoph ; Johann von N epomuk; and 
the greatest, Gregor aUf dem Stein (all written in 1834). 
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Although this division is useful and relevant, it ignores completely the supremely important 

emotional/psychological aspect of the ballad poems. For a deeper study of their music this inner 

element is the most revealing of all; it is of considerable import and interest for the student of 

Loewe's character, and its palpable significance in relation to Loewe's musical style has 

prompted further groupings (Tables II, III, and IV; pp97 and 98 and fold-out, after p99) which 

afford a stimulating insight into Loewe's choice of poetry. 

* * * 

Loewe's temperamental afimity with the world of ballad poetry 

Which of us has seen a spirit? 
We have no belief to bring us near it: 
Yet in the world of poetry 
We can admit such things may be, 
And in the possibility 
Receive enlarged experience 
Of beauty and the interior sense 
Of man's most intimate dealing with man. 

Poetry wills that you shall hear 
The implications of all fear, 
AIl terror and joy, that shall express 
In earnest grievous life no less 
Than an inmost essence of loveliness. 

Gordon Bottomley 

Emotion, not thought, is the sphere of music; and emotion quite as often precedes as follows 

thought. 

H.R.Haweis ) 

* * * 

A predilection for the vivid world of the ballad, its often wild scenery, its human and historical 

interest and its supernatural mystery, is evident throughout Loewe's autobiography and letters. 

He refers time and again to land-, sky-, and sea-scapes in their most Rom~tic aspect; he mentions 

the mines and the kobolds or gnomes which peopled the miner's legends; while on military guard 

duty at night he drowses into the realm of Herder's ElvershOh. Another strong influence in his 

life was the history of his country: his patriotism was genuine and intense, and ballads describing 

the deed of remote Markgrafs, Kings and Kaisers spurred him to some noble musical utterances. 

A love of good fellowship - food and wine, and shared conviviality - features often in his letters 

and diaries, and the good-humour and humanity of many of his ballads seem to be a true extension 

of his own warmheartedness. 
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A few typical passages from the letters will serve to illustrate these points: 

(Sb 111; to his wife, from near Halle, 1826) -" ... on the left the old Ritterburg [knights' 
castle], the Giebichenstein, high up on the cliffs; far below, the river Saale with its 

whirlpools and rushing waters ... in front of us, the forest with the papermililike a bulwark, 
the waterfall on the great river, raging and roaring. On the right, broad green meadows, 
the Petersberg, the Islands of the Blest, everywhere luxuriant vegetation; this lovely, 
idyllic, romantic river-margin." 

(Sb 278; letter of July 1838) - "Fields of com and rye, clover meadows and hayfields 
with countless herds of most beautiful cattle, strings of horses, marvellous flowers, flocks 
of migrating birds, storks, swarms of bees -everything hummingly alive around me ... " 

(Sb 278; same letter, about Marienburg, the chief fortress of the Teutonic Knights - "I 
cannot describe with what deep feelings I contemplated this sublime edifice. I could 
hardly breathe in my silent wonder. The majesty and glory here, where the flower of 
Germany's noblest chivalry blossomed and unfolded!" 

(Sb 98; about the Crown Prince, later Friedrich Wilhelm N) - "I had the opportunity of 
singing my ballads to him ... he became so fond of them that he frequently invited me to 
the Court. Once I had to stay behind in Potsdam for 8 days and sing to him in the 
evenings. Later, also, when he became King, he protected me with graciousness and 
benevolence, and for many years liked to perform my new compositions. How could I 
do other than offer him homage and allegiance with my whole soul?" 

(Sb 286; letter from Danzig, 9th August, 1838) - " ... a storm was moving over the sea 

and the lighting effects were impressively beautiful. Deep blue alternated strikingly with 
emerald green and glowing rainbow colours. The whiteness of cherry orchards streamed 
like silver across the green lowlands." 

(Sb 312; August 1839, from Reinerz, Breslau)- ''The valley is enchabting; it is still full 
of luxuriant Spring vegetation and constantly longs for the warmth which it lacijs because 
of the mass of water, the cool nights and heavy dewfall ... the contrast with the summer 
dress of the outside world is most strange, rather as if one modulated from A -flat to E ... " 

(Sb 130; Berlin, 1832) - "I enjoyed myself very much today at Spontini's. There was 

a splendid and delicious dinner of about 6 courses." 

(Sb 311; letter from Glatz, August 4th 1839) - "Mosevius, Kohler and I went off in a 
carriage at about 6 am, it was very hot, and we ate in Nimtsch. l2l We passed through 
lovely surroundings ... we are living very comfortably here at the White Horse, we chat 
over our evening pipes, and now are going to bed. Tomorrow w~'re going by coach to 
Reinerz where we shall bathe. - You can eat the most marvellous trout here. - The 
statue of 'blessed St Nepomuk' stands on the comer of the bastion and looks across at 
Bohemia; he should originally have overlooked Silesia, but old Fritz122 had him turned 

round." 

121 Johann Theodor Mosevius (1788-1858) Director of Music at Breslau University and a leading musician 
of the town (see short article in Grove 6); Kohler was Breslau's chief orgaiust. 

122i.e. Frederick the Great. 
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And in sharp contrast. he recounts his desolation at the loss of Julie. his first wife: 

(Sb 91) - "Julie bore me one son only. Then this pure soul was called to a better world. 

I had her simple grave ... adomed with the words from the Sermon on the Mount. 'Blessed 
are the pure in heart: for they shall see God· ... With what inexpressible anguish have I 

lingered often by this grave. letting my mind's eye roam back far into the past. to the time 

of youth's blossoming. and love. and pure joy! ... (Sb 95) - But alas. my daily work was 

not enough to satisfy my soul...The comfortless feeling of loneliness often overcame 

me ... Uhland·s Der Wirth in Tochterlein. which corresponded so exactly to my mood. and 

which seems to have grown out of the same feeling. was completed at this time. and I also 
set Treuroschen and Wallhaide and Byron's Hebrew Melodies."123 

Apart from this final passage. these extracts are taken from among countless similar descriptions. 

Bearing in mind such a personality. interested in and enchanted with the world around him. eager 

to experience life to the full with the warmth of human feeling. and one who has known heart

ache and joy at flrst hand. it is hardly surprising to gain from the ballads an undeniable impression 

of artistic validity: they ring true; they correspond exactly to the composer's deepest sensitivities. 

and convince with their sincerity because they come from the heart. 

Love versus Duty: geographical and musical isolation 

Vor Unwiirdigem kann dich der Wille. der emste. bewahren. 
Alles Hi.5chste. es kommt frei von den Gottem herab. 

(An effort of will may preserve you from meanness. 
But the noblest gifts come from the gods unsought.) 

Schiller. from Das GlUck; translated b~Leonard Forster 

Von Herzen - moge es zu Herzen gehen i 

(From the heart - may it reach to the heart) 

Beethoven (words written on first page of the Missa Solemnis) 

* * * 

In studying Loewe's life and music, one faces the unassailable (if sweepingly stated) fact that his 

compositions fall into two categories: those written 'from the heart' , and those written 'from the 

head'. 

All his life, Loewe was constrained by duty (a duty willingly undertaken, moreover, for strongly 

moral and Christian family reasons) to remain in a safe provincial post, and to provide the music 

12310 particular, Herod's lAment for Manamne opA (from this set) is a passionate outburst of grief. 
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which he felt was expected of him - oratorios, symphonies, chamber music, church and school 

music; music accepted as appropriate to a professional musician's career. The almost stultifying 

effect of this didactic, dutiful side of his make-up is well described by Karl Anton (KA p69) as 

a hoarfrost (Rauhreif) which descends over Loewe's writing the moment 'official' or 'routine' 

composition comes into question. His real self, glimpsed in the letters quoted above; matters 

which reached directly to his imaginative powers without passing through the sifting screen of 

intellect; his true musical instincts - these he expressed in the world of his ballads. A vast 

difference is revealed in style, in worth, and in appeal, between those works written from a sense 

of duty and those written out of an intuitive love. 

Schumann (rightly) condemns this sort of conventional, verbose piano writing: 

Ex.46 

.E 
}'I 

etc. 

) 

Reviewing the work, Loewe's Sonate Brillante, op.41 (written early, in 1819), Schumann 

exclaims, "Heavens, I thought while playing it over, telling a man four times that you have 

nothing to say - that seems a bit too much!"124 

Although ballad quotations depend heavily on their context in the poem, one could compare 

Example 46 with the economical, yet emotive and effective, piano writing in two of his early 

124Schumann: Musik und Musiker I p72. 
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ballads, Treuroschen and Geisterleben (also written in 1819), where in fact he has something to 

say; a feeling and a situation to evoke with a few exactly-chosen notes: 

Ex.47 

(At evening, as the dew falls, Treuroschen waits in vain for her lover, for his singing and the sound 

of his hom) 

~ 

: U Lie_deLlon und Hor _ nerklang:den Buhlennicht kom.men sah! Tra.la, tra.la, tra. 

r--n :> 

U ~ ~ ~ ~ 1111 J :~ i>"'~ r ~ . *" ....... 
~ .. :> -- -- -,otto ."oee 

:> 

OJ la! __ Und als es kam urn MiLternacht,Treuroschen Doch trau/ig im 

!" ~: .=, ... 
~. 4' ':fill. • 

Ex.48 

(The lover's ghost is speaking from the grave to his beloved) 

It) fliigelt! Lebwohlt . . I:;~ b Ich muss tns ra,:> 

8 .:>~ ...- ~ ......... :>~ ~~~ 

It) - 8 I H~ 

pp rilarri. 

t) . u ~u -& 

= 1':\ 

It:) 
(*) die Hahne krahen ... calanJo 

:> .. ! .. ~~ 1':\ 

I- ,-",,---. ~ 't-~ 
~iu rill J morenJo 1':\ 

I OJ -r 

The identical key, and the little falling figure FED, which assumes thematic importance in both, 

are the kind of links constantly found between ballads which are emotionally akin. 

So many of Loewe's enthusiasms were deep-frozen by his staid, riliddle-class, church- and 

teaching-oriented position in life, where recital tours had to take place during the 'dead' summer 
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months of July and August, and where he was officially prohibited from composing for the local 

theatre. These teaching, lecturing, and church duties, however conscientiously undertaken, were 

still a constant tie; signs of a fettered spirit occur as early as 1827: 

" .... more vexing for me is the non-appearance of the Todtentanz ,125 for the moment I am 
saying no more, please wait patiently for the moment of creation; the happy hours of true 

productivity are few indeed for those who refuse to pursue their Art like a workman, just 

as few as they are rare in Life generally." 

And again: 

''The 26th is the choral festival in Budstiidt, with a choir of 300 voices, at which my 

Apostles at Philippi is being sung. But just on that day I have to be back in Stettin .... If 

I applied for Hummel's position I don't think I would have the remotest chance. You 

know how little luck I have in these things, and how caution always keeps me back, so 

that I am a veritable Adam, eating bread by the sweat of my face. It is His holy will, and 

I am ever content. 'As He leads me, so I go, in life as in death' ."126 

He envies Mendelssohn: 

"he .. .is wealthy and free ... If only I could give up schoolmastering and see the world ... an 

artist must be able to wander, to travel freely, if he wants to be famous. Paris, that would 
be the place; but one can't do every thing. "127 

He broods regretfully again in Vienna in 1844, after a successful recital: 

''They were all beside themselves. My reputation is growing day by day. If I could spend 
a winter here, I am confident that I would enjoy the greatest success. \ If I were ten years 

younger I would remain here, but this is no longer possible for me. Here in Vjenna I see 
confirmed what I always felt: that from the fIrst I should have moved in a far wider 
sphere. "128 

H.J. Moser's comment (see p70 above) may be exaggerated and rather illogically expressed, but 

the sense of frustration, even for the 20th century scholar, is conveyed. 

i 

125Loewe is writing to Franz Kugler, the poet of Die Jungfrau und der Tod, subtitled 'Scene eines Todten-
tanzes', and Loewe is referring to this, not to Goethe's balladDer Totentanz. Letter quoted in GA YIn 
xxi. 

12
6Sb 259; letter to Auguste from Mainz, 13th August 1837. His 'little luck' possibly refers to his 

unsuccessful application in 1832 for ZeIter's post in Berlin. The quotation may be from a hymn. 

127ibid. 

1
2RSb 341; letter from Vienna, July 25th 1844. 
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One can sympathise with Loewe, at the same time being grateful perhaps that his isolation in 

Stettin forced his ballad-writing at least into a certain originality: a more 'socialite' existence as 

composer-performer might possibly have watered down even these works to a more audience

orientated style. As it is, he makes few concessions when truly stirred. Albert B. Bach, a fervent 

Loewe-campaigner during the 1890s and a renowned singer of the ballads, observes: 

" .. .it was not Loewe's sole object to write charming melody, but to find for the subject and its 
respective elements the truest and most adequate musical expression ... his compositions are not 
readily appreciated, being too difficult, too much off the beaten track ... wheneverthe dramatic or 
tragic situation demanded special accentuation, he did not hesitate to introduce harsh, unprepared 
modulations and dissonances ... where such passages occur in Loewe's works, however, they are 
by no means forced or far-fetched with a view to show originality, but they always seem to spring 
up spontaneously as the natural outcome of a forcible idea seeking its appropriate realistic 
expression. "129 

A.B.Bach also links Loewe's name with Wagner's, crediting Loewe with the 'invention' of the 

Leitmotif principle yo It is certainly true that at the time of Loewe's :fIrst flush of ballad 

composition (c.1820-37) no other composer (one must include Schubert)131 was consistently 

treating solo song with piano accompaniment in this motivic way; nor, for that matter, until 

Schumann's few examples in the 1840s, was anyone attempting to set ballads to music at all. 

It can be deduced that Loewe's isolation in Stettin, that small industrial town and port in the far 

north, on the Baltic, had a certain negative influence upon his work, felt by him chiefly in his r6le 

as a ballad composer and performer. One can surmise, with hindsight, that all his composition 

might have bene:fIted from a Wanderjahre, or journeyman, period, and likewise needed greater 

stimulus from more competently critical friends and audiences.132 

, 
Given the circumstances, it is the more remarkable that Loewe's very isolation aprars to have 

focussed his talents to such original and . creative purpose in the ballads; it may even have aided 

the perfecting of this small art form at its appropriate time in musical history. 

* * * 

129ABB pp113-117. 

13°See n.236, p334. 

I3ISchubert's last genuine ballad was Der Zwerg, written between 1820 and 1822; his setting of Edward 
(1827) is purely strophic - trusting the performer - although the dialogue aspect is brought out strongly 
by the alternating keys of G minor and B-flat minor within each verse: a startling enough juxtaposition. 

132See also Schumann: Musik und Musiker ill 125-6. 
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Loewe's choice of ballad texts 

From the musical examples quoted above (Examples 49 to 51) one suspects already that the 

poems themselves carry Loewe a good way into the realm of inspiration. He is conscious always 

of setting words which either ally themselves with his own mood at the time (p86: reference to 

Der Wirth in Tochterlein, and below: Herr Olu/), or which beckon to his imagination (Der 

Bergmann: pSI), or which otherwise stir up memories happy or poignant. Only once (Sb 243) 

does he mention setting words which he knew were inferior: 

''This morning I slept in the garden because it was too hot in the Stadt [his hotel- the 

Stadt Hamburg], on waking up I composed a song ... of which the text is infinitely trivial, 
the first one I have ever written on a bad text, while yet enjoying the writing of it. Even 
in my clever life I do sometimes commit a few little innocent stupidities."133 

From this negative evidence we can infer that his choice of song texts was usually made with care, 

however spontaneous his initial response might have been. Earlier in the Autobiography (Sb 96; 

re the year 1821) he speaks of Herder's Herr Olut 

" ... which I had written in Halle a few days before my wedding. It rang and resounded 

vividly through my soul, its melodies streamed to me fully formed. - Ideas followed 
each other so rapidly [Le. at that time] that if I had read a poem which appealed to me on 

a first reading, and decided on the musical motifs, and then read the poem again, 1 had 
to reject very frrmly many more ideas which occurred, in order not to have to begin 
again." 

The musician and the poets 

, 
Ever since his childhood experience of Biirger's and Stolberg's ballads being read and recited 

) 
by his mother and sisters, Loewe's imagination was fired by the 'gothic', or the tragic, or the 

anguish of lost love: ''These poems' made a deep impression on us all," he says in the 

Autobiography. He relates that when conversing with Goethe himself (see p64; Sb77): 

"I told him how 1 loved the ballad above all other types of poetry, and how the folk myth 
of the Erlking, clothed in the marvellous Romantic garb of his poetry, had completely 

transported me; so much so that 1 simply had to set it to music. 'I look upon Erlkonig 

as the best German ballad for this reason: all the characters use diJect speech.' - 'You 
are quite correct,' said Goethe." 

13
3The song referred to is In die Ferne GA XV p83, words by Hennann Kletke. Runze 's notes thereto add 

words and phrases omitted by Bitter in the Sb. Runze, who apparently knew Kletke, agrees that it is not 
one of the poet's best efforts. He also relates that Loewe wrote in the margin ofhis sketch, "How wretched 
['erblirmlich 'J this verse is!" and again, after the last line, "Das singet und reimet und frisset sich Dicht" 
which seems to be a parody of the 5th verse of Erlkonig: "uod wieget und tanzet und singet dich ein". 
(Loewe's line is a bit of nonsense which could be translated "this neither singeth nor rhymeth nor guzzleth 
itself.") The letter is dated Bremen, 27th July, 1837. 
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All the poets whose (ballad) words Loewe set were contemporaries of his, though Goethe 

(d.1832) and Herder (d.1803) were born a generation earlier.134 Several of them were known 

personally to Loewe: Johann Nepomuk Vogl, Ferdinand Freiligrath, Willibald Alexis (real name 

Wilhelm Haring), and Friedrich RUckert among the ballad poets (he knew many others whose 

words he set as Lieder, Legends, Romances and so on). 

The translator of Mickiewicz' Polish ballads, Carl von Blankensee, was a Referendar (junior 

barrister) in Stettin; he was "a frequent and always welcome guest in the Loewe's house"135 and 

through him Loewe came to know the Mickiewicz poems. His settings were published with both 

Polish and German words, and one may assume with Runze that, Blankensee himself being so 

near at hand, Loewe spared no effort in ensuring the correct underlaying of the Polish text, 

adjusting his melodic line to fit the differing accentuation or number of syllables: 

Ex.49 

'--" V 
sa _ ge~!" Sie wi _ der .steht, wie er klagend auch fleht, dass sie 
ssczo. fy. O.na je .. szcun£eslu.cha1onjij ue_pce do "_chanD.we 

-----r---

In one case this has necessitated the printing of a separate stave (at least in GA): 

Ex.50 
Andantino, ritennto. cresco 

DasHerrlein be·.dankt sicb.weHanddruckter ihr\ er kiisst ih. re 
~ 

piano ... , "" ~ __ ~JL JLJL 

-- - -

= 

: 

) 

Loewe's sister-in-law (pen-name Talvj136) translated the ballad Der Mutter Geist from the Danish 

for him (it was supposedly from the 'old Scots'); he also chose six from her collection of translated 

Serbian folk songs, supplied with their original melodies.137 

134A complete list of poets (with the titles of their ballads set by Loewe) will be found in Appendix D. 

1
35Runze (GA VII iv) is here quoting A. Nico Harzen-Miiller. 

136See n.68, p61. 

137GA XVII 18; these were written in 1824 and appeared in 1825 as op.l5. It is not made clear in GA whether 
Loewe's composition.;; used or adapted these original melodies; in their melodic and rhythmic style they 
are certainly close to Serbian folk music, and show similarities in this respect with Brahms' op.85:3 and 
op.95:1 and 5. 
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Ludwig Giesebrecht, Loewe's friend and the librettist of nine of his oratorios (see p75), was 

reponsible for the words of the two 'cycles in ballad form', Der Bergmann and Esther. Other 

friends and casual acquaintances sometimes offered Loewe poems of their own (not necessarily 

ballads) to set - which he did quite happily, the friendship itself being enough to justify his doing 

so in some cases, one imagines.138 

Lengthy or rambling ballad poems often needed abridgment; Loewe omitted verses for greater 

conciseness of narrative or dramatic effect, as for instance in Des Bettlers Tochter, Der alte 

Dessauer, Herr Oluf, Das nussbraune Miidchen, and others. (On the other hand, he occasionally 

repeats phrases which are not repeated in the original e.g. in Erlkonig and Goldschmieds 

Tochterlein.) Small changes of isolated words are found everywhere, and Runze gives all details. 

Sometimes this may have arisen from his writing the music without the words in front of him, and 

omitting to check them. Titles, too, are occasionally altered from that of the poet, to stress either 

the ballad-nature of the work, or to impart a more 'Romantic' tinge to the wording, or simply to 

form a more memorable title. Examples are: Odin's Meeresritt (originally 'Meister Oluf'); Der 

Feind (DerMensch); Walpurgisnacht(DieHexe); SanktHelena (DerVerbannte); andDeralte 

Dessauer (Der selt'ne Beter).tJ9 

The question now arises: how far do Loewe's self-confessed addiction to the ballad; his 

frequently-expressed love of Nature; his patriotism; his bonhomie, and the heart-felt triumphs 

and tragedies in his own life, affect his choice of ballad poems in practice? What kind of words, 

what kind of stories capture his interest, fire his imagination, and inspire him to his best work? 

The ballad poems: a statistical panorama 

Even the bare classified survey of the ballads given below in Tables I to IV reveal~ fascinating 

issues. Of the approximately 120 ballads, nearly 40 treat of the supernatural (9 of these are by 

Goethe), and about 35 are tragic; at least 60 have outwardly dramatic narratives, as opposed to 

lyrical or more contemplative themes containing inward drama. 

It is noteworthy that Loewe's most characteristic subjects, those dealing with tragedy or the 

supernatural, are chiefly concentrated in the ballads he chose to set at the beginning and end of 

his life, that is up to about 1826 and from 1850 onwards. Not surprisingly, these produce some 

of his most original and imaginatively-wrought work. 

138Sb 355: "Vogi has made me a present of two small volumes of his new poems, Tschabuschnigg also, as 
well as Prechtler and Frankl, and so I have enough material for composing. I've already found some 
important things there." (Letter from Vienna, 4th August 1844.) Tschabuschnigg wrote the words ofTod 
undTodin, Prechtler the song Deutsche Barcarole, and Frankl the allegory Menschenlose, all composed 
in 1844. 

13'IRunze (IX xxv) admits to restoring the poet's Der verliebte Maika/er, where Loewe had simply Der 
Maika/er, to make a more ballad-like title. 
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The flrst grouping which can be made is the obvious chronological one, necessary for 

comparison with and relationship to the composer's personal development and the outer 

circumstances of his life. 

Guido Adler divides Loewe's ballad output into four groups according to date; 140 these groups 

can hardly be thought of as style periods, as Loewe's style did not materially alter throughout his 

life, but the impulse towards ballad-writing appears to be at its greatest concentration at these 

times: 

(i) 1817-1827; (ii) 1830-1840; (iii) 1843-1847; (iv) 1851-1860 

Dealing very briefly flrst of all with this chronological division, and referring to Table I (which 

folds out, after p99), the following observations may be made: 

(i) 1817-1827 

Of the 20 ballads written in this period, 17 are dramatic, active stories; 16 are tragic, or at least 

poignant; 12 deal with the supernatural (elves, witches or departed spirits). Only four in this 

group have a reasonably happy outcome. 

Characteristic features already begin to emerge: 

(a) the connection of certain keys with certain subjects: the E minor/major 'fairy music' of 

Herr Olu! and ElvershOh is an example; 

(b) the use of strong key contrasts and variations in harmonic rhythm for ~motional or 

situational reasons, e.g. in Edward, Das Standchen, Der Mutter Geist, Walpurgisnacht; 

(c) the use and adaptation of thematic motifs for reasons of musical unity and psychologi

cal aptness: examples again occur in Edward, as well as in Wallhaide~ Geisterleben, and 

Goldschmieds T ochterlein; 

(d) contrast is achieved by varying from one verse to another the different strands, or SA 

T B 'parts' of the harmony, given to the voice: Abschied anti Edward are especially 

notable examples of this device; 

(e) dramatic characterisation is more important than beauty of vocal line: Edward and, 

noticeably, Die drei Lieder, both furnish examples of a violently declamatory line where 

the text warrants it; 

I40G.Adler: Handbuch der Musikgeschichte (Berlin: Keller, 1930) p945. 
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(f) a melodic semitone shift, either harmonised or in octaves or unison with the accompa

niment, occurring at changes of tension, scene, or character; simple in itself, it can be 

a striking move up or down the emotional scale: examples are found in Edward, Herr 

Oluf, Die drei Lieder, and Treuroschen. 

Already, Loewe manages a convincing compromise between the musical demands of his time 

(the formality of harmony and cadence) and the expression of the dramatic and the picturesque. 

This, however, never obtrudes merely for the sake of being melodramatic: the composer 

manages the melodrama in purely musical ways. 

(ii) 1830-1840 

In this period Loewe wrote 50 ballads; 27 are dramatic, 11 have a humorous twist; comparatively 

few (about 10) are tragic, or contain a degree of anguish; and 7 are plant or animal fables. The 

fIrst historical ballads appear, the famous Heinrich der Vogler (1836) recounting one of many 

incidents from the history of the Holy Roman Empire and Germany generally. 

The number of large-scale works written between 1830 and 1835 is remarkable; these include 

cycles with a narrative theme divided into 'scenes', such as Gregor (5 scenes), Esther (5 scenes), 

and Der Bergmann (5 songs). The number of printed pages gives an idea of the length of each: 

1830 Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer 41 pages 

Die Braut von Corinth 34 

1832 Die Gruft der Liebenden 20 

1834 Des Bettlers Tochter 30 

Der Bergmann 16 ) 

Gregor aUf dem Stein 27 

1835 Das Switesmiidchen 30 

Esther 21 

" Ballade vom ... Grafen 16 

The greatest single poetic influence at this time was Goethe: 13 of the ballads are by him, 7 of 

them in whimsical mood; but his Die Braut von Corinth is large and serious enough to be 

conceived symphonically, and lifts Loewe on to an altogether higher piarustic and compositional 

plane.141 This ballad and Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer (which is a unique, 'mixed-media' 

workl42
) strike out on a very much broader path, which continues through the lengthy Des Bettlers 

Tochter and Gregor. 

141See p106-7 and 338ff. 

142See also p73, 177, and 232. 
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Loewe's operatic failures are perhaps made good in these four works; he was not suffirently 

aware, it seems, of his ability in the one direction and his lack of it in the other. Stage sense eluded 

him, if one assumes the extant criticisms of his operas to be valid, but his sense of drama on the 

miniature scale - and the telling of it rather than the acting, even if the telling is in direct speech 

- is unrivalled. 

(iii) 1843-1847 

This short period produced 24 ballads; the proportion of dramatic to lyric has changed, and there 

are now 10 of each; one plant fable and three humorous ballads complete the output. There is 

only one large-scale work, the Mohrenfiirst trilogy, which musically however is one of the most 

expressive and technically enterprising. Nostalgia reigns throughout these years, and a 

consolidation in craftsmanship and piano writing can be observed. The supernatural is not 

represented. 

(iv) 1850-1860 

In Loewe's fmal decade of ballad-composition there is a return to the dramatic and supernatural, 

a return to the longed-for familiar perhaps.There are 21 ballads overall: 14 dramatic, 4 lyric, and 

one humorous, with two fables. Loewe's last seven ballad-compositions are all dramatic, and 

their power is as evident as ever: they include Archibald Douglas, Der Nock, Agnete, and Thomas 

der Reimer; these four carry considerable significance within the whole oeuvre. 

* * * ) 

An examination of the ballads according to their more significant, inner qualities proves, 

however, to be far more profitable as preparation for detailed study of the composer's technical 

and expressive command of his medium. The pathway inwards, seeking the spirit behind the 

compositional process, requires certain guideposts; and the four comprehensive groups, already 

used above, suggest themselves initially: 

1. Dramatic (coloured yellow in Table I) 

2. Non-dramatic (lyric, descriptive, philosophical) (coloured blue) 

3. Humorous (coloured pink) 

4. Animal and flower fables (which can also belong to 1 or 2 and 3) (coloured green) 

These present the intellectual concept. 



A further division of 1 2 and 3 into: 

(a) supernatural 

(b) historical 

(c) daily life 

gives the outer circumstances of the ballad, the pictorial concept or the locale. 
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A final sub-division of 1 and 2 reaches to the deepest level: the underlying feelings, the prevailing 

emotional framework or the psychological concept of each ballad: 

(i) happy (the positive affections) 

(ii) nostalgic (the affections of yeaming) 

(ii) tragic (the negative affections) 

The penultimate column of Table I classifies each ballad according to these divisions, which may 

be tabulated as follows in Table II: 

TABLE IT 

InteUectual Pictorial Psychological 
concept concept concept 

[ i) happy 
a) supernatural ii) nostalgic 

iii) tragic 

[ i) happy 
1. DRAMATIC b) historical ii) nostalgic 

iii) tragic 

[ i) happy 
\ 

c) daily life ii) nostalgic i 
"- iii) tragic 

[ i) happy 
a) supernatural ii) nostalgic 

iii) tragic 

[ i) happy 
2. NON-DRAMATIC b) historical ii) nostalgic 

iii) tragic 

c) daily life [ i) haplY 
ii) nostalgic 
iii) tragic 

[ aj ,upematum! 
3. HUMOROUS b) historical 

c) daily life 

4. ANIMAL AND FLOWER FABLES 
(4 humorous, 2 'moral', 2 tragic and 2 in the realm of fantasy.) 
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The fmal column of Table I indicates, with reference to Table III below, something of the varied 

mixture of subjects and sentiments within each ballad, as few of the poems consist of a single 

unrelieved scene or emotion; again, the letters assigned to each ballad cannot pretend to be 

thoroughly exhaustive, and the numbers of ballads given here must be an approximation only, 

for their comparative significance and for the interest of the reader: 

TABLEll 

number of ballads 

A supernatural, elementals, ghosts, dreams 37 
B love tragic 17 
C love triumphant 9 
D nostalgia, yearning, mental anguish 16 
E chivalry, friendship 9 
F feud, betrayal, anger, revenge 8 
G parent/child, stepmother, 'Tochterlein' 12 
H disguise, mistaken identity 3 
J humour 18 
K philosophical, moral, religious overtones, symbolic 22 
L death 12 
M the number 3 7 
N patriotism, Kaiser, military heroism 12 
p animal and flower fables 10 

Table N (which folds out after Table I) is a further list of all the ballads grouped according to the 

expanded divisions in Table II, together with their dates, their poets, and an indication of the basis 

of the story. 

It should be realised that the insertion of a ballad under one heading does not preclude the 

appearance of characteristics from other groups within the tale; the main' Affekt' is as listed, but 

poetry is fluid - music even more so - and the intention is not to make dog\:natic classifications, 

but rather to provide information which will stir the reader's interest and imaginatIon. 

Certain groups within Table N offer pOints worthy of attention: 

Group 1 a: 

the 16-year gap (between 1835 and 1851); i.e. the ballads fall at the beginning and end of 

Loewe's career; 

the number of ballads based on Scandinavian, Danish, or Scottish sources; 

the number of elf and water-sprite stories, frequently fateful. 

Group 1 b: 

all in the middle/late years; all are characterised by great nobility of tone. 

Group 1 c: 

in subdivisions (i) and (ii) there is a noticeable concentration of poets, and 'middle-period' 

dates; all the ballads of subdivision (iii) end with a death, except the three Mohrenfiirst 

settings: but the African prince is sold into slavery, a death of the spirit. 
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Group 2 a: 

subdivisions (ii) and (iii) consist of early works, apart from the allegorical Wilia und das 

Miidchen~ the ballads in (iii), which are biblical incidents, constitute a special grouping: 

although the first two are dramatic stories they are reported, without special stress on the 

drama. 

Group 2 b: 

all written in the middle years by the dutiful son of Prussia; but the greater the intensity of 

joy or anguish, the more admirable the music. The three Kaiser Max ballads in (i) reach 

a low average of inspiration, while the ballads in subdivision (ii), together with Heinrich der 

Vogler and Der alte Dessauer, are of high quality. 

Group 2 c: 

Everyday life raised to a degree of lyricism. Being reflective rather than active, this group 

approaches most nearly to the art-song, or Lied; but in many cases depth of perception or 

dramatic contrast of feeling raises the works to ballad-level, and therefore, as usual with 

Loewe, to greater musical heights. All are written in the middlellate years. 

Exaggerated and higbly-coloured in their effects as many ballad-poems may appear to us today, 

they nevertheless contain deep and often true-to-life emotion, and it is surely no accident that a 

musician such as Loewe, with a warm heart, a lively imagination, a naIve love of the bizarre, and 

an uninhibited response to the poignant, should fmd here a catalyst for his own special creative 

gifts. 

i 

* * * 
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Date Title Opus Words GA n m 
1817/18 ()Edward 1/1 Herder (Scottish) ID2 1 c iii FL 

( )Erlkonig 1/3 Goethe XI 85 1 a iii AL 
1819 ( ) Wallhaide 6 Komer vm20 1 a iii BA 

( )Treuroschen 2/1 Komer vm2 1 a iii BA 
( )Geisterleben 91/4 Uhland vmn 2aii ABD 

1821 ( )Herr Oluf 2/2 Herder (Danish) ID58 1 a iii AB 
~ 1823 ( )Der Wirthin Tochterlein 1/2 Uhland X2 lcii LCMD 

( )Walpurgisnacht 2/3 Alexis vm15 1 a iii A 
1824 ( )Der Mutter Geist 8/2 Talvj III 10 laiii AG 
1825 ( )ElvershOh 3/2 Herder (Danish) III 66 1 a i A 

( )Die drei Lieder 3/3 Uhland III 72 1 c iii F 
( )Abschied 3/1 Uhland X77 lcii B 
( )Der spate Gast 7/2 Alexis vm50 1 a iii ALG 
( )Belsazars Gesicht 13/2 Byron/Theremin vm60 2 a iii A 

1826 ()Saul und Samuel 14/1 Byron/I'heremin vm66 2 a iii A 
OEliphas' Gesicht 14/2 Byron/I'heremin vm72 2 a iii AK 
( )Der grosse KurfUrst 7/1 Kurowski-Eichen V2 1 a i AN 

und die Spreenorne 
( )Die Heldenbraut unpubl. Kurowski -Eichen V59 Ibl N 
f)Das Standchen 9TI/4 Uhland vmlO 2aii AL 

1827 ( )Goldschmieds Tochterlein 8/1 Uhland X6 1 c i CM 
1829/30 ( )Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer 17 Schiller X21 1 c i KEF 

( )Die Braut von Corinth 29 Goethe xn 122 1 c iii AB 
1832 (' )H ochzeitlied 20/1 Goethe XI 94 1 c i 1 

ODer Zauberlehrling 20/2 Goethe XI 104 1 a i Al 
( )Die wandelnde Glocke 20/3 Goethe XI 113 1 a i lAK 
( )Die niichtliche Heerschau 23 vonZedlitz VI 16 laii AN 
( )Die Gruft der Liebenden 21 Puttkamer VI 28 1 c iii B 
( )Der Pilgrim vor St Just 9 Vll/2 von Platen IV 120 2bii K 

+99/3 
1833 ( )Gutmann und Gutweib 9 VITI/5 Goethe (Scottish) XI 116 3c 1 
1834 ( )Des Bettlers Tochter unpubl. English, translated II 152 1 c i CK 

zu Bednall Green Carl v. Mecklenburg 
( )Der Sturm von Alhama 54 Huber (Arabian) VI 48 1 b iii KN 
()Der Bergmann (cycle of 5 songs) 39 Giesebrecht X20 
( )Gregor auf dem Stein 38 Kugier XID1l5 1 c iii FK 

1835 ( )Der Woywode 49/1 Mickiewicz VII 2 1 c iii BF 
( )Die Schlusselblume 49/2 Mickiewicz VII 12 4 K 
( )Die drei Budrisse 49/3 Mickiewicz VII 20 1 c i MCE 
( )Wilia und das Madchen 50/1 Mickiewicz VII 32 2aii ABK 
('JDer junge Herr und das Miidchen 50/2 Mickiewicz VII 38 lc~ Cl 
( )Das Switesmt'idchen 51/1 Mickiewicz VII 47 1 a . AB 
( )Frau Twardowska 51/2 Mickiewicz VII 77 3 a i 1M 
( )Esther (cycle of 5 songs) 52. Giesebrecht VII 94 1 b iii BG 
( )Das nussbraune Miidchen 43/3 Herder (Scottish) III 21 1 c i C 
ODer Rauber 34/2 Uhland X94 2cii EK 
()Das Schifflein none Uhland X 176 2cii DK 
( )Der Fischer 43/2 Goethe XI 122 1 a iii A 
( )Ballade vom vertriebenen 44/1 Goethe XI 131 1 c iii HF 

und zUrUckkehrenden Grafen 
ODer getreue Eckhart 44/2 Goethe XI 147 1 cIa i lK 
( )Der Totentanz 44/3 Goethe XI 154 1 a i AK 
( )Harald 44/4 Uhland III 78 laii AN 

1836 ( )Wirkung in die Ferne 59/1 Goethe XI 162 3c lC 
( )Der Sanger 59/2 Goethe XI 168 1 c i KO 
( )Der Schatzgraber 59/3 Goethe XI In 1 c i K 
()Heinrich der Vogler 56/1 Vagi IV 14 2 bi N 
( )Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft 56/3 Vagi X 103 lcii DKL 

1837 ()Der verliebte Maikiifer 64/1 Reinick IX 86 4&3 IP 
( )Die Katzenkonigin 64/3 Chamisso IX 102 4&3 IP 
(,Wer ist Bar? 64/4 Alexis IX 108 4&3 IP 
()General Schwerin 61/2 Alexis V24 2bii N 
( )Fridericus Rex 61/1 Alexis V29 3 b i IN 
( )Karl der Grosse und Wittekind 65/3 Vagi IV2 Ibi K 
ODie Glocken zu Speier 67/2 vonQer IV 31 2bii KN 
ODer fonfte Mai unpubl. anon. VI 13 2bii KN 
( )Der Feldherr 67/1 Groppe VI2 Ibi E 
( )Das Erkennen 65/2 Vagi X 116 lcii DH 
( )Das vergessene Lied 65/1 Vagi Xlll 2cii D 
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1838 ( )Schwalbenmiirchen 68/1 Freiligrath IX 122 4&3 JP 
( )Der Edelfalk 68/2 Freiligrath IX 128 4(2)c i PC 
( )Der Blumen Rache 68/3 Freiligrath IX 134 4 c iii PKL 

1839 ( )Die verlorene Tochter 78/2 Zuccalmaglio (folk) IX3 1 c iii HL 
( )Jungfriiulein Annika 78/1 Ruckert (Finnish) IX 46 1 c i JM 

1841 ()Die Heinzelmiinnchen 33 Kopisch IX 50 3 (2 a) AJ 
1842 (;)Der Junggesell none Pfizer X90 2cii DK 
1843 ( )Die schwarzen Augen 94/2 VogI X63 1 c iii BF 

(;Meerfahrt 93 Freiligrath X 159 2cii AK 
()Die Ubeifahrt 94/1 Uhland X 180 2cii D 

or '44 ()Der Grafvon Habsburg 98 Schiller IV 48 Ibi K 
or '44 ( )Die Reigerbaize 106 Griin IV 68 1 b iii L 
1844 ( )Prinz Eugen, der edle Ritter 92 Freiligrath V 14 Ibi IN 

()Der MohrenfUrst 97/1 Freiligrath VI 76 1 c i CE 
()Die MohrenfUrstin 97/2 Freiligrath Vl84 1 c iii B 
( )Der MohrenfUrst auf der Messe 97/3 Freiligrath VI 91 1 c iii BDF 
ODas Wiegenfest zu Gent 99/1 Griin IV 106 2 bi NK 
C)Kaiser Karl V in Wittenberg 99/2 Hohlfeld IV 114 2 bi E 
ODie Leiche zu St Just 99/4 Griin IV 124 2bii LN 
()Tod und TOdin 105 Tschabuschnigg VllI82 2 ai KL 

1846 ( )Blumenballade 78/3 VogI IX 146 4 P(K) 
(:)Der Monch zu Pisa 114 VogI IV 63 2bii KDL 
()Der alte Konig 116/2 VogI X72 2cii D 
( )Hueska 108/2 VogI VI 61 1 c iii BL 

1847 (:)Der Papagei 111 Ruckert VI 24 3 (b) J 
(:)Des GlockentUrmers Tochterlein 112a Ruckert X16 3 c i I 
( )Die Begegnung am Meeresstrande 120a Pick (?Pick) X 166 1 c iii BL 
( )Die Kaiserjagd im Wienerwald 108/1 VogI IV 136 Ibi E 
( )Die veifallene Muhle 109 VogI IX 68 1 c ii D 

1848 ~,,:)Der gefangene Admiral 115 Strachwitz X 137 2cii D 
1849 ( )Der Mummelsee 116/3 Schnezler IX 78 4 A 
1851 ( )Odins Meeresritt 118 Schreiber ill 85 1 a i A 
1853 ( )Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier 121/1 von Miihler IV 18 Ibi KN 

{;)Kaiser Heinrichs Waffenweihe 122 Schwab IV 35 2bi KN 
(, )Max in Augsburg 124/1 Griin IV 77 2 b i N 
()Max und Durer 124/2 Griin IV 88 2 bi N 
OMax' Abschied von Augsburg 124/3 Griin IV 101 2 bi N 
(:)Der alte Dessauer 141 Fitzau V 18 1 b iii KLD 
€")Sankt Helena 126 Kahlert VI7 2bii KN 

1856 ()Der Feind 145/2 Scherenberg IX 152 3&4 JP 
( )Landgraf Philipp der GrossmUtige 125/1 Kopisch IV 130 Ibi E 
( )Das Vaterland 125/2 VogI X82 1 c ii KN 
r)Der alte Schiff sherr 125/3 VogI X 147 2cii D 

1857 ODer kleine Schiffer 127 von Pl(,nnies ill 91 lei JCM 
ODerTeufel 129/1 Siebel (Koran) IX 13 2 ai K 
( )DerNock 129/2 Kopisch (Norse) IX 20 1 a i AE 
( )Die Schwanenjungfrau 129/3 VogI IX 32 1 a i lAB 
( )Archibald Douglas 128 Fontane ill 37 Ibi FDE 

+ii+iii 
1860 ()Der Asra 133 Heine VI 98 2 c iii B 

( )Agnete 134 von Plonnies ill 104 1 a iii AB 
( )Thomas der Reimer 135 Fontane (Scottish) ill 51 laii A 

*** 



TABLE IV 

GROUP 1: DRAMATIC BALLADS 

1 a Supernatural 

(i) ballads with happy endings 

ElvershOh 
Der grosse KurfUrst und die Spreenome 
Der Totentanz 
Odins Meeresritt 
DerNock 

(ii) ballads with nostalgic mood 

Die niichtliche H eerschau 
Harald 
Thomas der Reimer 

(iii) ballads with tragic outcome 

Erlkonig 
Wallhaide 
Treuroschen 
Herr Oluf 
Walpurgisnacht 
Der Mutter Geist 
Der spate Gast 
Die Braut von Corinth 
DerFischer 
Das Switesmiidchen 
Die Schwanenjungfrau 
Agnete 

1 b Historical 

(i) ballads with happy endings 

Karl der GrosselWittekind 
Der F eldherr 
Der Grafvon Habsburg 
Die Kaiserjagd im Wienerwald 
Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier 
Landgraf Philipp der Grossmi4tige 
Archibald Douglas 

(ii) nostalgic ballads 
(none primarily nostalgic in this sub-division) 

(iii) ballads with tragic outcome 

Die Heldenbraut 
Der Sturm von Alhama 
Esther (song cycle) 
Die Reigerbaize 

1 c Everyday life 

1825 
1826 
1835 
1851 
1857 

1832 
1835 
1860 

1817 
1819 
1819 
1821 
1823 
1824 
1825 
1829/30 
1835 
1835 
1857 
1860 

1837 
1837 
1843/4 
1847 
1853 
1856 
1857 

1826 
1834 
1835 
1843/4 

Danish legend (elves) 
Berlin/river Spree water-nymph 
the 'danse macabre ' 
Scandinavian mythology 
Scandinavian; water-sprite 

Napoleon's ghostly campaigners 
Scandinavian (elves, water) 
Scottish (Elf-queen) 

Danish legend (Elf-king) 
the 'Totenritt' 
the'Totenritt' 
Danish (Elf-queen and dance) 
German; witches'sabbath 
cruel stepmother 
Scottish/Norse (unquiet spirit) 
unquiet spirit; catly Christian era 
water-sprite 
Lithuanian; water-sprite 
'shape-shifting , 
Danish (merman) 

C9; Charlemagne 
Napoleon (Egyptian campaign) 
C13; Swiss 
Congress of Vienna, uh 4 
CIO; Otto I 
C16; Hesse J 
Scottish; based on historical characters, C 15 

girl-soldier in Napoleonic wars, 1813 
Anlbic, from Spain C15 
C14; Polish history 
death of wife of Kaiser Max, 1482 

(i) ballads with a happy ending (* indicates villainy en route) 

Goldschmi eds Tochterlein 
Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer* 
Des Bettlers Tochter von Bednall Green 

Die drei Budrisse 
Der junge Herr und das Miidchen 
Das nussbraune Miidchen 
Ballade vom vertriebenen und 

zUrUckkehrenden Grafen* 
DerSiinger 
Der Schatzgriiber* 

1827 
1829/30 
1834 

1835 
1835 
1835 

1835 
1836 
1836 

choosing of bride 
intrigue; jealousy; triumph of virtue 
English, from Percy: The Beggar's 

Daughter of Bethnal Green 
Lithuanian wife-seeking story 
humorous Lithuanian love-story 
Scottish: The Nut-brown Maid; Percy 

banished nobleman returns in disguise 
bard desiring no reward other than appreciation 
the miser converted 



(ii) nostalgic ballads 

Der Wirthin Tochterlein 
Abschied 
U rgrossvaters Gesellschaft 
Das Erkennen 
Die verfallene MUhIe 
Das Vaterland 

(iii) ballads with tragic outcome 

Edward 
Die drei Lieder 
Die Gruft der Liebenden 
DerWoywode 
Die verlorene Tochter 

Die schwarzen Augen 
Der Mohrenforst (trilogy) 
Hueska 
Die Begegnung am Meeresstrande 

1823 
1825 
1836 
1837 
1847 
1856 

1817 
1825 
1832 
1835 
1839 

1843 
1844 
1846 
1847 

true love - too late 
love unspoken and unrequited 
dream of the past 
the wanderer returns 
dream of past happiness 
'home is best' 

Scottish; parricide 
revenge; a life for a life 
entombed lovers 
jealous husband; ambush 
daughter lost and found; see Des 
Knaben Wunderhorn. 1/54 
jealous husband 
African prince taken into slavery 
jealous husband; wife and lover die 
similar story to Hero and Leander 

GROUP 2: NON-DRAMATIC BAlLADS 

2 a SupernaturaI 

(i) ballads with happy outcome 

Tod und TOdin 
DerTeufel 

(ii) ballads with nostalgic mood 

Geisterleben 
Das Standchen 
Wilia und das Miidchen 

(iii) ballads with tragic outcome 

Belsazars Gesicht 
Saul und Samuel 
Eliphos' Gesicht 

2 b Historical 

(i) ballads with happy outcome 

Heinrich der Vogler 
Das Wiegenfest zu Gent 
Kaiser Karl V in Wittenberg 
Kaiser Heinrichs Waffenweihe 
Max in Augsburg; Max und Durer, Max' 
Abschied vonAugsburg (trilogy) 

(ii) ballads with nostalgic mood 

Der Pilgrim vor St Just 
Der fonfte Mai 
Die Glocken zu Speier 
Die Leiche zu St Just 
Der Monch zu Pisa 
Sankt Helena 

(iii) tragic ballads 

General Schwerin 
Der alte Dessauer 

1844 
1857 

1819 
1826 
1835 

1825 
1826 
1826 

1836 
1844 
1844 
1844 

1853 

1832 
1837 
1837 
1844 
1846 
1853 

1837 
1853 

personification of Death and his wife 
from the Koran (Sura 2: The Cow) 

departed spirit of lover 
dying girl hears angels 
allegory of two rivers uniting 

Daniel 5 
I Samuel 28 
Job 4: 13-21 

CI0 German; Henry the Fowler 
C16; Charles V 
C16; Charles V 
C12; Heinrich V 

CI5-CI6; Maximilian I 

C16; Charles V 
Napoleon in exile 

I 

Heinrich IV or V, Cll-C12 (legendary) 
C16; Charles V 
C14; 'John the Parricide' 
Napoleon in exile 

Battle of Prague, 6 v 1757 
1732; Prince Leopold's daughter dies 



2 c Everyday Ufe 

(i) ballads with happy outcome 

Der Bergmann (5 songs) 

(ii) ballads with nostalgic mood 

Das SchijJlein 
DerRiiuber 
Das vergessene Lied 
Der ,-unggesell 
Die Ubeifahrt 
Meeifahrt 
Der alte Konig 
Der gefangene Admiral 
Der alte Schiff sherr 
DerAsra 

(iii) tragic ballads 

1834 

1835 
1835 
1837 
1842 
1843 
1843 
1846 
1848 
1856 
1860 

a miner's pride in artifacts made from 'his' metals 

an allegory of life 
beauty disarms villainy 
'her first cradle-song' remembered 
memories of lost loved ones 
friends long gone 
a city sunk beneath the sea 
age relinquishes its crown to youth 
imprisoned and yeaming for the sea 
the seaman remembers the sea 
the slave pines away for love 

(none primarily tragic in this sub-division) 

3 a Supernatural 

Hochzeitlied 
Der Zauberlehrling 
Die wandelnde Glocke 
Frau Twardowska 
Der getreue Eckhart 
Die Heinzelmiinnchen 

3 b Historical 

Fridericus Rex 
Prinz Eugen 
DerPapagei 

3 c Everyday Ufe 

Gutmann und Gutweib 
Die drei Budrisse 
Der junge Herr und das Miidchen 
Wirkung in die Ferne 
Jungfraulein Annika 
Des Glockentiirmers Tochterlein 
Der kleine Schiffer 

Die Schliisselblume 
Der verliebte Maikiifer 
Die Katzenkonigin 
WeristBar? 
Der Blumen Rache 
Scwalbenmiirchen 
Der Edelfalk 
Blumenballade 
Der M umtnelsee 
DerFeind 

GROUP 3: HUMOROUS BALLADS 

1832 
1832 
1832 
1835 
1835 
1841 

1837 
1844 
1847 

1833 
1835 
1835 
1836 
1839 
1847 
1857 

fantasy: brownies 
fantasy: the sorcerer's apprentice 
fantasy: nightmare of naughty child 
comic version of Faust legend 
German legend: helper of children 
legend from Cologne 

King Frederick: rousing patriotism 
storming of Belgrade, 1717 
Waterloo, 1815 

Scottish: 'Get up and bar the door' 
(see also Group 1 c i\ 
(see also Group 1 c i) 
flirtation and a skit on telekinesjs 
Finnish tale of a choosy young girl 
bourgeois gallantry 
Scandinavian; 3 throws of the dice 

GROUP 4: ~AUWLOWERFABLES 

1835 
1837 
1837 
1837 
1838 
1838 
1838 
1846 
1849 
1856 

*** 

moralistic 
humorous 
humorous 
humorous 
tragic 
humorous 
tragic 
moralistic 
fantasy 
fantasy 
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<THE MUSIC> :A: Style 

CHAPTER 6 

Prologue: Loewe's vocal and piano style - some general observations 

1. Vocal style 

As a singer himself, Loewe naturally knows to the fmest degree what will be vocally effective: 

he knows just what pitch or change of register will colour a phrase, or best enable the performer 

to enhance its emotional or descriptive impression. It is no surprise to find that the voice parts 

of the ballads are expertly devised to this end. 

Range 

For the greater part of his career, Loewe the singer was his own finest advocate, and most of his 

ballads are written with himself in mind as performer. He appears to have had a wide range, 

basically a dramatic tenor voice, but with an exceptionally effective lower register. The highest 

note written is an A ~ (one isolated top B occurs in Walpurgisnacht); dramatic low 

notes abound, however: the fIrSt phrase of Herr Oluf, one of his favourite recital ballads, is a real 

bass phrase in unison with the piano bass: ~. J> I J. J;. jJ J> 4 :j) I J ' and the fmal note of 

the same work is a sepulchrally low (and admittedly alternative) low E on the word' todt'. A low 

F-sharp is essential at the end of Die drei Lieder (see Ex.323, p251). The notes from here up to 

(written) middle C are quite common, and while Loewe's voice could be verY telling at that pitch 

most tenors would balk at such a depth. The range of his most frequently menti))lled ballads 

covers on average two octaves G-G, and the tessitura is generally lower than that of a true tenor. 

The catalogue of all Loewe's printed works, published in 1886 by Robert Lienau (formerly 

Schlesinger) of Berlin, and including items brought out by other publishers as well, shows that 

some of his more popular ballads and Lieder were printed at various pitches (high, medium and 

low; in some cases high and medium only), and the present-day two-volume collections 

published by Peters and Schott appear in two alternative ranges, the original, and lower keys . 
• 

From 1846 onwards Loewe is more frequently writing ballads and Lieder actually designated for 

baritone or bass (or simply 'low') voice (which seems to confirm that he thought of himself as 

primarily a tenor; he always refers to himself as such, moreover): Der Monch zu Pisa, Der 

gefangene Admiral, Der alte Konig, Der alte Dessauer, and the later Archibald Douglas are 

among these (but still printed in the treble clef). A set of five songs '(op.145) and one of three 

ballads (op.125) were inspired by the bass voices of the Court opera singer August Fricke and 
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the Prince Friedrich Wilhelm von Hessen zu Barchfeld, respectively; 143 these were printed in the 

bass clef. 

Points oftechnique 

In the ballads Loewe is concerned with dramatic and emotional issues, and does not necessarily 

set out to write melody for its own sake (cf. quotation from Albert B. Bach, p90). Lyricism, bel 

canto - neither are lacking, but there is a preponderance of (often conventional) expressive 

musical 'gestures' combined, however, with unique personal touches which reach far 'under the 

skin' of the character, or indeed of the situation. It is therefore quite impossible to trace an 

obvious path of melodic development; the notes Loewe writes for the voice to sing are as often 

as not an inner line of the texture, and rhetorical, situated in the best part of the voice for that 

particular moment, in the manner of much of Wagner's declamatory vocal writing. 

An abrupt change of octave is a device found especially at moments of change of tension; 

Archibald Douglas provides a case in point (Example 345, p264) where the downward-dropping 

augmented octave not only pictures the lowered sword but releases the stretched nerves of the 

listener. In Hueska the drop of an augmented 9th between Dona Ana's last cry and the ensuing 

quiet allows the same slackening of tension (see Example 72, pIll). An upward minor 9th in Die 

Schwanenjungfrau, however, cannily illustrates feminine curiosity: 

Ex.51 

" r.-, r.-, 

IV . #ii' 7. #~/.ii' ~:#!.-.: ., \ 
da verbor _ gen se1, was doch da verborgen sel._ 

" ~ r----' rit. r.-,r.-, 
) 

v #~~ ~~ 7.7 7.7 ~'!' '!' . -. .~r.-, 
-: 

"-8 I u I v 

Further wide leaps are found in Der fUnfte Mai (a tenth upwards, C to E) and in Wilia und das 

Miidchen (downwards, F-sharp to middle D); and a rocket -like take-off to a new phrase a twelfth 

higher in Hochzeitlied (Example 65, p108) - this last is nothing to do with the realm of 

expression, merely an assumption of adequate vocal technique. 

Wallhaide provides an instance of a change of octave which instantly touches in the vast 

difference between a gloomy, ruined castle and the beautiful young Wallhaide herself- with the 

143The Prince was apparently a very fine singer; he was a sailor, a friend of Loewe 's son-in-law Bothwell, 
and a great admirer of Loewe's music. Julie von Bothwell (Loewe's daughter) often accompanied him. 
He also sang Die niichtliche Heerschau and Archibald Douglas (GA X xix). 
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same musical phrase transposed into the major and up an octave: a gift for the flexible voice (see 

Examples 191 and 192, pI86). 

Loewe occasionally asks for various basic technical devices such as trills (rarely), mordents, 

acciaccature, and the ever-expressive turn: 

Ex.52 

thu ich '\~under auch._ \\~al 

Hun ~ geT u'nd Noth! 

• le! 

I'~! ; · -i ,rC7TJ! 
Fuss auf Frank_reichs Thron. __ _ 

Another expressive resource is vibrato, which is indicated more than once: 

Ex.53 

rit. . tremando fa voce fib? )1 )J I j~id I~ l I 
"'dass ich ein Dou _ glas bin!H 

ben i.nut. 
e vibrato 

=:::::;::~===in p.tano 
/ ~ -:i . ,,~~ liP i "f ? ~ I~ I=t= 
und sinkt ent _ see1t ___ -
And.life_lCssJ s"nks ___ -

The last example, tremando fa voce, seems to be near the Italian 'trillo' or ibeating in the throat' 

as described by Caccini,l44 which was indicated in a similar way. J 

2. Loewe's piano writing (German: Klaviersatz) 

This section deals with a few points of keyboard writing which are interesting in the light of their 

date of composition. Even if not entirely original, they stand out at that date, especially in the 

realm of song-writing. 

Loewe was a self-taught but obviously thoroughly competent pianist and, importantly, skilled in 

improvisation. This last fact surely accounts for his flexible approach to the piano and what it 

can be made to do colouristically and acoustically. If he wants 'special effects' he contrives 

them, sometimes in ways quite unorthodox for his time. 

144See Grove 6 s.v.Ornaments; voU3 p837. 
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Loewe's more elaborate piano (solo) writing is, for the most part, of the same stamp as that of his 

older contemporaries, such as Weber and Hummel, complete with their technical difficulties and 

rather conventional figuration; one could also include the later Clementi with his undoubted 

feeling for piano colour and texture.145 While some of his ballad accompaniments bristle with 

awkwardnesses, Loewe can also write with the utmost simplicity (witness the opening of Die 

verlorene Tochter, Example 229(a), p200) and the two extremes can be found side by side 

throughout his 45 or so years of ballad composition. Loewe's general style alters little, and what 

appears startling for 1817 might ipso facto seem less original in 1857. But Loewe invariably 

writes what he needs for his particular words of the moment, whether mild or vehement; for the 

quiet tear or the outburst of joy. The really astonishing fact is his consistency of appropriateness. 

Certain technically interesting pianistic details are also discovered when examining the ballads, 

together with proof of Loewe's concern for things practical. 

He will occasionally help the pianist by adding fingering; there are fashions and personal 

preferences here, and although Loewe's suggestions shed some light on his own usage, they are 

mostly aids to the reading pianist: warning him perhaps of an unexpected twist to the figuration: 

Ex.54 

\I::;;;;l 
I! ! ! I, I 

. 3 % l 

(See also Example 114, p143) 

(Archibald Douglas) 

(M eeifahrt) 

\ 

Loewe assumes the use of the sustaining pedal, often writing Ped. and not indicating the release 

for several bars - the equivalent of a general instruction con pedale. His less frequent detailed 

pedal markings usually indicate that care is needed for some special effect; the last bars of Die 

Uberjahrt should produce a misty sound, as of dying-away horns: 

Ex.55 
,. dim. p 

tJ 
wa.ren gei.:.ge ~ _ 

4-
tu reno I I -

tJ ~ # '# ~ ~f ~ ~" ~ dim. p,(w,;ch) 

: I r .... .... ? CO ~ • • Ped • ~. _______ _ 

--~ ... ---~ ---

I45See also earlier influences cited (pp28 - 29). 
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An emotive effect is required in Archibald Douglas (see Example 340, p261); the silences here 

are essential and eloquent. 

The whole-bar pedal in the following passage, from Tom der Reimer, gives maximum resonance 

to the bell-figure high up on the keyboard through sympathetic vibration: 

Ex.56 

t 

!u 
und hen an je_der Flec~te ~;!n siLber_blankes 

;-t "-- ' .. ~ ~ ~ ~ '7t.'# 'A. ~ Jo~ JI~ ~ ~~:-- .. 

I" f I~ • Ir~ f ~ 
u 

i;O "tw. 

Glo_cke.lein. em siL bet:.blankes Glo_cke_lein. 8··············································?:::;······ ........................... :;.,. ....... : 
:-.... ~ ~";~ ~[" ..... '# ~ 4:# ~ jl~ 2: ~,~ '+ "..~~".. 

.... 
i;O "tw. i;O "tw. 

v. A. 1803. 

i;O p. 
"tw. 

A similar bell-like effect is asked for in Herr OluJ, as the wedding procession draws near: 

Ex.57 

I==:I::I~:I:~I~ 
"tw. • ) 

Loewe is also careful to indicate the use of the pedal where the LH part has a sustained lower 

octave plus middle-register chords: 

Ex.58 

(from Agnete) 

-=-= 
~:$ ;$$ 

, 
,,~. 

I 

,,~. 
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Loewe studied and played Beethoven from his Halle years onwards (TUrk would bring him 'the 

latest piece by Beethoven') but, tantalisingly, he never gives details of which piano sonatas he 

knew and played. The following passage from Abschied (1826) will surely bring a gleam of 

recognition to the eye of the Beethoven-player? : 

Ex.59 

'ffi. r" 

This difficult technical device, of a trill and a melody played simultaneously by the same hand, 

is found in Beethoven's op. 53, 109, and 111; by comparison, Loewe's few bars are musically 

puny, but in context sufficiently evocative, illustrating not only the wind but also one of the 

psychological climaxes of the tiny drama (see pl66). 

It would appear highly likely that the next example, the opening page of Die Mohrenfiirstin, was 

written while Loewe was under the spell of the slow movement of Beethoven's Hammerklavier 

Sonata,op.l06. The key, the compound time and the tempo indication, the rising up through 

the chord ofF-sharp minor in the first bar; the rate of harmonic change; and not least, the beautiful 

G major Neapolitan harmony in the seventh and eighth bars; all these factors produce a corre

spondence too close to be mere coincidence: 

Ex.60 
. ~ ~ 

Adagio non trop 0 p . a//ettuo3o -
10) Fern t~bt der Kampf im PaLmenthal! 

... II 
, , 

10) 
~ .. JlUJI'SU I;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;> ;> .. ~ •• 

~~~: ..,~~ ~ ~i~ = ... m-w· . . . '-'. '---'" 
• Ii II 

It) 
Sie a_ber be _ rei _ tel da_heim dasMahl; sie fUllt den Be _ cher mit 

.. II 

10) ~ ~ ; # # # '::::: J US SUUUU SSUSSU' SSS 
~. 

e-' ~- --

(continued overleaf) 
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(Ex. 60 continued) 

., 
Palmensaft, urn _ win _ det mit Blu _ men der Zeit _ stLbe 

Beethoven's Adagio quavers are in practice much slower than Loewe's: the singer needs to feel 

a flowing4-in-a-bar, hence the non troppo. But there is a striking similarity. -The MohrenfUrst 

trilogy was written in 1844, the year of Loewe's only journey to Vienna; he performed it there 

(Sb 352) and later it was also published there, by Mecchetti. One can imagine him, in anticipation 

of his visit, steeping himself in the great composer's works, and it is possible therefore that 

something of Beethoven's sound-quality has enriched these ballads. 

A considerable measure of Beethovenish texture is also found in the earlier (1829-30) Die Braut 

von Corinth (discussed in greater detail pp338-344). The combination of \he great Goethe and 

the 'classical' concept of the poem perhaps affected Loewe's whole approach to this/work: there 

is a breadth and richness in the piano writing which stems from the later Beethoven (and even 

anticipates Schumann and Brahms), and which is influenced also by improvisation, one 

conjectures - the very 'feel' of the handfall upon the keys: 

Ex. 61 overleaf 
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Ex. 61 

(a) 

" . :> ::-

(b) 
-

I"" v 

1~t;a;il.i71lo r r i Ifracci~to --
I I I~-':'" --' -== pp 

.- . "--' 

(e) f. '~U!I~!m 
ft 
~. 

-< 

r I r F 
,,-

~. I [' a I I .. ftr r I 1 F 
_te Schritt ist, ach! gc_sche hen, dUTch der I~ .n. Schon der letz _ 

--=- =-- "" ;;;. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
(d) 

r r 

.J.J r~t.~~i 

(e) =I~~ ~~~~ 
~ '-~ ~61~~ 

(t) 

" -;= 

I~ ~ 
A _ ber,ach!beriihrstdu mei...ne GJie _ der, Cuhlst du schau - demd,wasichdirver_ b hlt 

I \ ~. I ~ e. 

1'" 
~I'--'l..ij 1 ~w .. r- i '--'L.J:.j~1 '----l...LJ 

'~~ 1 

n~ 
I~ 

J. J. l ... t..J.. r'jd: rib : l:U 
r' " 

I I l' 

) 

Note in (a) the ifcross-rhythm; in (b) the winding, improvisatory chromaticism which aptly 

illustrates the weary youth falling asleep; (c) shows thick chords in the low register; in (d) one 

feels a very Schumannesque touch in the slurred quavers; (e) approaches Brahms; in (f) - further 

chromaticism. 

Two chromatic passages (in the scalic sense) from the same work are unusual for Loewe: 

Ex.62 

, Sei _ ne Lie_beswuth wirmtihrstarresBlut, doches 

CIJM~~M.I 
• 

• 
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At the end of Die Gru[t der Liebenden (1832) is an effect which, while not strictly relevant to piano 

playing as such, demonstrates Loewe's actively experimental approach to the instrument: 

Ex.63 
~ .anfl r.-

10.1 :<1- .... T."! :J1 _'it 
II t~_dann war es s;.!lle v.ie der Tod. ."=" . 

loJ - -- if ~~ ... ~.J"=:r; r.-. 

I ~ :<; :<; :<; :0;: -- ---- -------Die Auflosung des letuen NOllena.ccor-des erhor-de in der Schwingung der Saite A, die nach der Akustik 
die Octave A. die Quinte E and die Dur-Ten Cis deutlich her-voTSch_eben lasst. Anm.d.Comp. 

Loewe's note reads: "The resolution of the last ninth-chordl46 will be heard in the vibrations of 

the A string, which acoustically will cause the octave A, the 5th E, and the major 3rd C-sharp to 

be clearly heard." It would be interesting to know whether any other early-19th century 

composer so consciously and deliberately used such an effect. 

The crossing of hands is frequently found; it is a consistent feature in two verses of Die Leiche 

zu St Just: 

Ex.64 

~ ~ I":'.p -= ==-- --== 
( Lento.) 

IU Il H r.- Sehtden To _ dten!'\\"ievon welkemBlu_te schlingt ein ro _ therReifsichumsein 

1 
loJ J#~: .. mpr;~'.- '. , ~f • ,.;. • -- -.-

p.~ t: . . +- !:. . 
: : : 

~: ::t u u OJ 

o~. 0 y o~. l;> 
'ri;). 

\ 
The texture, speed and the key of this example remind one a little of the slow movement of 

) 
Schubert's B-flat Sonata (D.960). 

The crossing of LH over RH, as here, is far more common than the reverse. One example of RH 

over LH occurs at the end of Das Stiindchen; by this means Loewe exacts from the pianist a much 

more conscious expressiveness in the melodic bass notes, and care as to balance - witness his 

dynamic marking, solely for the RH: 

Ex.65 

gu _ te N~ch('_ ... _-_ ..... _--_ ................................ :: -===-

I
46He refers to the last RH dim.7th which is an incomplete V minor-9th. 
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The LH crossillg to the treble in dialogue with either the voice or the piano's own bass line is a 

familiar feature which can be effective if not over-used. Example 60, p73, from Die 

Mohrenfiirstin, and the following examples, illustrate this device; (a) is from Wallhaide (the 

parting), and (b) is from Hueska. (One could add Schubert's An Sylvia): 

Ex.66 

(a) 

(b) 

Adagio 

:u Und 

I- ~ i~':'':'':'':' ::; ~-n-l~·7" _ .. *- 14 ~ 
,.;. J L· ~~~ • .J»~.i.~ ==-

C01I. '$I. ==--i ~ r-

Ian _ ge noch, und ian _ ge noch, und 

l~; 3~~ I&:=:p:i:~i=; 
11:;~:Pt::== 

) 

A tremolo with alternating hands is found in one of the Napoleonic ballads, Sankt Helena (1853): 

Ex.67 

. f.} tr~tz _ te Nor _ dens Eis und Su _ dens Gluth, sic 
A ~~ 

~It! !!!7!7! !'1!7~~_t7t7t .• 7.7. T T T T T T 
( fOrte .t+ + + + + + 

===== === = ====== --

fes _ sel _ ten den ~MannJ 

.. ....... ... 

("I defied northern ice and southern heat, they chained the man, [but not his courage]") 
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Another instance is found in Die Schwanenjungfrau of four years later: 

Ex.68 
1L 

U ~ .• ~weisswieSchnee. An dem St~and die Fitt' - ge 

F·~~···~~ ~ 

~ ~ !t.c'!io'" ......... .. ~ ~ .. 
.' t_t t~ · .... t ... ____ 

• r ~ .. 
man~ 8Znlstra zempre sopra 

lie • 'gen, wahrend sich die WeI _ len schmie _ gcn 

The Loewe pianist needs large hands, as his own presumably were. Stretches of a 10th in both 

LH and RH, while not common, are nevertheless integral to his sound when they occur. An early 

example is found in ElvershOh, with this particularly sonorous spacing of the final chords: 

Ex.69 

--" 

10) ELvershoh,all_ da zuschlumm~rn ein._ -t1llH 
....t.J< . I f., I l I~~ : I ~I I I 

; 
IV - -.:..-- .... -.:_1 'i. _ 

.L .L -"- • • . ..... -1 ~" h' 
... E r f/ 1'-1; -;;; *:;. ~ 

Pad. • 'l:<i>. 'l:<i>. 

Two further examples are from Die Braut von Corinth, and Odins Meeresritt; the first produces 

great richness of sound, the second illustrates very literally the 'stretching' of the horseshoe (see 

also Example 162, p 171): 

Ex.70 
Lento. 
cresco 



Even a tremolo (minor) 10th is expected in the LH in Die Mohrenforstin : 

Ex.71 

ni:-- s:en"::li. 
~ .. 

" ~ . :;.' :;.-
A _ 

!V briillt ____ n:hRaub. 

..... # .. 
dimin . 

Es rcgt sich cler Leu __ _ und 

... ...... ;" 
f 

. . . . 
-+ ......:::t -T 

~~ 

ten - ru del durch. 

.;. . !!;.' ~ .. -..' ~~. ~. ~~.::± ~ .. ~=t •• J 
1·~ ---------__ "_.,,_·_1:...·_·.£!II~I?a>L_V~ 

(The lion and elephant are moving through the night) 
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A tremolo minor 9th is found in Hueska (Example 72), as Dona Ana's last cry is heard through 

the darkness; the same page contains an interesting example of Bebung,147 together with a note 

from the composer stipulating that this effect should be used 'if the instrument allows': 

Ex.72 
p sfringendo 

Horch! da gellt ein Schrei .iUS ei _ nes 

§6~ ~ ~ ~ ... ~ ... ~ ~ ~ 

~.=====pia no stringendo 

PaU8a. !empo primo. 

T ~ ~. .:; 
*) ~ ~ ~. 

*)Der erste der ,ebundenen Tone braocAt Dieht m klingea, so dau der :;weite ~ cbarch deJlRiicbchlageinenLavt 
er:teugt. falU es da..s Instrument nli.sst. ADm.d.Comp. 

1470riginally a clavichord tenn, corresponding in effect to a string player's vibrato; early pianos, or ones 
lacking efficient escapement, could produce a repetition of the note without its actually being struck again: 
it is rematkably difficult to obtain clarity on the subject, even in specialist books such as Howard Ferguson's 
Keyboard Interpretation (London: OUP, 1975). Loewe's note reads: "The first of the tied notes need not 
sound, so that the second creates a tone only by repercussion [i.e. by releasing it sharply], if the instrument 
allows it." He seems here to be striving after a hesitant effect 
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The spread of an accompaniment figure over a 10th, in more leisurely fashion, is a characteristic 

feature in the outer sections of Die verfallene Miihle (1847). This is a refinement which is rare 

in Loewe's earlier work: 

Ex.73 

Allegro commodo 
-~ 

_"-----C-'= __ c= 
I~ Allegro non ta~lt_~,_ e sempre colla parte. 

h 'T 

P -!~re - q~- .• eel _ do'" • ~i .-_ mf_ nu 

~ '---' 

~-+b- - -~.- -r- --P- erc - seen --
I~ l· h' s rei _ tet sc welgend und aLlein der 

'J= 
01 

'" ~ do pi:no ~ --,- ~ p~ q?re 
t- • 

""-
_ seen - -

,-T .., T ~ '-.: ~ 

- - - '-~. 

It) 
---------- "1 -

.1 _ te Graf zorn W.ld hin ein. __ Er rei _ tct 

/" do" _ ff' -;iminue: do pC: , , ,- -,-
,--- T -t T 

An echo of Chopin's Nocturne-texture (graceful, florid RH over a widely spaced bass-note-plus-

chord accompaniment) is found in Der Rauber, written in 1835, the year in which Loewe first 
\ 

encountered Chopin's music (see p77): 

Ex.74 ~ II. k f':', 

u ~ 
f':', a tempo 

Wald._ 

~f~~ y-~ 1:. !;. *j;. .f! 

j" ~."t~1 ...... ==-- p~.o 
f ... ... ~ Io~ 

A 

101 
Sieh,den hohlen Pfad her_nie_der kommteinschlankes 

/"N' y---~ ~ t. ~~. ~ 
\. 

0> -------=-----

1" ~~. ... .. ... ~ ... ... ~ 
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This particular texture is arguably too lyrical and leisurely for most ballads: more examples are 

to be found in Loewe's Lieder: 

Ex.75 

(a) 
..A...Il_~~A.~ 

(b) -~ 
Allegretto grazioso. 

~ .. ~I u 

! 1 n."11 .1] iron I 
\ 

-&. 

~. o ~. 

•. __ +-.o- --

" n$.~t-ni$$ 

(a) is from Wanderlied (1847); (b) from Helft mir, ihr Schwestern (Frauenliebe WId-leben, 1836) 

Again, though only in the realm of surmise, one can trace something of the mood, texture, and 

even melodic outline, of the central section (in C-sharp minor) of Chopin's D-flat Prelude 
\ 

op.28:15, in the following, from Die Leiche zu St Just (1844): 
I 

Ex.76 
~ II cresco 

tJ . ..... .., . . ... -
~ .. AusSanct Ju.sti Kloster _ hallen tont ein traAl"s Todten _ lied,Glocken 

tJ • ; .l~ -; :; ;. i ; .., ; :; "'-

,~ • ?;' 
piano lenlo, 

; 

~ r ~ .". .., ~ .., .... .". ?7 .. .., 

~ --== 
loJ summen von den Thur~n fur den 11onch.der heufver.schied. .. 
loJ ~; ; ;.! ~; -; -; ; <i. .. ; ... 7 .. 

~ , ~ ,.~ 
~ ; . ... .., - .., :1 .... ... r ... .., - ::: 
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The cumulative effect of this ballad, however, belongs more to the style of Brahms (11 years old 

at the time of its composition ... ); two further extracts from Die Leiche (Example 77) should be 

compared as to atmosphere with Brahms' song Ankliinge, op.7:3 (Example 78), - an uncanny 

similarity of tone-colour: 

Ex.77 

Ex.78 

OJ 

I"' 

" " 

" " Haupt' Die Ka _ pu.ze zieht ein ~I6nch ihm tief jetzt 

:f 

• • y; • *' +'-'i 
bo. se Spur derKronetief da _ rin ver.bor..gen ruh', 

t- • • 

. 

r .., 
ii. _ bers Au.ge ~, dassdie 

r + y .. , 

I r; 

and 

;.J ~ I J J J i J J I,J :.J J I J 1 
das G'rab.lied jetzt in al _ ter Me _ 10 _ dei} 

Andante modera.too 
/I mez~a 'Voce ---

eJ Hoch ii . ber slil - len Ho - . . 

1 

.1 ~ I I ~ hJ I t-.. ~ I I ~ h I I ~ h I 1 lb 
eJ "-.0 ' .... "- '::t:. "-. ..... ;..:;;- ... .... 

~ pp mezza voce 
: 

sempre lecato 

" n· 
f soetenuto ~ 

I'" kleid, tat seid . ne Fa den spin. 
i 

(Loewe) 

i (Brahms) 

w nen zu 

leading to: 
~~~~~.~ ••• ~ •• ~~~~~~~ •••• ~.C 

I eJ ·V I I V V I ~ Y' "if trto.8o)t:'lto 
r r r r ~ 

~ J J I 
: 

4° ~. ~I I I I I I I 1 1 I I 
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The resemblance to Loewe's own Meeifahrt of the previous year (Example 432, p317) should 

also be noted. 

To conclude, examples reminiscent of two vastly different, later, composers are given. 

Two almost identical 'pre-echoes' of a very Schumannesque turn of phrase can be found in Der 

alte Konig, «a) and (b», and, somewhat elaborated, in Der kleine Schiffer (c): 

Ex.79 

(a) 

• 8 
! !! .. ".. ll_ ~~.= • .:. 

(b) 
\ OJ 

• -4 
~ 

I 
:/ 

" .- == 
OJ 8 !' '0 ~. 

Not a turn of phrase in the next example, but a mood - that of Bart6k's magical night-sounds 

- permeates the central section of Die MohrenfUrstin, evoking the languishing tropical dusk: 

Ex.80 

-
It) 

A bendsiegtj 

. II I 

p 

pp 

---

.1. 

---

It) Gllih ~fliegt. Ausdem lau en Strom _ blickt das 

~. s;-~. 
~~~~ftf= ~~lI!:Li!';:. ~. r .. · 

- ~ -=== 
~ -----------~~ 

, . 
:= .. 

i 
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These are not the only passages in which one senses that in the ballads Loewe is having of 

necessity to reach out earlier, and further, than others into the 19th century musical ionosphere; 

he is constantly striving to surround these poems with the most living and appropriate tone

colour. 

A final quotation from Der Mohrenforst, as the African Prince rides to battle, might trenchantly 

illustrate an imaginary allegory: 'Musical Orthodoxy fleeing before Imagination' : 

Ex.81 

-4------~-~ .. -. --- ~-~-~'-·.FW-=~~-L~~ 

ItT H~ch weht ~~ Fah _ nc, v'cr _ k~n _ _ dcnd -
si;.················_-_································ .......................... -- .................. -.................. . 

t!!. ~!.1.. e· 

--j 

oJ Tod; das Gelb der Wu stc ~ r.rrbt s~ 
g •.•••••••••••••••••.•••••.••.•••..••••.•••••••••..••.••...•.•.••••..•....•....•...•••..•....••.•....•••••.•••••••..•..•••.• 

• #1.2. ~ e· e q~ e 11. 

!,v. ;~ J~~ ~.. •••••• __ •• ~.,. 
-....=~;"..-",.J - ...... t ... 

1~9· 
roth. 

s···················································· ..................... jiiI ...................... : 
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Chapters 7 -12: 

The influence of subject and sentiment upon Loewe's musical style 

* * * 

The word subject is here commed to the outer, pictorial concept inherent in the poem, 

implying the character of the environment, the scenery, and the various participators 

in the action. 

The word sentiment is here used both for the inner feelings of the 'actors' , and for the 

feelings aroused sympathetically in the listener or reader by the circumstances related 

in the words of the poem; both can be further intensified by the composer through 

music. 

* * * 

CHAPTER 7 

The subject: the pictorial in environment and scenery 

Introduction 

117 

Of the multifarious fields of activity and levels of life presented in the ballads which Loewe chose 

to set, a few areas stand out importantly for their representations of a special pictoftal, or outer, 

environment: 

the supernatural world in its various forms; 

the description of water, whether within the supernatural category or not; 

the hunting scene. 

These give rise to a distinctive style of music in each case, and are obviously important to Loewe 

for presenting the outward scene of action. 

Loewe's music describing the mischievous or malicious elves finds a remarkable counterpart in 

Mendelssohn's fairy music and his scherzos, which were, however, written well after Loewe's 

examples. One wonders if Loewe, having written Herr Olufand ElvershOh in 1821 and 1825 

respectively, recognised the similarity of mood (and tonality) between them and Mendelssohn's 
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Shakespearian sprites, when the 18-year-old Mendelssohn himself came to Stettin (in 1827) and 

conducted the first performance of the Midsummer Night's Dream overture at one of Loewe's 

concerts: 

Ex.82 

(Loewe) 

(Mendelssohn) 

f 

Another, rather more 'gothic' , theatrical, aspect of the supernatural found in several of Loewe's 

ballads is the appearance of ghosts, on which Weber and Marschner set the seal for decades, 

although one must not forget similar effects in many later works, even up to Britten's Turn of the 

Screw, and including the chilling 'writing on the wall' in Walton's cantata Belshazzar's Feast. 

Where the image of water is concerned, Schubert immediately comes to mind as a comparison; 

the rippling movement of, for example, Wohin? and Der Schiffer, Auf dem Wasser zu singen, Der 

Fischer, and LiebesbotschaJt, is familiar in this context. Two touches of the key of E major are 

interesting here, in the light of Loewe's predilection for this same key to suggest water: one in 

Des Baches Wiegenlied (from Die schOne Miillerin: see Example 119 (b), p145) and the other in 

a little-known song Das Geheimnis (subtitled An Franz Schubert). At tHe words: 

Den schilfbekriiQzten Alten, 

der seine Ume giesst, 

erblickst du nicht, nur Wasser 

wie's durch die Wiesen tliesst. 

(Not for you 

The image of a hoary Ancient, weed-festooned, 

Monotonously pouring from his mildewed urn -

Your streams are fresher, freer-flowing 

Through familiar meadows.) 

) 

Schubert makes a beautiful enharmonic change from A-flat minor to E major, as if turning his 

back on the archaic to reach the sunlit meadows and streams of his own inspiration: 

(Ex. 83 overleaf) 
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Ex.83 

::J!P :~=I'1":I7.;::::;:::j: 
!J 

sei - ne Ur - ne giesst, er - blickBI du nicht, nur 

1 

I> I I I I I I L I I L I L 

• ..! 

~~/LtfLb .... .. 

(Schubert) 

-- ........... ~ 

ffGtz&l.J ~J 11 iA%4J I qJ 
WUR - - ser, wie's 11rch lIie Wie - Ben fliesst. 

The customary images of hunting (galloping horses, and especially hom<alls) have been 

familiar for centuries and are all-too-common property - which does not prevent composers 

from continuing to use them within their own style for atmosphere, 'local colour', or sheer 

enjoyment of the sounds: from Beethoven (Trio of the Scherzo of the Eroica), through many 

'Naturmotive' in Bruckner and Mahler, to Richard Strauss in his Alpine Symphony (after fig.16, 

and fig.140), and Howard Hanson's exciting effects in the 3rd movement of his 2nd symphony 

(significantly entitled Romantic), and including such a delicate piano miniature as Gabriel 

Grovlez' Le Chasseur. 

The appeal, the fascination of these subjects is a universal one, and can stimulate a helpful 

recognition in the listener, thus furthering his willingness to participate. 

Two further groups offer examples of interest: firstly, numerous small materjal details are 

represented musically; several are quoted here which serve to illustrate Loewe's continual 

inventiveness and ability to embody such descriptive details within the larger structure without 

overbalancing the musical phrase. But he is by no means afraid to make use also of a deliberate 

cadenza-like coloratura, in the present instances often a description of some elaboration of dress 

or manner, one highly materialistic specimen even describing the rolling of dice! 

Finally, a noteworthy scene-setting expedient of Loewe's is the use of church melodies, which 

occur in four of the ballads. Their function is an obvious one, as Loewe could assume his 

audience's familiarity with them, and, interestingly, he uses Gregorian melodies which Luther 

had incorporated into his reformed church usage, as well as a purely Lutheran chorale. The 

'Dresden' Amen also appears. 

*** 



The world of faery: elves, brownies and water-sprites 

In tholde dayes of the King Arthour, 
Of which that Britons speken greet honour, 
Al was this land fulfild of faierye. 
The elf queene with bir joly compaignye 
Daunced ful ofte in manye a grene mede; 
I speke of manye hundred yeres ago; 
But now kan no man se none elves mo. 

Chaucer: The Wife of Bath's tale 

For the stricken heart of Love 
This visible nature, and this common world, 
Is all too narrow; yea, a deeper import 
Lurks in the legend told my infant years 
Than lies upon that truth we live to learn; 
For fable is Love's world, his home, his birth-place; 
Delightedly dwells he 'mong fays and talismans, 
And spirits; and delightedly believes 
Divinities, being himself divine, 
The intelligible forms of ancient poets, 
The fair humanities of old religion, 
The Power, the Beauty, and the Majesty, 
That had her haunts in dale, or piny mountain, 
Or forest by slow stream, or pebbly spring, 
Or chasms, and wat'ry depths; all these have vanish'd 
They live no longer in the faith of reason! 
But still the heart doth need a language, still 
Doth the old instinct bring back the old names, 
And to yon starry world they now are gone, 
Spirits or gods, that used to share this earth 
With man as with their friend 
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Schiller: from Die Piccolomini (III, 4) <JrV allenstein) 

translated by Coleridge 

Loewe has in a special sense renewed the life of these beings of the datk. and mysterious past. 

Albert B. Bach 

*** 
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The fascination of different levels of consciousness has remained with mankind always, even 

though the natural ability to reach these has diminished over the centuries. Frequent themes in 

folk tales are: the danger involved in the process, and the possibility of greater knowledge being 

available as a reward - knowledge which will furnish the possessor with power for good or ill. 

Examples can be found in Grimm's Tales, in The Two Brothers, The Prince whojeared nothing, 

The Cast-iron Stove, The Crystal Ball,148 to name but a few of the many stories of attainment or 

rescue through difficulties.149 

Numbers of ballads exist also of abduction by fairy folk, or a sleep of enchantment, often for a 

period of seven years (an oft-recurring and mystical number), during which the victim or 

proselyte sees and hears many wonders but may never speak of his experiences; 150 the full 

version of Thomas the Rhymer includes such details (the Elf Queen is speaking): 

(verse 14) 
But Thomas, ye maun hold your tongue 
Whatever ye may hear or see, 

For if you speak word in Eltlyn land 
Ye'll ne'er get back to your ain countrie 

Syne they came on to a garden green 
And she pu'd an apple frae a tree: 

Take this for thy wages, True Thomas 
It will give thee the tongue that can never lie. 

And till seven years were gane and past 
True Thomas on earth was never seen. 

And from the ballad Tam Lin (verse 24): 

The queen 0' Fairies she caught me, 
In yon green hill to dwell, 

And pleasant is the fairy-land; 
But, an eerie tale to tell! 

Ay at the end of seven years 
We pay a tiend to hell; 

I am sae fair and fu' 0' flesh 
I'm fear'd it be mysel. 

('tiend' = a tithe; a forfeit in this context.) 

) 

148Nos. 60,121,127, and 198 in The Penguin Complete Grimm's Tales translated by Ralph Mannheim 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1984). 

149Compare also the story of Orpheus and Eurydice; also Virgil: /Eneid Book VI, and Dante: L'Inferno. 

ISOCompare II Corinthians 12: 3-4; and The Gospel according to Thomas tr. A. Guillaumont and others, 
p9, section 83, lines 7-14 (London: Collins, 1959). 
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There are also familiar stories of long periods of sleep, or 'death', such as in Snow White, and 

Sleeping Beauty, which end with pictures of a re-awakening, a return to earth, very often with a 

marriage symbolising the union of the intellect and the spirit, the male element and the female. 

Various other fairy beings are found in folk-lore, such as gnomes or kobo Ids or dwarfs, who guard 

hoards of precious metal as in Snow White (again), Rumpelstiltskin (English version: Tom Tit Tot, 

an East Anglian tale), The Gnome, and The Gifts o/the Little Folk.15I 

The King and Queen of the elves, and their subjects, are mischievous spirits (vide Shakespeare's 

Puck, and King Oberon and Queen Titania) and they enjoy a mixed reputation of malice (or at 

least provocation) towards humans, but possess also a certain goodwill, if propitiated. Country 

folk in Britain used to leave food out for the elves, to win their good graces, and even today one 

should not cross a certain bridge in the Isle of Man without taking off one's hat (if a man) or 

curtseying (if a woman) and giving the greeting "Good morning, fairies!", otherwise the presiding 

pixie will wreak his revenge: in recent years punctures have been known to occur immediately, 

when the bridge has been crossed without this due deference ... 152 

In another tradition, the elves seek out young children so that they can change them into their own 

kind, and Scottish babies were carefully guarded especially until they were christened, in case the 

elves snatched one away, leaving one of their own in its place: any sickly child was suspected of 

being a changeling of this nature. Grimm has three stories of the elves (no.39); one of these tells 

how the little people came by night and finished off the good shoemaker's work so exquisitely 

that they left him 'prosperous ever after'; one relates how a servant girl was~ taken by the elves to 

fairyland: she returns, thinking she has been away three days (another significant pe~od of time), 

only to find she has been seven years with the little folk; the third story is of a changeling: once 

the changeling laughs, however, the elves have to bring back the right child. 

Through human intercourse the elves are supposedly able to acquire a soul, and thus be redeemed 

in the Christian sense. For this reason the Elf Queen and her princesses are great tempters of men, 

but if the chosen lover should allow himself to dance with her and her 'joly compaignye' he is 

doomed to die. 

\5\Respectively Grimm 53, 55, 91, and 182. 

152S0 the writer is informed by a resident of the island. 
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A significant form of fairy seduction is found in the many stories of watersprites, mermaids, and 

mermen, which are found in mythologies allover the world. Of these, there are three main 

manifestations, two of which are relevant to ballad literature: 

(i) the personification of the sea, especially in its stormy, grim, sacrifice-demanding 

character (cf. the vengeful sea-god PoseidonjNeptune). 

(ii) the less outwardly forbidding, but still fateful, female watersprites who lure men to 

their death (cf. Homer's Sirens, the Lorelei of the Rhine, Goethe's poem Der Fischer, 

Mickiewicz' poem Switezianka; the Naiads of Greek mythology were variously nymphs 

of rivers, springs, wells, and lakes). 

(iii) the merman, or mermaid, in folk tales and ballads often confused with stories of seals 

who change shape to wed human beings; this tradition is especially common in Denmark, 

the Western Isles of Scotland, the Orkneys and Northern Ireland, where seals are a familiar 

sight on the rocky coasts (cf. The Grey Selchie [i.e. Silky] 0' Sule Skerry, OBB 91; Clerk 

Colvill and the Mermaid, OBB 85; the traditional German Es freit' ein wilder Wasser

mann, DB 3; the Danish Agnete und der Meermann,153 and Matthew Arnold's touching 

poem The Forsaken Merman, where the merman is made a surprisingly sympathetic 

character; lastly, Hans Christian Andersen's story The Little Mermaid, which, if not itself 

traditional, further confirms the prevalence of such stories in Denmark). 

The second and third types are those found to be most prominent in ballad literature, folk or 

otherwise. 

) 
In most ancient cultures, and many religions, water is held to be sacred and symbolic. This fact 

probably originates in the absolute necessity of the element for the sustaining of human life. The 

religions have nurtured its cleansing, baptismal aspect, but the folk themselves have always 

regarded it with awe, because of its inherently unfathomable, dark and mysterious nature.1S4 On 

a certain level, these two aspects are connected, both embracing the idea of 'death' and re-birth 

into another plane of existence with greater spiritual knowledge; as are the journeys to fairyland, 

the 'other world' or the nether-world (see p121 and footnotes 149 and 150). 

153The Gennan version by Luise von PlOnnies appears in GA III 104. 

154Squire: Celtic Myth and Legend (London: Gresham Publ., n.d ?c.1905) p48: "The waste of water [i.e. 
the sea] seems to have always impressed the Celts with the sense of primeval ancientness; it was connected 
in their minds with vastness, datirness, and monstrous births - the very antithesis of all that was symbolized 
by the earth, the sky, and the sun." 
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The ancient folk of Northern Europe worshipped their rivers, and these by tradition required 

human life to be sacrificed as propitiation: 

River of Dart, river of Dart, 
Every year thou claimest a heart. 

The above is a Devonshire saying, quoted by Squire in Celtic Myth and Legend p414); a similar 

saying, from Northumberland, runs thus (the Tweed and the Till are two rivers): 

Says Tweed to Till -
'What gars ye rin sae still?' 

Says Till to Tweed -
'Though ye rin with speed 
And I rin slaw, 

For ae man that ye droon 
I droon twa. ' 

Again according to Squire, the Scottish river Spey requires a life every year; the Ribble, in 

Yorkshire, one every seven years. 

Like the elves, the watersprites, or Undines as Paracelsus named them, are created without a 

soul,15S hence the very common theme of 'redeeming' union with a human through enticement or 

enchantment, which runs throughout ballad and folk literature. This interplay between the two 

kingdoms, human and elemental, exerts a timeless spell; the tales appeal to the child in us all: 

they 'speak of something that is gone' . 

For the early 19th century, with its growing materialism, its industrialisation, its 'shades of the 

prison house' - the counterbalancing attraction of the world of faery IiIDd romance was an 

accepted cultural phenomenon, and, true to the Zeitgeist, Loewe distilled some/of his most 

significant creations from the poetic supstance of that very world. 

The poets and writers of the 19th (and 20th) centuries, though their later consciousness cannot 

relate such stories from within, out of an atavistic memory, frequently employ the same themes 

of enchantment, of good spirits or malicious spirits, with the further purpose of speaking to their 

fellows with a deliberate message drawn from these ancient sources. The proof of the validity of 

this approach is in the emotive, gripping nature of the poems themselves. Keats' La Belle Dame 
• 

sans Merci, Goethe's Erlkonig, Matthew Arnold's The Forsaken Merman, or Agnes Miegel's 

Das Miirchen von der schonen Mete (DB 160), can still enchant the modem reader who is willing 

to 'suspend disbelief' for the sake of nourishing his sense of wonder. 

*** 
155See the novel Undine (1811). by Baron Friedrich de la Motte Fouque (1777-1843), German Romantic 
writer whose novels, plays, romances and sagas "appealed exactly to the mood of the hour" (Ene. Brit 1953. 
vol.9 p562, s.v.Fouque). Undine is his most famous work. 
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Loewe's various depictions of the strange half-world of the elves display musical affinities which 

convincingly demonstrate the depth and consistency of his response to this range of subject

matter. Although numerically the elvish ballads cannot compare with, say, the many patriotic 

ones, their character is much more sharply defined, and one is persuaded that here above all 

Loewe is tone-painting with the utmost care as to his musical palette. 

These affinities appear most strongly in his treatment of: 

(A) the movement or appearance of the elves 

(B) their speech 

(C) their dance (if different from (A» 

(A) is frequently conjured up by a tremolando, and change to a 'brighter' key, a higher 

register, a change of harmonic pace; 

(B) is often set to notes of the common triad ('wie ein Naturlaut'),156 or the ubiquitous 

'horn-<:all' series: ~~. ~.g"~. ~ 

(C) is light-textured, more often than not in a high register, and consists of either 

tripping staccato quavers or sinuous, murmuring semiquavers.157 

The elves appear in five of the ballads. Four of these: ErlkOnig, Herr Olul, ElvershOh, and 

Harald, are of Danish or generally Scandinavian origin, and one, Thomas der Reimer (his last 

ballad), is Scottish. It is worth reiterating that both Thomas, of 1860, and Erlkonig, one of 

Loewe's ftrst ballads, are included in this category of Northern European supernatural poetry. 

\ 
Two other ballads which provide an interesting comparison are 19th century poems about the 

) 
brownies and are whimsical in tone: Goethe's Hochzeitlied, and Die Heinzelmiinnchen, by 

Kopisch. 

(It must be stressed that in this section outer description only is being dealt with; examples are 

given which show Loewe's characteristic keys, melodic touches, and ftguration, whenever the 

relevant scenes or characters occur. For the moment, deeper analysis is out of place, but an 

appreciation of his graphic vein is sought.) 

In Erlkonig there is no dance, and one quotation suffices for the appearance and speech of the 

Erlking. This is taken from verse 5, his second speech, as this emphasises especially the contrast 

156S0 characterised by Adler, op.cit. p945. This is a frequent direction in Mahler's scores. 

157For a non-ballad example see Die Eljenkonigin, GA XVI 190. 
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of the Valkyrie-like galloping left hand part and the unearthly apparition pictured in the following 

static harmony, tremolando and col una corda : 

Ex.84 p 

tJ _ t\~~ Blat 

j" 'ri. 

, sotto "DI)Ce 

,tJ 

tremolo 
Wi~st, fei _ neT Kna _ be. du mit miT gehn? 

, ==== :==1 
.~ 

ItJ -I' I - I 

.- .- I , I ".1 .d:-..! 

- - r~' 1--1' 

Pedale col una corda. 

Truly a vivid illustration with simple means, but imaginative insight as to effect, of the outer 

activity: the galloping horse, perhaps the father's beating heart - and then nothing but the 

feverish roaring in the ears of the delirious child and the shimmering 'corpse-light' surrounding 

the Erlking, visible only to the boy. 

In Herr Oluf(1821) the elves appear and dance to music remarkably Mendelssohnian -even the 

key, E minor, is the same as that of his elves' music in the Midsummer Night's Dream overture 

(1827) (and incidentally of two piano cappriccios, op.14 (Presto section) and op.16:2, which also 

share the same fairy-like texture): 

Ex.85 
p 

I tJ j>' 1: D!! tan . zen die EI . fen auf grii. nem s~and, 

l'~: .... ,~ .. ~ .. J, ~. · . :. ;. iJi .. .::: 

iT Yl''!' .. . ..":" ..":' ... !\! .. ! ... ~ ... '!' ,,,,, dim. p pp 

IV Er1. ko.nigs Tochter reicht ihm die Hand, "WilL 
.. ! ,.,D.(J. .J~ <> .--- ,--,.~~, ~A ~A ~A )A 

tJ .. "If dim. p ,(x.) pp -
iT ~ roo # ~H# !t !t~ . . .. . . 

.. 80 it o "'Dee .-

t:T kom _ men,HerrO luf,komm tan _ z~ mit ~r, zwei gHl _ d~e Spo _ ren ... ; . . ;. . t:.----- !L .~....... > > •.. ~ cr ~ t=~: ~ i. •.. ~ •.. 

tJ .. >- >- - - >->-

OJ ~'. ... ~ ... ~ .... 
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The high register of the piano part in Example 85 is typical (also of the Mendelssohn); note too 

the cessation of activity, and the semitone step upwards into the high, bright C major homophonic 

phrase at 'Erlkonigs Tochter reicht ibm die Hand' ('the Elf-king's daughter stretches out her hand 

to him'), - and Loewe's carefully marked dynamics. The diminished 7th (x) at the end of the 

phrase has a similar function and effect to that of the (somewhat more subtle) chord at bar 39 of 

the Mendelssohn. 

The attention is caught by the major 7th (D-sharp) at the top of her 'tempting' phrase rising up the 

chord of E minor; this is extended, by repetition, in the next verse, but this time with the minor 

7th creating an even more wily effect: 

Ex.86 

- -
i ~ schen _ ke ich dir, ein Hemd von Sei- _ den 50 weiss und fein, meine 

~ i ;.J;~ ~ i!;-' 8~;j~···j~··········~~:i-;··0i;········ 

I~ 

• ~im.ile 

In both examples, the distinct 3-strand texture should be observed: i.e. the vocal line, the RH of 

the piano part (the dance-music) and the LH accompaniment; the background dance produces an 

agitating, perhaps deliberately confusing, effect as it continues, oblivious of the foreground 

drama. 

The story of EivershOh158 is told in the first person, probably by a young lluntsman if one takes 

into account the 6/8 time and general harmonic style of the opening. He rests on tlJe Elves' hill 

and begins to fall asleep: the G major ~f the human world melts into a luminous E major as two 

beautiful maidens approach and, singing, tempt him to dance: 

Ex.87 

Moderato , .. 

"'jj I t-., I t-., I I I~h 

I'· 
. 

~ 1 ~ 1 
. . . '-----. . 

p . .. . . . .-:----. 
g.f p r':'--I 

Ex. 87 continued overleaf 

158Friedrich Kuhlau (1786-1832) wrote incidental music (op.l00) to a play on the same story by the Danish 
writer Heiberg. 
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Ex. 87 continued 

II 

t.! 
II leg. Ie mein Haupt auf El_ velslloh, meine Au_gen begannen zu tin~7k~n. 

~ 

~ 11 ~ 7 .. 
I i'I 

7 J77"---( . . t... 

• ... 7· ... ~ . :j ... 
Allegro . 

II r.-, .. ~ 

1 

It.! D~' ka-mengegangen zwei Jung_ fraun SC?Onl~ 
II r.-, IIIl 

I~ j :... ...... 7'--T ~7 ;;77 7) ; 7
Iti 

.. 
r.-, s~mpre tamlltmO", t... I ~'. 

-+ :j ... -+ :j ... ~~ ... ... ... ... .. 
7. ... ... . sempre eon Pedale 

11ft. .-----
IU tha_ten mir lieb.lich win _ ken. ~ ~: ~ rt~ ei _ ne, die strich mein 

~. J~, y 

,t.! I ~t... I V" T=TI l- ===-- 7 ' :to 7 " t... I 
: .. ~ ... ... .. ... ... v .. ... ... .. 

(This 'hom-call' melody shares a family likeness with that of the Trio section of the 3rd 

movement of Mahler's 1st symphony: like so many of Mahler's themes, it is based on 'natural' 

progressions within the harmonic series.) 

The texture lightens in the next two verses; at speed and with pedal, the auxiliary notes in the RH 

part add impressionistic colour to the accompaniment: 

Ex.88 

i 

ler Fluth, me scherLten auf und nie • der, die 
S····················································· ............................. . ... 
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The words of the second of these two quotations describe the fish playing in the stream and the 

birds chirping in the meadows. 

The elves' temptation does not end with their singing; they become more and more insistent, 

eventually using threats. The metre changes to 4/8 time, the key to E minor, and the dance 

becomes a heavier version of the Herr Olul elf-music: 

Ex.89 

Here the vocal line, in a much lower, more menacing pitch range, is reduced to the triad notes of 

C major, and the accompaniment makes a great play of ambiguity in its internal changing notes 

B - C, rather in the manner of Grieg in his characteristic peasant-dance pieces. 

The death-dealing climax is avoided in this ballad; the key (having reverted to E major, 6/8, for 

a verse) now changes again to E minor, still 6/8, as the elves threaten a vengeful death - but in 

the nick of time the cock crows, heralding a return to normality and G major: 

Ex.90 
f 

dU_IDchtmit uns spre _ chen, so 

f 
) 

••• 

ff .17 

["iT Herz aus, ~;s .• fL ::!- .• ~;. -~~" ~. ~fL,. •• !- .• !- .• ~p.. 

I'v. "J]; ~ .~ '-~.~ ., ~ • , •. * .... ~ .......... 
............... ~-

~. 
p 

OJ 

llh.~ 
U~d da meingutes, guJesGlUck'~l!fi'f-~-~t~-- i"" ~ T -, I: 

Iv 
: 

:~ .. : ~ • . -.--.--.- "'..:..-. . . . . .. . • . .. .-:' . 
I P r P r-f u I 
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The E major tonality in this ballad is significantly introduced along with a reference to the stream 

which is part of the background scenery; water and the 'sharp' keys of E, A, and B appear to be 

closely interwoven in Loewe's musical thought (see below, pp134-5). 

In Harald, the poet Uhland has introduced the idea of the 'magic sleep' and merged it with the 

water motif: Harald is finally overcome by drinking from a spring which we are left to surmise 

is a sly manifestation of the elves. 

The appearance and the dance of the elves is a familiar rippling semiquaver figure, though the key 

is now D-flat - a key apposite to the mood of the whole ballad, set chiefly in a 'heroic' A-flat 

major: 

Ex.91 · AlIe!?To leggiero 
" 

loJ 

~~~~ 

i-
~-... 
pian;s"im~ 

~ 

i_~ -v. r· r· -..:::::: ~~: 

OJ .:f 
~~ .. ~: ... ....... . ~ 

!v ~ ~ -- ~ ..-.- --.. 
OJ r· r· I -I OJ 

· 
loJ r:u _ schet,l:uschet im Gebiisch?Was wiegt sich auf demBaum? ~ ,ts 

"\. 

~.~ ~ ......... .. .... ;--;". 

IV ----· ~ ~ 

tJ r· r· ~~-::::::::j: : 

sen _ ket aus den Wol _ ken sich.?Was taucht auS Mee _ res _ schaum? Was 

"What rustles in the bushes? What sways. in the trees? What falls from the clouds? What surges 

from the foaming wave?" 

It will be noticed that although the questions are the poet's, and not the speech of the elves, the 

melody is again triadic, with a prominent major 7th as in Herr Oluf, this time however approached 

from the upper tonic. Harald's heroic company of horsemen are lured into fairyland; he alone 
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escapes at fIrst (being clad in armour from head to foot). In the next verse a clear gushing spring 

appears; he takes off his helmet and drinks, and gradually falls asleep - for eternity: 

Ex.92 

" 
U 

1-

later: 

.U 
\ 

IU 

It) 

*' Q. 
dUTCh den weLten Waldo 8·······~············································· .... ~ .. 

~ ... !.!:.... .... .. • ....... 

f: -1==== 

i. "l: y. y. 

:t' . . . . 
Yom Fel _ senrauscht es 

8.:~t:~. ....... . 
---------

~~~--.. 

r - =-= ===== ~ -
... ~ ~y~S -; ...,~ 

Dochwie 
~. 1>4' .. .. .' ~-;: Y:' 

erkaum den Durst gestiUt,ver _ sagt ihmArmundBein; er 

.. - - ~f: 

y~. "t.:t Iw··~ -.. 

i. .., 
~ ~ . . ~ .. -;' ~~. ~.7. . 

muss sich set _ zen auf den Fels und nickt u!~ sctum:e'rt cin. 

1-: ~ .. : ~: ~ .--;--.. 

0) .. llemprepp 

~ 

ifi· ~. ~~. or ~ ....... 
y. • conPeJ. 

) 

The strophic construction of the central portion of the poem here aids the logical reminiscence of 

the elf-music, now as spring-music, and the listener realises from this that the water is simply 

another revelation of their witchery .159 

As if himself inescapably lured back into the fairy realm at the end of his life, Loewe set the 

Scottish Thomas the Rhymer as his last ballad, in 1860. The German version which he uses is 

assumed to be by Theodor Fontane (see GA III xvi), and consists of ~ fIrst eight verses of the . 
original twenty. Thomas of Ercildoune, lying on the river bank, is approached by the Queen of 

the Elves and, falling in love with her at first sight, is abducted by her - a willing victim; 

Loewe's ballad ends with them riding off together to the enchanted kingdom. One is tempted to 

see a certain (unconscious?) symbolism for the composer here. 

159See Runze, notes in GA ill xx-xxi. 
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The mood of this ballad has none of the menace of the supernatural; Loewe is less concerned with 

the portrayal of an unearthly being, and instead underlines the poem's more easy -going character 

by depicting physical details such as the purling river (a), the bells on the bridle (b), and the song 

of the birds (c): 

Ex.93 

Fear and drama are absent and the musical language is more urbane, refined, consciously 

charming and audience-oriented: the opening tempo indication is Allegretto suave (sic), and later 

Loewe asks for Allegretto lusingando. 

With Goethe's Hochzeitlied one enters quite another area of inspiration, prominent in Loewe's 

works for voice and piano: that of humour or whimsy. Although still dealing with fairy folk, this 

ballad contains none of the eerie enchantment of Erlkonig, Oluf, or Elvershoh, only a down-to

earth description of the Little People preparing for a wedding of one of th~ir own kind. 

i 
This elf-music, which is the central and longest part of the ballad, is in 4/8 time; the account 

begins ceremoniously enough: 

Ex.94 

u 0 _ Jen er _ laubt. seit _ clem 
tr--
~~ 

du die Zim _ mer ver _ l~ _ --

-.~ 
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The note values become smaller and smaller as the excitement and clatter increase: 

Ex.95 

..-' 
dann feLget ein sin.gendes klin.gendes Chor . . ~ ~ ~ ~. 

-

Mter the wine has circulated, Goethe's word rhythm contracts and Loewe changes from 12/16 to 

9/16, effectively speeding up the pace: 

Ex.96 

~~~~~~~~~~~f ¢~? ???? :i 
pfeift [5, da rin.gell's, da plsperts.da ;eigt es und schleift es und knisten·s. das 

s····.·······················.························· .. ·······.································:11 ... 
.... ... • ... ~.~ • r- ~ ~ crEF ·rz-I 

Points of interest for comparison with previous examples are: the light texture, with both hands 

of the accompaniment mostly in the treble clef, and the frequent use of triadic melody in the vocal 

part, including some exceptionally wide leaps as in Example 95(b). The key of the elf-music 

section is a diatonic C major throughout, far removed from the characterfulil\.eys of the other fairy 

ballads. I 

This was one of Loewe's own favourite recital ballads.l60 The introduction and final section of 

the poem refer to a 'genuine' wedding: it was possibly meant as a festive occasional recitation. 

Though hardly a ballad, Die Heinzelmiinnchen161 offers certain similarities to Hochzeitlied. 

'Heinzelmannchen' are what the English call brownies, the more helpful, domesticated kind of 

little people. In this poem, based on a legend of the Lower Rhine area, one learns that the only , 
thing that used to keep the city of Koln (Cologne) clean and orderly in olden times was the 

industry of the brownies: "Ab! if only it was still like that! But those wonderful days are no 

more!" 

160See list of recital programmes, Appendix C. 

161Runze includes it among the ballads; the poet (Kopiscb) calls it simply 'ein Marchen' - a folk tale. 
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The dainty texture, the frequent use of the treble of the piano, and the semiquaver movement, are 

obvious features in common with Hochzeitlied : 

Ex.97 

It 

U Schallen, die lar_ men 
OJ 

Beil undSiLge in Eil, 

.~ -c;---... ,---:-----. ~ 

,OJ 

fIP cresco rh 
A I ~ h , 

OJ 

This lengthy composition provides excellent evidence of Loewe's seemingly endless supply of 

figural invention which illustrates words and action with consummate wit. 

Loewe's ballads depicting the watery element and its legendary inhabitants also display strong 

affinities, especially of key, or figuration, or both; as he did with the poems portraying the elves, 

Loewe clothes these too with characteristic musical imagery. Six of the ballads treat of water

beings; two other non-supernatural ballads in which water is an important feature are also 

included in the discussion, as their kinship in this respect is so striking. 

The titles follow, with their chief key centres: 

Der grosse Kurfiirst und die Spreenorne 
Wilia und das Miidchen 
Das Switesmiidchen 
DerFischer 
DerNock 
Agnete 

The two non-supernatural ones are: 

Die Gruft der Liebenden 
Hueska 

1826 
1835 
1835 
1835 
1857 
1860 

1832 
1846 

EeCBE 
A 
a FdA F A (d e f-sharp) A a 
EAE 
CEeC 
l:a E; 2:c; 3:C; 4:C E e a 

A for the river description 
E " If tI 
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It will be noted that the luminous sharp keys ofE and A occur in every one, and indeed these keys 

predominate in the first two and, especially, in Der Fischer. Versions of the 'hom-call' phrase 

are also present in Wilia, Das Switesmiidchen, Der Nock, and in the piano figuration of the E major 

sections of Agnete, where in the last section it eventually appears in canon between piano and 

voice; a similar version occurs in Hueska, also in the piano accompaniment. 

The river Spree, on which the city of Berlin lies, is personified as a water-nymph in Der grosse 

Kurfiirst und die Spreenorne. In this very contrived story, the nymph is in love with the statue 

of 'der grosse Kurfiirst'162 which stands on the waterfront, and she observes with great 

perturbation the castle being extended out over the river bank, cutting off her view of the statue. 

Her music is a rich flood of E major semiquavers, foaming with chromatic auxiliary notes (*): 

Ex.98 

Adagio non troppo Iento L~~ -

~ -1 )) ;1 I JI J I1r r 1/ 
1/ 

U rt~ Xacht ist so dun kel, der Sturm so laut. 
~ 

legafislimo -- :::::-

!v ~#i'" .. ~ f ' ·:;"7 ... ;~ L'f~ f 9~'" 7:tT;~J \, g .. ," ... ~ ....... 1 

"--f 
, p 

~> I 
~ -, === ,>f'f 1 

~ ~>~ , ~ ~ -.J.> , , 
: : : 

~ - - --------=--.... - ------.c ~ - ---- ~ 

and 

Band, 
... ' 
Die Spree ist ihr Strom, U:ld sie giesst 

~ t-_-___ -----....f 

In Wilia und das Miidchen (an 'allegory in ballad form' according to the title page), Wilia is the 

personified river Wilja, which flows through the Lithuanian province of Wilno into the river 

Niemen. Although a purely rhetorical allegory, it yet shares in what might be termed the ballad

spirit, as Willa and her lover the Niemen are finally united. Loewe has produced a certain 

Schubertian melodiousness here, and bequeathed us a very lovely song, even if it is hardly to be 

----- .----~--.. -----~- --- ------ ---- -

162The 'Great Elector': this was Friedrich Wilhelm of Brandenburg (1640-88). 
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numbered among the ballads proper. The key and the 'hom-call' motif at (*) provide a tenuous 

but real relationship with the other, greater, water ballads: 

Ex.99 
(*) 

~ i 

, r 
ssen. \\ri. Ii. a nachden Blu.men nicht ver _ Ian. get, den XH!men. 
now. 'Vi _ Ii _ jfJ_ gnydzi do. Ii. Ny kwia _ fa _ mi, bo szu. ka 

f"~"~"~~ 
.... 

~ if 

u 
Reihn, auch 

, 
du versmkst in des Verges.sens 'Vo _ gen, 

bie dna, ty If _ to _ nusz u.' Zf'I. pomJlie _ uia fa _ [i, 

~ '" ..... - ....., ....., 

7--=-, 7R· -j ~ ~ 
I cresco - if dim. 

, 
~. 

-= " ~ I -:----- " 1'!1. 
IF'']' 

I .... t· 1'1' r' 
doch trau rio geT, doch ein _ sam und al _ lein! 
a _ l~ smut _ niej sza, " Ie sa lIla j. dna. 

" II ...-f'1 "...., r-n -~ -
~ tv -- 'L.L.J ...... Iq .. ~ '-pp 

j= 
~. ~. 

, 
"Cf. 4' • ~. --

Das Switesmiidchen (polish: SWitezianka - the maiden of Lake SWitez) is one of Loewe's finest 

ballads; Mickiewicz' long poem has elicited a most subtly worked-out design, and its structural 

interest is discussed later (p347ff). The drama is perhaps of greater import than the water subject-, . 

matter, but nevertheless the latter constitutes 16 out of the total of 37 verses. The Lake music 

appears first in a transformation scene: 

Ex.lOO 

-"--'Il!-~- t lS esso empo. c e c d r s en 0 

.... 
Da in der Forst braust's,_ 

Winn wia!" za ssw mial 

~ " !I 

,oJ ~ ~..:::: ~~ ~ .~ 'd'::::::==-:::: 
crescenJo • 

~i # -1 

and settles into a seductive, swaying bel canto melody (using the 'hom-call' motif): 

Ex.1Ol overleaf 
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loJ 

~ Andantino moHo dolce. 

O. ber d~s Swi 
Po "ad sri _ b1'zy 

~ ... 
tes 
ste 

. 1'". 

sil.teLne 
Swi.te _ zi 

~ ~ ... 

:.~.:.~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. 
~ ----~ ~ ;. 

Griin de 
blo nit 
~. ~. 

hold ei ~ ne 
dzie _ ei_ _ cza 

.-;---, 

I 

===== if 

Maid ___ r sich er_ 
pif· _ knosc wy _ 

~ 

I 

Pe;c-------------- .. p-;z--------------' 0 
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The accompaniment becomes lighter: blinding sunlight on spray and rippling water: 

Ex.102 
It) 

IOJ 

it) 

~ 

mir her' dasswirver. ei • net g~eln auffeuchtenKrystaL len! Bald,wie die 
do mni., tu bfd.iem f'a . 0 .... po "'0 _ dnytlfPkf.sai hySBta • Ie. Coy sechce .. , 

~. ~H-~ ..... ---",~ 

~. ~. 

I 

I....--....~ ~ " 

flucht'. gen Schwalben1das fri . sche Ant . --=ritz der WeLle nur 
Ja _ Ito la. sk61_ka chyb ka, o. bli. . . cu tyl. ko ",tid 

~ Ii '-'# ~.~~ ~~ ' ... /1- ~-.. .. ••• 
8~ 

~ ~ ~ 
1 I 

lilt schon die schnee i ge 
II; dion_ snie _ znq 

1 

Goethe's poem Der Fischer tells straightforwardly the story of a fisherman fatally enticed into 

the water by the singing of a beautiful water-maiden. Loewe's scene-setting is eminently 

Schubertian; E major again, and murmuring semiquavers in ebb and flow: 

Ex. 103 overleaf 
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Ex. 103 
.. " Allegro espressivo, 

,~ 

IOJ .. ~ .. Das \Vas ser rauscht.', das 

I'" 
-; -:;--;--:;-~~ -; -If T T I!* T rT .... ~' G~ ~ -;':;.' i ..... ~ .. itfo ~, 

... U r U 1" , r t.1 r ... ~ l.::!!:I' I 
, 

The song of the nymph is a sweeping arpeggio phrase over the constant movement of the water, 

with the LH of the accompaniment providing a shapely countermelody in dialogue: 

Ex. 104 

, " d [ (I ce -;:::;:=- ....::---.-

v 
~~~Si~ s~~~z~ 

, ~ ..&~....? 

j" ~v t:-i::o e dulce -----
.:--- ~ 

" " ---~ p ~---------=. -, ... 
=- --- "'--

---------, ~ ::------

IV. .' h :::- 'h ~\' 
lhm, ~~Sl~ sprac ~Z~l.~~~~ .. ~ ~ ":.-:=~ ,.. 

1'" 
- ~ ~ l ~ 

G..t .J I ~ J 

o "'---------

This countermelody is later taken up by the RH: 

Ex. 105 
" ) 

IOJ sund! 
...d. ~~~ ~~~.~ , r a temDO 

IOJ ~ -+:.i" -,t" :i" I" - ::-...... -~ " " 
...----" 

: 

...... " u " ~. 

'~-;Labt ... ' ... , 
;!ch __ ~~= die_ 

.. lIimil~ .. 
IOJ lie _ be Son _ ne_ nicht, der 

.. "rf.~, >~ 3 
f ________ ~~ - ... , 

'" crrsc, assrTI7n :. i I !..i I i , , 1 ... I 1 '..;.. j I I , '.ll i; : ... J ; 
: 

1'---------- ~------f I- I- 1= 1= 
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and reappears in the LH in the final bars: 

Ex. 106 H 

OJ 
mehr ge sehn. 

jj ~ .... ..... 

). .,.-~ ;+~ ... i~i"-:;;'.* 
p 

# I" #1" ~ 

--- ~I 

... .. ::.- .. ~., .... ~ .. ~. .. i .. i ..... ;. .. 
if dim. 

-
~. 

\v ¥~ .,.~ J J 1:J 
p -----= - .- .- ~ 

~. 

The momentum is never once broken throughout this fine ballad which so wonderfully displays 

Loewe's feeling for the surge and movement and light-dappled surface of water. 

The sweep of melody assigned to Goethe's water-nymph is echoed 22 years later in Der Nock ; 

here the spirit of the waterfall is singing to his own harp accompaniment in a broad, open C major: 

Ex. 107 
"cp" Andante maestoso. 

...... 

1<.1 t~ d;-s- No _ cken HaT_. 

" -
OJ stebt ____ de:. ~ _ de_ Was_ 

dim . ... 

_ ~_ schall; 

_ ser _ fall, 

Es 

...-.1. 

da 

um_ 

" ... .... _.. .. 

i 
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The 3/4 time becomes 9/8, and again a sonorous LH countermelody is heard: 

Ex.108 

~ 

IV 
j. J is j; ! ;. 'i. ----- = 

tief und schwa _ . _gcn, und ath . mend horcht_ die Nach_ti _ gall -... -
I" I"'~'" 

.., 7 
.., 

7 -* *7* ........... ... ~-..~ ---.-.... 
I~ , ----------- 7_ --------*~ 

- • .... --or 
~ . 

~----------t· 

It ends the section, and later the whole ballad, in this form: 

Ex.109 ~ -
~~+ ..... --,.,~~ 

~ I 2d 
u 

Nach. . • ,tLgall. 

~~ ~ ... ,--..~ ~ 
-- - --

: 

"------~. ~. .' ~. ~. * ~. 

The key now changes to E major: two children tease and disturb the nixie, teqmg him he will never 

be able to go to heaven. The 'horn-call' figure is introduced here:163 

i 

Ex.lIO 
~ H Allegretto. ., 

ft 

tJ § Nock, was hiIft das 

---- ... # .;. -
"~iero O)i~ ---- ---- -- ~ 

.., 
.~ ~ ;..--o---i 

; 
-j 'I ~. 
~. ! 

~ 

ru f 

,,' ~ 
Sin_gendein? 

r." 
r*" Du kannstja dochnicht sc. ligseinl 

k ::: ;= -" 

tT 
r~~ .. 

.... , -r Iii -t 
r~~ I ~ 

: 
OJ..,. ~ ... j~: 

163 Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951) orchestrated this ballad; for his scoring of this phrase and of Example 
111 see Appendix A. 
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The offended nixie disappears in a storm (E minor): 

Ex.1ll 
" .. ~ I. u 

U . 
A~II e!n. _ ~ ----. ----. -- I. ~ 

I" f .. "'II"'II .... ~ -"""-""$ ~*,~7'" .,~.,., .. ~ 
1--... r-:--"1 I-~ ...--

, , ... ... 1 I 

Cresco -----t--+--

IU "'II' 

iebhafter ,.--'\ ~a rau~c~~~qr:;! ... 

t" #-U. -"resc, ====== = -- == ...-~~,.. ~~ 

.. --= -----
_~ .' i:::I:::::i:::o ====== 

Full of remorse the children call him back - "whoever sings so beautifully will surely go to 

heaven". The N6ck returns and the ballad ends with an even richer version of the opening 

section: 

Ex.112 

... 
dim. 

II: 1 

1'-' --smgt mit Macht 

-

Es 

... 

- -
~ 

de, Nock und 

...- --
OJ.. .. .. ...: ..... - -_...... .. 

p ------ .t: ------ dim:------ p -----

I 

- -
... von und ErcL = _ .. -- .. -

) 

I '-' ~ _ mel. pracht! Mit -.;:- kann_ er la~:chen 
- .... .. -- -- ~f~q 

-
l • ... ... 

r r r 

In this work the emphasis is not so much on the water itself as on the mixed motifs of harp, water, 

and the glorious melody of the nixie's song. The two keys are interesting in themselves, quite 
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apart from their mediant relationship: the E major/minor, so often associated with the elemental 

world, is here transferred to the children's 'seeing' it, and the turbulence of Nature in the storm. 

The C major of the nixie's harp is by contrast innocent, calm, the joyful resounding of Nature 

herself at peace.l64 

The late ballad Agnete (1860) consists of four separate scenes. The water-being in this Danish 

story is a merman who has captured and wed Agnete. She pleads to be allowed to return to the 

sunlight and to see her mother once more; he allows her to go, but when she does not return he 

angrily follows her ashore. She however is safely enfolded within the church: he has to admit 

defeat, and throws himself from the cliff back into the sea. 

In the fIrst scene Agnete sadly contemplates her watery home: 

Ex.113 

Lento melancolico. 

t) 

~ 

. t) , :J :J ~ ~7$ $ LJ cr~ -.. .. ~.,!, -, . . .. 
~ ...... ~~ 

-----
-t .. ~. -; .. " , 

i 
It) Es schau te in_ die . 

>~ ------------

1'- ··~'·"l' 7 ; .... leJ· dim. 
I!: ~: 

if ' dim. p 
l 

.. .... ..; .. ~ -<--- ~ , ... 

Wo ~~g~en~ ____ _ ----~ . 

164Compare also Schumann's Waldgesproch (1844) for the use of these two keys in another supernatural 
confrontation. 
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Its beauties are genuine (and here Loewe brings his E major hom~alls and semiquavers into play) 

but she longs for the upper world: 

Ex.114 

, ~ Andante tranquillo 

:u Sie sitz.t in 
~ 

kla _ ren 
{,J! ~ - ====, 

IOJ ~ .. 7/. .., .. .., 
~ ..,~3 

P • fI~ . .. 
~ ~ --==== 

IOJ Hal _ len, auf g~l _ dLgem Bern.stein _ thron und 
~ ~ ~ .=,~~~ - ====I -"""'" 

\ - ;.-- "'-- ...!'.: .. ~ :;-.: T~ ~T 
J ; ~ J -==== . ... ~ i=!==:I -~ ~ 

-- ,. "'a • 

Scene 2 consists of her pleading and his reply; in scene 3 her rising up through the waves takes 

on a tinge of Debussy and should be compared with the opening of his Prelude La cathedrale 

engloutie and bars 28 and 30 of La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune, both based on a G to D 

'Naturlaut' figure, and equally, both imbued with an atmosphere of legend and mystery: 

Ex.lI5 

from Agnete 
~ 

Andantino grazioso, 

y . . . . -,' 
gen a:~ Sie ist herauf ge _ stie _ 

:=>- :=>- =---- =-
I 

P /'lfaiissimo ,r 
_ ... ,- ,~ 

~ ~i7~ ! ::t.-= T 7~ -,~ 
7 T ~~ 

sempre~. 

u der hist~1Lnen Gruft, I;sst froh die BILeke flie _ gen in GOLtes freL e 
A :=- :=0- ==- :=0- ~ 

I-~ . ,. . 
~ ~ ~ 7:'- ~ ,n ~ ~ '" 

- ...... ...... 
~ ------

OJ Luft. E~' 

I-
6 ____ 

12

_ 

-a--- ~" :i=E~:=·~ 

>~ ,t)' ~ ~ 

-+ - ",' . .., 

Examples from Debussy overleaf 
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Ex. 115 continued 
i'~n animlint 

La cathedrale engloutie 

La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune 

The 4th scene sees the merman break surface dramatically with his foaming wave-horses; again 

E major, and a surging 'hom-call' motif in canon between the LH of the piano and the voice: 

Ex.116 
# Alleg-ro . 

.., rl .-••••• ~ .-•••••• ~ 

\- U- - - - :r- - """'--

u 

u II. fr 
Da 

u 
~ 

u ~ --./ '-' .~ ~ 

sprengt auf_ schau...migem Ros S<: u _ ber die wogende Bahn von 

u rl .••• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ n i 

I- ---- - - cresco Fri"i~ -"-~ F:-""': ~ ,j i 

) 

.... .... 

His final leap into the sea is back in the A minor of the opening: 

Ex.117 

~ ~ ~ .J). ~I ,j 
U stunt sich vorn Fcls in der fcuch - - ten Tie - (e wo gcn den Graus. 

" ~ ~ ~ ..-::=I 

!" LQY 
......... 

u 
~ 

-
~,.. 

~ 

~.-.......-
~. 

----
I : --

J . . - • 
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Comparing Der Fischer, and the E major sections of Agnete, with a a portion of the Spanish ballad 

Hueska (1846) (not supernaturally based, but one in which a river, the Ebro, plays a large and 

possibly symbolic role) one again discovers the now familiar Loewean 'water' motifs: 

Ex.118 

~ ~ M M It d 0 o mo era o. p -
/OJ Auf des E bro's Spie_geL 

f~·'" c 

~, .,.~ . . .. --. 
: 

~!~ 
,,,.. 

pta~~ ~~~ ... ~~~~ .. ~~*~ . •. -- -.,......+-+-r-

~. --
,tJ .;0-'. geri g[ei _ tet hin und h~ ~ die Bar.ke. 

~ U ~.... .. .... .IJ J--....... l;7!.:~ rJ 

Always recognisable, but never merely a stock device, these rippling E major figures invariably 

possess some extra touch of individuality, taking over, so to speak, from where Schubert left off; 

compare with the following Schubert passages: (a) from Wohin?, (b) from Des Baches 

Wiegenlied, and (c) from Auf dem Strom - with a real hom! : 

Ex. 119 MajJig 
fiJi 

(a) 

~ kh hort' .In Bach .. 1,ln 
fiJi 8 8 

!'., pp"- '" ..: ""Y -' 
I ..................... --. ... ~ --,,--.-. ... --. -. i 

r r • r r r r 
fI JI ... .. 

/" r&u .. - schen wohl &~S d:Dl Fer' ... en .. quell, hln .. &b zum Ta .. Ie 
fI II 

!,. ......... ......... . I ... • ... ' ......... . I..;· ............... -• ~ .... _qq,Lti 

r r r r r r r r 

(b) 

Ex. 119 continued overleaf 
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Ex. 119 continued 

Another example of Loewe's distinctive response to river imagery, the opening section of Die 

Gruft der Liebenden (another Spanish ballad) also stands out characteristically from the page: 

~ II * Andante maes(oso. 

Ex.120 
IV 

~ ~ 

~ 
I 

r r 
Da, wo des Ta jo grim hch blau er 

----- -. ----.. .. jj .. .. .- .-
--- --- ---

.- :;;;: r fr 
I· I 

... crt'sC. 

Strom mit wei ssem Schaum dUTch .. ---. ~ ~ 

cr~6C. 
-.lit 

Here the river Tagus is the constant backdrop for several pages of desCfiption: ruins on its high 

banks, broken marble columns, palm and lemon trees, and heat haze over all. The piano register, 

the languidly chromatic harmonies and the unceasing demi-semiquavers perfectly catch the 

essence of both elements - the heat and the cool, gliding water. 

There are additional ballads which are descriptive or at least evocative of water, where the fairy, 

or the exotic, is lacking; these tend to be in the 'plainer' keys of C or P, with more conventional 
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piano figuration. These fall into Runze' s category of 'Ballads of the Sea'. A few examples will 

demonstrate their unmistakable lack of magic: 

Ex.121 
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from Das Schifflein; but note the 'hom' effect both here and in the next example, from Die 

Uberjahrt : 

Ex.122 
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Two further examples are taken from Die Begegnung am Meeresstrande and Der alte Schiffsherr 

respectively; both represent generalised sea-scapes, the first implies gloom and drama, the 

second, happy memories of a mariner's life: 

Ex.123 
l\la.jestiitisch. s .... ······. 
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Ex. 124 
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For comparison, two of Loewe's Lieder also furnish relevant examples of the more conventional, 

lyrical portrayal of water scenes: the Deutsche Barcarole and Gruss vom Meere, both written in 

1844: 

Ex.125 
, Il In gefiilliver anmuthiger Bewegun v 
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and later: 

Ex.126 
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Finally, Der M ummelsee is a fantasy ballad telling of waterlilies on a lake who are transformed 

into dancing sprites until the lake spirit angrily orders them back into the water. The key is a 

prosaic F major, the 'story' leading us nowhere near the really magical realm - ratheris it a piece 

of human whimsy. Loewe, whether consciously or not, senses this: the visionary light is utterly 
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lacking. One small phrase however, (a), bears melodic comparison with Der Nock (b); note here 

the 9th chord and the vocal fall of a 7th: 

Ex.127 

(a) (b) 
r-----, ,-

1'-' vie Ie, sie wie gen sich, -.. #~ !:. . ~ ~ 

\'. .....- .. 
: Li*JL*." : .. .. '* J .. .;*~' .. '*..! .. 

I '" 1 ~ 

Both of these are related to this generous, free-falling phrase, also from Der Nock : 

Ex.128 

In the words of these last three examples lies the clue to this particular graceful curve of melody: , 
in the f .... rst, from Der Mumme/see, the lilies are swaying and bending in the wind; in the third 

example (Ex. 128) the trees are bowing their heads in silence to listen to the nixie'/singing. The 

second example (Ex. 127) bears the words, "Come back, NOck!" - and the falling 7th is the 

perfect delineation of the pleading tone, even the physical 'bending' involved in entreaty. 

Speaking from the purely numerical aspect one could not talk of Loewe's 'pre-occupation' with 

ballads from the world of faery, but of the 13 titles quoted, most are certainly among his best, and, 

importantly, among his own favourites. Their occurrence during his earliest and latest periods 

of ballad writing is also worthy of note. It points to his first and most natural enthusiasms being 

biassed in that direction, and to his mature instincts recognising where their strength lay: in the 

middle years Loewe turns almost entirely to the human, and its joys and tragedies. 

These facts alone fill in and colour a significant area of one's picture of Loewe and his ballad 

world. 

* * * 
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CHAPTERS 

The subject (continued) 

The spirit world: spirits of the dead, and angelic beings 

The ballads in this group, still possessing elements of the non-human worlds so dear to Loewe, 

predictably contain music of distinctive atmosphere. Remembering that as yet the discussion is 

confmed to the pictorial aspect and not the emotional, it nevertheless becomes obvious that 

Loewe is committed to a certain amount of spine-chilling as part of his description, at least as far 

as the ghostly is concerned. 

Compared with the ballads of the previous section, there is here a greater sense of desolation and 

chill: whereas the elementals (elves, undines) are alive, active and vigorous, whatever their 

disposition, the spirits of the dead (in fiction at any rate) tend to appear - if one may express it 

so - as skeletons at the feast; as harbingers of doom, as joyless, unearthly lovers, or, at their 

mildest, as apparitions lamenting or yearning for past delight, unable to rest. The mood is 

sombre, grim, rather than actively malicious or enticing. 

The following are the titles of Loewe's ballads in which spirits of the dead appear: 

Wallhaide 1819 ] 
Treuroschen 1819 lovers 

i 
Geisterleben 1819 
Der Mutter Geist 1824 ] mother and child 

Der spate Gast 1825 
Saul und Samuel 1826 Biblical 
Die Braut von Corinth 1829/30 lover 

[Der Totentanz 1835 wbUnsy ] 
Die niichtliche Heerschau 1832 fantasy, and separate in mood 

and intention from the others 

The flrst three ballads listed here, and Goethe's Die Braut von Corinth, all deal with ghostly 

lovers. Ever since Biirger's famous Lenore (not set by Loewe, incidentally), both poets and artists 

have been fascinated by the 'Totenritt' or Ride of Death. This idea, of the lover's arriving to carry 

off his bride and turning out to be not the lover himself but his ghost, is found not only in Lenore, 

but also in Wallhaide and Treuroschen, both poems by Theodor Komer. (In Wallhaide the roles 

are reversed, Wallhaide herself being the spectre.) The ride through the night, ostensibly to the 
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wedding but in fact to the ghostly lover's grave, that clay-cold marriage-bed, presents the 

composer with a fine opportunity for an exciting build-up of tension.165 

In Goethe's long ballad Die Brautvon Corinth, although there is no 'ride', the reader eventually 

realises that the girl who appears and wins the youth's love is in fact a spirit returned from the dead; 

this ballad ends with her ecstatic vision of a 'love-death' amid the flames of a funeral pyre: a 

veritable 'Feuerzauber', to continue the Wagnerian analogy. Goethe's ballad is perhaps 

exceptional in that a long and erotic love-scene actually takes place, and in that the ghost is seen 

by the girl's mother (who interrupts the ecstatic pairl66) as well as wholly convincingly by her 

lover: there is little of the graveyard chill about their encounter. 

Geisterleben is a much more reflective, sombre poem, more mood-evoking than pictorial: it deals 

with the supernatural, but not as a spectacular feature. 

The next two ballads, Der Mutter Geist and Der spate Gast, are both mother-and-child stories. 

The first belongs to a type which includes many famous tales, for example Hansel and Gretel, 

Little Brother and Little Sister, and The Three Little Men in the Woods (all from Grimm), in which 

a wicked step-mother (or even a real mother) maltreats the children in her care. In Der Mutter 

Geist the dead mother hears the cries of her unhappy children and rises from the grave to come 

and comfort them. 

In Der spate Gast a mother keeps watch over her sick son in a lonely cottage on the moor. In 

disbelief she hears his voice coming from the stormy night outside, and only at the end does she 

realise that he is dead, and that his spirit is pleading for his body's burial. 167 
~ 

) 
Saul und Samuel is the biblical story of the Witch of Endor (I Samuel 28), a grisly story of spirit-

raising, also set by Purcell (1693) as a scena for three voices and continuo (Z134). 

165It can be seen that even ErllWnig is distantly related to this theme; Dvorak's dramatic cantata The Spectre's 
Bride is a setting of a Bohemian version of the Lenore legend, and the Gurrelieder of Schoenberg, set to 
poems by the Danish Jens Peter Larsen, include a night-ride of the accursed King Waldemar, with ghostly 
huntsmen who must return to their graves at sunrise. This leads further to the legends of the Wild Huntsman 
(der wilde Jager), as found for example in Weber's Der Freischiitz. The title of a painting by Ary Scheffer 
(1795-1858) - Die Toten rei ten schnell- is a direct quotation from the poem Lenore: 'The dead ride 
fast'. ' 

16610 Goethe's probable source (the Greek poet Phlegon; See GA XII xiv) the girl bewails the interruption 
as hindering her 'redemption', which brings her nearer the supernatural beings of the previous section. 
Another writer quoted by Runze, Erich Schmidt, sees the story related to the vampire legends: the girl 
refuses food but 'greedily drinks the blood-red wine'. Compare also M. G. Lewis: The Gay Gold Ring in 
Tales o/Wonder (see p7 n.20). 

167Loewe adds a note to the effect that the ancient northern cultures believed that the spirit could not rest 
while the body remained unburied. The poet, W. Haring, who published under the name WillibaldAlexis, 
refers to this ballad as being 'clothed in Scottish mist'. 
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Observing the dates of composition of this group of ballads, one is not surprised to find that they 

all fall within the first decade or so of Loewe's ballad output, when, as can be seen from Tables 

I and IV (following p99 above), the supernatural generally seemed to exert the most attraction. It 

is furthermore interesting that the two mother-and<hild ballads were written in the two years 

following the death of Loewe's beloved first wife, when his baby son was left without a mother; 

the idea of a second wife and stepmother must inevitably have suggested itself at the time. 

Musical examples of Loewe's ghostly scene-setting follow; without their full context a good deal 

of tension is lost, but much is learnt from the observation and comparison of technique. 

* * * 

In Wallhaide the poet does not reveal explicitly at what point the spirit takes over from the real 

Wallhaide. In brief, the story tells how Wallhaide is loved by the young knight Rudolph, but her 

father dashes their hopes of marriage, telling her suitor that she is to be married next day to a rich 

baron. Rudolph leaves in despair, wanders far and wide, until one day hope returns: he is still 

free, and ifWallhaide is still true, God will find a way to reunite them. Once more at their trysting

place Wallhaide appears, and tells him she will come away with him at midnight; she will pass 

through the castle guards in the guise of her ancestor, another Wallhaide, who in the same 

predicament slew her father (who had ordered her lover's murder) and after her own death could 

not find rest, 'walking' the castle in a blood-stained shroud, familiar by now to the guards. They 

meet as appointed - but as they ride swiftly away Rudolph gradually realises that instead of his 

beloved, he carries in his arms a cold, pale wraith. 

, 
According to Runze (GA VIII x) Loewe himself felt that the ghostly Wallhaide was involved from 

i 
the tlfSt meeting. It seems likely, however, that she dies during the young knight's wanderings, 

and that it is her spirit that meets him on his return and describes how she will escape with him. 

This internal narrative (see p315 below) is probably her own story. 

Loewe makes significant use of a rising 5th, A to E, from a point at the end of her narrative right 

to the very end of the 'Totenritt' .168 In context this figure becomes more and more attenuated 

and unearthly; at (a) in Example 129 the listener can be made aware that the spirit now has 

Rudolph in her clutches; at (b) the gloomy texture and pitch seem to cdmlfDl that the sweetheart 

he awaits is no earthly being. The beginning of the ride (c) seems almost a quotation from the 

end of Zumsteeg's (see Ex.ll, p23). Rudolph wonders why she is so feather-light: her answer -

~-------~----.-~----~-----~---- --- ------

168Jnterestingly, Dvonik's cantata The Spectre's Bride has a bare 5th A - E as a prominent unifying motif 
throughout the work. 
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(d) "my garment is as airy as the mist" trails away on the high E. Excerpts (e), (t), and (g) are 

taken from the crescendo and the climax of the ride - their union in the grave: 

Ex.129 
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Ex. 129 continued overleaf 
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Ex. 129 continued 
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) 
Bearing in mind the theme of 'redemption', of both elementals and unquiet spirits, it is worth 

noting that Wallhaide also cries out: "fch bin erlost" (I am redeemed) during this final ride to the 

grave. 

Treuroschen's lover is killed while out hunting; she waits sadly and in vain, until after midnight 

she hears a distant hom call and a ghostly voice calling her to the bridal bed: 

Ex.130 follows overleaf -
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'The hunter carnes home his rosy bride, 
He is united with her in heaven, 
Treuroschen is wedded now!' 

- and they sink. into the grave: 

" "., 

Ex.131 
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Geisterleben projects an entirely different mood. The listener is aware that the spirit of the dead 

lover is speaking as he watches longingly over his love; the atmosphere is empty, cold and static, 

befitting his twilight existence, devoid of earthly pleasures: 

Ex. 132 
Langsam , tto oce 0 " 
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This remarkable 'ballad in song form' as the GA significantly has it, is discussed more fully on 

p321ff; a complete copy will be found in the Supplement (p364). In both mood and motivic 

technique it comes uncommonly close to some of Hugo Wolf's poignant Lieder. 

After the first section of Der Mutter Geist, which tells of the stepmother's cruelty and neglect. 

Loewe creates the following eerie representation of the real mother's ghost rising from the grave 

in answer to her children's cries: 

Ex. 133 
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===--

Her underlying agitation is evident. in spite of the slow tempo. Eight'bars later a figure appears 

in the bass which will recur at the end of the ballad; here it pictures graphically the heaving up 
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of the gravestones (a slight illogicality here, and in similar cases - subsequently the wraith passes 

through walls quite happily; but the splitting of marble slabs does make for exciting effect): 

Ex. 134 
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After a dramatic curse on the guilty household, the very end of the ballad describes how, at her 

every return, the faithful hound charged by her with the children's safety instils terror by 

growling, baying and howling - a chill and comfortless ending: 
, 

i 

Ex. 135 
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The scene-setting of Der spate Gast consists of this knocking at the door of the lonely moorland 

cottage on a stormy night: 

Ex.136 
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The voice of the son's ghost (singing a triadic melody) is accompanied by a pianissimo tremolo 

similar to the Erlking's (Example 84, p126) in its unearthly effect: 

Ex. 137 
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The mother's realisation of the terrible truth uses extreme registers and dynamics: 

Ex.138169 
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169'fhe LH bass C in the antepenultimate bar is possibly a misprint; so too the J. in the final bar. 
This latter appears in the original edition, but Runze assumes this should be <":" as in the RH 
~ ~ 

II 
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Saul und Samuel, a translation by Theremin of one of Byron's Hebrew Melodies, is the story of 

the raising of the spirit of Samuel by the Witch of Endor, at Saul's instigation. Loewe's octave 

accompaniment, in swirling demisemiquavers, provides the sinister atmosphere of this unlawful 

deed, the chill desert wind and the yawning earth which are in the Byron original, and builds up 

to a climax as Saul falls on his face before the apparition «a) and (b»; it continues half-heard in 

the background as the prophecy is made (c): 

Ex. 139 
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Die Braut von Corinth is a work whose merits, descriptive and compositional, go far beyond 

'mere' scene-painting. Loewe's quasi-symphonic treatment of the poem does not allow of 

isolated eerie effects as in some of the previous examples, and so the two quotations below are 

chosen for the interesting harmonic colour surrounding the spirit's first appearance (a) and her 

later outburst to her mother (b): 

Ex. 140 (a) 
und er schlummert fast 

~ -
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The composition of this ballad is discussed in some detail on p338ff, and examples CJf its notable 

piano writing are given at Example 61,'p107 above. 

Two more ballads concerned with the spirits of the dead stem from sheer fantasy rather than 

manifestations to be taken seriously (always assuming momentary acceptance of the supranatu

ral): these are Goethe's Totentanz and von Zedlitz' Die niichtliche Heerschau. The latter was 

written in 1832, which year also saw Loewe setting Goethe's Der Zauberlehrling (The Sorcerer's 

Apprentice) and Die wandelnde Glocke - both poems with an element of magic in their subject-
• 

matter. 

The idea of the 'Totentanz' or 'Danse macabre' (dance of death) is a common medireval theme, 

said to have been stimulated by the terrible carnage of the Black Death which scourged Europe 

during the 14th century. Holbein's famous series of woodcuts shows Death appearing among 

folk from all walks of life and leading them to the grave. Often Death appears playing an 

instrument and leading the 'dance' of skeletons. Goethe's poem is a whimsical one, and has 
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inspired both Loewe's setting and Liszt's Todtentanz for piano and orchestra, and influenced 

Adam's ballet Giselle. (For the basis of Saint-Saens' tone-poem see below.) 

Loewe's music is also whimsical, cleverly gaining momentum by a sequence of time changes 

from Moderato 6/8 to Presto 2/4 to Presto 6/8 in a moto perpetuo of semiquavers: 

Ex.141 

Moderato. If'rest"o) 

k.1~Ltt'rt ~on Zin.fie IU Zin _ nen. 

• ..L .... L ..... 

'71 

Finally the clock strikes ONE and the skeletons disappear underground: 

Ex.142 

eN' _ _ seen _ _ do 

-
'::: 

- - ... 

A small musical curiosity occurs twice on the final page; its second appe¥ance is quoted: 

i 
Ex.143 

-"lo lp jl 
V P ? I 

~ 

) ;11 =p 
"Da hi- kelt-jetz! hal er am YOng _ .ten -;. J:bt,_ d:n Zip _ rpl t'ill ei - HOT _ ner Za. ('ken. 

, 
~ ~ -.. ~, ... , -~:;.. ..... , ... -.~~ "'I.~ 

r::t~;llr: )I~ if if if if if if ~~------.. ~~ : ........... . 
- - ............ - - ----... ............. 

The voice part (doubling the bass line) in the first two bars of this excerpt is the same as Saint

Saens' main tune in his well-known orchestral piece. In Loewe's case it is merely a very normal 

bass progression, and its continuation has nothing of Saint-Saens' colourful follow-up. (Saint

Saens' work is founded on a poem by Henri Cazalis, and his music is of the same light-weight 

descriptive humour as Loewe's; as far as the writer is aware, there is nothing to suggest that he 

ever saw or heard Loewe's ballad, which was written in the year Saint-Saens was born.) 
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The ghosts in Die niichtliche Heerschau are those of Napoleon's old campaigners; this work is 

a unique blend of the ghostly and the military, with the military foremost. Its eerie and mysterious 

half -light is emphasised by the accompaniment's being marked pianissimo and una corda 

throughout, with the low register of the piano much in evidence: 

Ex.144 

Alia :\larcia vh-ace_ 
Ir , Ir I 

Snnpre~p con una corda sin' affine. 

t. ' 

- " ,; Die Rei _ hen_ pra _ sen _ 
Les 'Yangs pre _ sen _ tent /es 

f; .... .... : ..... ~ ~:4- 4-

.. 
if 

ti ren und 
ar _ nus, lors 

~-----. . 
~~:"' .• 4-

*** 

The presence of angelic beings in Das Stiindchen (Uhland) and Der Schatzgriiber (Goethe) calls 

forth in the ftrst case an 'extreme' key - C-sharp major, together with an ethereal, weaving 

accompaniment in the high register of the piano, and a triadic beginning to the voice part. The 
1 

dying girl hears the voices of angels and realises they are calling her home: 
i 

Ex.145 

~ ~ 

It.! ... ~ 4-
Es 1St nieht ir _ di _ sche 

.. ~ .... ~ .. ~ -- f. .*~ 

I'" :: 
,""",:1=.-:::-::::- .-.-:::r:::-. ,e,er'" Jt>.- j=.t:fC: .~ :- -w- '- - .~w-. - '-w - - -; .. -. .. '- -w· -iI+-

una rorda ..--- ....,..... - ,-.....,- - r-r-, ,...,..., _ 

OJ 4-0'" ... 4-04- ......... .. .""'.,,"'.,, ."." .......... 

("It is not earthly music which makes me so happy") 
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In Der Schatzgriiber an angel, 'ein schOner Knabe' (a beautiful youth), appears far off, 

surrounded by light and carrying a chalice; this he offers to the devil-ridden miser, digging 

desperately for treasure, bartering his soul for riches. The musical description of the two 

characters is simple, but the contrast between earthly and heavenly is aptly immense: 

Ex.146 

~ P 

Ii I I lu Zf>ig_ ten PIaL ze, ::-;chwarz u~d ~tiir mi;;:\·h war die ~ 

'" -- -=--- -......,~-- ---- ""- ~ 
~a{'ht. 

\' . .......... ..... ~ p---" ~ ~ 

i7~~ .~ ;~ $ ;~$ .~ 
~~~~ , ••• ,'·'Ll ~ 1 

cr,~ 1 ,......, r--= 
--I .." 4- • ~ ~ - - '-----'I 

('Black and stormy was the night') 

leading to: 

I) 

~. . ~~ ........ 

\ 
- I ...... 

dim. p pianiSl. 
---. 

. + ""II .·+Y*~i~;i~. ~i~;~T.~T; ~lJ;p.i~ ~ 

i 

I). 
_---------~Lnd ich sah einLicht von 

~# ~~~~~ ~~.~~~ :~ ~ ~ 

l'P 
sempre 

~. 

• Ped. • Fed. • 

The extreme registers, the momentary complete disorientation as to key, and the G-sharps 

descending through four octaves, all serve to illustrate the change to a more spiritual mood. The 

tonic is C-sharp, but the mode is minor this time; note the monotone of the voice with its 

essentially triadic continuation: the simple euphony corresponds to that of Das Stiindchen. 
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Unfortunately the final section of this ballad degenerates into a too-easy sentimentality - the 

'hoar-frost' deprecated by Karl Anton (see p87 above), and indeed by anyone who has discovered 

the heights which Loewe can reach. Words and phrases are here repeated many times, which fact 

in itself goes against characteristic ballad composition; and because the message is a moral one 

Loewe seems to feel called upon to touch the emotions of pious duty. Paradoxically, the morally 

'uplifting' never truly inspires him to music of the quality and depth attained, for example, by 

ballads of human tragedy or the elemental world. 

The following example is facile in the extreme, and merits a repetition of Schumann's scathing 

comment quoted on p87: 

Ex. 147 

sei __ dein kiinf _ tig 

".l! 
IU Zau . • ber.lIfort. ; 1~ :$ ... \~: .b ~ . 

Gra_ bl-' hier nieht mt'hr Ter_ 

~ 
i ,., .. T. I 

: 

IU ----_ ... II: I I 
f_ -- -'- - -=-

i 

-t .............. ............... 
71· 

........... ..... ..... 
•• 1":\- 1":\ 

I 't.i ge.bens, I 
"- I 

gra. be hin nieht mehr ver _ ;; . . btns! ".1I ., 
I 

I- T -lIr: : 
J: 9S: ~:J": 

...=.~ 
I If --- -'- - -

............ *-** .. .... * *** ...... .... ~ 

An excerpt such as this compels one to wonder if Loewe's self-criticism was not allowed to 

function when he was constrained by dutiful 'religious' concepts. 

* * * 
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Huntsman, horse, and horn 

The romance of the idealised life of the huntsman, with its inevitable connotations of the galloping 

horse and of hom-calls heard distantly in the forest, has a mystique and an atmosphere all its own. 

Geographically it emanates chiefly from north-western Europe - the Germanic and Bohemian 

regions, and England and FranceYo The most stylised, romanticised version, however, 

particularly in the 19th century, is probably that of Germany, of the 'deep green German forest'; 

even the title of the folk-collection Des Knaben Wunderhorn (The Youth's Magic Hom) breathes 

romance of this kind. 

The musical depiction of hunting (or even simply riding) is almost invariably in 6/8 time 

(occasionally 4/4 U U U r rhythm) and nearly always uses simple 'horn-call' 

harmonies, whether or not real hom-calls are heard or are mentioned. 

Given the stylisation and the simplicity and the 'German-ness' of the subject, the overall similarity 

of the examples is predictable. What does repay observation, even so, is Loewe's infinite variety 

of allusion; details of piano figuration, lay -out and texture are diverse and wholly integrated into 

their background: they are never simply an added patina of hunting cliches. 

Several ballads already cited furnish characteristic examples. 

In Treuroschen, the hom of the ill-fated youth is heard, at first happily, on the dominant of C major 

at the beginning «a) and (b», and to the carefree refrain 'tra-Ia .. .' «c) and (d»; later in C itself 

as he speeds home to her (e): 

i 
Ex.148 

Tempo giusto. 

(a) 
(1m bequemen er.iihlenden Zeitma ... :; (b) 

Hcir.Detklang, ~ 
I Es war .in Ji-g.r wo~ 

" "- I f, f, L I ~ I L 

1'- FJ 
cre,c. 

f- "'f- f- f-: ~ ... . f-: ... : I~· ,. 
p 

'tal. "'"--, ---
~ 

I r I r 

Ex. 148 continued overleaf 

171lWhence the original 'French horns'. Modey-Pegge, in his book The French Horn p2, a propos present
day natural French hunting-horns, comments: " ... and very effective a quartet of them playing their 
harmonised hunting fanfares can be - in the open air and at some distance away." 



Ex. 148 continued 
(c) (d) 

1\ ---
I u sah, tra.la, tra .. la, tra _ la!_ wenn er nur Treu_Tos .chen sah!_ 

~ r"":r-! ~ . . . ... .",~. :" ~ . 

l'': =-"~ I 

t.! r ~ -~ t r r 

(e) 

'1an~ ~ ~1~ 6- 6. ~ 6. .,. 

'tw. 

It.! 

-
)lOCO a poco allegro 

1':\ (Nach und nach schneller) 

:~ 
I t.! .______.1':\ .. 1* ...... .. ~ .... 

i: ... PP crt.c:cendo 

:;;to :;;to 
'l:il!. 

... 
:;;to 

-.,. .,..,. .,. 

p 

, DieStemlein verblichen,del' 

I ~ ~ 

... -<T • 
p 

:;;to r r 

" 
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(Example 130, pl56,gives a further appearance, mysterious and una corda, introducing the C 

minor of his apparition and ghostly summons to Treuroschen.) 

Almost the whole of the music of Abschied is built out of hom-call motifs (see pp289ff). The 

opening gives the essence of the composition: 

Ex. 149 

i 

At the musical (and chief emotional) climax the accompaniment bursts forth: l71 

Ex.150 

1\ 

It.! we - hen."*:" 
1\ .,J;- ~,J.; ----~! ~ 

1'· M~1 • .,. ... .. tli i ;i ~ .,.- t - if< i .,. - .. - en - do .. ..... 
'tw. r r , 

I71See also plOS. 
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and in the final bars a sad little echo dies away on the wind - the same notes, but a world of 

difference in their connotations: 

Ex.151 

A rl en. - tu 1 I - I - I - I I 1 , 4 I 
/u • 

,der is! nun in_ der Fer _ ne" 
~ , 

" I 
.. 

~" ! .. ~ r~t1teapo7llt1ppp i"1 ;.orenJo nlen. ' '-1' i • .. I. ~ ~ • , ~ 

,- .. r ~ -+ i~ ~ 
.." 

("He is now far away") 

Two much later ballads, stories which deal with a real hunt and introduce realistic horn-calls, are 

Der Edelfalk (1838) and Die Kaiserjagd im Wienerwald (1847). In Der Edelfalk a genuine trio 

of hunting-horns is evoked, as well as their 'echo': 

Ex.152 

Allegretto rnaestoso_ 
~ -=::::: ===-

I 
14 , $-

IU Die FUr_stin 109 zu Wal _ de mit Jagern und Mar _ schalk; 
" ~;~i: ~;~ ~~fc ~ - l ~ , ~fc~ i 

: 
OJ --c= ==, ~ --.-.;;;0-

p 
f.~ .. ..~V -jII; .. '"': .. .. 

=-
;-

~ ~ .. .. ~ .tJ~.tJ 
0 

'Lil. 

Further decorations occur, musically superficial perhaps in this case, but always suggesting the 

elegance of the adored princess, the falcon's mistress: i 

Ex.153 
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And Loewe is not above setting his horns in the minor (however unlikely for natural hunting 

horns!): 

Ex.154 

-
I~ '-' ~ 

Ian _ gen,duckt er_ ins HaLde - }and~ 

I~ l-~: ;1: #:;: 1!i1~:f :t' 7 :t' 
~ 

~ '-' '--" 

The poem of Die Kaiserjagd im Wienerwald, written by J.N. Vogl, is based on an episode which 

apparently actually happened during the time of the Congress of Vienna (September 1814-June 

1815). There are four participants in the hunt, all delegates to the Congress: Franz I, the Austrian 

Emperor, was host, and his guests on this occasion were Czar Alexander I of Russia, the Danish 

King Frederick VI and King Maximilian Joseph of Bavaria. The story is extremely sentimental 

and concerns a young roebuck which becomes separated from the hunt, and which, desperate 

to fmd safety, runs straight to the Czar's side where it collapses exhausted. Its gaze seems to plead 

for help, and the Czar in pity takes it under his protection. 

Loewe divides the poem into three sections, giving them the titles: 1. Die Jagd (the hunt); 2. Der 

Schutzling (the protege); 3. Kaiserhuld (Imperial grace, or favour). A typical 'occasional' piece 

of his patriotic middle years, the ballad as a whole is fairly banal, but the first and longest section, 

the one relevant to the present topic, is attractively ebullient. It is set entirely as a lively strophic 

hunting song, with much repetition of words and joyously cantering themes: 

Ex.155 I. Die Jagd. 
Allegro 

:",r -
~ 

Horch, Hornerklang, 

.. .....- -

l' ". 
;3 !" ;.~ -,,;ri 7 ·;·7 . --.. ' 7 • ---. '7 .:; • 

I ! " 'I .-- I .-.., ! cresco 

-

U Wald, der O. ster.rei _ cher KaLser jagt Olcht fern von'Vien im Wald, nicht 
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Two ballads of 1843-44, Die Reigerbaize and Der Grafvon Habsburg, also introduce hunting 

scenes. Die Reigerbaize (heron-hawking; in modern German 'Reiherbeize') displays some neat 

and subtle touches: here the hawks are wheeling above the symbol of the hunt, the horn-calls: 

Ex.I56 

• t .. : .... 
... .. ..... 

An extra point of interest here lies in the descriptive piano part as the herons are seen preening 

in the lake: 

Ex.I57 

Later the hawks glide and swoop: 
i 

Ex.I58 - Allegro. 

u f~_ gen sie him _ mel _ _ an. 
8····················································· .... ~ .. : 

• b-.-.1.~1tiU~ .~. I>!. E ~ ! ,. • • ,. 

. . 
'tw. 

A 

IU 
t;~~~~ ~.a 

tf Und 

t~~~~. 1 1 !>~~~~ •• 1.e ...... ............ i-t: __ +-

!u 
. 

"f:..~~ 
.~= b~· ~~ ~ === . . ~. t::: ~ ,. • • .e 

U j~ _ des la _ gers Au _ ge will mit den F~l _ ken ziehn; wie 
.b ••••••••••••••••• • ~ •••••••••••••••• 

U 

I. 
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In Der Grafvon Habsburg the hunting section is in a more florid and therefore slower 6/8 time, 

still, however, displaying a melodic line based on the harmonic series or hom-call motif: 

Ex.159 

Although not in the category of hunting ballads, there is a nonetheless impressive use of the hom

call in Odins Meeresritt (1851). As the god Odin on his flying black steed is preparing to ride 

off through the sky to do battle, after Master Oluf the smith of Heligoland has re-shod his horse, 

this Siegfried-like phrase rings out: 

Ex. 160 

> r I r' 2 
. 

0 - din's Pferd j I U gu _ te Nacht! Wohl hast du be:schla gen 

ff 
I ~ ;:; i ; 
""-- --

:> 

,) ; ,. 
r~ EJ~ ~ I; r 

.f.Y 

.... ~ 

I U 
('on Ped. 

Without attempting to raise these examples by argument to the level of inspiration! one can yet 

appreciate Loewe's uncanny facility and ingenuity in incorporating such familiar cliches as these, 

in elaborating them and presenting them in unique colours, in order to further his own descriptive 

ends and to provide the appropriate ambience. 

* * * 
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Material miscellany 

A few examples of Loewe's illustration of isolated words, of the passing moment, may be 

interesting for their immediacy; but again, one notes that the description is nearly always part and 

parcel of the musical phrase. The one exception in this group is perhaps the illustration of rolling 

dice in Der kleine Schiffer, which is a vocal roulade of purely humorous intent: Loewe the 

performer comes to the fore here: 

Ex.161 

In Odins Meeresritt, the metal of the horseshoe for Odin's flying mount miraculously stretches 

itself when the shoe is found to be too small: 

Ex.162 
rit. 

I':\p 

es ist zu klein t- a dehnt es sich aus._ 

1':\ rit. 1':\ 

~r' 

The wide stretches for the pianist, and the penultimate leading note stretching up to resolve on the 

high 5th instead of the tonic, are self-explanatory. Note too how the whole phrase expands from 

a closely positioned cadential figure, and how the dynamics also follow ~ idea of expansion. 

I 
The mention of jewellery or finery, gold, silver, or other precious items, often elicits a sparkly 

melisma of vocal line or piano part, corresponding to the brightness of the verbal description. In 

Uhland's Goldschmieds Tochterlein the words 'in reichem Glanz' (in rich brilliance), describing 

a little crown or wreath of jewels, are accompanied by this dainty and discreet glitter from the 

piano: 

Ex.163 

u Kr~lein war 
'-' 

be. reit_ 

cresco 

und spielt 

.. 
, 

in rei _ chern Glanz, _ 

ir- ~ .9 ... r 

~ i : I ~! --oJ 
~.~o 
'Lil. 
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In the following verse at this point the poet speaks of diamonds in a wedding ring, and the same 

music is appropriate. In the final verse the ring is set on the girl's fmger. Here Loewe even 

cautions the pianist with the words con discrezione, so as not to overload with virtuosity the little 

flurry of notes, the effect being left as charming and innocent as intended: 

Ex. 164 

;u • er steckt Ihr an_dasRing lein,~ 
~~~~ 

~I':\ #~~ ... T" .... ; .... ~j,.~. ~ ~ ... ~ .... I 

ju .... con aisrre.ionjl!' 
i .. ~ .. y .. y~ ~ ~ (-L 1':\ _ ...... --- .. ,,~ . ~. .. . 

• • i U ~ . -..:.......I ; i I .... 

The whole of the ballad Das Wiegenfest zu Gent (1844) is an engaging account of the gifts brought 

to the baby Karl- the future Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V (1500-1558), the son of Philip I, 

Duke of Burgundy and King of Spain, and Juana of Castile. The verse is that mixture of the 

naIve-childlike and the noble-philosophical which appealed to Loewe, perhaps because of an 

affinity with his own spirit. (He twice uses the words nobile and serioso as performance 

indications in this ballad.) 

Philip's sister Margaret brings a little gold doll and a crystal goblet chased with pearls and 

precious stones; both voice and piano respond to the idea of their richness: 

Ex.165 

r++-HtdfB :i:ETI T-: .uf ird', henTand und Schimmcrblick:-t 
r " • ~ .. 

vo!i 5chim _ mernde Spcn _ den an Per _ len_ und E _ deLgcsteir.. ---I . _________ -----

\'tp ::: ts· =: · . · .+: ::: -piLJ2Ef§i =t~ 
.t- ,~ 

'I F . ----- I (if,"," :? ~ lL .. • r .;=t ;=:, 
== 

:-

Other gifts produce characteristic musical description. A sword in a silken scabbard produces a 

rhythmic picture of the swift draw and thrust of the weapon: 

Ex.166 

.U De_gen, mit seide..nerScharp'um_fasst: . . 

! . :> ~ .~J ~~ .. 
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An astronomer appears, bearing two celestial globes on which sun and stars shine in enamel and 

semi-precious stones. The high heavens are sketched in lightly by the wide spacing of the piano 

part: 

Ex.167 

"Nach 0 ben schaue 
r ~. j, 2. " I r ; ; 

_=-~-.::d_ann neh_menwohlauch die SteT_ne, 

~ 0 0-:-

• 

A stolid, conventional bass line and text-book harmony introduce the cleric (this may be for 

Loewe the connotation of a pedantic priesthood - or it may be the hoar-frost again ... ): 

Ex.168 

Andante serioso 

~ .' di _ a _ man _ tc_nen Spangen und gold'nemDe (ES) kam ein PdiJat ge gan_gen, der ei _ ne Bi - bel trug mit - ekel -
I' :i;:.~ .I:~:=J, I: ~ F ~!' • f' ? : ~.~~~-~ :;:; • : 

- - -
And the Fool, with all his wisdom, appears first with an angular, hopping rhythm, which then 

smoothes into beauty as the symbolism of his singular gift is recognised - he offers a cherry

stone on a large dish: 

Ex. 169 

Giojoso • , . 
:> 

0) .r' • Drauf nalLte Heinz von Ys_sel 1 das war des H~rzogs Nan, 

F 
:> :> :> 

•• • p- I! ! •• • ~ ~ 
j' 

:> •• j' :> • :> 
~ 

~ ~~ 

later: 
poco a poco piu. !erioso e nobile . ;---r; .--.---. • 

-F I - It 
10) dar: 
~ "Ein Samenkorn [n der Er_!c, dir, \Viegenkind,ist es gleich~ 

••• ~ 

\", 
j~ I I~~ l-Y 1" rT If( ~= " p~ --- ;v::-~ p , 

3--
I I I r '-

'l:w_ 

(These last three verses are variations on a basic harmonic scheme.) 
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Bells of varying significance are heard in several ballads. In Die Glocken zu Speier (the bells of 

Speyer), one hears firstly the great 'Kaiserglocke', which is supposed to sound of its own accord 

when the Emperor dies: 

Ex.170 

IU Und :is d~r Tod ans Her. ze kam,da to nt's in Spei _ er 

Iu ; ~ I>"'~ 

: 

wun. der.sam. Die Kai. seT. glo.eke.die Ian. ge ver_stummt~von sel. ber dumpf und lang. sam summt i 
------, ~ 

Throughout the fmal verse the little' Armesiinderglocke' is heard - the 'poor sinner's bell' , also 

said to ring of itself at the death of a sinner: 

Ex. 171 

,. II II if . 
1('DCII)/eiSS\'S in Spei..er und we it und breit:' 'Ver wirddenn wohl ge _ rich_t~t h;ut'? \\rer 

II • 

1-
erNe. 

i -6- * ~ 

U mag deT ar.me sun.der sein?Sag' an,~o mag die Richtstat sein? 
II • 

pf 

• 

("Who will stand before the judgment throne tonight?") 

The tragic point in this ballad is that the Kaiserglocke mysteriously tolls for the real Emperor, 

who is dying alone, unknown and destitute, in the town of Liittich; while the sinner's bell, just as 

mysteriously, rings for his son, the present Kaiser, who usurped his father's throne, and is dying 

unloved, even though surrounded by the trappings of imperial state. It would be difficult to find 

a more economical yet movingly effective representation of the two emotionally-charged bells. 
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Bells of a very different kind adorn the bridle of the Elf-Queen's horse, and jingle gaily as she 

rides away with Tom the Rhymer: 

Ex.I72 

I~ 

F r J F Ir F J J IF r r 
und wenn sie leis' am Zii . gel zog, so • klan _ gen hell die Glo _ eke _ lein

J 
s ........ . 

'10- ..-~- ..-~- ,,-,.-.- r- !!L "-f 0- rt- ~- £1'" n- r.- ..-,- ;--t-

n 
'.tw. 

At a certain point inDer Grafvon Habsburg a priest is carrying the sacrament on ajoumey; a bell 

was carried and rung on these occasions, and the tiny sound is happily incorporated into the 

accompaniment here: 

Ex.I73 

u 

---
Drums are another common poetic allusion and their illustration is fairly predictable. In Der 

Sturm von Alhama the LH of the accompaniment provides all that is needed to evoke Byron's 

'hollow drums of war' , without essentially altering the musical phrase: 

Ex.I74 I 
...lLllP cr .. c..q 

~~~l= J J) J 0) J J) J Jl I J J) J J) J J) ,Ji p I 

I: · ;M:" :J~ ="=:"!-~IJ:Z:Z=j 
:i--r. -cr. ~t· ~t· ~. ~i' ~.. ~i' 

The circus drum in Der Mohrenfii.rst aUf der Messe is depicted by an off-key roll: 

Ex.I75 

dumpf wir _ beJt die Trommel, 
~ .. 
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At the end of this ballad the captured negro prince, reduced by slavery to this ignominious drum

beating and being fmally overcome with anguish for his distant home, shatters the drum with one 

blow, after a menacing tremolo which produces an astounding set of harmonies: 

Ex. 176 

! 
q- . 

~ Sein Au _ ge ward nass, mit dum pfom 

'6 
seen -! .: ~"" ,~, . 

Klang 

4 
_ do 

schlug er das Fell) daS5l~s ras.selnd zer.sprang. 

.ff. p ~~ 
,1 .. 

..... 

. !:if 
.~. I~ 

"!' 

Very much more conventional, but still effective in context, is the military-style accompaniment 

in Die niichtliche Heerschau seen in Example 144 (pI62), and in the following: 

Ex.177 

L .. 

These quotations could be extended to include fights, birdcalls, and other physical features which 

are as commonplace here as in any representational music, including the stock repertoire of the 

silent-film era. But with Loewe's ballads it is pre-eminently true that vertkI and printed music 

examples are no effective substitute for performance context - when the apparebt cliche in 

precisely the right place can speak volumes. The spine can be chilled or the heart touched without 

constant recourse to Romantic rhetoric, for which in any case there is no room in a fast-moving, 

economically-told ballad. 

*** 

Loewe's use of church melodies 

Max Runze (GA XVI xi) stresses the fact that Loewe all his life aimed at true nobility of mood, 

even in his secular music: in his composition "the secular is transfigured by the spiritual". 

A highly interesting fusion of the two occurs in four of the ballads, where some, or in one case all, 

of the action takes place within a church. Inevitably and rightly the church service itself contains 

blessing or atonement for one of the protagonists, and the whole tenor of the scene is in each case 

most moving, a veritable secular sermon. 



The titles and dates of these four ballads are: 

1829/30 
1834 
1837 
1853 

Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer 
Gregor auf dem Stein 
Karl der Grosse und Wittekind 
Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier 

(Schiller) 
(Kugler) 
(von Miihler) 
(YogI) 
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Schiller's long ballad was composed experimentally, Loewe setting the words normally for voice 

and piano, but also incorporating the previously-written orchestral music for the melodrama 

version by Bernhard Anselm Weber.172 

The Countess Kunigund's young page Fridolin is saved from a murderous plot by his stopping, 

at the Countess's request, to say a prayer for her sick child at the wayside church. As it is harvest 

time there are no acolytes available, and he is pressed to serve at the celebration of Mass: this 

delay is instrumental in saving his life. - While he is being robed, the 'organ' accompaniment 

plays the well-known Communion chorale by Johann Cruger, Schmucke dich, 0 liebe Seele 

(found in English hymn-books under 'Deck thyself, my soul, with gladness'). The ballad words 

continue above, almost at recitative speed: 

Ex.178 
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172See GA X xii-xiv and p21; also references on p73 - 74 of the present work. 
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A distant choir sings the Sanctus, alternating twice with the chorale in E major. Fridolin carries 

out his duties punctiliously to the very end, the 'Vobiscum Dominus' (the Lord be with you), 

where Loewe adds a genuine plainsong ending: 

Ex.179 
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The choir makes the usual response 'et cum spirito too' (and with thy spirit) to the Dresden 

Amen,173 so well known now from Wagner's use of it as the Grail motif in Parsifal: 

Ex.180 

... ~t cum spi _ ri _ tu tu_ 

The ballad was originally performed with a choir placed in the adjoining room, plus an orchestra 

and a chamber organ (see Loewe's own Foreword to the work, GA X 21, quoted on p74). 

1 
In the final page of Gregor aUf dem Stein,174 when Gregor has become pope, and receives his 

i 
mother (with whom he once unwittingly committed incest) as a penitent pilgrim in Rome, the 

ancient chant tonus peregrinus is tellingly heard in the accompaniment: 

Ex.181 
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I73Loewe also uses this (somewhat anachronistically, as here) in his opera Palestrina. It was written by 
J.O. Naumann (1741-1801) of Dresden, and has been incorporated into works by Mendelssohn ('Refonna
tion' symphony), Bruckner, and Stanford (Service in B-flat). 

17"This ballad is discussed further on p344ff). 
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Loewe's note is to the effect that one must imagine an invisible choir singing these words softly. 

He remarks that this is an old Catholic penitential hymn which Luther translated into German. 

The words here from Psalm 67 (the Deus misereatur - 'God be merciful unto us and bless us'), 

are added to facilitate correct phrasing in the accompaniment. Above its next (final) appearance 

(Loewe continues the words of the psalm in the piano part) Gregor sings the words of the Nunc 

dimittis ('Lord now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace') which is traditionally sung to the 

tonus peregrinus (in Anglican services as well). The words of the psalm, although not intended 

to be sung in performance, would probably be associated by Loewe's audience with these words 

of blessing, especially if played sensitively and phrased correctly by the pianist: 

Ex.182 
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In context, at the end of this powerful drama, and following two pages of musical portrayal of the 

pomp and ceremony of Rome, this final scene breathes a wonderful quality\<)f peace, dignity, and 

atonement. Loewe's response to the words, and the connotation of his choice pf plainsong 

melody, is illuminatingly apt. 

In Karl der Grosse und Wittekind (Le. Charlemagne and Widukind, a 9th century Westphalian 

chieftain) there is a central scene telling of Wittekind's conversion to Christianity. Charlemagne 

apparently insisted that his conquered enemies submit to baptism; he founded many bishoprics 

and through him (or because of him) the Saxons became fervent Christians. 

i 

Wittekind has suffered a shattering defeat at the hand of Charlemagne, but on the bloodstained 

field of battle he swears that Charlemagne has not yet heard the last of him: he determines to test 

God's protection of the great king. Full of thoughts of vengeance he arrives at Aachen, strides 

into the cathedral and makes as if to draw his sword. At this moment the music of the harpists (!) 

and the singing of the praying congregation is heard, a 'magic sea of sound'; the Te Deum is sung, 

the Mass is said, and Wittekind falls to his knees in acknowledgment Of Charlemagne's God. "I 

came as a vengeful enemy, I depart as a friend and a Christian." 
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Loewe uses an Ambrosian plainsong melody (see the composer's footnote in the next example) 

as an accompaniment to the narrative and dialogue; this melody would again be familiar to his 

audience as the German Te Deum, 'Herr Gott, dich loben wir'175 (we praise thee, 0 God). Once 

more Loewe has added the words to the piano part so that the pianist should appreciate and the 

listener recognise the phrasing of the splendid, ringing words, even though they are unheard. The 

first six verses of the first section of the Te Deum are used, then the first verse and the final two 

of the second section: 
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The triple Sanctus and the sanctus bell are heard: 

Ex.184 
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175No.205 in Bach's 371 chorales (C.P.E. Bach and Kiroberger's numbering); 328 in BWV. 

I 
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The fmal phrase runs '0 Lord in thee have we trusted: let us never be confounded':116 

Ex.185 
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The ballad continues with a joyful scene of reconciliation in the more 'secular', 'modem' key of 

A major; but the central portion impresses with its grand sweep of modal harmony, as strong and 

uncompromising as the great cathedral itself. 

An equally impressive, and even more dramatic, change of heart occurs in Kaiser Ottos 

Weihnachts!eier. Otto I (917 -973) was the eldest son of Henry the Fowler (Heinrich der Vogler); 

his younger brother - also Heinrich - had been fighting continually against Otto, even taking 

part in a plot to murder him, but at Christmas in the year 941 Heinrich arrived in Frankfurt to ask 

his brother's pardon. It is at this point that the ballad begins. Otto at first remains obdurate: 

having forgiven his brother twice already he hardens his heart and orders that Heinrich be put to 

death. 

Now the Abbot turns to him and reads the Gospel passage about forgiving one's brother "not 

seven times, but seventy times seven". This touches Otto's conscience, and the brothers are 

reconciled amid great joy and Christmas festivity. 

The whole action takes place within the cathedral, and bells and solemn organ todes are heard. 

Loewe gives out the hymn Veni redemptor gentium in canon at the 5th, i.e. in both authentic and 

plagal register of the mode. Luther translated this hymn into German as Nun komm, der Heiden 

Heiland (Come, Saviour of the Gentiles); Loewe's audience would be perfectly familiar with the 

melody and its seasonal (Advent) connotation: 
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176Plural 'we' and 'us' in the German; the original Latin, and the English, have the singular. 
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The ftrst phrase of the plainsong appears between the ftrst three verses of the ballad, now in G 

minor: 
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and the second phrase concludes the ftrst section of the ballad: 
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The whole melody is heard as a peroration: 
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The intoning or reciting of the Gospel passage is done in an authentic manner, Loewe even 

allowing the piano interpolations (really only a pitch indication) to be omitted, if desired: 

Ex.190 

lntonatio toni peregrini (hypophrygisch) 
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This use of church melodies to such an extent within a ballad is a highly effective, original, and 

emotive way of sketching in a locale. Objective and 'pure' though they are in themselves, these 

hymns would nevertheless carry a definite emotional weight for most of Loewe's listeners; they 

thus contribute enormously to the immediacy of environment and the 'message' of the ballad. In 

their kindling of emotional reponse by association they draw nearer to the evocation of sentiment 

as well as to its communication. 

*** 
i 
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CHAPTER 9 

The sentiment: the world of the affections 

There is no feeling in a human heart which exists in that heart alone - which is not, in some fonn 
or degree, in every heart. 

General introduction 

George MacDonald (1824-1905) 
from Unspoken Sermons (1885) 

The fundamental excellence of Loewe's ballad-writing is most keenly displayed in the musical 

expression of emotion, implicit or explicit; and in his power of subtle emotional evocation lies 

the uniqueness of his work in this form. His means are for the most part conventionally 

explainable, but there are an infInite number of touches, so deft, so original, and so sensitively apt, 

that one is constantly being startled into a sense of deja vu - except that these very touches turn 

out to be 'pre-echoes', rather, of harmonies, turns of phrase, or textures, found in the work of 

much later composers: Brahms, Wagner, Hugo Wolf, Debussy, or Richard Strauss. (Tovey's 

splendid phrase for such phenomena is 'proleptic plagiarism' .177) In this respect Loewe, with all 

his outward conformity to the provincialism of his immediate cultural environment, shows that 

spiritually (in the ballads at least) he was in tune with the forward-looking impulses of his time 

with regard to the emotive power of music. 

In studying Loewe's ballads, one learns to look for originality not so much in his musical ideas 

(though they can often surprise, too, by their economy and strength) as in his manipulation of 

them: his turning of the ordinary to good account. Die verlorene Tochter (p328ff) is a case in 

point, as are Walpurgisnacht (p307ff), Heinrich der Vogler (p294), Der alte Konig (p204), and a 

host of other ballads and parts of ballads worthy of sympathetic attention. 1 

) 

The emotional 'after-image', certainly.of his best examples, is strong indeed, in spite of the 

relatively small dimensions of the genre. Just as Schubert, with his lyrical genius, can move us 

profoundly with the universal beauty of a Nacht und Triiume, or 1m Abendrot, or exalt us with the 

universal philosophical ecstasy of An Schwager Kronos or the second Heliopolis, so Loewe can 

transport us into a personal world, peopled with Habsburg emperors, Scottish chieftains, 

watersprites or elves; with young men and maidens, soldiers and sailors, and good-humoured 

German burgers - and with wizardry of sounds coax us, or impel us, to live their lives, to feel 
• 

their anguish, fear, and joy. Philosophy and reflection have little place in the true ballad: we 

must live through the drama and its attendant emotions ourselves. There is philosophy of course, 

but implicit in action; it is not discussed by the participants.178 

*** 
177Essays in Musical Analysis vol. IV pl00. 

178See particularly Der aile Konig (p 194), Der Nack (p 139ff and 203), Der Rauber (p320) and Der M onch 
zu Pisa (p222). 
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This section deals with Loewe's musical expression of the feelings, the sympathies and 

antipathies, attributable to the ballad characters within their private drama; it begins, however, 

with a phenomenon personal to Loewe: a reflection, or a projection perhaps, of his own emotional 

reaction to certain concepts. It occurs as a remarkable response to two abstract qualities, those of 

innocent devotion and beauty. Each appears to 'trigger off' its own melodic figure; the first is 

the more common, appearing in 19 ballads, and it has been unusually interesting to note its 

genesis and later use throughout Loewe's ballad composition. 

Another feature of Loewe's writing is his use of coloratura, about which some hard things have 

been said; but it is profitable to investigate when and where he uses it, and for what reason. It 

is included in this section because the few examples in the ballads almost invariably spring from 

intensity ofjeeling. 

*** 

Two important abstract qualities and their musical motifs: 

(i) innocent devotion, and (ii) beauty 

(i)Innocent devotion 

When the words of the poem imply innocence, especially the innocence of young girls, or loved 

daughters - the 'Tochterlein' - or an innocent devotion, the love of parent and child, or of the 

hero-worshipper for the hero, Loewe frequently makes use of a descending scale figure of which 

the oUr-form' might be: 

I 

i 

The ending on the third of the scale is practically invariable; not all examples begin on the upper 

third. Apart from an example in D major, one in B-flat, two in E major, and an embryonic form 

of the motif occurring at various pitches, all the instances found are in C major, which 

subjectively speaking is the 'purest', most 'innocent' key of all. 

There follows a list of the ballads in which this motif of innocent devotion appears: 
/ 

1817 Wallhaide (D major, completed 1819) 1844 Das Wiegenfest zu Gent 
1824 Der Mutter Geist ('genu' only) 1846 Blwne.nba/lade 
1825 Abschied 1846 Der Monch zu Pisa 
1827 Goldschmieds Tochterlein 1846 Der alte Konig 179 

1832 Die Gruft der Liebenden 1853 Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier 
1834 Des Bettlers Tochter von Bednall Green 1853 Kaiser Heinrichs Waffenweihe 
1836 Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft (B-flat) 1853 Der alte Dessauer 
1837 General Schwerin 1860 Agnete 
1837 Das Erkennen (E major) 1860 Der Asra 
1844 Der Mohrenfiirstaufder Messe (E major) 

179Including the original setting of the middle section, later discarded 
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At the opening of Wallhaide the following motif is used, describing the gloomy ruined castle of 

Wallhaide's father (the story is told on pI52): 

Ex.191 
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('The stonn now howls through hall and tower') 

When Wallhaide herself (the T5chterlein) is mentioned, the phrase appears in the major - and an 

octave higher: Loewe the singer knows all about vocal colour, and how one describes a young girl 

who is 'as bright as the sun': 

Ex. 192 
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-

It is further used, in the 'warm' key of B-flat, in the ensuing love scene; an extension of the 

previous phrase is now found, yielding the full-length theme from upper to lOwer third: 

Ex.193 
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The knight, her lover, later embraces her 'with faithful longing' , the full octave appearing as 

before, but a third higher, in a bright, ardent D major: 

Ex.194 
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The theme is abandoned for the second half of this long ballad: an inevitable and logical 

procedure, as the ghostly takes over from the idea of innocent love. 

Embryonic examples of this feature are also found in Der Mutter Geist, where the falling scale-

wise figure r Lr appears at first in the piano part, with V minor-9 harmony: 

later extended to: 
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The words of these first verses are those of the cruel stepmother, but the piano interpolations keep 

steering one's attention to the anguish of the real (dead) mother, whose spirit then comes to 

comfort her ill-treated children. During the narrative the voice part uses the following simple 

figure for the words 'die Kinder weineten sehr' (the children wept bitterly), a touching cadence in 
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its context; the leading note E falling to the 5th of F major has in fact the same harmony 

superficially as that of the Ur -form, the tonality context here being different however: V-I instead 

ofI-N: 

Ex.196 
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When the mother's spirit is with her children, the harmony approaches nearer the eventual 

'standard' for this idea, although the continuation of the phrase is different in this instance: 
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('she sings to the fourth child and clasps him ') 

In this ballad one can sense the beginnings of the strong relationship with the idea of innocence 

which the figure came to assume for Loewe. 

In Abschied the first full C major version of this characteristic motif comes to light. ~ot only this, 

its gradual development can be traced from the most commonplace cadential figure into the fully

fledged scale seen in the following example: 180 

Ex.198 
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("Alas, he is leaving, the boy whom I have silently loved") 

.... 

•• 

The whole ballad breathes the essence of romantic and innocent devotion. 

18<7his aspect of Abschied is discussed on p289ff. 

... 
. . 
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A single instance is found in Des Goldschmieds Tochterlein, in the introductory first verse: the 

goldsmith calls his daughter his most precious jewel: 

Ex.199 
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Although the second phrase rises upwards, it still comes to rest on the third of the scale. 

It is worth remembering that Loewe's second daughter, Adele, was born the year this ballad was 

written. M.J.E. Brown has connected Loewe's devotion to his own daughters with his fondness 

for setting 'TOchterlein' poems.181 

The next occurrence chronologically is in Die Gruft der Liebenden. The King, Don Garcias, 

orders his chamberlain to fetch the betrothal ring from his daughter and later to escort her to her 

forthcoming wedding to the ruler of Castile. The chamberlain hears this with an aching heart: he 

himself is in love with the princess. As he kneels in obeisance to her this figure is heard: 

Ex.200 
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A version of the motif, in E minor, becomes musically significant for the rest of this section of the 

ballad: 

Ex.201 
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181Grove 6: vol.11, s.v. Loewe. 
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The very simplicity of the motif allows of transformation in Des Bettlers Tochter as well. It first 

appears at the very beginning, where the beggar's daughter Bessee is described as 'ein reizend 

schones Kind' - an enchantingly beautiful child: 

Ex.202 
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.+! • • .l»~ e-. Ein Bet. teLmann,schon Ian. ge_blind,er hat ein reL zend scha _;;e; Kind" 
JrrDIJOJ 

I ~ P 

I 

It is almost immediately augmented, as Bessee proposes to journey to London to seek her fortune: 

Ex.203 

" l' - J 1.1 Du· @Ig-g t F I V· 
IV '-' 

Man hOrt sie drum in_ Thra nen f1eh'n: "Lass, lie _ her Va . ter, lass mich gehn, 

r-.-----. '-.~ ... , .. pre .. ;.o portanio 

F 
- ::: : 1 ;'; ;:1 ~:~)! I:; I , 

~ I r 
J ~ ~ ~'1 ---

One of her suitors tries to persuade her with this version of the phrase: 

Ex.204 
nobile mossp 

~ 

loJ 
.'P:':'cht: "An meiner Brust_ er3ahre lauter Freud', 

loJ q ... cresco "", I" ........ 
I 

~. 

As she explains to her three suitors where to find her father, the blind beggar of Bethnal Green, the 

phrase is extended to this form: 

Ex.205 

::£resc. ::> dim 

J. 
~ .) 

kennt. d~n als Va _ _ ter ehrt _ Bes.see! 
~ r;;-----. ~ at~po 

f~ hin, wer je _ ;;15 ihm AL rno _ _ sen lieh. 

~ --------- .. ~ ------~ ~--------- ~ 
'" .-: 

cresco dim. 
colla p~rte 1- ~'---' • • ~ .. ... P.,t! ~ =-

....... J.-i' .. .... 
~ ~ Yi,...-' ...... 1,..00' 

A"",i l1 o Y 

(., "' .. J" .... 

("Everyone who has given him alms knows him as Bessee's honoured father") 
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At the denouement of this 30-page ballad the phrase occurs immediately before and after the 

'beggar's' story of his fortunes: 

Ex. 206 

Larghetto affettnoso p 

; ;) ; -1; 
1-"< - ji ,U 

l·Des b~ den Bett _ lers M _ ter .,rohnf im Huttchen einst 
ben tenuto :--===:= ~ :: l' ...- -j 7 ......... ' ... . . ~.- . 

p:---p ,,-- -----

-" " - -- 'Ll>, 

Far away in time from the innocence of youth is the gentle innocence of old age, and in 

Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft the scale motif appears as an integral phrase (in B-flat) in the fIrst 

section of this ballad. The old grandfather is left at home while the children and their parents go 

off dancing for the whole evening - on their return he is found dead, having dreamed in the 

meantime of his happy days of youth, and having been at last lulled to rest by angel spirits. The 

motif appears in this four-square form in the opening verse; the words tell how 'only Grandfather 

sits alone at home': 

Ex.207 

J~ 
:'Iloderato 

J J) j) J IU sie 
I _ _ ' 

wa_ren al _ Ie 2.um Tanzplatz hinaus, der Ur.grosssa.ter nur sitzet zu Haus,l 

IU - ," .. '* .. 't' ______ ?? 
~. ? ==---

-w ?1~'" !" ~ ! 

General Schwerin, a lament for a military commander, may seem an odd subject for this group of 

ballads, but the innocent devotion of a soldier for his admired hero seems to prompt its use here; 

this ballad is strophic, and the phrase appears essentially unaltered in each verse: 

Ex.208 
menofl .. .. 

j) J) )1 -tl )1 jlJ ;] I J J J .. 
I~ _ vier Ku..geln in der Pra _ ger Schlacht lie ha_ben meinem Gene.ral den_ Tod gebracht 

" 

S g CI: : I:" 
r.~ F' -' .. .- l. : p,-------. 
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In Das Erkennen, a young man returns home after much wandering to find that he is no longer 

recognised. An abortive C major version is found as he greets his former sweetheart but is 

ignored; this is another upward-rising example, this time to the higher 5th: 

Ex.209 
~ ·-------,1 -

rcho...nenWllL komm!" __ 

.... . ;:~ ; ~~ ~ 
[OJ blu_hen.dc ]ungSrau,viel 

'L;l. 

But his mother does recognise him, with this full outburst high in E major: 

Ex.2IO 

u ~ rit. 
a tempo 

r.-.,y 

I U sonst nichts mehr. Doch sieh, das 

l'~ .. ,;< ~ ~"m .. 

r 

schluch_zet voll Lust:"Mein Sohn!" und_ sinkt an des Bur. schenBrust 

-=:::::: - Tit. ;-: .~ 
r [ir pplr GJ 

.. r I;;; {tlimin. 

Seven years later, almost exactly the same version appears in the final ballad of the 'Mohrenfiirst' 

trilogy - Der Mohrenfiirst aUf der Messe (the Moorish, i.e. Negro, prince in the circus; see 

ppI75-6 above for an indication of the context.) This is perhaps the emotional climax of the 

whole cycle; a simpler version of this motif has just appeared in C major dod the high tessitura 

of the E major phrase is deliberate, as in Example 210. The captive prince here rem~mbers with 

passionate yearning his wife adorning her hair with pearls: 

Ex.211 

::::::=- Jlm_'~ 

und Haar mit Per _I~ geschmuckt._ 
1--,. , a tempo 

The little turn at the cadence is a characteristic figure occurring under stress of yearning or 

nostalgia (compare Example 273, p226 below). 
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Another ballad written in the same year as the MohrenfUrst trilogy is Das Wiegenfest zu Gent, in 

which this breath of innocence is felt, not in the voice part but in the accompaniment, as the Fool 

brings his gift of a cherry stone to the infant Charles V (see also p173); he likens the child to the 

cherry stone: both possess a kernel which will grow and flower under the right conditions. As 

he speaks of "the warm blessing of the Earth" this phrase appears: 

Ex.212 
f dim 

U deihn. 
., • 

• .Q::r ELde war_men Se gen, 
, 

\-
cresco ~ [,fi '. I ~f r,. ,; Im.-- '- , 

61- -"- ~ 
: 

The voice part is doubling the bass, but the 'innocence' motif is simply and clearly stated in the 

piano part; it occurs only once. 

Blumenballade (1846) is a flower fantasy; a ballad perhaps in its poignancy of emotion, albeit 

rather stylised. The snowdrop grieves that she will have to die before seeing all the other 

colourful flowers of Spring; the innocent, pure white flower has to disappear long before the bees 

arrive, and this scale figure seems to provide the apt, regretful cadence here. Note the halting of 

the bees' activity: 

Ex.213 

"' 

t.J Bien . leineJch urn _ sum _ men, ist's Hingst urn mich ge _ schehn! 

\I"'~ .. ~ 9 T ........ -,-
"4 

Der Monch zu Pisa (J.N. Vogl), written in the same year as Blumenballade, is a far more 

important and profound example: one of the great introspective ballads. A very early Habsburg 

ruler, known as John the Parricide (in fact he killed his uncle, Albert I, in 1308) later became a 

monk. In the ballad he is walking in the cloister garden, weighed down with grief and guilt; three 

times he cries out, and Loewe uses the 'innocence' motif here with moving effect: 

Ex.214 

.~ Li _ Ii _ e rein. 

dim 

"Ach,wcr,wieBlumcn,k6nnte schuldlos scin!" 

,~ h~ 

u ---- ........ I...W \.......l"..,j 

~~,I 
,. 

("Ab, who could ever be as innocent as these flowers?") 

~ .. f 
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Note the piano's echo, with the scale motif in the tenor voice, and the 'solo' E; and particularly 

the fact that neither the vocal nor the piano motif reaches the lower third. 

At the end of the following quatrain this music is exactly repeated, to lines recalling the song of 

the birds: "Ab, but who can now fmd comfort in song?" At the third repetition the phrase begins 

on the upper tonic, but reaches at last to the lower third; the piano accompaniment continues the 

quaver triplets which are a constant feature of the ballad, and the texture is full and sonorous: 

Ex.215 

,. 
dim. 

I I ~ 
.' .' .' 1 - = 1-·' 

Er- de,ofL ne du dich 

~'-

-=:::::' 
]1 ~, J. 

denn du nur 

dim. e rita,rd. 

!i- J) J ~J) I 
, 
I .. .' til. gest rneLne bl~!;U1"~. gc 

I ,I 
~ .. 
Schuld!" 

-- .. 
TTT 

("0 Earth, open and in mercy receive me;" - continuing: "only thou canst wipe away my blood-guilt!") 

The key of this ballad is a chromatically tormented E minor; the recurring C major of the 

'innocence' phrase is by contrast doubly calming and relevant to the mood of the words. 

Der alte Konig is not a historical or dramatic ballad; in fact the poem (also by J.N. Vogl) has a 

legendary, dream-like quality, Maeterlinckian in its symbolism. (This ballad and Der Monch zu 

Pisa were written 12 days apart from each other, in May 1846; complete copies appear in the 

Supplement, pp374 and 372 respectively.) - An old King, physically aged, but whose heart is 

still proudly that of a King, walks before his castle. A beautiful young girl stands in Jis presence, 

her hair more golden than his crown, h~r lips redder than his royal robe; he gazes at her, then 

slowly takes the crown from his own head and places it upon hers ... and limps away. 

Loewe's original version of the central section, the description of the young girl, took the 

following form, the scale of 'innocence' in its entirety:182 

Ex.216 

Yiel gel - ber sind ih - re Lo - eken, 

182See GA X xvii. 
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This Loewe discarded. This section was re-written in E major;183 at the same point in the poem 

the 'innocence' motif is kept - but elaborated and indeed disguised within the accompaniment, 

appearing ftrst in the LH 'tenor' part (a), then in the RH of the piano part (b): 

Ex.217 

. 
u 

~~ ~.L 

I" 
~~ 

e;a= 

• .. 

-

Viel geLber sind ih 

~ ~ ~ 
!. -. ,......, 

-
.., 

T T .. 
(a) r 

~.L 

.. 

WE! 
~ ;:'E I 

re Lo eken, 

-==-
~ 

'- I 

"-fl~" I' -=F= ! 

In the ftnal section, as the King gazes silently at the girl, the following phrase is found, which 

should be compared with Example 212, of two years earlier: 

Ex.218 

.. ~ 1a. ellie, 
I 

e6' • u 
'/ und was sein Herzer - be bet. 

A'~ un, P"l0 rt ~1l~ 0-1 a. temp~ 

2 J u ~ .".." ~"'cresc, ~ . .. r .,. to 
I .= >->:~ .... "'> ~-;-----. ~ ~ ;~ 

I • • • - • I 
f 

It is obvious that, given the very similar inner content of these two narratives ~ the recognition 

of a future destiny in an innocent being, by the Fool in one instance, and by the old King in the 

other - Loewe's spiritual-musical awareness turns naturally to this simple motif, which has 

already so often depicted the innocent. 

Three ballads containing versions of this theme were written in 1853; all three are historical, and 

the phrase appears only once in each case, prompted by particular words in the poem. 

183A polarity ofkey noted previously in p140 and p142, n.I64; also p192 (Examples 209, 210). 
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In Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier (see also p181ff) the text relates to the Abbot's intoning the 

Scriptures, 'the sound of the holy words'; this is very close to the simple Ur-form: 

Ex.219 

1& • 
, ; : ~ I nJW _ .. I; ! i 

~ 
Munde cler heil~gen \\rorte Klang) 

~ t: ! 
~ .. ~ .... q. ~~ -, t: --=-= 

A suggestion of the motif appears in the piano part only of Kaiser Heinrich's Waffenweihe; the 

poem here has just referred to King Henry's weapons, which, so the legend goes, God forged for 

him in one night of tremendous thunderstorm. (This Henry was Henry V (1081-1125), one of the 

Salian, or Frankish, Emperors.) The phrase here takes on a more 'public' quality, less of 

innocence than of stateliness, but the outline is present: 

Ex.220 

:J:. 
'tw. 

Der alte Dessauer tells of the old warrior, Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau, whose 23-year-old 

daughter is dying: 184 his prayers are touchingly intermingled with reminder~ to the "old General 

up there" of his battle honours and bravery; but now, for the first time, he is afraid:fte cries out 

twice, "leave me my dear child!": 

Ex.221 

, r.\ 

r p p 'LJiGJ)I~4:3 I 
lassmirmein lie ~ bes Kind, Kind!" 

Although the motif appears in isolation in this ballad, its rhythm and harmony stand out 

sufficiently strongly from their context to match the climactic import of the words, and the fact 

18
4Loewe's own 23-year-old daughter Adele had died in 1851. 
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that the tiny falling figure of three notes r U is used sequentially, to culminate in a 

richly spaced cadence, adds to the emotional effectiveness. (1bis ballad is further discussed on 

pp236 and 238.) 

The two f'mal examples were written in 1860. Der Asra is another tale of a servant silently in love 

with his mistress, in this case a Sultan's daughter. He watches her devotedly as she goes to the 

fountain at evening: 

Ex.222 

, "Cn pochettino pin Iento. -- I I" 

E~;· OW i I 
IU .... _ i;;;;d_ .. 

Tag _ lich_ stand der_ jun ge_Skl. ve urn die_ A zeit_ am_Spring~brunn, 

II II II II 

IU •• UJ:t U:J:UJ: ••• ' ............ _ ........ ;J •• •••••••••••• ;;;'JJ .... .." .... .,." ... ...... J 
: 

!!! B I 
~- .. ~ ,; 

I 

InAgnete the f'IrSt appearance of the theme is at the point when Agnete at last returns to her mother 

on land, having received grudging permission to do so from her merman husband. The idea is 

here extended over a whole verse, at their meeting with tears and prayers: 

Ex.223 

Pin ritenuto. 

li~ . be~ Kind, Ag 
~ ne _ te, 
~ 

At a later occurrence of the motif, a longing for her former innocent life underlies a mood of 

righteous anger; the merman has followed Agnete in order to drag her back to her 'home' under 

the sea. She refuses: "even if my life had put down roots there, it was empty of love: here I 

breathe life and love ... ": 

Ex.224 

j. risolulo 

IV hier 
r eiD?);I; J 

I «J JOO hat es_ \\'"ur _ zeIn ge _ sch1a 

~~~ .. _ gen, athm' ich _ Le _ ben und Lie be, 
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It may be seen from these examples that an emotional common denominator certainly lies b~hind 

the use of this scale motif, whether conscious or not it is not possible to know; Loewe must surely 

at some point have observed his own instinctive turning to this figure. The feature may have 

originated in his improvising of ballads, which he enjoyed, and publicly cultivated, throughout 

his life. The phrase, simple as it is, is a real 'singer's phrase', with its frequent initial attack on 

a ringing upper E major 3rd - even G-sharp in two particularly impassioned examples - and its 

gentle downward curve. 

*** 
(ii)Beauty 

The concept of beauty frequently elicits a theme based firmly on, and winding round, the major 

3rd of the scale. Its oUr-form' is approximately: 

• #I • 
( , ) 

• 

In contrast with the 'innocence' motif, which nearly always inclined towards C major, the tonality 

of the following examples is varied, but the connotation in every case is distinctly that of beauty, 

striking beauty. 

The seven ballads containing this theme are listed below, together with a legend, Der Gesang, 

which is included for the interest of its date, poet, and subject-matter: 

April 
April 

1834 
1836 
1836 
1839 
1844 
1844 
1844 
1857 

Gregor auf dem Stein 
Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft 
Der Gesang (legend) 
Die verlorene Tochter 
Tod und TOdin 
Der Mohrenfiirst 
Die M ohrenfiirstin 
DerTeufel 

Kugler 
Yogi (angels) 
Yogi (angels) ) 
Folk, adapted by Zuccalmaglio 
Tscbabuscbnigg 
Freiligrath 
Freiligrath 
The Koran (angels) 

The first example, from Gregor auf dem Stein, is a theme associated with the Queen in the story: 

Ex.225 
p 

Sie war an Huld und An_muth reich, 
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The words at this, its fIrst appearance, signifying' she was rich in grace and comeliness' , plant the 

connotation of beauty in the listener's mind; at its later appearances the theme carries the Queen's 

own words (gentle, loving, reassuring), with one exception: when a stricken and remorseful 

Gregor himself speaks, a tempo change to Allegro assai virtually doubles the speed of the 

accompanying quavers, but the true speed of the melody is left unaltered as the time values are 

doubled: 

Ex.226 

, sempre forte 

,f.) 
0 h~_ te nim _ mer mein sieg _ reich Schwert , - . , 

If.)~;'" I '¥J ~J ~ +J ~~. ~~ .. -
I af!;i'lalo I . 

, 
I ~ -9- v v 

("0 would that my victorious sword bad never [attempted to resist your enemies]") 

The use of the theme here is in the realm of leitmotif: by his victory Gregor has been inextricably 

involved with the Queen, at once his mother and his wife. IS5 

The following example from Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft with its lilting 12/8 time and sweeter 

major key should be compared with the 'innocence' phrase from the same ballad (Example 207, 

p191). Now the 'dreaming child' is among the angels, not sitting sadly albne: 

i 

Ex.227 
, " 

f.) - .+." r - .~ .... , r ( i i 

herzt ibn SQ miLde, :;:,s kos't ihn so lind, so sitzt un. ter En < geln das - e-

<- ,-: 
1L--/ 1 1-: T~ ~ ~ 

( I i I 
: 

, 

f.) 
trau _ men.de Kind) 

185See also pp178-9 and 344ff. 
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The legend Der Gesang, written in the same month as Urgrossvaters Gesellschajt, has the initial 

figure (a); at its reprise and further repetition this figure takes on the outline (b): a step closer to 

the Ur-form: 

Ex.228 

(a) ( I 

e
· ~:;a;::; 1 ~~. W1~ 

. 

ErschaUcn schon (k.: Er de lag, 
. -= 
.~ .. ~ .. -.t -r~~F r m 

- ~I-

-~"" -r .... ~F 

(b) 

" ~ 
L'ndwic cr 

~ ~ .. 
. 

~t -:_ wun _ der _ bar) 

st 

The poem tells of God's 1mal gift to the Earth before he made Man - that of song; and (b) occurs 

as one of the angels blows on a reed pipe so that the birds may learn the art first. The idea of 

angelic beauty pervades even these naiVely sentimental words - enough for Loewe's character

istic response. 

In Die verlorene Tochter the phrase assumes importance as one of the chief melodic germs of the 

ballad. It appears right at the beginning (a); beauty is not mentioned explicitly at first, only the 

fact that the King lost three daughters; Loewe obviously imagines these three 'TOchterlein' to be 

beautiful, and the later use of the theme «b) 'she is a pretty and well-mannered young girl') 

supports this idea: 

Ex.229 

(a) 
Moderato. 

Es flogen drei SchwaIbeJcin U_ber den Rhei 

<7. 

p 

(b) 
t 

Andantino. 

ist cinttig_deJein hubsch und fein, 

....... .... .. . .. 

... 

In Tod und Tiidin the phrase appears once only, at the description of 'Lady Death': 'a pale and 

beautiful woman'. The semiquavers appear again and the whole motif takes on a certain 

elegance; note the Italian performance indications: 

Ex.230 
un pochettino ritenenfe molio cantabile 

A 
;;,;- , 

1 I' Ed' 
.0) 

Sie ist ein scho 
tra1Ufuillo, menu mltace - ~~ bIas _ ses Weib, 

:0) 

~~b 
'-- '- .. .. 

!::~ .. !t:. ;:-I'"> r !-:- r ~ .. .. 
! ! .t-

'fill. 
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This motif reaches its utmost expressiveness in Der Mohrenfiirst and Die Mohrenfiirstin. Loewe 

seems to be attempting a very special description of the exotic beauty of the negro princess 

decking her hair with pearls from the Indian ocean, a present from her prince: 

Ex.231 

, >- II H P C1Ji l Q gr , ~ ~ 10) 

~ 
Sich" glinzerule Per ~ len bring' ich dir dar! Sie flicht dUTch dcin krau - ses schwarzesHaart 

, ... '"' II l! 

10) ~ '-=.JC". 7f~ !:~ $ $ $ $$..-..- $ • • ••• :. J i:!;; 1:-; ~ -~ - ~ P 
"- -. -- .. 

-~ ~~ ::± .. 

When the prince rides off to battle, she is left to wait patiently for him; the next ballad of the 

trilogy is in a languishing 12/8 time, Adagio non troppo, and mention of the pearls occasions this 

beautiful version of the theme, appearing again in the manner of a leitmotif: 

Ex.232 

The final ballad of this group, Der Teufel, is a work of an entirely different cast; the words are 

from the Koran: the 2nd Sura (called The Cow). God commands the angels to bow in worship 

to Man; they reply, "Behold, the image of God!" The whole concept of this'first section demands 

music of the highest type of beauty, and sure enough, a fleeting but recognisable vtrsion of this 

motif is there, clothed in the classic euphony of A-flat major: 

Ex.233 

- = dolce -
If' -+=- - r II 

-t) i . ben_ .bildI" an, schaut an Je _ ho_ _ vah's- E 

A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --= ,~lillJl~;~ If! It) 
;-;~~ !~-"T- ~~~ ~ • t ~ .J. I J. 

, r 

Though these examples are comparatively few in number, their relationship can hardly be denied, 

and they furnish us with one more tiny clue as to Loewe's intimate rapport with the words he 

chose to set. 

*** 
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Loewe's use of coloratura 

The singer or reader of Loewe's ballads and songs will soon discover a wealth of vocal coloratura . 

. This can take one of the following forms: 

a short cadenza, 

a more lengthy, smoothly flowing melismatic phrase. 

In most cases, investigation of the words or the dramatic situation clarifies the reason for these 

effusions. The first type is perhaps less justifiable in a true ballad, unless used humorously, as the 

music distracts from rather than supports the words. Stylistically it is harking backwards (to 18th 

century ornamentation) or digressing sideways (into the world of opera), and in Loewe's case it 

can perhaps be seen as a weakness of self-indulgence, the singer taking over. He himself would 

occasionally (' when deeply affected') break out into an extra flourish at a final cadence, according 

to Runze, who gives an example from Heinrich der Vogler :186 

Ex.234 

If riten. ===-- ~ 

u 
Herr Gott, wie dir's ;; _ £alltl" 

.. II ~ /'";' 

. v ,.sist d~utschen Rei_ches \Vi~ and 
II· "".;--..""/'";' 

u '-I ... r'-/' ~.:;: i I.ii J: 
rifen. '""'==-- .rJ' t":\ 

. ..-
~ .... ~:± ... 

:::! 

which in performance became: 

Ex.235 

'" JJ ""='" 

f-F~===f g£~ 
deut-schen Rei - ches Will' Ie 

and Et1~ 
~=. ;l 

Herre Gott, wie 

ij ii' qa~'1=-t~ ............ --
dir's ge - - fant!e 

When Loewe was asked why this had not been written into the music, he replied, "You don't 

write that sort of thing - you feel it!" And again: "You sing things like that, certainly, but you 

don't compose them."187 These comments presumably refer directly to a performance of 
i 

Heinrich der Vogler: if so, and bearing in mind that this ballad was written in 1836, these 

---_ ... ----

1
86See GA IV iv-v. 

187GA IV v; "So 'was sehreibt man nieht, das empfindet siehl" - "So etwas singt man wohl, doeh so 
komponiert man Dieht." 
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embellishments seem an anachronism if nothing else; harmless enough, though, in private 

performance, and Loewe's remarks in fact shed an interesting light on performance practice of the 

time. 1SS 

A written-out cadenza ad libitum appears in Die Schwanenjungfrau (1857), on the word 

'wedding-feast', which seems to provide enough excuse for the flourish: 

Ex.236 

,. II !! ~ _ 101\ 
""' 

a enz,a a iit'tl.':." ,.t~·-=I":\~ 1":'\ 

oJ - zurn HO::='_ 0< ~ 
j. 

fest. __ Homund Flote, _ zeits. fest. 
~ # r", d. 

oJ i- i- i ,fi' I folia parie p.~ 
r· ----= 

1":'\ .JJ 1~1 
II 

-T ~ '7 

The dozen or so examples in the ballads of the second type of coloratura, consisting of 

exceptionally melismatic vocal lines, can be attributed to two causes: a supernatural element in 

the poem or, far more frequently, an intensity of emotion, a sheer overflowing of the heart in joy 

or anguish. As Martin Luther so effectively has it: "Wess das Herz voU ist, dess gehet der Mund 

tiber" (whose heart is full, his mouth overflows).189 

Both elements are combined in Der Nock, and nowhere is the joy of singing for its own sake better 

illustrated: not only is the non-human involved, the NOckhimself, the spirit Jfthe waterfall, sings 

to his harp as part of his natural existence. After the troubled central section of the bhllad (p 141, 

Example 111, P 141 above), the final melisma is so long that all impression of character or story 

fades away (as the composer surely intends) and one revels in the sheer richness and beauty of 

sound. The NOck continues singing as the evening closes round him: 

Ex.237 overleaf 

188Berlioz (Memoirs, translated by David Cairns, p305) records his 'outrage' at having trills and grace 
notes inserted into the Scene aux champs of his Symphonie Jantastique by the 1st oboe of the Dresden 
orchestra in 1843. 

1~9Matthew 12:34 (Luther'S translation of the Bible); the English Authorised version runs: 'out of the 
abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh'. 
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Ex. 237 

v nacht, ____ _ • 
er si-;gt bis in~ Jie SteT_ 

-fT. 1#". 
1-----------1 

... 
I 

~ = -

---------- , -
OJ - "-.:::.. ___ ~.___:'. ~ nCIU1:~t" 

~ .... ~~ " ,--= 

1-

-fT. 
I 

- -
.... ... 

The watersprite's song in Der Fischer, though many years earlier, has a distinct affinity with the 

N5ck's melody (cf. Ex.1D4, p138 above), and later in the ballad becomes even more vehement: 

Ex.238 

sicht _ nicht 

3f~ 

dop _ _ _ pelt, 

+~ 
dop _ _ p:tt 
~ 

scho _ _ ~r her? 

fA. f.?-----' 

p 
1.11 

~~ ~~ =r---------
I ", 

In context there is nothing artificial about these examples - the long, abandoned phrases seem a 

natural expression of the elemental world. 

But human passions also, of joy or grief, furnish several instances of coloratura. ,An intensity of 

loss gives rise to these final bars from Der Wirth in Tochterlein; not only loss, but also the word 

'Ewigkeit' (eternity): the young man has dicovered that his sweetheart is dead, but he affirms that 

he will continue to love her for ever: 

Ex.239 
Jim e morenJo 

f '""' ~ r.-. 

".,yt I 
. I . I . I . I . Ii ~ 

I'" I und wer_dedich lie_ben;;; E. 
~ 

. - Mg. keit!" 

~ .~ t J ~"liJ j rj l)J ............ ~i- .. A~ 

1'· 
I 1 I~ 

PriolCi .. i~O morrnrio ... I-f d~m. 

'"""' 1 1":\ _fI"_ ~ 

?J ~ r ~ ?J _?J---y [ I ~ J ---

I 
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A similar short cadenza occurs at the end of Der Asra; the slave declares that he is of the tribe of 

the Asra, from Yemen, "who die when they love": 

Ex.240 

IU , welche ster _ bien, wenn sie 

con Jorza 

rq? ? 1-
cre.<;c. r;{. -= 

. n 172¥;s. :'g I Ii 
lie _ ben, weLche ster _ _ ben, wenn sie_ lie _ ben.u 

r.-. .. r.-. 

I~ •••• •••••••• ••• ••••• 'tJ 

if if if 
I *' ,-& tF : ... ... 
!if dolc. if .f., 1":\ 

- I T ... ... I I :e: 

The words 'sterben' (die) and 'lieben' (love) are naturally enough the vehicles for this very 

operatic but nonetheless emotionally apt final phrase. 

A situation akin to that in Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet (or Verdi's Aida) is found in Die Gruft 

der Liebenden, where the lovers are finally entombed together. The youth discovers his beloved 

apparently dead (actually only in a self-drugged sleep, though this is not said in so many words) 

and pours forth all his grief and love: 

Ex.241 
.It II II 

L rr=u IJ --- fEUI 1 
,u barg! ,,0 du, die ich im Le _ b;; stumm ge _ lieht, 0 hier imGra _ be darf iclis dir ver 

~ I'""T"i; ri'":'"71 ~ r-rn r-M 

con ~ra: espressione 

,t) 
~-~- ............ ~ .... ITfiii""~" •• U . .; .. ~; . -

L -.I. j 
j==.~ 

: 
.... w...u L..L..!..J I v .... 4: 

v -<T 11. -; 

Operatic this may be, but surely not without significance; the whole mood at this point tends to 

the operatic externalising of inner feeling, being verbally more introspective than the rest of the 

ballad. 

Returning Springtime, fresh flowers: these ideas occasionally produce an effusion of notes, 

perhaps reinforcing the notion of burgeoning life. Example 242 comes'from Die Schliisselblume 

(the cowslip) - 'the lark has sung her fIrst song in praise of Spring'; and Example 243 from 
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Blumenballade (subtitled 'the snowdrop') - 'But see, a gentle breeze blows from the West' 

(bringing back the migrating birds, heralding Spring): 

Ex.242 

I~' I CifEll:' ! I Ei! U ell r W raH H Hili fflUj II m I 
. LeT. che zu_ des Friih _ lings Ruh _ me hat_ ihr Erst _ lings _ Iied_ ge _ sun _ gen, 

crWUJWtItIZ:I:a_'-I::'tl' i~l:r=-I=f= 
Ex.243 

~ ~ .... -----
IOJ 

sieh, mit luft'_ gen Sdiwrr;: gen kommt schoD-ein West da _ her, dem 

~ ~ ~ 

OJ ......... .. .. .............. ... .. ., ., ., ,7 -
_--.., f-\ 

Two further examples are from flower fantasies: Der Blumen Rache (Example 244) and Der 

Mummelsee (Example 245; see also pp148-9). Both have a more or less dramatic narrative; both 

deal with flowers in an imaginative, if not wholly supernatural, sense. 

Ex. 244 

OJ S=m~d~d1m . ;, 
.. 
~. 

::=- -Bin _ sen.stuh _ Ie 

-=-:L .• 

(,On the rush stool stands a gleaming goblet..with flowers, scented. brightly-coloured. freshly picked') 

Ex.245 

" .. ~ -"""""- ~ fr 

, 0) 
und schwe.ben l~ ~: _ her _im K~, G~_ 

~ --"""'" 

10) ........ J!: it· ==""" =.........i 
~ar _ ter Ro _ the pran _ - _ gen. 

~- -~. 

10) - .,. .. ** 
.,..,. ":j :j 

'OJ 

~ ~ tt 
, .. -:J:'; • i;· ~_r 'V . . 

0) ~~ ~, 

(the waterlilies 'sway in a ring, white faces, white limbs, until their pale cheeks blush with roses') 
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In these four flower poems, and especially in the last two, the combination of the non-human and 

utter fantasy can justify Loewe's fairly extensive use of coloratura. In these particular cases it is 

perhaps the musical equivalent of a story-teller's whisper, widening eyes, or change of voice in 

order to emphasise non-earthly happenings. 

A famous example of the humorous use of coloratura is found in Des Glockentiirmers 

Tochterlein, where the elaborate voice part beautifully portrays the height of lower-middle-class 

exaggerated gallantry - a Minnesinger in fustian. The accompaniment is lightly sketched in, 

and the humour, both musical and verbal, rests with the singer. The title means 'the young 

daughter of the bell-tower keeper' and the lover extols her 'high' life: "My 'high' -born 

sweetheart; of course she is ... Her father was high-born, her mother, highly-chosen, conferred 

'high' birth on her daughter - oh, yes!" 

Ex.246 
Iii ~ IO!!! 

(=- 01:r :: :: I.~;~:. ~ 
IV , . ' .. .- .... • ... 7 ..... 

(M<"") hoch gebor_nes SchiiLzelcin, soUf os _nichthoch_gc _ be_ren sein? Der Va ter hoch.ge • bo . ren, die 

II I 

:t;!;~I; :T I 1'· 
M • :+ 

U Mut _ tcrhoch_: _ ~ ren, hat 

V·'····.. t Uu 
I ' 4° 

riJ!!ato 

- if _______ ~ 

r 
r.-. 

In -hoch • ge .~ __ • ihr ~. 

f t fft 

(Runze likens the bell-interlude on the piano to the chime on Potsdam Garrison church.) 

The example from Der kleine Schiffer of the rolling dice, already quoted in Example 161, p171, 

is humorous too, with more than a touch of realism. 

As may be seen, coloratura is not common in the ballads, and in every case can be explained (if 

not always vindicated) by words or mood, emotion, or characterisation. 
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Many more of Loewe' s songs include a coloratura which seems to be elaboration for its own sake, 

musically diffuse and rambling, though still springing from some vivid word or idea. Two 

examples make interesting comparison with those from the ballads: the fIrst is from Die Freude 

(Joy), with words by Goethe. This is a duet written in 1844 for Loewe's daughters Julie and Adele 

to sing (they would be about 18 and 17 at the time). The words involved here are 'spring' (of 

water) and 'dragonfly' - 'it whirs and hovers and neverrests ': for Loewe, there is his excuse and 

justification: 

Ex.247 

. 
Sie schwirrt und schwe _ _ _ bet, 

~ ---, J71&J· .. JJ [#·~-·7 :* I 
undra. __ _ 

f 

If.) _ stet nie, und ra'.· ~ _ _ stet nie, 

I': '". · · · . I,·. • •• 

The second example, from Ganymed (also by Goethe), written in 1836 or 1837, is an extreme one, 
I 

as to both pitch and length. It is also revealing to compare it with Schubert's intimate, intense and 

concise (but for him still exceptionally melismatic) fInal bars from the ~e poem, with the 

ecstatic words: "Upwards, embracing and embraced, above to thy bosom, all-lovin!J Father!": 

Ex.248 (Loewe) 

"II 
_------~- ~ __ f-----. dimin. - • ~ --e-" ~~ ~ -== ;j _ _ . -'E. . i ~ r -. I fE5( @::::) 

I~ :;;t:"' 

f" ;- .. -
~- ~- ~-

.. II ...... v CrUc. L_ dimin. 

I~ p . lie _ _ _ bender Va_ 

I 

I I -,j- .. - .-
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Ex.249 (Schubert) 

~ eu - rem Schoosse auf - warts! um - fangend umfan-gen! auf-warts an dei _ nen Bu - - sen, all- - -lie - ben-der F ,~~, ~ ,...., ,...., I J~"~ _ ,111 o [h It~ I! I fA 
C1'B3C. -

I 

r II .... -
@;g flRr IJ (1"----1 ~fE I r? J t If) ,UJ ifF i J . I - i - I - I - I - \I 
~ Va, - - - - - ter, all- - - - - lie- ben-der Va,- - - - - ter! 

1;11 
~a 

t ---------- ~i1i liW1! II 
II ~.":'\ 

~ ~ ~". ~~d "h~; ~~ I; :;,-
:> 1':\ 

; ! - , 

This is merely further evidence that Loewe's real strength in the realm of emotional portrayal 

shows itself not in setting philosophical or exalted words such as these, but in bringing to musical 

life vivid words which arise from inner or outer drama; his harmonic and textural imagination 

then comes into play, raising his musical inspiration infinitely higher. 

*** 



CHAPTER 10 

Loewe's musical expression of the affections 

Ausgesetzt auf den Bergen des Herzens. Siehe, wie klein dort, 
siehe: die letzte Ortschaft der Worte, und hoher 
aber wie klein auch, noch ein letztes 
GehOft von Gefiihl. Erkennst du's? .. 
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(Exposed on the mountains of the heart. Look, how tiny there, look - the last 
village of words, and higher up - but look how small it is - one last croft of 
feeling. Can you see it? .. ) 

Rainer Maria Rilke 
(translated by Leonard Forsterl90

) 

*** 

"The only way of expressing emotion in the form of art is by finding an 'objective correlative'; 
in other words a set of objects, a situation, a chain of events which shall be the formula of that 
particular emotion; such that when the external facts, which must terminate in sensory 
experience, are given, the emotion is immediately evoked."191 

In these lines T.S. Eliot is referring to poetic drama. With little adjustment, however, one may 

transfer his 'objective correlative' or his 'external facts' to the sphere of musical expression, 

where his 'set of objects' (a), his 'situation' (b), and his 'chain of events' (c), could be applied 

(respectively but not mutually exclusively) to: 

(a) 

thematic ideas 

rhythmic ideas 

figuration 

(b) 

harmonic stability 
or instability 

tessitura 

change of register 

(c) 

tOlial and thematic 
progres~ion 

/ 
by which "the emotion is immediately evoked". 

The ballad poems possess their own verbal 'objective correlatives'192 and any musical setting 

thereof becomes a unique fusion of emotive elements. The elliptical style of many of the poems 

has, moreover, to fmd its counterpart in musical implication; and music is a pre-eminently 

suitable vehicle for this type of parallel suggestion, as its very structure relies on memory. The 

190The Penguin Book of German Verse p407. 

191T.S. Eliot: Hamlet (1919); reprinted in T.S. Eliot: Selected Prose ed. John,Hayward 

192Particularly in the formulre of their refrains and in their cumulative repetitions. 
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whole interest derived from motivic transformation and development relies on our continuing 

awareness of the original: a brief reminder, of even part of a theme, is often sufficient to touch in 

a specific idea. And it has been noted in Chapter 1 that music's actual means of expression is full 

of emotional connotation. 

When the musical expression or arousal of the affections is confined to the epigrammatic 

dimension of the ballad (i.e. as distinct from drama on an operatic or scenic scale), one is 

confronted by the need for immediacy of idea. There is no time for lengthy atmosphere-creation, 

or emotional build-up: the atmosphere, the mood, even the dramatic situation, must strike home 

at once: 

Ex.250 
Andante maestoso 

A. /, 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I 
ru Wo dort die a! t;n Go. mau _ er stehn und 

(a) 
(.) , (.) 

~I V 
f ~7-···"·6*~ ~ ~."-Z "-Z'U 

~ ten. => => => => => 

-:./ lj ?7 V ~ -V 

V licht im A. bend roth sehim .- mem, 

A Grave. 

~ ..... ., .... :y 
=> (b) p erne.' l' crete. 

~~~~~_ ~". ~~'.....:r--:I~~ 

..lL.L 
Agitato 

.. 
IV DcinSchwer1,wie ist'svon Blut so roth, Ed.ward! Ed. wlrd, d~in 

(d) , ~ I-

!~ ... ........... ~' .. I ....... T ~ ... . ... . . 
r r r 
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Loewe's opening bars are masterly in this respect: he plunges us in medias res, whether with 

heavy chords, full of darkness and foreboding, as in Wallhaide (Example 250(a»; or with terse 

rhythm and tight chromatic steps as in Der Monch zu Pisa (b); or with the heavy octaves of 

Archibald Douglas (c), or the urgent rhythmic drive and upward-zigzagging vocal line of Edward 

(d); whether pianistic or vocal, these initial statements straightway present the listener with 

emotional atmosphere, the mood of the participants, and a hint, even, of characterisation and 

dramatic situation. 

These opening motifs are often, though not invariably, important thematic ideas, and later fall 

into their appropriate place and configuration according to shifts of feeling and the course of the 

narrative. It is also important to realise that the feelings of a speaking actor may be at one or at 

variance with his words or the mood of the story at any given moment, and the composer may be 

dealing with more than one 'layer' of expression. 

Loewe's use of thematic transformation is discussed as to its technical application in Chapter 14: 

in the present context the concern will be for its emotional claims. It is impossible however to 

ignore technical considerations entirely, and they are at least noted as they arise. Such points are 

in fact proof of the tightly-knit compositional and emotional unity of the best ballads. 

*** 

The various emotions found in the ballads can be usefully enumerated in a list based on the third 

heading allotted in Table II (p97): 

(i) happy . the positive affections 

(ii) nostalgic the affections of yearning 

(iii) tragic the negative affections 

Expanded into their several aspects, these suggest: 

(i) the positive affections: 

(ii) the affections of yeaming: 

(iii) the negative affections: 

ardour, love; 
joy, kindliness, cheerfulness; 
friendship, nobility of soul, chivalry; 
patriotism, military pride and glory; 
wit, humour, whimsicality; 

regret, sadness; 
nostalgia (for 'another time, another person, another place'); 
anguish of soul, remorse; 

fear, anxiety; 
anger, hate; 
revenge (often by killing); 
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In many of the larger ballads all three divisions are represented, and the subtle changes from one 

to the other produce some of the most interesting musical features. It is worth noting, too, that a 

great number of the poems that Loewe sets tend ultimately towards the central (nostalgic) 

category, whether approached from the positive or the negative side. 

The musical depiction or representation of external details (the outer scene, or the 'subject' as 

previously defined), is inevitably bound up with the creation of the total atmosphere or mood of 

a ballad setting (leaving aside for the moment purely compositional and structural considera

tions). Similarly, from the opposite direction, the musical evocation of a specific underlying 

emotion (the 'sentiment') is necessarily bound up with both the externals and the overall mood of 

the narrative at that point. 

In most ballad poems the three elements: external details, overall mood, and inner feelings of the 

'actors' , are cunningly interwoven, one or the other being momentarily highlighted, and shifts of 

emphasis made, for reasons of drama and variety. But the poet's technique and approach can 

further be matched, or complemented, or commented upon, or expanded, by that of the composer; 

and the listener's response and appreciation (whether intellectually conscious or not) must arise 

from an amalgam of all these verbal and musical elements. 

It is therefore neither viable nor sensible to attempt to illustrate Loewe's power of emotional 

evocation in isolation from the scene and atmosphere of the ballad as a whole, but rather at this 

point to turn to longer examples, and use not only intellectual observations but our own sensitive 

response to Loewe's gifts as a storyteller. 

~ovcrallmood ~ 

outer scene, 

description of 

'subject' 

) 

*** 

inner feelings, 

'sentiment' , 

conveyed and aroused 

Selected ballads discussed with special reference to their emotionai narrative qualities 

(i) the positive affections 

Many of the ballads which fall into this first category are in fact dealt with elsewhere, especially 

under the heading of Humour (Chapter 12); several of the patriotic, extrovert type also find their 

place illustrating various other arguments, and in any case tend to be less characteristic of the 

inner than of the outer scene. 
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As an early example of a ballad with a happy outcome, Uhland's Goldschmieds Tiichterlein 

(another of Loewe's favourite recital ballads) provides a fairly wide range of feeling, leaning 

towards the 'positive', but characteristically including those moments of wistful yearning 

beloved of Loewe. In 1827, the year of its composition, Loewe's second daughter Adele was 

born, and it is perhaps not too fanciful to connect this happy, thoroughly romantic poem with his 

joy in his own two baby 'TOchterlein'. 

The goldsmith calls his daughter Helene the most precious gem in his possession.193 A fme 

young knight rides by, greets father and daughter and asks the goldsmith to make a little crown of 

jewels for his bride. This is done; Helene, left alone, admires it longingly. The knight returns, 

this time to order a diamond ring; again when alone Helene half puts it upon her fmger with a 

sigh. The knight comes a third time, praises the work and asks Helene to try them on, as his bride 

is just as beautiful as she. One Sunday afterwards in church, as Helene blushingly stands near 

him, he places the crown on her head and the ring on her finger - the jest is ended and she is truly 

his chosen bride. 

Light though this ballad is as to its theme, it is a small masterpiece of musical psychology; Loewe 

reflects every slight shift of Helene's feelings as well as the changing aspect of the knight seen 

from her point of view. Compositionally, too, it shows a tightly knit and carefully-worked-out 

design as to both key and motif. 

The firm C major of the flrst verse exudes a warm humanity, the essential nobility of the good 

burger, devoted father, and pillar of his community - the goldsmith194 (who in fact takes no 

further direct part in the story). The C major theme of innocence as he speaks of Helene has 

already been noted (Example 99): 

Ex.251 overleaf 

I93Loewe's third daughter (born 1833) was to be named Helene. 

19"The C major of Die Meistersinger (Wagner) can be felt in the same way. 
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Ex.25t 

Un poco y;vace. , 

v Ein Goldschmied in der Bu_de stand bei Perl"und LdeLstein. t 
.• 2'.---------

'v ~ ~. ':' ~. ~ "!" ~ 9 I \....:II P 
1- ~ 

If j: 

+ ~ ++ ~ I 

1':\/ 
- P 

,oJ - - - ~'": 

~r.; 
1,Das be _ ste KleL nod, das ;ch fand, das bist doch du,_ He _ 

1':\ hf,~ ~ 

II!) j5. 1"----""1 - I i r :I .-:::.-T?7· 
~.f f I..________L---=:: ~JJ ~ 

Pf 'Y I -
f ),dtm. _ dol. 

II!) le _ ne, me in theures T&h.ter _ lein!:~ 
r~~m Ii , J I I J • 

\'" 
P I I r 

PI 
p un poco Mt. 

of' ._----- ~. I 

I oJ ::!" I >'5-

A jaunty dotted rhythm and a change to the dominant, G major, introduces the knight; the three 

distinct elements of his music - the leaping first bar, and phrases (a) and (b) - should be noted: 

Ex.2S2 

rCa) -------, 

! 
~ .. , 

£ED flh OJ IJ , r I' ::! $1 ).. « 
II!) • i 

traut! \\Pill. korrunen, lie.ber Goldschmied mein! Mach mirein kost _ lich Kranz _ chen flir mei.ne su sse Braut, 
~ 1 -

: 

!m8IPI~m ~ I ~~~ 
loJ • . . ... T." ! '1 noM -- . I 

=.:....= I 

As Helene half guiltily tries on the crown, the music, having thus far been firmly entrenched in C 

and G, moves as restlessly as do her thoughts in the realm of 'if only'; in close succession it 
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passes through C major, then A minor, B-flat, G minor, with a chromatic bass leading back to A 

minor - all in the space of eight bars, with a sighing suspension beginning nearly every bar: 

Ex.253 
-JLIL ~ Un poco adagio. crelC. 

I . , iJj! ilj 8 J J. J)\{J l • I;· 
Und als das Krilnzlein war be. reit _ und spielt 

dolce 
in rei • 

fr 
chem Glanz,_ dahangtHe.. 

~ •• f .... 

'~ 

pp 

~''-..:-.-'---

.A >- --== :::=- co=- =- ~ 
IV Ie _ ne inTraurig • keitt~ 

, l)~a L;ef I d I 
wohl als sie war al lei ne, an ~ .. 

" n-M~ ~ ----. .....-- ~.~ 
ih _ ren Arm_den Kranz: 

rn 
iU ........ ' .... .. /j: .• ~~ ' ...... ........ ~ ...... 

-.l - r""I" _____ I ' '; l~f ~ cresco 

·~T~"~' '---'" "'~b~ T 
.. ~ .. T ~T .... 

' .. '. -

The continuation of the monologue brings new material (c) and a yearning memory of the 

handsome knight (his phrase (a»; these passages are not altered, except for key, but are 

introduced later as their respective connotations require - a simple form of motivic reference 

(see also Chapter 14): 

Ex.254 

("How blest the bride who will wear this - if be would send me a crown of roses merely, how happy I 
shouldbel")j (c) I 

.L.. U1t poco forte, CO! ~lto sentimeldo 
~-~.--

r r F r 
p 

G8 
~ 

\" :;"~=B'~ !'~'MB (!r5 T I 
---(a)---

j). l JI. l J hr IJ I J I J J J J 11# ;h~ 

I U '-'" :'T <I 
war'- ich freu • den _ vollJ" 

~J .. -,,-
p 

L~ 

J .. 
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There is a pathetic irony in the despairing descending phrase on the word 'freudenvoll' (joyful), 

echoed in the wonderfully inconclusive non-cadence in the piano part. 

The G major knightly music returns, the girl's soliloquy is repeated exactly, just as the poet 

repeats line for line the same sentiment - but the heartache is prolonged: 

Ex.255 

= =- > - > '" . I '1' 
Iv I - ~ 

.ic~. Vrll!" 
: 

sci • nos Haars ein Lock _ le:n) wic war'_ ich {teu _ 

I ~.~ :: I'. ~""~'H .. .. .. .. '* ~ ~ 
... is :. ~ ,,<: t 

&; ~ ~u •• • 

As the knight appears for the third time, and asks Helene to try on the crown and ring, further 

material is introduced, (d) and (e), ending with a notable extended cadence: 

Ex.256 

" 

l~ 

~ ~ 

!,. 
, ~ 

I~ "" zu, 

" 

1'. 
: 

16- " ! 
Lieb 

I 

(d) 

p -==- =-

Doch dass ich wis _ 5e, wie's ihr h .r 'cit M ·d s~e t , __ tnttJ 5 0 _ ne al, her. 

t~ -" ~ "! 
.. ,0· "" ~~ .~J!~ .. .L I I 

r 
P I 

(e)~ __ ~ 

d:ss ich an dir zur Pro _ be seh- den Brautsch~uck rnelner 
I 

~. .... " Ti"-J2.] ~~ ~ LLJ.J 
p . .. ; -

; 

rit. 

irpplr 'P §t. J I J. 
sten, sie ist so schon, sie ist _ so schon, 

A five-bar piano interlude here is reminiscent, in its gentle RHfioriture , of Helene's first secret 

trying-on; there is also a short lapse of time indicated at this point in the story, as she next appears 

in church. The music is now back in C major, but is based on (d) ill Example 256 with appropriate 
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key adjustment (G/a is now C/d): a reminder of the knight and the moment of her wearing the 

jewels: 

Ex.257 
~ 'P 

~ 
t) 

Es war an einem 
A ~ - legato I 

1'" 
~~ . p'Z........ ~~ I r r-

r-j.J~ . ,n 7P 

i ~ • - ~ 

l~ SOIlIl-t~ fruh.drum hat die sch~ Maid heut' an_gethan mit 
I ' I I , , 

!'" LllJ u..w 
ULJ U!J IrirLll} [LIJ':II] 

P.d. • P~d. • @: 
Ped. 

:& 
• Ped. • , Focof 

!~ sond_rer Miih', zur Kir _ che hin _ zu gehn, ihr al _ ler be _ sies Kleid, , I ; I I i I 
, I 

!'" 
~ ---- L.J,....:....J ~ ~- l' -Focof P/"~ L ----r--.. 

I 
Pui. oJ) 

As he at last adorns her ceremoniously in the church, an F major Adagio quotes Helene's phrases 

of longing (Example 254) and also the knight's original 'orders' «b) in Example 252), while the 

piano responds to the mention of bright jewels by elaborating the latter phrase: 

Ex. 258 

i 

- i 
IV '= ~t;n, ~ er steckt ihr an_dasRing 

~~;I' 

F 
.r.-. tti £" ~ r r er~'r 

r.-.i. I~ I"~ i. " .. " con di'je.ione ~ ~ .;-.. - .... .. . ... t ~! P r 
v i ~ 

~. ~ 

A return is made to C major, incorporating the dotted rhythm of the opening motifs, and Loewe 

bursts into a Coda, Allegro vivacissimo, a C major prean of ardent rapture, rather in the manner of 

the final scene of Beethoven's Fidelia. It includes a phrase from Example 256 (the continuation 

of (d»: 

Ex.259 overleaf 
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Ex. 259 

~ ~-

to'! Scherz ein En de nimmt, du bisl die al ler. 

~ M M n n .+ • . r--... I ,....,.., ,-r-, 

1'" .. 
+ ---------9- I + 

r I I r + ++ 0..-

schon • steBraut, fUr die ich~s gold _ ne Kranz. lern, __ fur die-den Ring bestimmt. 

This Coda is operatic to a fault, but perhaps the overwhelming joy of the event is excuse enough; 

it brings a fairly long ballad, full of restrained and barely-expressed hopes, to a refreshingly 

extrovert conclusion. The young man, be it said, has proved rather exhibitionist all along, 

somewhat given to coloratura cadences and practical jokes, so Loewe is once more probably 

correct in his judgment. 

It will be appreciated at once that the open, positive affections permeating this ballad allow, in 

Loewe's musical language, for very little in the way of chromaticism. The only discords or 

modulations, mild ones at that, occur naturally enough at Helene's moments of inner yearning 

(Example 253); otherwise the musical ideas are strongly based on diatonic scale or chord motifs, 

as in the opening four bars (Example 251). Loewe employs more animated musical gestures as 

the young knight enters, including the generous leap of a 9th (Example 252), and ingeniously 

forms his phrase (a) from an inner part of the first bar of the ballad, centring around the 'romantic' 

major 3rd instead of the the stolid 5th of the opening. This Helene takes over in hel soliloquy, the 

tempo now un poco adagio (Example 254). The knight's wide, zigzag chordal leaps become part 

and parcel of the Coda and its introductory bars: 

Ex.260 

. Vivace. 
1>.. creac. f / AUegro .i.acissimo. 

to). :!ann fassl er ih . reHand, w~e. 

.-- ~ ~:. q ... :. j~ ~f--,f: 
Ie • _ ne suss, He • Ie . _ ne traut! 

"Lb. • 
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Charming and skilfully-wrought this ballad may be, but the poem hardly stimulates Loewe's 

imaginative powers to the full; this is generally true of all the ballads on a relatively 

uncomplicated and chiefly happy emotional level. A few later ones such as Des Glockentiirmers 

Tochterlein (1847), Odins Meeresritt (1851), Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier (1853), Der Nock 

(1857), and Thomas der Reimer (1860), do in fact lie on a higher plane of invention, but then there 

is usually a further external reason for this: a turn of real humour, or great nobility, or the ever

allusive supernatural. Two middle-year 'happy' ballads also stand out: Die drei Budrisse, and 

Der junge Herr und das Madchen, both from the Polish ballads of 1835, and both full of the rich 

humour which Loewe always turns to excellent account.195 These few exceptions prove the rule: 

that Loewe's truest genius lies in the expression of the tragic and the nostalgic. 

*** 

(ii) the affections of yearning 

There is an interesting type of ballad, involving certain of those in Group (U) (the nostalgic) of 

Table N (following p99), in which the emotional expression, instead of simply changing with the 

narrative (horizontally, as it were), probes more and more deeply into the being of one person; 

supplying a vertical dimension through different layers of awareness. The drama here is not 

outward but inward. 

The challenge to the composer is considerable, but how much of the pro~lem is solved 

instinctively and how much intellectually no-one can now estimate. 

One such example is Der Junggesell (1842), ,which begins, apparently, in high spirits: "I am 

carefree and single: I wander through the world, like a nomad swiftly pitching and striking my 

tent.": 

Ex.261 

Andantino. 
~ -- J. , t I . II I 

oJ 
ein leich..ter Jung.ge _ s;u und wan _ dre durcb ~ Welt, 

. 
Ich bin 

~ ~ ij):Ie;:s It) ...... "$ "$ ~. ~~~~ ~: ::-LJ 
p 

: 

~ :; ~ 4- ?J .. 

19S5ee p296 and 310 respectively_ 
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Here Loewe writes a typical German 'Wanderlied' melody, with a strong, bouncy bass line. A 

shift to the subdominant C major at the words "I often dream that a woman has nestled close to my 

heart ... that I have cradled a lovely child" brings a subtle change, even to the piano tag between 

phrases: 

Ex. 262 

This is brushed away momentarily by the cheerful return of G major, but the thought of the death 

of both mother and child clouds the music again, A minor giving way to E minor, the piano 

cadence full of grief: 

Ex.263 

jU 

oJ 

: 

~ 

.,8. tempo 

Der Ausgang liegt miT stets im 
8. tempo 

aim. 

cresco 

j 'J\ ;IJi.:1 I J 
Sinn: zum Grabe feucht 

~ hiD, das Kind dann weikte baldl 
---.-. 

";-;":;7 .... "#"# ... ~ ... ~~ rj~ 7·T f', ____ 

~'Iil":l 

-~ T ~ ~~-VI V 

und kalt trug man die scho ne MuLter 

':i!..~ 

~TTT 

J. 

I 'l:w. 

Once again he returns to G major and the present; but the dream persists: he still keeps two locks 

of hair, brown from the mother, golden from the child - "If I gaze at the golden hair, the sunset 

fades to lifeless grey: if I look at the dark hair - I long for death". As he probes deeper into his 

soul, his heartache is underlined by the warmth of E-flat major and a tender melisma: 

Ex.264 
serioso 

sell. Zwei Lo _ eken a.ber, wUIl.derbar vom Traum mirblieben sind; die brau _ ne von der Mut.terHaar, die 
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This ballad is written with great insight as to the psychological effect of juxtaposition of key, and 

the import of certain degrees of the scale. It will be noticed that the present is always denoted 

here by G major; the memories force a turn to keys most carefully contrasted, according to the 

degree of poignancy. The :ftrst modulation, to C major, occurs at a dream-like memory, not yet 

anguished; in the second verse, A minor/E minor brings the 'coldness' of the realisation of loss; 

and the rich, intense E-flat major (note the mediant relationship G to E-flat here) occurs as his 

yearning overcomes him, only to end in emptiness: 

Ex.265 

sotto roce 

11 J) J;, Iq)). ~$ J '] I:J> ji 2 ,;riEL; i II 
icb auf die dunk.Ie dann, so wunsch' ich miT den Tod. __ 

These bare octaves are the more striking after such consistently full harmony. 

It is also worth noting that the important melodic notes of the G major sections are the assertive 

tonic and dominant, whereas the melody for his tormenting memories turns always to the major 

or minor 3rd of the scale, those witnesses to hUman joy or sorrow. 

A journey in the opposite direction, that of a past physical tragedy transmuted into the present 
\ 

remorse of a guilty conscience, is found in Der Monch zu Pisa (see also p193) inwhich the 

Habsburg John the Parricide (d.1315) lives under the obsession of his terrible crim/ 

Loewe creates distinctive musical ideas for the three tiers of emotional depth in this poem. The 

first tier is the narrative, told plainly with sombre chromatic harmonies: 

Ex.266 

Bariton oder Bass. -== ~ 
. ; . inl; ;; ~ )) I •. 

Zu Pi _ sa in dem Kio steT _ gar _ ten ~;ht efnfi'nstrer M5nch, woBlum'anBlu - me steht. 
u 

.,. ~. ., ----------------

The second tier is the monk's own longing for the atonement of his guilt, most movingly set to the 

theme of innocence each time (see Examples 214 and 215). 
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The expression of what seems to be the third, deepest, tier, the unspoken and killing torment in his 

heart, is entrusted to the piano alone; the poet fmds no words for it - but the musician has deeper 

means of communication: 

Ex.267 
~~. .... ~ ~. .. .... ~ -- .,.. 

-r f ",. -=::::::: =- -= =-
= 

Another version is found towards the end: 

Ex.268 

and a similar chromatic phrase occurs twice, softened however by the lower octave and flatter 

key: 

Ex.269 

The 'frame' of the whole tragic picture is the rhythmic phrase of the opening bars (se; Example 

250(b) which is finally shown to be the rhythm of the words 'JOHANNES PARRICIDA' on the 

penitent's tombstone. 

Loewe could hardly extract more meaning from the words of this ballad, reflective I;I.Ild externally 

undramatic as it is. This drama of the soul again demonstrates his gift of penetration into the 

deeper implications of the words, so that one feels the spiritual tragedy with utmost intensity, 

cathartically even. 

Der Pilgrim vor St Just is a short ballad which combines features of both Der Junggesell and Der 

M onch in that both past and present appear as two layers of feeling; it moreover shares with the 

latter not only atmosphere but also metre and key. 

Mter the Emperor Karl V had abdicated from the rulership of Germany and Spain, he retired, in 

February 1557, to a tiny house attached to the monastery of St Just at Estramadura, dying there the 
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following year. This ballad, a piece of romantically gloomy imagery, depicts him seeking 

entrance at the gate of the monastery, fleeting memories of his former glory passing through his 

thoughts; the poet August von Platen's stormy night-scene, the monastery bell tolling, and the 

Emperor's heart-sadness, are beautifully caught by Loewe.196 

A single musical idea is repeated throughout, the tessitura is low (B-B), and monotonous 

dominant pulsation with grinding acciaccature weighs down the spirit. The texture does not 

materially alter, and every one of the nine couplets has the same harmony, excepting only the 

three modulating phrases where the Emperor's memories are uppermost (Example 271 (a) (b) and 

(c». The first couplet presents the material: 

Ex.270 

Allegro maestoso ., 

IV Nacht ist's,und Sturme 
nobile 

_f; II 

Iv ,f .. '"w ... ~~ ......... 
"L.W..:.J ~ W 

,-;.7:, ...... -;.:;, ....... 
~~ -WW 

; ...... ~ ... .-:.' .......... , 
"""..w l..U -'W..i ~ 

p 

,. I r . r· ? 

-==== : 

IV ~~ .. -; T ~. . 
sau..sen fUrund fUr, Hispan'sche Mon_che, schliesst mir auf dieThurf 

~ 

V ,i~cr ~.~~..!I ••• ,;:;,. ...... -.... J: ~!: ~: ~ :....w ~'~ -
~r· 

' , I-~ r· .... 
7'. 
I 

The modulating phrases move to the tonic major, E; to C major; and to G major. )he mediant 

relationship (e-C; G-e) is again noteworthy, as is the 'pathetic' major. 

Ex.271 

Jimin. 

(a) 
::;'onnt mir die klei _ ne 

JLjj 

, V 

~.""."'~"'"i""""'U! ~ I...W '1..W ' 
Jimin. 

..... -,.,.. 

tranquillo 

j • ~ •. 

ZelJe,weiht mich ein, 

:. I 5. • :! =.. .. 
mehr als die Half _ te 

-.,.-

.i~~n ... r~w"· ,; ..... W"j~jT ... n 
-~ " i..:-J:....u \..:..i :..:.J :..:.J 

p ben tenuto 

"- ~. ~ 

("More than balf the world was mine") 

T T ., 
die..serWeltwar mein.· 

~¥~. f 
::± ~. 

-
-= 

Ex. 271 continued overleaf 

- ----~ ----- ----"-------- ---~-----~----------~---- ----.----~------.----------

196'fhe truth of the Emperor's fmal days is definitely not as dismal as the poet implies - Karl filled his time 
comfortably with his pets and a little gardening. (Enc.Brit. 1953 vo1.5, p264). 



Ex. 271 continued 

f dimin p 

=1 M :) ~J. I ;:1 ~ J. J }I J qJ) 11- ; I 
II •• 10) .'---" T· ... 

D.s :-Iaupt, das nun_ der Scheere sich be_quemt, mit man.:. cher Kro_ne ward's be _ di - a _ dcrnt. 

(b) 
4-t --- = 

!,V W' '''u:.'u:.' '-riw"I,'-u.,' U.."JtrrW' t-":;"W~!ff it:. hJ:I'--m~J LU' .. '-I....J L...L.J ·et·! i i dimin. p 

r· 77· -6'. ~. ~: ~: ~~: @. ~. 
I --- I f· :4 

("the head now submitting to the razor has borne many a royal crown") 

f 

oJ Die Schul _ teT, 

dimin. 

• Jl II .l # • 
der KuL te nun sich buckt, 

.: • ~. i. WI 

hat kaLser_lLcher Her _ me_lin ge....schmuckt. 

p 

. I . Jl . J).- r ~ I.· •. ;to 

("the shoulder, now bent under the cowl, was once adorned with imperial ermine") 
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I 

The short Coda is epigrammatic. Loewe's daughter Julie relates that he was "visibly moved by 

these last three bars, as if it were not he who had composed them, but rather as if he stood there 

in contemplation of a gift of God through the spirit. He played them with especial care."197 

Ex.272 

= dimin.======--

HisparrscheMon _ che, 
-j T .~. 

schliesst miT auf die Thur! 

~. 
77· I 
1 

~ ~~. ~ r 
I ------; f • -

17· 

"Ein Meisterwerkl" says Bulthaupt;198 one can only agree. 

*** 

One of Loewe's very best ballads, and a significant one in the present quest for the expression of 

feeling, is Die verfallene Miihle (1847). The words are by J.N. YogI, so many of whose poems 

breathe that essence of Romantic nostalgia so inviting to Loewe. 

Riding silently and alone through a dark landscape of rock and forest, an old nobleman comes 

upon a ruined mill. He stops to rest and, falling asleep, dreams. The mill comes to life - all 

197GA N xiii. 
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hustle and bustle, festivity and wine. The miller's lovely daughter (another 'TOchterlein') offers 

him a glass: he stretches out his hand and grasps - nothing but empty air. He awakes and 

sorrowfully resumes his journey. 

The story is told as narrative only; there is no direct dialogue. 

The key ofD-flat is itself an unusual, very' Romantic' choice, and unique among Loewe's ballads 

as a home tonic. The major 3rd, F, dominates the melody of the first three verses; every phrase 

but one begins on it and all but two end on it. The LH of the piano part emphasises the note by 

the use of an extended broken chord over a major 10th, and the cadence at (a) is fairly typical for 

music of this cast of mood, a Imal sigh of true nostalgia: 

Ex.273 

lOT 

!'" 
.u . 

!-
IV 

!'" 

Allegro comrnodo 
-~Ir\o·-,,---"',- - .... -''; 

~ 

i~ Allegro non tanto, e sempre colla parte. 

l:~ p 
II ;:"~j" '=lq~ :1 • cst . do~ ... r~ 

.. 
t?;'i~ -' .. - -;- -'1'- -

~ ~ ,-] 

- cre - - seen . . 

15 rei _ tet schweigend und aL lein dcr 

m ~ do pitno 

-t ~~. 
do . . . 

-: , 
-t 

. dim 

al • te Graf zurn Wald hin 

do" • f r--t~ diminu.n~ do 

'-..-. . 
cre.e. , 

-, ;~ q~T' . -t .. 
~ see . . 

T '- ~ 

~ tr rei .~tct ein. __ 

p: -,- , , , 
-t .,; .,; ~ '-.: 

d' • (a) ---'0>----, , .... 

U _ ber Stein und Dorn, zur ;ei _ t'!n schlendert Schwert ~---- -----und_ Horn._ 

cr~t. .. *f .. .. " 
di!. 

p-: -: 

'--" ~ ---- \..~-~ .~ ~ 
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The third verse, describing the ruined mill at nightfall, is marked legatissimo but the calm is 

slightly stirred now by chromaticism involving the minor 6th (VII7) and an appoggiatura, and the 

broken melodic line in the piano part: 

Ex.274 

] 
ZCL faJ _ len 

sind die Gan_ge all) kein MuhL rad treibt der \Vas_serSchwall. 

~ cresco 

tJ Durchs off _ ne Dach der Him_mel 

1-, 
,I J--.i 1--J .-1 1 1 1 f. 

I I I cre'";c. 
v v 

?J~ ~ ~ ?J~ ",-' eJ-./ --------,. dim &empre1 

rot - sChauf Getrum,mer rings und Wu 
-----'.=.~ 

cher _ kraut. ~ 

-

Nur 

~ 

- -
W fb~ 

v "<9- p' , , , 
cresco d~ '-'-r--- ~ -

1:"'::- ~-'Y>-'~qGT-- L' 7J -.. - --, ?J 

These two lines are also marked sempre piano whereas every other couplet in this first section has 

a carefully indicated crescendo and diminuendo. Empty octaves in the RH part hint at desolation, 

and are continued as the old Count sinks down on a bench and doses his eyes; the key becomes 

minor, with tired Neapolitan harmonies, and Loewe carries us through a tI"aqsformation scene to 

a bright, bustling E major: 

Ex.275 

cr drin. drauC 

;";;~flr~ 
~~=rtE-=:~~fT~~--u4:sS3 

sctzt def diis _ trc Gast sich hin, vcrschrankt die 

Ex. 275 continued overleaf 
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Ex. 275 continued 
un poco rifen. 

~~~.~-~"--gi· -K----;~==p_::pJ:$¥E1l~ 
clef Brust, und schlicsst das Au _ gc 

un be _ wusst. 

a tempo 

1bis central section (verses 5 - 9), an account of the old man's dream, is concerned with purely 

external description matching the vividness of his dream-world: the clacking of the machinery 

and the general scurrying to and fro: 

Ex.276 

~. ~. . 
As the genial miller appears, the brittle E major gives way to a warJllLhearted, legato G major 

phrase, perfectly in keeping with the new character, yet also perfectly consistent with the whole 

mood: 

Ex.277 overleaf 
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Ex. 277 

....d..JLIi dim . 

IOJ Knecht urn Knecht durch Saus und Brausi vom Miihlga~g,erst noch leer urid 

! ", 
~ ~. I h f. J 

-,.-' '---
r '!" 

q. • oJ. oJ. oJ. '* :; i :;~:;i ~ 
J...J!. 

IOJ 
wiist, der Miil. ler f!;u~d lichnie.der grii~ 

-.LlL!!. 

IOJ ~ ~ I>r \-,'. ..., ...... ..". 
p~ 

# ql1. OJ 

Halfway through verse 9 the dream is broken: 

Ex.278 

den Blick ge_wandt, hin streckt er nach dem 

piano 

.. '-------' 

Glas dieHand. _ 
_ Ii --"""'" 

Doch ~e ~~~ i:~ er grcift mit Hast, da 1st's nur L~ft, 

dim. 
r 

r ) 

" ~ II p '-
pp , 1':\ ~ H 

\OJ was er er _ fasst, 'riur Luft, nur Lurt._ 

F" 
pp .~tl #~~~lr 1':\ II. 

~i #~~ 
~':' 

1---._- 1':\ .it 

'l:<il. • 

The return to the Count'S original mood of gentle sadness is via G-sharp and C-sharp minors, 

sighing with Neapolitan and augmented 6ths as before: 

Ex.279 overleaf 
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Ex. 279 

~ Ii Tempo prlmo,un poco meno mosso . 

I~ • '" #~ ....... #~71 
Ver_schwun_den ist so Glas als ""ein, 

der MuLler und scin Tochter. lein. 

• ~ II -

r- =t-JilgggUg ill, 
t1 Kein Miihl _ tad ~~ht, keto Was _ ser brausl} dcr 

• II 

W· 2-

II ~rilenulo ~ 

" 
cre& . 

I~ '" • ~ 

U!d wie_der auf den Rap_pcn dort v 
Ii Wind nur durchs Ge _ hal ke saust. 

" · ~ len!!'._ ... tempo 
~ !,. l_..t-=- =t 

di:' 
4 

T£t~!fo #71 '- .. ..,/ '- -: ~ ., -¥ 
pp ritenut, 

f-
--....-" ------ --.-/ --../ 

~- -~~~ J '--.J.-

The following poignant augmented 6th appears as he continues on his way and (un poco adagio, 

ben tenuto) wipes a stray tear from his eye: 

Ex.280 

(*) 
~ p- rJ ewu 0 U poco a ag10 ... empo 1':\ 

=t~H--=IH*-}:£l--;:V r r II~r r I ,l, 1@1,l~tV)# t I . I J 
I~ 

Er ret _ tet stumm den \Vald ent.lang und-..Teift ein Thran_lem von dcr_ Wang'! 

~ 

ben leauto . <om: M'~". ~ 

!,. H I;: : 1 :: I;: p -: ~, !. 1_ 
-colla parte lii·::a:::t:;J 

-j - ~ ~~ 

"I I n d' 

Bulthaupt likens the outer sections to "a sigh of wind through faded leaves, a lament for lost 

youth".199 This effect can hardly be denied by the sensitive listener; the key (and its minor), the 

concentration of the melody around the mediant of the scale, the evanescent chromaticism, all 

contribute to a touchingly reminiscent mood, sealed by this final phrase. 

*** 

199B 50-51 
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Finally, some shorter but important examples of emotional expression, or special indication of 

mood, falling chiefly within the two categories (i) and (ii): they tend to be momentary, and the 

musical context is of less influence. 

The expression of ardour, of heroic love, or the ideals of chivalry, whether directed in a ballad 

towards a person, or one's native land, or some abstract perfection, is also found to incorporate 

certain recurring musical ideas. (The categories C, E, K, and N, in Table III are relevant here.) 

The chief musical manifestations are: 

broad melody, often including tied notes and triplets; 

the use of 9th chords, and melodically falling 7ths;200 

dotted rhythm. 

The final bars of the strophic Landgraf Philipp der Grossmiitige display the broad melody with 

which Loewe here distils the notion of chivalry, the magnanimity of a noble man: 

Ex.281 

~ 
Tempo I n - .. ' . ~ . .---
DerKaiser priift mich, seinen Mann, ob ech _ te Treu ich_eh _ ren 

1 

~ ... ..., ...., ...., 

OJ ?J ~~ ~~ • "* 7,-
~ 

~ -5- f' r I r I \ 
entweder. 

kann, 
-r. 

kann!"_ 

200 A feature brought to its highest significance in Elgar's works. 
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And a very similar cast of melody appears in Der gefangene Admiral: the imprisoned Admiral 

is apostrophising the sea as a grave fit for heroes - embittered at the thought that he will never 

see it again but rot away in his dungeon: 

Ex.282 

3 

.. ,' ,--
HerZ--...........soschwer. ,!.!!dasslchm dlr nicht schla_feIL-kann. 

r-: m r-r; ; I I r--!""",..,... m ....... 

i~ dim. 
. ~~ lim ... 

I i I P 

. I I r I ... ~ ?t. 
~ ~ f ------.....-------, 

., 
du 

~ 
~ 

Certain expansive harmonies, notably that of the 9th, are also indicative of a corresponding 

expansiveness of soul. A notable cadence occurs in that strange conglomerate work Der Gang 

nach dem Eisenhammer (of which the story is given briefly on p 177): the youth Fridolin serves 

his Countess with utmost devotion, and this phrase appears almost leitmotivically in connection 

with him: 

Ex.283 (*) 

...IJ. ~ -
10.1 kann leh dir ver _ rich.ten? Dermdir ge.ho ren mei.ne Pllich _ ten," ,....., , , I ... , 

l'v j,~ I '----" ~'J J~ ~.; I 
~ ,.:-- -'"'" 

... , I 

Ardour in its very normal sense of true love is manifested by the use of the 9th in Das nussbraune 

Miidchen :201 note also the tender little cadence of yearning - a version of the figUre encountered 

in Der alte Konig (Example 79 (a) and (b»: 

Ex.284 
Larghetto, con ama~i1ita.(*) (*) • (*) -'--I ----;; -.-".. ,.. iF fJ}m IJ t Iv "L~ im. _ mer sein d~ Buh _ _ Ie dein i;;;<-10· grunen,,\\ral _ de_ dortj 

)'V ~~ ,"''' ... " ... "' .. ~ ....... ~ ... ~~ ~IV f 1m. p---------~ 
" - :i - .... .... '-.. 

~u 
______ ~____._9 ___ _ (q) 

lOt Further details of this ballad will be found at p302ff. 
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And the denouement, also from Das nussbraune Miidchen : 

Ex.285 

Allegro vivace. 
(*) 

I' ~ 

t1 IB~ 
<: 

IJ .. 
F' P F r F i 4 

It) 
,.0 Lieb _ ste mein, kein Flit terschein, kein \Vandel ist in dir! 

stringendo Allegro vivace. n'n r; n nnnn ~~~ n'~ nh ;;;:=1: ::;I:;:~ I" 
. . .. 

: 
cresc 

~ f ~. l,.;f .. . ~:: . 
" .. ; 

This exuberant, assertive melody, ending emphatically on the tonic, should be contrasted, as to its 

effect, with the downward-falling phrase in the previous example (284) and its pleading cadence. 

In Example 284 the girl is under the delusion that her sweetheart is leaving her for another, and 

begs to follow him, even as a servant; in Example 285 the young man reassures her: she is his 

only love. 

A falling 7th assumes some importance as to emotional shift in Kaiser Karl V in Wittenberg; first 

heard in the dignified form (a) at a cadence, the diminished version portrays the dark character of 

the Duke of Alba (b), and at (c) Karl V with a calm gesture brings peace to the scene - note the 

indication tranquillo e nobile here: 

Ex.286 

10} 

1" 

(a) 

~ 

'-' 
trau .ernd ih rem 

~ 

f.f" ~~ 

~ 

~ 

(b) 
~ 

solto "Doce, oscuramente 

-===--
Sie 

.. ... ~ .. :w 
.......:I 1 

fro 

.. 
geT. 

~ I 

.. 
f 

I 

1':\ 

~ 

7 :--:--. 
;-:--'\ 

~.~ 

(c) 
~ 

tranquillo e nobile 
; 

J 

, , , 
• 't =:}:' .~ 2: • .' It) 

Doch KaT _ los si:icht mit 

r-p 
c+-. I ~II ~ ~F ~~ ru _ hLger Ge.ber.de, ... ~ t 

Ji - • ..::1£.. .. 1':\ 

/-
ii J == 

if ifl!r i ~~ ~ 
... h:'l Ip ,1':\ • -

. i ~ 

[U 
~ 1':\ 

Uod Al _ ba groUt: 

..(.. , .. .. . ~. ,~~ 
It) -- - simile !l!~ 

jt b.o(: .0(: 1':\ P 
: 

L..-I I !~ - -+ y 

Dotted rhythm (see Example 285) has typical connotations of chivalry (knights on horseback), 

and military heroism; it brings to mind many moments in musical literature where glory and 

pride, in whatever object or idea, is allowed triumphant expressio~: Wagner's Tannhiiuser 

(especially the Festmarsch), Verdi's operatic marches, even the Finale of Beethoven's 7th 
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symphony, that celebration of exultant energy. Among Schubert's songs can be named Lied 

eines Kriegers (D.822), Normans Gesang (D.846), and Romanze des Richard Lowenherz 

(D.907) - all full of the glory of battle and unremitting dotted quavers and semiquavers. 

In Der Feldherr, Loewe surrounds the legendary heroism of Napoleon at the plague hospital in 

Cairo with the same proud rhythm:202 

Ex.287 

·oJ ~r. Er rei:::.ht die -land den Kricgskam'_ra _den, 
-,,-~- --. . -- ... mmmj: i liTifjf • ..1 ..: .. " 

~~ ...... h ••• 

'l..::j W ~ - -- -...iii -

('He reaches out his hand to his fellow campaigners ~hom the pestilence has already horribly 

disfigured, and yet, vested with healing power, goes his way like a hero in triumpij ') 

The young knight in Goldschmieds Tochterlein canters up with this rhythm (Example 252), and 

in Harald ,203 the hero and his troop of soldiers ride from battle singing victory songs: 

Ex.288 
Alia Marcia maestoso cresc 

1>. . 
'. . j), )i Jl. ~ r ,. 

~ I 
IOJ 

Vor seinemHeergefolge ritt der kiih. ne Held arald; s, 

.................... ..." I-. r-= r-:;..L' r-:! ...-.. ~ 
: : : .. 

; oJ .. ! .................... ".-; ... 
creal f' 

p pompo.o I-. ~ 
~ ... :: I .. :: • t: • t: ... f 

~.: ~ ~ ~:. -
.~ 

ioJ 
zo.gen in desMon.desScheindurch ei. nenwiLden Wald. 

~- ~--.,., r--::. ~ 

OJ - "-::I .. ... -; .. ... 
b .. \.. 

.... 
"I .. .. 

202 A painting of this incident, by Jean-Antoine Gros (1771-1835), hangs in the Louvre; a reproduction of 
this will be found in Appendix A. (The incident is supposed in fact to have taken place in the plague 
hospital at Jaffa, not Cairo.) 

203Further details of the story are found on p 130ff. 
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How simply Loewe illustrates Harald's succumbing to eternal sleep at the hands of the Elf Queen 

- the rhythm is softened to a 6/8, while the vocal part is reduced to a monotone: 

Ex.289 

But he stirs in his sleep at the sound of thunder, and makes as if to seize his sword: 

Ex.290 

cresco 

i J' ; l I. }: J ;, I 
t! Wann BIit _ ze zu _ eken, Don _ nerrollt, wannSturm erbraust im 

• *~ .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. . .. I-

- _r seen r _ _ V - J. - a. - - .a - i - - sin - al - -

~t~~t~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~tt~ ~~~~~~ 

11- Jim. j I 1,; j,j $: I~ I I I ; }I ; , 4 , -
t! n d:~~tNd 

nach demSchwert,der aI _ teHeld Ha _ raid. 

bJJ

i
" ~ . 

f Jim. p 
~: ~llh=I;;I:;;I;J 

t~~~~~ tttt~~ 

Der alte Dessauer04 is introduced with this stirring rhythm; this was wMtten in 1853, and the 

accompaniment has a certain sophistication of lay-out and texture here: ) 

It! 

2
04See also pp196 and 238. 
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This ballad also includes a further rhythmic figure common to several others: ! J I .C1 d J I J J 
and it seems to indicate, both here and in Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier, the idea of military glory. 

The old general of Dessau, whose daughter is dying, reminds God ("du alter Feldherr oben") of 

his faithful service to his country and stumblingly prays for his daughter's recovery: 

Ex.292 
--'lc_"_ , 

;,. ~ [' ~ I,] ~ It.! 
"Du aL ter Feld herr dro _ ben, der gross'. re Hee - re fiihrt 

~ 

~J i!1 il:;im t.! 
/ I"~ •••••• .... ...... .., ..... ,-= L __ r-, 

- .. '. I 

A" , 
r I r J t 

I u 1m Stur.me von To _ ri _ no fer Dran _ ge bin ich dir nieht ... 

::,...Iii' 

It is taken up in the narrative later, as he returns and fmds the girl dead: 

Ex.293 

.1;." i£4! tt -. --i , ~ ~ i·.llj• • t It.! 
N!'n schreitet er 

'--' . . =--
zum Schlos..se, vom Glau. ben auf ge.rich. tet, 

tlimin 

; IV : 4 F i 
ge korn. men, heut' 

r ~..J. J''''''' 
~~ 
r-:. dimin.~, 

. _ .. '~' 

" ; $:' 1::1: jrv J ., ,J ""J I:t' :t':t':t' 
l' 

~ ~ ~ ~ .. ,~' . 

The appearance of this rhythm in Kaiser Otto hints at the Kaiser's recent victory in battle (see 

pI8I above), even though the underlying mood is not triumphant but fateful - the insistent 

bottom D's toll like the great Cathedral bells, but his military 'glory' against his,own brother is 

of shameful memory: 

Ex. 294 
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The vehemence of this syncopated bar underlines on the other hand a resentful feeling in Agnete, 

where the merman is grudgingly allowing Agnete to return to the upper world, at the same time 

sternly enjoining her to be back at nightfall: 

Ex.295 

~ 

J> j) J J t i I ru .. --.: ~ Tag u~Nacht 
, 

G7 -& ei nen, sich ei nen, keh_re zu_ruck .lnS Meer 
~ - - 09-

l~ v~.:-,. I;, .......... ~tm~ .. ~ .. -;77 , ..... 

-== 1--'-~ -----:; f-.. 

" I 1"----- r. .=> ~ 

The same rhythm is found at the end of the ballad for her furious "I shall never follow thee back!": 

Ex.296 

3 

~ ~ ~ ~ -E 1 V !' : ~ 1 It} 
ich foLge Jir nim _ mer _ mehr, ich foLge die rum _ mer _ mehr!" 

~ J I a I 

11 tJ 
3 '!' ~ 

.. - t! 
fle~ a .. * ... ; p. 

#r ~ 

Earlier, Agnete' s longing for her mother and her former home elicits a moving passa~e expressing 

great yearning. The mid-phrase subdominant harmony produces an effect of expansion, of 

opening to the warm rays of the sun: 

Ex.297 .u..lL-. P -«:::: -= 
It} l J I; )1 JI JiR ~J) I~J§§J~I§J~I~J ~Ji·I~JI~Il~4~~~Ji.~b I~J~~ 

" » Ii "Ach kanDt' ich Doch ein - mal )au _ schen, wann Mor _ gens dec Hair! _ cr _wacht!" 

11 II II. p. ~.,... ~ 

I U Licht: kannt' ich ~~ch ein 
4-=2) J5 cru~ 1.1 

"Ach mal schau _ en meiner Mut _ ~er An _ ge _ sieht!" 
.AJl1I. - .. -

~~Iq~ I tJ *~ -~P~ -~J ~~ :"1J -;~-; ~1J': ~ 

b· 
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One can hardly state that here is extreme originality, or any startling innovation; for 1860, the 

music appears almost commonplace - but in a performance context, a depth of feeling is 

conveyed which cannot be gainsaid; and nobody could deny the beauty of this passage. 

Fear or anxiety appear fleetingly in several ballads. Loewe often incorporates the pounding 

heart, the shudder, into the musical phrase, or uses the time-honoured device of a rest for a swift

drawn breath. 

Der alte Dessauer once more provides an example. Although the general has never shown fear 

in battle, his words here are "today I am desperately afraid". Here the piano's change of octave 

suggests the holding back of breath, almost a sob: 

Ex.298 
1\ ., ==-

Itl ~TI4· 7 v· . -
1. ~ !J,L~r g,!r zu ban_ge, heut' ist_ mir gar zu ban - ge,du 

OJ i P I r I; I~ ~~ ~~ ~. 

." ." ." 
-.g • 

: I" 'fib. 7J 71 u 71 .• 

In the same ballad the word 'zittem' (trembling) is suggested thus: 

Ex.299 
t, --= " 

OJ -, ~ 7J ... 4 4 4 41 .. ' 4 " -; 
sagt, er hatt' gc _ ziLtert, man sagt, er hatt' ge _ ziLtert, weiss 

~ 

Iv 7'" 7'71 ~~~ ~'~ ,!/~I "~ Pr: 

I"r' Vr' Vi-J VV VI" V'-' 

Similarly, in the fmal section of Herr O/uf, as Oluf's mother awaits him, she too trembles at his 

deathly aspect; this figure of three staccato quavers is kept up under their tragic dialogue right to 

the end of the ballad, underlining their fear and knowledge of his certain death: ' 

Ex.300 

~ ~ -

Itl ~ ThuT, seLne Mutter ziLternd stand da _ fur: "Sag an, meinS~hn,und sag mir glei ch, .. ~ 
Itl ~ L _l'r ~r Ifr qr 1" ~ c!D"~ ~r· ... . . . 

~~~ ~'!"'!" ~7 77- T -; 7-

~ 1 ..J .'.L I J---~rp 

~ ~ "-'--' '-J-,...J 

Further instances of this rhythm with similar connotation may be found in Examples 312, 313, 

and 317 in Chapter 11 (pp245-249 below). 

* * * 

.~ 

-
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CHAPTER 11 

Loewe's musical expression of the affections: continued 

(iii) the negative affections 

Loewe's first ballad, Edward op.l:l, belongs pre-eminently to the category of feud/revenge 

ballads. Nothing in Loewe's previous training, nor in his earlier (withdrawn) op.l, prepares one 

for the grim shock of this ballad: with not one note more than necessary, and yet not one 

emotional nuance ignored, the poem's bleak and implacable course is traced by the most 

consummate musical means. 

The poem is of the starkest;205 there is no narrative - we are plunged into a harsh dialogue with 

the first words: "Why does your brand sae drop wi' blude, Edward, Edward?" The two 

protagonists are mother and son - the accuser and the accused, the agitated questioner and the 

smoulderingly angry defendant. There is no musical introduction, and the key (E-flat minor) is 

an extreme one for 1817. The mother speaks first: 

Ex.301 

-"-
Agitato. 

OJ 
DeinSch.w'ert.,wieist'svonBlut so roth, Ed.ward! Ed. ward, drin 

1 "I .... 
. oJ ... ... ......... I'· • ......... ... I~'· • .. .. 

:>-

10.1 Schwert, wie ist's von B1r St ro~, un~ ge~st 50_ trau.rig da? O! 
\ 1\ ~ .... ~ 

loJ 
~.. .. ~. . . . 

,.. 1 V I V 

Hers is an angular jerky phrase in iambic 6/8 rhythm, containing many falling semitones and 

using the whole octave from lower to upper tonic (E-flat to E-flat). The son's reply, in 2/4, is 

marked ritenuto, as if he can hardly bring the words out through his clenched teeth; the heavy 

plodding quavers and empty texture emphasise this hardness. His vocal range is kept low at first, 

20SFor full Scottish text see OBB 239 (No.6l). 
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and his melody doubles the piano's LH part, a device often occurring when a male speaker is 

involved: 

Ex.302 

jtenuto 

I~~ bab geschlagen meinen Gey _ er todt, 
r(fenuto 

---' 
Mut _ ter! 

I ~ ... . . ... . . 
cresco p 

1t.J Mut _ t~r, ich bah geschlagen Meinen Gey_er todt, und das,das geht i:ir nab! 

~1~::~.~!:~I.II!!t::~.~. 1!1i.~Y{~:::ip~~ 
J 

At the end of either character's speech, every half verse, is the refrain '0' -common enough in 

ballad poems, and meaningless enough in most cases, but Loewe obviously feels that this single 

syllable heightens its emotional force from verse to verse; his varying treatment of it is subtle 

indeed. In the previous examples it appears as part of the musical phrase on a painful V minor-

9th which is only resolved by the piano; the man's '0' is later than his mother's - his 'surface' 

anguish for his hawk only an afterthought. In the 2nd verse the mother's '0' refrain is lower (still 

over V9 harmony), while Edward's is firmly on the tonic: perhaps a momentary surge of confi

dence. 

) 
A secondary refrain, the reiteration of "Edward, Edward" and "Mutter, Mutter", equally repays 

observation. The 'Edward' repetition begins by falling a semitone (Example 301), but from the 

3rd verse becomes a fussy repeated note (Example 303). 'Mutter' rises through a minor 3rd in the 

first two verses (Example 302) but thereafter is always a falling interval, v~ing with the 

changing intensities of feeling. 

Tension mounts during the 3rd verse; tighter rhythmic urgency and a chromatically rising vocal 

line is supported by a succession of diminished 7ths: "Some other duk')re drie, 0" (some greater 

grief ye suffer): 

Ex.303 overleaf 
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Ex. 303 

.'r;tringendo 

.. -
I .... all und hast'snicbt noth, Edward, Edward! 

~ ~ ", ~ I 
, , I " I ~ I " '.'-

I'"' r'fringP1l.do ........ .. .. ..tL .. 
~ 

-~~1i1 -- _L-

V 1 1"1 r I 

.. 
I , • g' 

t I l l d , I'Q , , 
It) 

de in Ross war alt und hast's nicht noth, dich druckt ein ancLrer Schmerz. O! 
I ~ j.., 

-

tHm); ; I:; H I .... 
~t ~ 

.~ ~ I- crelcena~ 
~ ~ .. 

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t-- +--

Edward's reply is shattering: "0 I hae killed my father dear!" All pretence is now discarded. 

From the B-flat monotone which is still heard as V ofE-flat minor the music is wrenched into G 

minor on the word 'Vater' - the B-flat remaining as the bass note, a striking example of the 

impact of an unexpected 6-3 chord; its very instability causes disquiet in the listener. 

Ex.304 

~ 
ter, ich _ ter todt, ) .. .. .. 4-

I 
frfrfrlr 

0 'i D' 
<it 'two 

U-
<it 'two 

Here the refrain "Mutter, Mutter," becomes a groan, a falling 3rdand5th; and the son's '0' is this 

time a long cry of anguish on a high E-flat - C minor harmony over a tremolando D in the bass 

(Le. dominant pedal; see Example 305). The piano rounds off this s~tion with seven bars of 

falling chords which die away over this continuous D: the longest purely instrumental comment 

in the ballad: 

Ex.305 overleaf 
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Ex. 305 

.. P~d.. 

A pause; then the momentum changes. From here to the end it is all nerves and breathless 

questioning from the mother; with Edward's replies, always broader in rhythm, becoming ever 

more impassioned and higher in pitch. 

A scale-wise crotchet-semiquaver figure in the accompaniment now becomes an insistent and 

variously-modified motif. At first it accentuates the growing agitation of the mother, whose 

vocal line from now on is nothing but a barrage of repeated notes punctuated by gasps of "Edward, 

Edward," to quick pairs of quavers: 

Ex. 306 

Undwaswirstdununan ir thun, Edward? Edward, J 

" 
I~ und was wirst du nun rn Jir thun? meinSohn,das sage mid >- 0!1 

>- >- >- >- >- ! ~~--
>- -rm 

i" 
~ 

~ ... ~ -:: ......... -::. -'..iii i ii i i ttt t#~~~~ Jeljl ~~-~::.... ......... 

Edward's phrase "Auf Erden solI mein Fuss nicht ruh'n" ('my feet shall not rest on the earth,' a 

rather ambiguous translation of "I'll set my feet in yonder boat") is given a rest-less line of 

disjunct semitones; 'Mutter' is now set to descending octave leaps. The finality of his decision 
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is stressed by his ending frrmly on the tonic: '0', after five deliberate desending crotchets to the 

words "will wandem fibers Meer" (an extension of the semi quaver scale figure): 

Ex.307 

~~~~~~~~~E~g #_ . __ ====Bi;Jd2p P P P -, I 
Mut _ teT, Mut _ leT! aufErdensollmeinFussnicht AufErdensoll mein Fuss nichtruhn, 

ruh~J ..................... 
will wan _ dern ii _ bers 

J 
Oil 

• f f£f;~fkf 

,ee, U 

Again the mother presses her wily and malicious questions: "And what will ye do with your 

towers and your hall?" - her refrain now a long 'regretful' (hopeful?) "0", ritardando: 

rifard. 

>-

If 

His obdurate reply "I'll let them stand till they doun fa'" further draws out the agitated scale· 

figure and falls, literally, a whole tone at a time, through a series of whelly unrelated minor keys 

('dissonant tonalities') - G minor, E·flat minor, C·flat minor; this is then repeated from 

(enharmonic C-flat) B minor through E minor, C minor, A·flat minor. The effect is of slow· 

motion, inexorable downfall, derived partly from the 'collapse' of any feeling of stable tonality, 

and partly from the descent over more than an octave each time: fIrst from high D·natural down 

to (middle) C·flat, then from the same D·natural to a low A·flat. . Loewe then emphasises 

Edward's bitter "J shall never see it", and through two interlocking augmented 6ths brings the 
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music back from Edward's terrible vision of the future to the present: G minor again, and the 

incessant probing of his mother: 

Ex.309 

· 8. tempo 
'" 

., pp 

10) .... '6>---- -ii.- .~ .9.'" :-.- Mut~! Ach immer steh's und sink' und 1!~1'! ~ Mutter! 

· 8. tempo • .o • • • ::: ,i:L ~ ~ I 

)'" 
L..:...!..I~ .~~ ~:.....u .......... I f p. ... __ -, 

I I P, PP 

. ~. .T ~~ - 77,'.4 -V 

f> ::> >-

ach im_mer steh's und sink' ich werd'es nimmer 

· pp==-

OJ 
sehn! O'==-- L'nd "115 soli werden aus WeibJ;;d 

I >: ..!- >. .L. >. ..L> ..I!. 

)" II pp ...... ...... ...... ...... 
... -

She asks what he will leave to his wife and children; and as if insisting "Think!" her '0' refrain 

this time is at a whole bar's distance and sung softly - at which the m,sic slows down and 

pauses: I 

Ex.310 . 
10) 

Kind,Eciward? Edward, undwassollwerclenausWeib und Kind, wann du gehst iLbers 

I >- >- >-. > >. >. 

1'· 
S~.. :t:t '-== ~ ... 'OQI ....... 'iI;I 

..... -....;---. _ ..... 

~ ~'J, .-,-
P f':o, 

OJ Meer? O!! 

A , f #~ g. 
>- r~ ~ 

OJ 
P 

""I:I::j 
~~ ....... f':o, 

0) :J "~; q" 

Edward's reply is a masterpiece of grim musical irony: the dire words; "The world's room-let 

them beg through life" are set to rich static chords in E-flat major, the voice again making use of 
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the descending scale-pattern, and the refrain "Mutter, Mutter" now a conventional, smooth 

appoggiatura, almost implying, "isn't that what you want?": 

Ex.311 

(9' 

loJ Die Wek ist 
I 

gross, 
... 0 ... 

lass sie_ bet-teln dnn, MuLter! Mut_ter! 

But his true anguish surfaces in the accompanying uneasy quavers as he says "For them never 

mair will I see"; Loewe also repeats the word 'ich' fortissimo, and a sudden drop to piano at the 

words 'seh sie nimmermehr' is accentuated by a heart-rending appoggiatura over a tonic 6-4. '0' 

is pianissimo, on the V minor-9th, and wrung from him twice over faltering heartbeats: 

Ex.312 
~ >-r--,. ... .ff 

IOJ die "'~elt ist gross,_ lass sie betteln drin, iCh'lI 
Ii 

oJ '-"' ~ ". .t.T 

'-"'+ ~ ~;;;t 

~ p pp r.-, 

OJ 
ich seh sie nimmermehr! ·S! O! 

A ~ ~,........ ~ ,...., I..,........r.-, 

oJ W ~.-. ... --.r --.r--.r --.r--.r--.r 
p pp 

r.-, 

b~ 
-:;.:.J Vl:..J 17 l.:J ---yo 

The mother now finally demands to know her own fate. Loewe's rhythmic stretto, chromatically 

rising vocal line, pauses, extreme dynamics, and the final off-beat, discordant 'O's, sychronise 

with her desperate apprehension: 

Ex.313 
A 

,oJ 
tfnd Jas s6lldei Ie MUL~~r~un, -

A >- - "- l ,...., 10. 

{ '-- l 

,oJ :-r. ~. "L-..J W . . . . .:.. . . . 
- - - "--' L.....f 

Ex. 313 continued overleaf 
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Ex. 313 continued 

tJ 
Edward? Edward, und was 5011 dei ne MuLter thun, mein 

r--1 ~ ~ ~ ~ -= -

1'" 
"L...W W b~. 

I...j . . 
.......... - - - - -

The vertical (harmonic) D and E-flat semitone stabs to the last (compare Example 305), and the 

same two notes lead horizontally into Edward's final horrific malediction of the woman 

responsible for his guilt: "The curse of hell from me shall ye bear / Such counsels ye gave to 

me,O!" 

Ex.314 

J 

Loewe again eschews modulation as such and precipitates us from G ,minor to E-flat minor in a 

telling reverse of the first climax (Example 304); the first inversion is again a striking feature. 
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Edward's curse is repeated on the Neapolitan 6th, F-flat major; his final off-beat "0" is a lash of 

pure hate, and the curtain drops abruptly: 

Ex.315 

~ 

IU auf 

q~~L 

1"-' 

~.t1. 

der Fluch der 

• C1 

Euch ruhn, denn 

~~ ... J~ .. J~ .. 

~ .. '" i+ i+-

. 

HoI _ _ _ _ _ Ie soll 

~... ... ... ... 
::~ ... ,;:~,. .F~ ... F~" 

~~ ~~. ~~. i~· 

1":\ 

Ihr, Ihr rietliet'smir! OJ 
g. 

l Ib~: ~ .ci 

1":\ 

Ibi; If I .-

j 

Loewe writes in a letter from one of his concert tours: "BeimEdward-Todestille; alles erstarrt! 

Das ist guter Geist.''206 ("After Edward - dead silence; everyone numb with shock! that's the 

right spirit." i.e. that is just as it should be.) 

Loewe may have written with equal inspiration in later years, may have refined and sophisticated 

his piano writing on occasion, but he never surpassed the gripping torment expressed in this 

ballad. It can be seen how every detail of shifting emotion is underlined musically; and the sharp 

emotional after-image of such a work is surely proof of mastery. 

*** 

20
6Sb 248; letter to his wife from Miinster, dated 1 viii 1837. 
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Another early ballad, Die drei Lieder (1825, words by Ludwig Uhland) also deals with a blood

feud, and Loewe again matches verbal and musical passion, though not with the subtlety of his 

Edward. 

The incident, hardly a story, takes the following form: King Sifrid, enthroned in his stately hall, 

asks which harper knows the most beautiful song. One steps forward: ''Three songs are mine; 

the first you have already long forgotten - that you treacherously murdered my brother. The 

second song I devised one dark and stormy night - you must fight me to the death!" The King 

takes up the challenge and is slain. "Now will I sing the third and most beautiful song, one I shall 

never tire of: King Sifrid lies in his own red blood!" 

Strong stuff; and Loewe's compositional instincts prove to be in keeping. Mter the opening 

neutrally descriptive verse, there is no attempt at beauty of sound for its own sake, regularity of 

phrase (in spite of Uhland's jingly 4-stress lines) or even a memorable musical fragment - all is 

subordinate to the delineation of this terrible moment of bloodthirsty vengeance. One looks in 

vain for a single remission of tension: the two major 3rds which do occur in the voice part are 

rather cries of triumphant challenge than anything milder. At the same time, semitones abound, 

together with augmented and diminished intervals (both vertical and horizontal) and empty piano 

octaves; there is no phrase that could be termed a melody. The voice is used for declamation 

only, almost in the manner of an accompanied, measured recitative, and Uhland's compact 

stanzas of four short lines also contribute to this impression of passionate rhetoric rather than 

song. 

) 
This characteristic, of a vocal line exclusively declamatory, stands out as unique in the ten ballads 

Loewe had written up to this date. One is perhaps justified in feeling that in this sense the 

composition is an experimental one. Certainly the piano part is loaded - even overloaded -

with conflicting groups of notes, 3' s against 2' s or 4' s, clashing double ostinati, rushing scales, 

and extended trills, which at the speed indicated (Allegro assai) are obviously and simply 

intended as producers of an atmosphere of hate and revenge, an atmosphere which truly merits 

Leon Plantinga's comparison of the musical idiom of dramatic ballads with the music used to 

accompany American silent films.207 NaIvety there may be at this stage in Loewe's writing, but 

also abundant evidence of a powerful imagination and resourceful turn of mind. 

----~~~-~-~---~--~--~-~-----------

207Plantinga: Romantic Music p257. 
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The introductory verse presents a rich scene, with however a sinister touch provided by the F

natural bass trill in bar 11 (the Phrygian cadence):208 

Ex.316 Aile ro assai. 

In dcr ho_hen Hall' sass K6 _ nig Si _ "IhL HarLner,wer 

~~~E __ -~CZf~~t:=.~:lm·4±~ --_ .. -
weiss mir das schonstc Lied?H_ 

The harper's entry, at fIrst over bare octaves with nervous rhythm, builds up chromatically to a 

vehement statement: "Three songs ... ", which gives the singer opportunity for a show of vocal 

strength: 

Ex.317 

jungJing trat aus dec Schar be _ hen _de,die HarC' in derHand, dasSchwertancler unde: 

ff 

"Drei Lieder 

-H- _--'" t:.~ ,: h ________ 

- ........ -
...... ......::I 

208Compare bars 8-9 of Schubert's B-flat Sonata D.960 (1828). 
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The words "have treacherously slain my brother" elicit almost literal stabs at the piano, a rising 

semi tone for the voice, and much use of diminished 7ths: 

Ex.318 

du rncuch_lings cr stochen, und 

Iii 

The 2nd stanza, of similar musical cast, is introduced by this frenzied figure: 

Ex.319 

10) Das 

--" >- J (J.f.i.iJ J • ~ll~~~l~ 
10) 

-~ f9- -- ov 

!,""' ..... ,~ ..a"""". Ji? """-

-~~~~-:.I~ - .... 
-------- ~ 

Iii 

In this verse the vocal semitone is again very much in evidence (including tpe Phrygian flat 2nd): 

j 

Ex.320 

[t:EITff--r-=:::l~ 
\fusst mitmir fech _ ten > _ auf 

~~~~~~;.r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ar~ .. ~a·~~I~~~~_~~~~~ ~ - ~ ---

und &or (ben) 
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The clash of arIIlS is simulated not only audibly but visibly on the printed page in the piano part, 

while the voice at this point has the nearest approach it is allowed to a melodic line: 

Ex.321 

lchnt er dieHar _ fc wahl an den Tisch, und sic bci _ de die 

if ~_ifi 

Schwer _ tcr frisch 

The King sinks down lifeless: 

Ex.322 

-~.J.l 
IInI{e 

dim. 

bis der Konig sank in der ho 

.~~~~~~~~-
(Oft $'''' ,) p 

~cc-:----"==-,- -~- _. -=====_"'--= -*~ 
IT b,lT___.._ u-

i 

The vocal part of the final triumphant couplet consists solely of the two notes G-natural to F-sharp 

- again the flat 2nd to tonic - in an epitome of implacable hate: 

Ex.323 

IT z r I 
Ko nig Si _ feid 

liegt in 
"'-----
seim_ 

i 

Ped. 

Ex.323 continued overleaf 
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Ex.323 continued 

-tWlJl :> :> dim. p cre3C. decrcsc. 
1;1" -3 W J ~t5 j I ~e £] ~J I J 

. I IV ,/ 
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"J"J~ . ~. ~ ~ ~ ~? ~ ~rJ U cresco '?J.decrnc.rJ ff~ 
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......::=:=I 

~ ~ ~. ~ ~. i ~J ~ ~. 
g qe 6' ~ ~ • 

~ Ii 

V ) .; I 
Il ~, 

liegt in seim __ 
'rC -

~~~~I ,v -.J " "~~ ," .............. 1* ...... lI~TT ... ~ .. ~ ... ~; 
""" - ... 'et &$ I 

~ 77 G77 it ~ ;J i :4 

~!!. 

.J J I 11 I 1 . I I . 
lu , 

then B~. tel" 
~ 

1 v"' 
.. t~~ 

i • ~ • q; ___ ~ 
~q.. • ., •• -

~.~~~~ .. ' I;IiIP ...--Zm. ~~ 
f ere _ &cen . - do • . . 

--+ 
77 ~ ___ n- i ~-~ =.~!iY .. ~ ~ .. ~ :;"J" ~"J" ~~' :n."=t~."~ 

~ .~ - .. ........ .. . 
'!ill .. 

The piano epilogue allows two bars of mourning - a plangent minor 6th this time - before its 

final exultant F-sharp major. 

) 

Interestingly, Loewe's setting of one of Byron's Hebrew Melodies, Jordans Ufer (by Jordan's . 
bank), not a ballad, but written in the same year as Die drei Lieder, is fashioned almost entirely 

from this Phrygian semitone in a most forceful manner. The wild despair of the words, crying to 

God to return and overthrow the heathen altars of Baal, is matched simply fUld superbly by 

Loewe's use of this grinding figure: 

Ex.324 
f·nergico i 

r' D r J 13 J 
IV Auf Jor • daris U . . fer strci fen wit . de Hor _ den, 

tr tr tr 

IOJ "'--"' ~ [;n.Fp;;; if~=== ===== ====== 
.. .............. " ................................. 

Ex.324 continued overleaf 

II 
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Ex.324 continued 

f 

I"' dir 
r' 

dar 
p r 
gebracht? 

I 

1
101 ,4' 

_=.c.~== -

- which in turn, as remarked by MJ.E. Brown, brings to mind Wagner's 'Hagen' motif in the 

Ring.209 

Albert Bach, as an enthusiastic performer of Loewe's ballads late in the 19th century, sums up 

thus the undoubted emotional effect of Die drei Lieder: 

"I have frequently had the opportunity of observing the great effect which this marvellous 
musical epos produces both upon musicians and non-musicians, even on a first hearing ... The 
music of 'The Three Songs' can never fail to impress the hearer with the conviction that an 
exciting fight is taking place, and that a great tragedy is being enacted, even when the ballad is 
performed on the piano alone. Loewe's works must recall to all minds the fact that music is 
capable of representing distinct emotions and dramatic events, whether ill connection with poetry 
or as an emancipated art - the so-called 'absolute music' .''210 

*** 
I 

The fIrst of Loewe's Polish ballads of 1835 is Mickiewicz' Czaty (i.e. the ambush; the German 

title is Der Woywode , meaning a provincial governor); this is another ballad of vengeance, 

written in the middle years, and less intense both verbally and musically, but yet forming an 

interesting comparison. In this Ukrainian story, the Governor discovers his ·wife's bedroom 

empty and calls his faithful Cossack servant to bring his rifle; they creep to the edge of the garden 

wall and see a woman veiled from head to foot, keeping at arm's length the young man before her 

who pours out a complaint of unrequited love; she resists, but fInally sinks into his arms. This 

is enough for the hidden Woywode, who whispers that he will kill the youth, while the Cossack 

is to kill the woman. The Cossack readies his gun - and kills the Woywode. 

209MT April 1969 p358. 

21°ABB P 196; the mention of such a work being performed 'on the piano alone' sheds an interesting light 
on an aspect of Victorian music-making at (presumably) amateur level. A hundred years previously, 
songs were apparently also performed as piano pieces, as noted on p19. 
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Swift events, darkness, whispering and secrecy: all are captured in Loewe's agitated, linearly 

chromatic music. The first verse is set essentially to an ascending chromatic scale, the restless 

accompaniment following suit, and the bed-curtains are dramatically ripped aside: 

Ex.325 

~ ~ 

IU 

" ~ 
IU 

, 

IU 

'"" 

U 

U 

Gar. 
do 

Allegro cresc 

Yon dem 

I~ -= -= Zo_~_ 

"t"*"* .............. " ..... ....... .. ~ '. cresco 

4-____ '-='= 
__ 4-

~'"--- ~ jt-. --== p 

ten_ al _ '~~n V keuchtzumSchlo_sse her_~n r derWoy_wo _ de,voll Wuth undvoll 
frej a~ _ .~~_ nYJ rr~ _ 2DO _ da .8dysaanY',b~ f1Isa_Md.~Ir#t~ 

--== 

" 

c:: JL :.::::, 

'--== '~ 

J ~. 
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d".- iil~ ~ ~1L 

De _ c:en! 
T'T 
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Wzrok 0 .. .3idrZal, nie zna.lazl ni _ Ito go! 

,,#r~ f' #f' t::.~T"TT"TTTTT T-iTT""""."" .. 

u~ ______ _ 

Two further ideas are important in this first section: a zigzag melodic line (cf. the first bars of 

Edward) and a sequence of sevenths used as a 'feminine' motif (Exampl~ 326 (a) and (b~ 

) 

Ex.326 

(a) 

(b) 

I 

4- 4- .' 1:P • ~ _ _ Na _ um,den treu _ en Ko _ sa _ cken, 
pa eken. VtTild hebt er denBhck. vnrft die Ar _ mel zu...ruck, TU.fet 2ft) _ lnl ko _ za _ in Na _ U _ nla. 

"'::... .::......, .. ~,", - ~"""',.,' ~," , <7 N,.".dU N, ("! _ 
.•. ~ - ,;m 'U ~crrunu ':;=:Ifi 

:c:!/ 1-~ '-----L I _____ I 1 'r r -. '---" 
i 

Ei.ne 
Je_dn,! 

Hand lasst vom Haar ih _ rer 
Tf _ kff sU'e 0 _ czy, kry.la 

Au. gen Paar, 
IJIpuJr.lach war. Roo _ csy, 

lasst Ie Brust 
i pieri kry _ 

i 

VOD_ Lin _ nen um_ schlie _ ssen; 
la pod 0''1 _ hd hie _ Ii _ '''Y; 
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The young man's love song is in E-flat, 6/8 time, and is introduced by a passage of chromatic 

harmony of more romantic disposition: 

Ex.327 

un eoco ritf'nll.fo 

I~ vonsichgewandt ei_n~n Jung. lingzu ih.1en'" . F\Lss("n.Undum_fan_gendihr~ie, be _ schworet er sie:" .. 
cAa.la raJlJio.nakl,.csf! _ ce _ go u la.lan"" •. c.y.sny. Ten sci _ ska.jqc ko.la.na"wtwil do_ nie/,,xo..cha.na! 

~ un poco rilenulo .. tempo 

r 

I I I 

As the woman sinks into his arms, this same enharmonic link jerks the music back to the final 

Allegro molto and the fury of the Woywode. Both rising and falling chromatically-inclined 

phrases surge back and forth as he quickly instructs his servant. Tension is maintained to the last: 

the music is urgent, the voice part low and whispering: 

Ex.328 

All 

~ ~) ~l ~ ) --t InJ J l 
IU ~ 

• g~n. "Herr!" ~;ii. st:rt;. Jcht ,J'chV 
hemmt ei. ne ~ch~ fch r 

i' 
flie • . kazm auf da. Mad.chennicht schie .• sen; 
a-. .ie. "Panie.f'S Jeo _ sale pO.JlJia.da,,jIl..N hies 1ftif na.p4.da,ja "ie. -. g~ .a-s/ru _ lii Uj d~ietl1 _ Iti; 

. ~ >I - - .... ...... ~ 

ri.iZi ; j~ ~. t.Y y- ~y ..,~ T,--I--Y ~y ~ =;;P:::;jj 
:::: ~ i. •• #4' 

~ #Y. ~ ... ... 
The chromatic scale and the zigzag outline both reappear on the final Pages; the gun is now 

prepared and aimed:) 

Ex.329 
1111 p, IIJ); IF I 

Y' "If' ,.. !,vrl:f - .. p: p :~~ p ~ J) J) ; -
'LI .., 

Mache schnell en tein mit dem Na _ gel rein, dann ihr ~lel lass die Ku gel sich fin _~ den! 

Podsyp .a _ pal, a iy _ fttO,sczysc pa_ .sllok _ cum kyus; _ teO, poJirn ~ - nij ffI hIxij leb, l .. b fDlf d.i..,. Rf· 

II 

S4;~ I I II- Y I'~~ •.• ~""'''''Y''''' ·Y·Y· ... • ... ~-T-7-y __ Y ;:, 2 
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I'Ll 

Idacc. A. 

IpJ §p 
P I Ilir p I 1 t D I I 

Hoher!_ Rechts!_ Halt' still!_ 

wy.ujl ... wprawo!. .. po ma3u! ... 



-and fired: 

Ex.330 
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_ den. 
_ dy. 

nie cse _ ka _ )lfC WJ'. -. 

II i I Jl; ,,_",- ~Jl:=Jl.~ 

q~ T _ seen _ _ 
. 

_ tUJ _ 
7 ~.--

-~ .• I~ 
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II 

Without the extreme weight and even morbidness of Edward and Die drei Lieder, this is still an 

exciting ballad, with a last-bar climax reminiscent of Herr Oluj. 

*** 

Archibald Douglas, written in 1857 when Loewe was 60, is a mature, fairly long, most 

comprehensive and characteristic example of Loewe's best ballads. It draws together many 

points already raised: it is quasi-historical,211 set in the 'original' ballad-country of the Scottish 

Lowlands and Border; it includes royalty, out hunting on horseback; it presents a wide spectrum 

of emotion, ranging from sorrow and anger, will to kill, through nostalgia and reminiscence, to 

chivalry and a rmal joyful reconciliation. Underlying all these is the loyrlty and goodness of 

heart of the faithful steward. 

The story very briefly runs thus: the elderly Archibald, Earl Douglas, formerretainer to James IV 

of Scotland, decides to return from banishment and seek an end to the blood-feud between his 

brothers and King James. He meets the King out hunting and reminds him of the friendship 

which the two once enjoyed. The King refuses to listen and spurs his horse on; Douglas, old as 

he now is, races beside him holding the horse's bridle. At last he pants, "if not, then kill me now, 

in my own dear country". The King draws his sword - but cannot let it fall: instead he greets 

the old man in love. 

21IPor a detailed account of Pontane's sources see GA ill xi-xiii. and the perceptive notes (in German) in 
DB p248. 
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Ex.331 

("I have bome it seven years, and 1 can bear it no longer; where the world used to be so fair, it became 

waste and empty.") 

Jahr, und ich kann __ es nieht tra _ gcn mehr) wo 

9 9 3 

if dim. 

>9 >9 

'---' 
im ~ mer die \\'eIt am schonsten war1 da. __ war sie ad' und 

j 

This music to the first verse bears within it two distinct feelings expressed musically: (1) the 

heaviness of the feud weighing upon Archibald Douglas' heart; and (2) nostalgia - the looking 

back to the happiness and beauty of days long past. The important bass motif (a) in the LH part 

of the first four bars appears throughout the ballad as a reminder of (1); and the melody at (b) 
i 

("where the world used to be at its most beautiful ... ") appears always as a nostalgic reminiscence 

(2). The second verse is set to the same music: "I will seek him out - he cannot refuse my 

request, now that 1 am grown so old." 

In the third verse he adds a resolve to rid himself of this burden, coupled however with a certain 

resignation, in the words: "And if he does still bear this ancient grudge - so be it; what will be, 

will be." This is matched by the music; the original feint into G minor of the opening bars, which 
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there in fact leads to E-flat major, now remains in G minor (via an augmented 6th), and the 

heightening of his resolve, come what may, is felt in the literal raising of the musical phrase up 

into C minor (note the frequent sforzandi): 

Ex.332 

Und trug·. er noch den al _ ten Groll 

was da 

fif --if 

und kom _ me wa5 da mag!" 

WI WI 

j 

The following stanza and a half tells how he falls asleep by the wayside, the motif (a) and its 

extension forming much of his melody: 

Ex.333 (a)' (a)' (a)' 

'--9-----, ,-----;,;-. __ .---, 

If} - *' - zu ( )' sah in Wald und Fcld hin_ein, die Au " gen fie _len ihm i l a -, 

!'" 
----=-.-v '"--. -----~-6- R"t - qJ: ... ~ p ..=-- ---:> :> :> --.. . 

- "lilJu :;j '* -~-.- OJ ~~, . .OJ .. l) "lilJ. 
"lilJ. 
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The royal hunting party is heard approaching, announced by typical hunting-hom snatches: 

Ex.334 
Allegretto nOli troppo pre,to 

~ . 
f- S2±t=,3 -gg~ I - I - d -til<=:: :Ii, -~----

oj 

unacord~~-;---~' ~~!-~ ~-'-, r~' ~r---I-', 

~:=== PI' 
~ - - - - -~ 

1-7"~-

i~/--::_/-'~-:J~-'~:i-/ 'iV iv ---
umprr ron Peda~ 

The raising of dust and scattering of stones by the horses' hooves is graphically represented: 

Ex.335 

I 
Loewe denotes the royal personage by the simple means of his characteristic semi tone shift, 

coupled with a thickening of texture from octaves to full chords and the 'manly' expedient of the 

voice doubling the bass line: 

Ex.336 
dim. Tit. 

('King James sat on his tall horse, Earl Douglas greeted him [humbly]') 
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The blood rises in the King's cheeks: even this detail is not missed by the composer in his 

accompaniment: 

Ex.337 

a tempo crps/'. f 

in die \Vangen schoss. 

The nostalgic theme (b) now comes into its own, as Archibald Douglas, con molta devozione, 

relying on James' memories of the idyllic hours of youth, pleads that his brothers' guilt should no 

longer be laid on him: "Think rather of your childhood, the times when I took you on my knee; 

of Stirling Castle, where I carved toys for you, lifted you on to your father's horse, and sharpened 

arrows for you; of Linlithgow, where I taught you to fish and to swim and leap - soften your 

heart - for seven years have I borne the punishment of being a Douglas." The next three verses 

are set strophically to this melody, with tiny deviations in voice and piano parts, where one can 

imagine a detail in the words catching Loewe's voice or fingers as he improvised. 

Ex.338 

leading to: 

" 
IU 

" 
IOJ 

an _ gethan, es 

. ' .. . 

r' V 
3 

'-' 

(b) ,\lIdILllte. 
"con molta der;ozione 

> 

_+ _L. 

war nieht meL ne Schuld. 
> Adag,io. 

. ~l¥ -.: .: . 
-= > 

I 1/ 1 V -.: 

porlando la ODce 

(b) 
Moderato flebile , -,0; 

Denk' nieht ~n al _ ten 
Anda"te COli moto. 

I I 
: 

r' •• 

p~e@ ==-

-j-. T· 
dolce & 

Douglasneid, cler tT.otli? di~h b~ _ kriegt, denk' lie _ ber an dei _ ne 

) 
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At the end of this strophic section the motif (a), though still hinting at the feud, is smoothed out 

melodically while remaining part of a longer sentence; one detects an underlying weariness in the 

actor here: 

Ex.339 
(a)" 

d
. Tit. fremando fa voce 

2 1 r I r,mBa4EJluVttJiS I~ 
ich hables ge _ tra.gen sie _ ben Jahr, dass ich einDouglas bin, /-aa~s ich ein DOll _ glas bin!u 

_ r'/. 

Douglas' long appeal ends quietly, ritenuto, repeated minims contributing to the sense of a pause 

in the action: the King's dilemma touches the listener here. He checks his anger - he is not 

going to slay an old man out of hand; the most he can do is to pretend that nothing has happened: 

"I see thee not; I hear not thy voice ... ": 

Ex.340 

hUr' deine Stimme nieht, 

a temp~it unlerdruclrlem Zorn; ahgesfou~n 
orte 

Note how the piano underlines the tension of the moment with high held chords punctuated by 

staccato D's; and Loewe's careful pedal markings, and his dynamics ~ forte for the voice, piano 

for the accompaniment. The German performance indication means 'with suppressed anger': the 

detailed and bi-lingual markings in this ballad are especially noteworthy. 

As the King continues, the accompaniment lets fall a ray of hope - theme (b) high in the RH part, 

hinting that he is inwardly affected; as if to himself James murmurs; "it is as if a rustling in the 

wood speaks of old times; it sounds sweet and dear to me - I hear it yet...". A beautiful effect 
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is produced at this moment by the voice singing a 'tenor' countermelody (which is doubled in the 

accompaniment): 

Ex.341 

Crf'se. 3 rif. a tPflIPO 

=l--Fi_J Ja3 7 If. ~. . . 
Jt.Iingt das ~auschen sliss_ und_ traut, ich lausch'ihm inl-mer 

IJ 

I=;gr~-~ 
I ! " 

noch,_ 

'!iii. o 

"But - another voice is insisting, 'he is still a Douglas!'" The magic is past, his heart is again 

hardened; once more he declares, "I see thee not..." and this time the King's verse includes the 

motif (a) in its smoother form, to words still recalling the feud: "A Douglas who stands before me 

is a doomed man!": 

Ex.342 
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The King spurs his horse, but Douglas grasps the bridle; Loewe now paints a breathless rough

shod ride, the LH of the accompaniment providing a surging countermelody to the upward

tossing tune: 

Ex.343 

Each of the next four verses is set to the same music, upward semitone shifts raising the tension 

and harmonic pace: :fIrstly G minor to G-sharp minor - then A minor, B-flat minor, C minor at 

half-verse intervals, effectively increasing the heat and urgency of the ride. With voice finally 

reaching the highest note of the ballad, an E-flat over C minor harmony, the old man gasps out his 

plea to be allowed simply to serve the King once more - even just to feed his horse - as long 

as he can remain in his beloved Scotland. 

The music relaxes; the wild gallop subsides into a calm E-flat major as the old Earl regains breath 

- taking in thankfully once again the air of his native land. Note here how carefully Loewe 

articulates the bass notes under 'wieder aufs neu' ('once again') where the weight of Douglas' 

former burden, motif (a), has transmuted itself into a smooth cadential bass, which is then echoed 

at the final cadence of this verse: 

Ex.344 a tempo ma piano 
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This is one of the few brief verbal repetitions Loewe makes in this ballad - "the air of my 

fatherland" - a deeply-felt phrase, where the composer allows the singer and his melody to take 

over, momentarily. Loewe the sincere patriot is quick to sense the feeling in another. 

But the Earl is not done: "If you will not - then have courage, and you will have my thanks _ 

take your sword: run me through - and let me die here in my native land!" The furious gallop 

music is heard as the King leaps from his horse and draws his sword - but cannot bring himself 

to strike: 

Ex.345 

;:'te~:> I"':'\-=: lento 

..A. crelC rilard 

.., 
ausder ScheLde zog er scin brei. tes Schwert1 a tempo. riten . 
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.1--

a ber fallen _ liessercs Olcht: 8···-················· ....................... : 

Ped. 

From the dominant of that fateful key, E-flat minor, the music resolves into a sunny G major; the 

King becomes a boy again: "Take my sword, guard my rest - whoever loves his country as you 
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do must be true to his soul's core"; the smoothed-out (a) is heard here for the last time, echoed 

fleetingly in the LH progression in the following bar: 

Ex.346 (x) 

Allegro COli majesta. 

l)l1Nimm~s hin, nlmm1s hm und trag' es aufs neu' und be. 
> >0 
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t) q..il~' ----------" (I 
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(a) 

The voice part at (x) is in fact a transformation of the very first vocal phrase of the ballad (Example 

331), and both hunt and 'ride' contain elements of this and theme (b). 

The final page of this emotionally-fraught ballad brings the full nostalgia theme (b) once more 

(here the words are pointing to the future, but the underlying connection, ~f the restoring of old 

relationships, should be obvious): ''To Linlithgow - you shall ride at my side, and there we shall 
) 

happily fish and hunt as in days gone by"; the singer is allowed an augmented and repetitive {mal 

phrase, followed by what could have been a pure Rossinian peroration - except that Loewe, with 

a touching memory of the heartache pervading most of the story, chooses to finish quietly, with 

a rich upper major 3rd: 

Ex. 347 
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Ex.347 continued overleaf 
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Before quitting Loewe's world of emotional portrayal, in particular his preferred regions of 

tragedy and the supernatural, it seems appropriate to include a short comparative comment on the 

two settings, by Schubert and Loewe, of Goethe's Erlkonig. Schubert's was written in 1815; 

Loewe wrote his while at University, at about the same time as Edwaid (1817), and it was 

published in 1824 as op.1:3 (further references to Loewe's setting will be found do pp125f and 

300). 

Comparisons of these two settings, even by authorities such as Richard Capell, Donald Tovey and 

Maurice Brown,212 have often been made as if the two composers were of one and the same 

temperament, geographical and social position, literary and musical inclinations, and intent: 

which they were not. Observation, rather than comparisons of that kind, may lead to a more 

fruitful assessment. 

Some similarities are immediately obvious: the key, G minor; in both, the Erlking's speeches are 

in a major key until his last bar, and the boy's final cry reaches a top G; and both end with a quasi

recitative. 

212CapeU: Schubert's Songs; Tovey: Essays in Musical Analysis V p295; M.J.E. Brown: MT April 1969 
p359. 
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Schubert the lyricist is telling us about the event; he is the artist, the onlooker, creating 

distinctively the three levels of existence of his three characters - the down-to-earth father, the 

delirious boy, half-seeing or dreaming the wholly supernatural Erlking. The composer creates 

his mood in a comprehensive way, taking, as Tovey213 remarks, the galloping of the horse as his 

constant background feature; over this the characters, musically differentiated by pitch and style, 

play out their tense drama of feeling to its tragic climax. 

At first, the setting of Loewe the actor/narrator is not so very different in effect - mistier perhaps, 

with tremolos instead of Schubert's galloping triplets, and its 9/8 time has a different kind of 

momentum: 

Ex.348 

Geschwind. 

~. i. :a. ~ I'a # 
1\ 

OJ .. ' T "'11~ • 
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i ~ .. #~ .., ~. ~ I r' 
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Es ist der Va . '-'J.- K d • h· de ter mIt sel _ nem in J er at en 

1\ , - I ~ I ~. I ~ I ~ I t; I .1) 

It) 
~ u ... .a . h "I/' .a .a .a~ ~ .a L.a L __ t t 

r , j.i I ... ( , r r : r r r 

But Loewe's constant feature is an emotion (apprehension, fear) rather than a picture (the 

galloping rider on a dark night) such as Schubert presents. In this, Loewe takes us one degree 

nearer the story; the emotion conveyed to his listeners is that of a participant, re-telling the event. 

The boy's speech is kept high and the father's low, just as in Schubert's setting; there is even an 

uncharacteristically 'lyrical' word-repetition at the end of the father's reassurances, as if the father 

has to reassure himself as much as the boy. 

-------------------_._.---- -------------

2l3D.F. Tovey: op cit. 
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But at the entry of the Erllting, we can no longer be complacent onlookers or listeners - we are 

present in the drama too, surrounded by unearthly light, as the boy himself is: urgency, 

momentum, have given way to the paralysis of sheer terror. The swaying Erlking (6/8 time now) 

speaks directly to us sharing the fear, not at the remove of the spectator still conscious primarily 

of the horse and its rider: 

Ex.349 

h_imlich fliisl"nJ unJ lockenrl 

U 

------, . 
Pedale col una !corda. 

geh' mit mir! gar 

1 1___... 1 

L· L 

scho_ne Spie _ Ie spiel ich mit dir; = W ~. 
, ! 

The artist in Schubert paints the scene for us - graphically indeed; the Erlking's floating 

melodies are buoyed up by the unceasing triplet accompaniment 'felt in a troubled half-sleep' as 

Tovey puts it; the harmonic rhythm, though, becomes more static at this point, as with Loewe: 

Ex.350 (Schubert) 
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Loewe's ballad-attribute of immediacy and involvement is clearly illustrated in Example 348 and 

its continuation - ten and a half bars of shimmering G major, the Erlking wafting up the notes 
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of the triad, adding wheedling grace notes, and always ending on a long high D =====-=- , 
a positive gift to the singer bent on creating the eeriest possible atmosphere: 

Ex.351 
-

> ". > ----- L 

'. 
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wie_gen u~d tan_zen u'nd sin_;en dich ein. 
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As he did for the Erlking's fIrst speech, Loewe tightens the pulse to a 6/8 for the boy's last cry of 

fear - which then fades in 'realistic' weakness from forte, through mezzoforte at the word

repetition, to a fmal piano. 

The climactic fmal verse provokes harmonic surprise in both settings. Schubert builds up to a 

thundering Neapolitan A -flat, Loewe uses the same impetuous progresson as in Edward - from 

G minor to E-flat minor- and thereafter he travels (enharmonically) via B major, its V7 to~Vl, 

i.e. G major; its N7 to an augmented 6th on E-flat to a G minor 6-4; with a rising vocal line, a 

descending bass, and restless accompaniment: 

Ex.352 
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Schubert ends with a fonnal fmal cadence ('this is what happened: what more can be said?'), 

whereas Loewe forces us to share the anguish of the father with a last twist of his harmonic knife, 

a move which M.J .E. Brown has called 'unbearably arch '214 - but which will never miss its mark 

for the willing listener: 

Ex.353 

das Kind war tot._ 

r.\ 
.12.: L.I2.· i':' .~ .... ." . k: ~. 

-==- PI' 

~. :::! =+ i. :::! '-.". 17· "/7. ... 

Reaction to the two settings must be different, as different as the composers' own temperaments 

and musical aims in setting words of this nature. Given a naIve (i.e. open-minded) but infonned 

and sensitive listener, the response could well be: Schubert - an artistically-told tragedy, a work 

of art; Loewe - gooseflesh all the way! - in other words, the immediate experience. One can 

surely value both. 

As corroboration of the effect of Loewe's setting in perfonnance, one might include here a 

recollection by Professor Bemmann of Greifswald University, a fonner student of Loewe's: 
\ 

"When he sang Erlkonig or Die niichtliche Heerschau one's hair stood on end: in Waflhaide our 

blood ran cold. "215 

*** 

From these examples of particularly emotional ballads one can begin to see how Loewe 

responded to certain feelings, and how similar the musical reaction frequently appears to be. 

Loewe shares with the best a sensitivity to the speaking quality of intervals, and the subjective 

inference of individual keys, and also of certain degrees of the classical diatonic scale., The use 

----~~~~,,'-, --~ ~--~"------~--~-----

214MT Apri11969 p359. 

215Quoted by Runze, GA VIII iv. 
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of the 3rd, the minor 6th and 9th, the melodic semitone shift, the 'nostalgia' cadence, Neapolitan 

harmonies, augmented 6ths, 9th chords, detailed dynamic markings, harmonic/tonal instability, 

are all typical of his expressive vocabulary, and are moreover integral to the musical ideas 

themselves in any given ballad. 

* * * 

These devices, noted and exemplified in Chapters 10 and 11 in particular, are in themselves 

common Romantic property, but Loewe's abundant invention and variety of context preclude any 

feeling of the tiresome repetition of a familiar trick. Intellectually one may note these repetitions, 

and sometimes correspondences with other composers' work; indeed it is part of comparative 

study to do so. But every time, one may also appreciate their pertinence to their particular 

emotional and dramatic situation, and not least, the freshness and newness of the convincing 

incorporation, into Loewe's musical fabric, of his chosen 'objective correlatives'. 

*** 
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CHAPTER 12 

Humour in the ballads 

Humour in music, as opposed to music set to humorous words, is an elusive quality. What makes 

certain features - certain rhythms, figures, turns of phrase - funny enough to make the listener 

smile? Haydn knows the secret; without any reference to words he can be witty as to phrase 

lengths (the opening of the quartet op.76:4, and the Finale of the piano sonata Hob.XVI 50); he 

can tease the listener in the matter of pauses over an unstable harmony such as V7 or V9 (finale 

of the Trio Hob.XV 15, and the same sonata movement just quoted); and side-slips into 

unexpected keys are made with total aplomb (fmale of quartet op.76:5, bar 125ff, and the fITst 

movement of the piano sonata Hob.XVI 52, bar 68). He uses cross-rhythms, and alters accents, 

often effectively creating a new theme (finale of the 'Drum-roll' Symphony, Hob.l103); and 

glories in a lengthy build-up to a reprise (piano sonata in D, HobXVI 37) - here themes with 

upbeats are especially useful. 

The common denominator of examples such as the above is the moment of uncertainty for the 

listener, so that whichever way the question is resolved, there is a good chance of its being a 

surprise solution; in some cases there is also the gradual awareness that the composer is 

deliberately mystifying his audience, and the timing of the denouement adds to the humour. 

Loewe was doubly unique in his lifetime of ballad composition (1817 -1860). In Chapter 5 (p90) 

it was observed that during those years no other composer of eminence was consistently setting 

ballad poems: and certainly no other composer of eminence was setting humorous texts at all 

(outside of comic opera, which is anot1!er matter, and outside our present theme). 

The 'great' Romantic composers were taking themselves particularly seriously at this time. The 

only substantial song writers of the period were Schubert and Loewe, then Schumann, Men

delssohn and Franz, with Brahms half a generation later: of these, only Loewe chose to set poems 

of a truly humorous or whimsical character with any degree of frequency - and a conscious 

delight in his own skill (it is interesting that Goethe provides half a doun of Loewe's examples). 

Not until Hugo Wolf, in the 1890s, does one find a similar pleasure taken in musical humour in 

the solo song.216 

- ------ --~-------- ----~ 

216As with comic opera, the 'comic song' of the Victorian drawing-room (and later, music-hall) excludes 
itself, being on an entirely different plane, with different prerequisites and different criteria 
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On the other hand, genuine humour is found earlier, in many of Zumsteeg's songs and shorter 

ballads -humour in the music (as with Haydn) as well as in the words.2t1 Something in Loewe's 

temperament may have been fired by these to continue taking the genre seriously, to use a 

paradox. 

*** 

Loewe's humorous writing is of two kinds which can occur separately or together: 

(i) musical wit, rather in Haydn's manner, but allied to the words and often consisting of 
quirky rhythmic or harmonic effects, or extra long rests, or exaggeratedly illustrative 
melody or accompaniment. 

(ii) parody of existing musical styles - wild coloratura, operatic recitative, stubborn 
counterpoint; and a deliberate oversentimentality - a sort of bellissimo canto. 

Up to the age of 35 Loewe was also (as far as his composition was concerned) taking himself 

entirely seriously. But in 1832, the year of Goethe's death, he set three of the poet's lighter 

ballads: Hochzeitlied, Der Zauberlehrling ,and Die wandelnde Glocke; and in 1833, Gutmann 

und Gutweib , in which Goethe re-tells the Scots ballad Get up and bar the door. One or two 

humorous ballads appeared every year from 1835-1839; thereafter examples are found in 1841, 

1844, 1847, and 1857. In a letter of 1844, from Vienna, Loewe writes: 

"Baumann believes that I possess an enormous vein for comic music; this was made 
abundantly clear to him in Hochzeitlied, in which he feels there is a huge amount of 
humour of distinctive quality."218 

The very fact that he makes note of this is yet another instance of the conscious prUle he took in 

all aspects of his ballad writing, knowillg himself the possessor of a unique brand of music to 

disseminate, delighting in, and recording, the obviously striking impressions he made on his 

contemporaries. 

H ochzeitlied was a perennial favourite of both the composer and his audiences. The humour here 

lies in the words, the swift onomatopoeic tongue-twisting verse, as elves make ready a minuscule 

wedding; the brouhaha and fuss mount in excitement through four ver~s, with note values ever 

decreasing (Ex.62 - 65, pp107-8 above). This is humour which relies directly on the singer's 

21710 Die Wittwe, Zumsteeg cannily quotes Papageno's pan-pipes; Die Eulen (The Owls) ends on a 
dominant 7th hoot; Die beiden Bonzen ('Boozen' here are mendicant Buddhist monks) is yet another 
time-honoured joke: the two monks come upon a well-fed pair of ducks at a farm, they insist that their 
father's soul bas entered these ducks and frighten the farmer's wife into banding them over ... 

218Sb 339, dated 24th July. 
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making much of the alliteration at speed, and on his vocal agility. The accompaniment is no mere 

sketchy support, however, but keeps up its own running commentary on the proceedings: 

Ex.354 

t) letzt _ auf veL gol _ 

, ~. .-" .. JL ~" 

..... 

Der Zauberiehrling, which began life on 10th March 1832, as an improvisation (see Chapter 4, 

p76), needs a similar build-up of speed and flurry, though this time tinged with a tongue-in-cheek 

anxiety. The story is probably familiar from both Dukas and Disney: that of the sorcerer's lazy 

apprentice who can cast a spell but not cancel it - he cannot stop the broom he has commanded 

to fetch water, and a mighty flood ensues until the master sorcerer returns and revokes the spell. 

The alternation of keys a semi tone apart makes for a graphic rise in tension halfway through each 

verse (Goethe changes the rhythm of the words at this point) as the apprentice at first tries to stop 

the broom and fmally cries for help: 

Ex.355 
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The chopping in two of the broomstick is realistically described, and the subsequent deluge is 

denoted by non-stop semiquavers in both hands and canonic tags in the accompaniment (where 

Dukas has time for a fully-fledged fugato): 

Ex.356 
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A masterly use of rests for humorous purposes is found at the end - true musical humour which 

produces a perfect mental picture of the broom humping back to its comer: 

Ex.357 
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The story is an old one, appearing in Lucian's Philopseudos (lover of untruth!), and both Goethe 

and Loewe obviously enjoy the light-hearted pronouncing of judgment. 

The stories of Zauberlehrling and Die wandelnde Glocke both point a moral. The humour is 

secondary, perhaps: but people are always ready to laugh at others' misfortunes. Die wandelnde 

Glocke has no real musical humour; the humour of the narrative relies almost entirely on the 

singer's projection of the situation (a naughty child being chased by the church bell-because he 

invariably ignored its summons on Sundays). Loewe has produced a charming,)light-weight 

song, sketching in details such as be~l sounds, but it is hardly a humorous one, musically. 

Schumann's version, from his LiederalbumfUr die Jugend (1849) is harmonically colourful, and 

his bell sounds are the more effective for being varied; the music underlines the humour in a 

clearer manner (leaving less responsiblity for the singer?): 

Ex.358 (Loewe) 
if if if 
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continued overleaf 
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Ex.358 continued: (Schumann) 

Es war ein Kind, sci- nen Husch 

Loewe touches in more of the implicit humour of the poem in his Gutmann und Gutweib. The 

original Scottish ballad exists in two versions,219 and the story is a splendid and primordial joke. 

The goodman and his wife have just gone to bed; the wind howls round their cottage, making the 

door rattle, and the man tells his wife to "get up and bar the door"; she refuses, they quarrel, and 

make a pact that whoever should then speak the first word should get up and bar the door. 

Midnight and all is dark; two suspicious characters arrive and make free of the house 'But ne'er 

a word wad ane 0' them speak / For barring 0' the door'. The intruders eat the puddings the 

goodwife has been boiling and 'though muckle thought the goodwife to hersel' ,/ Yet ne' er a word 

she spake.' 

Here Goethe makes the thieves drink the goodman's schnapps,220 which naturally causes him to 

leap out of bed and demand payment: 

Then up and started our goodwife, 
Gied three skips on the floor: 

Goodman, you've spoken the foremost word! 
Get up and bar the door! 

Loewe has chosen aptly to set this poem in a melodically four-square folk-song styfe. But at the 

same time the accompaniment for this stubborn pair matches their character with its dour, 

unrelenting counterpoint: 

Ex.359 overleaf 

---------------.----------~---------

219Get up and bar the door, and Johnie Blunt, the refrain of which consists of the same words 'Get up and 
bar .. .'. 

22°10 the first Scots version, they decide to cut off the man's beard and kiss his wife; ioJohnie Blunt they 
would 'make his wife a whore-O'. 
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Ex.359 

Commodo 
" ~ r • r 1 j r • ~ I 

10) , I I I ' I I , 
end morgen rallt Sanct MartinsFest, Gut _ weib liebt ih _ ren Mann; da kne,tet sie ihm Puddings ein und 
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The words "und klapperte sie ein jundert Jahr" (' even if it rattles for a hundred years') give Loewe 

an opportunity for a rhythmic figure '( t ~ ;-----J .r-J I J which is thereafter 

. manoeuvred as a 'goodwife' motif when she 'muckle thought' - but kept silent: 

Ex.360 

J J r F I] i - 1 

loJ undGutweib sagtsich seIber Yiel, doch kei.oe SiLbe laut. nein, kei. ne Sil, be laut. 
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It also brings to an end the whole ballad; though the husband speaks the first word, his wife, 

inevitably, has the last one: 

Ex.361 

,. II 

OJ gleich, nun riegle mir die Thi.i~e gleich~" 
1 I -1 : _" II .. , ~ r.-. 

,OJ u..w~ I· * .p - ~f JIn / • • r.-. 
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This is a setting which leaves the singer plenty of room for characterisation; the touches of 

musical humour are small and subtle, but genuinely funny, and the pianist must also appreciate 

his share of the acting. 

. 

r 

=--
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An amusing moment arises in the very long ballad Des Bettlers Tochter. The poem is divided 

into two parts; Loewe follows this division, and- after 28 pages -ends the first part in mock

operatic vein. The original words are a sudden aside to the audience, indicating that 'The second 

Fitt shall set forth to your sight I With marvellous pleasure, and wished delight.' The ancient 

formality no doubt prompted the composer to this equally 'formal' announcement (the music 

consists of well-established motifs from the first section of the ballad): 

Ex.362 

Hochzeltsfc:-.t,ocr Ga+~te Pracht 1_ dies, lic_be Hcrrn)_ haL" ich ge _ dacht._ harl 

"'~ r~ r_ 

-~-

11 3 

I I 

("the rest, dear people, it seems to me, will be better as a second song - it is far too long for one.") 

Incidentally, the second half, which is a wedding feast with attendant pomp, begins with exactly 

Mozart's rhythm for Figaro's wedding march: 

Ex.363 

Mozart: Le Nozze di Figaro, No.23: Finale to Act ill ; 

~ II Alia Marcia. 

pom!'.!,o r 

Loewe: 

One assumes it is deliberate on Loewe's part: a nice point, if so. 

Frau Twardowska, the last of the seven Mickiewicz ballads, is based on another age-old tale, 

sometimes referred to as the Polish 'Faust' , but this is an earthy Faust born of folk humour. The 

peasant Twardowski makes a pact with the devil, but his wily soul is not easily bought. The story 

is a very good one, typical of a host of folk tales and ballads containing three riddles, or three tasks 

to be undertaken, and also of tales where sheer cunning ousts the opposition. 
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The very first bar-and-a-half is a musical joke - what could be more Polish than a stately 

Polonaise rhythm: 3/4 .r-:FJ ;; n ? No matter that this song is in 4/8 time: 

Ex.364 
AI 

~ 
legretto, non tanto. "If ... L .. L!; ::: ::: ..... t;~ f:. 

/'" m~t.c;'1- l- I- f._I: ~ .. I-~ t: t: b~~ ~~ 

The story is so detailed that it must be related in full to allow for full savouring of the moral wit 

as well as the musical. 

The scene is a noisy, lively company in an ale-house, Twardowski drinking with the best, 

speading gossip, egging on the dancers and generally being the life and soul of the party. On 

emptying his glass he hears a crackling within it and peers inside: "Hey! what do you want, old 

chap?" - A mini-devil is sitting calmly at the bottom of it, dressed with formal elegance; he 

greets Twardowski very a la mode, jumps out, grows two or three feet taller, and reminds 

Twardowski that they know each other very well, having made a pact some years back, in the 

Carpathians. According to this pact, the Devil would serve and befriend Twardowski for three 

years, but then they would meet in Rome, Twardowski's soul would be forfeit, and they would 

both return to Hell. In fact, seven years have passed, and the Devil has come to claim his booty. 

(In Rome? - yes, the tavern is called 'Rome'!) \ 

) 

The affair looks black indeed, but the eyer-resourceful Twardowski reminds the Devil that the 

contract includes a further clause - that when the time is up, Twardowski may exact three last 

tasks from the Devil, which must be fulfilled in every detail. 

The first order is for the painted horse on the ale-house sign to be saddled and bridled for 

Twardowski to ride, with a whip made from the sand on the floor, and an inn prepared where he 

can stay the night when he has ridden to his heart's content. - All is done in a trice . 
• 

The second task is for the Devil to bathe in a dish of holy water. The Devil nearly chokes in 

horror; but he is a 'gentleman' and must keep his word. He is in and out like a flash, "the hottest 

bath I've ever been in", and is about to claim victory when Twardowski makes his third request: 

"See my wife over there - Mrs Twardowska? I will live with Beelzebub for a year - and you 

will live with her." One look at her and the Devil is off like a shot (through the keyhole, as 

Twardowski chases him away fr~m the doorway and windows). End of pact! 
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The cheeky tune from Example 364 serves as the main theme (A) of a long Rondo (compare 

R. Strauss' Till Eulenspiegel, also a Rondo, also a cheeky character) which is very flexibly 

analysable as: 

A B Aa Cc I: A B :1 DAB D Cc E A 

where a and c are variants of A and C. In the first two verses it sets the noisy tavern scene. 

Twardowski's gossip (B): 

Ex.365 
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The Devil's theme (C): 

Ex.366 
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Loewe enjoys illustrating the expansion of the claw-footed, hook-nosed Devil, an~ his effusive 

greeting on top G con gioja : 

Ex.367 
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"II 11. ~ .. 
IV ...... 1-- -~c. 

---
"-i r --- --; r---r----

·if p(eo. triojaJ) 
' ... - ~ 

Na _ se, an den Fin.gern Sperber _ kraLlen."Ah __ Twar.dowskiL 
no _ gf, i kyo _ guL cse "Ia pa _ zMg:cie. I1A ... Twar..do1lJski,--

.:.. ~L~.. Ltt #. L~~ L:::,;:::L-;::;::::t: -;::q=:=::;::-~ ;:: ~ 

f 
I 

~ __ --I 

. .. ..... ---fl-~ 
if 

-1 'JII:" 

nunJich griiss'dich!" 
wi_tam lwa _ cie!(t 
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The Devil' s dotted quaver is now broadened to a dotted crotchet as he buttonholes Twardowski 

and emphasises their former acquaintance and pact; this forms a 5-bar phrase each time and lends 

a 'devilishly' ingratiating urbanity to his threats: 

Ex.368 

cresco 

11~§~$5~ I: • fI' Ji I;; J I I , •. #p 9 p Q ? I?" Ji 
I~ Ha _ ben wir nicht die Trak _ ta _ ten, du gc _ schric.bcn. ich ge _ sandclt? Ich gab mich dir rum Ge _ sel _ len, 

Cy _ ro _ g"aj /lfl by.c:ej sktj _ ru pod.pi _ sa _ ld ty i bi. sy. ftfia_ ly slu_chattwe .• go ,.y _ "'Ui 

A unique time-signature, 2/3er (Le. 2 triplets) appears for Twardowski's reply; the Devil retorts, 

in Latin, and includes his octave leap in the last bar: 

Ex.369 

f /f 

, 
CC1"..bU"'i Teu fel packt ihn bei _ def Krau _ se: II At M bi no.bi.Ie 
cerJJumjdjn bel sa kun _ tusz _ u _ la pil: l' A gdzie jest no.bi.Ie 

II. ~.. t- t- .. .. .. ~ t,.. t .. .. ;;.. ~ #4 

'~I"""""""
f 

-

ue'Y.hm?" 
veT_bum?" 

Themes A and B return as Twardowski refers to the extra clause in the contract ancYdemands the 

magic horse. 

A new theme (D) appears (allied to A in its zigzag descending outline) as Twardowski describes 

the details of the inn to be built for his refreshment: 

Ex.370 

~,P 

I~ Aus Nuss.kcrn das \\Yirthshaus ma.che, ho.her nicht als die KaT _ pa _ ten Ju _ den _ bar _ te nimm zum Da _ che, und Mohn _ komchen 
Gnurch bf _ dzie zziarnek ot; _ rzccha, tt:f'_so _ ki pods=czytKrr_ ta. ku,zbr6diy ~ dou'skich "za bye strzecha, po _ hi ~ fa na_ 

11:' ~ ~"·L.. .: • _ ;!:'; ',;1) I:' :T;' I::;' 
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A and B reappear as Mephistopheles does his work and the hero gallops round the completed 

house, Theme D returns for the next request, that the Devil should bathe in holy water, and the 

zigzag becomes quite paralysed with revulsion as he contemplates his next-to-impossible task: 

Ex.371 

p 

+1 It) 
drinnen." 
co. naf( 

Teu!f:' ~ .*' •• ~~I 
wiirgt sieh, er kriegtZu..cken,sein Ge ~ 

ll4-j 
sieht wird 
ny pot 

im _ mer bIas. _ seT; 

Dja_bel kit,. _ C$Y sif i kntusi, as ZHn_ na nim bi _ je; 

u + 
dim. 

Now comes Twardowski's trump card; offering to change places with the Devil, he sings a 

delectable little cavatina (E) extolling his wife's virtues: 

Ex,372 Andantino giojoso, con espressione ginsta. 
, 

It) 

1 

~ 

It) 

amoroso 
~ 

~ -+ + ~ 

"Eins __ nur fehIt noch, nichts dann drii ber, nun __ do. letz te 

"Je szcze '-e dna, br . dzie kwi ta, za raz Pr kn£e -:: P~ 
+' +' ~ 

~1/1- ~+ ~+ ~+ 

..... .... -.. 

treib _ chen! Schau Die dort! uns ge.gen _ u _ 
to _ U!ska _ 0 _ to jest, pafrzaj ko _ bii _ 

-- ... 

J; J; J; I;J ~ y; J I Jf ;P 
ber,Frau Twar _ dows.ka ist's,rnein Weibchen. 
ta, mo _ ja so _ ne _ czkaTzear...d()fl). ska. 

- >:" 

-Zeit vcr _ 

nlOC ___ czar -

1'= I 

Aghast, the Devil takes to his heels, not even waiting for the music to return to its original key: 

Ex.373 Tempo I. staccato 
P 

It.! 
Hatb nach ihm nUT h~rt der 
Dja_ beL do nie.go pOl - - . f . • • .i L 

!t) "·1 • I. 
--;. piano -strinP"'('0 ma umpr. "iano _ 
h~I" 

..- - - ., 

erne , 

IV 
Teu~feJ, halb <r na~h dem Schatzchen sa _ he; ob_ - hert und sah,Htt er_ 
u_cha, pOl 0 ka zwro_cil_ do_ SQIILki; ni by- pa _ frzy, ni_ by 

~ 
:.!acc. .. .. . ... .. .. fL~ ~ L ~~ t 

OJ 
cresco .. •. + + 

: 

t) F~ ~~"., ., .. .. -~T T . . 
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But it does, of course, after some play on the zigzag movement of theme D, and the operatic 

cadence cliche fits in happily with both D and A: 

Ex.374 

~ -
!"-' Zwei-fel) denn schon war deL Klink' er_ na _ he. Als T .... -ar _ dows.ki. ihn be 

SiN. chai juz tym _ cza _ senL bI; _ sko_ klanzki. Gdy Twar _ dow. ski "'" do .. .. ~ ~ . .. L~L ~:: L . ~ I 

'I'" 
~~ if b~ + + I.. . .. .. .. .. . L I .. L L 

- -.......I -
1L f./' II 

1
01 

drangend, ibn von ThUT und Fen.ster scheuchet, da 1- durchs Schliis..sel loch sich 
ku _ cza, ad drzu:£, od 0_ hen od _ py _ cha, czmychnqw szy dziur _ kq od 

~ ~ ~ L .. .. ,l;a." .. ~ ! ~ ~ 

F 
.. .. -
....... 

f ff if ~ .. if ! .. L L .. L .. .L.~~1~1.~ 

- , , L-J 

-'--Ii. - ... 
1
01 zwan_~nd.nimmtReiss_ aus cr_ '::d cnt _ flcuchet. 

klu _ czn, do _ Iqd jak czmycha Ink czmycha. 

L~L L . ........... . .. . .. • • .. JL 

1'" 

. 
r F' 

b+L1 ~ .. L .. L .L L L L it .. .i .;, it .. .i J 

.................. 

Loewe's impeccable attention to descriptive detail is everywhere noticeable in this ballad, yet it 

is never vulgarly obtrusive or musically inappropriate. 

Die Katzenkonigin (Chamisso) includes many kinds of humour. The story itselfi:lcomical (its 

characters reminiscent of the best Disn~): a noble young mouse, falling in love with a beautiful 

cat-queen, wishes to sleep with her- she laughs, "Oh, yes - you shall certainly sleep with me" 

and purrs sotto voce "I shall skin him alive". 

There are delightful touches here of musical characterisation: miaows, and soft cat-like whispers 

of 'Katzennatur' (as she perhaps pads her paw down on an unfortunate victim); and there is a 

melodious purring refrain, with trills for the pianist, at the words "Sthlafe, mein Mauschen" 

(sleep, my little mousie): 

Ex.375 overleaf 



Ex.375 

~. 

Allegro. 
if!? - ifp 

-< -- -< , 
loJ Jswarm~l'ne Ka_tzen_ k6_ni_Kill.Ja, ja! die- h~gJeld _ 1-: 

if p ~ idS 
tzenslnn,]a, ja! 

, .. " ....... .----. ...---. "'i -: l' if$= 
qp'-- ( if ~ ifp~ 

!--.r"T7-J~ 1',,;""'71 .. -;; r:S=I'.J7 ~ r'-" < 

- 1 

leading to: 

"I II p pifl'iafto dolce 

IJ J; J: I; p , J I 
loJ - r <~."''''''' r sch.mau..sen, Ja, Ja,- KatzenDa..tur~ Schla _fe, mein M:au5chen, schla _ fe du nur! schla _ fetmein lHiusche;n, 

... !I~ f>- • . ~ . ~; 
loJ r ~ ... Idolce i 

~~ 
P pifpiano .. ~ i~ @::I:Ift;#. I". .. 
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I;; : ;)1: 
schla _ fe du nur 

I.: 
I 

Details such as the piano's mouse-squeak on a high B can also raise a smile; it is worth noting, 

too, that the word 'Mausenatur' is always set an octave higher than 'Katzennatur' (an opportunity 

for falsetto?). Loewe alternates the key of E (for the cat) and C (for the 'noble, innocent' 

Mauschen), and their dialogue towards the end produces these abrupt transitions: 

Ex.376 

A :p~, -' 

loJ .... 
Die_ K~ti,.Ich ':;ll Der Maus:JNillst du meln Schatzchensein? ja, . ,u 

dich Ja. -
I'" · 

.... I~ ~ ~ • -~~ 1/ flj>~ 

1---1 ~TF'...-

~ .~ ~~ 
Tim • 

A u< .. Tempo II.!. rit. _ em po --

1 oJ s/rechen rL1~in. la, jal fl "Heut' l\~11 ich bei Jir schla _ ~~eut' so~st d~ b~i ~r 
A I -r' ~ ~ "-:, 

1 u::; ~ ;. r'il .. rifl 
.J. ' 

~ ~ '$: s sp·~c£f'~s '$: s S 

I 

f empo -. 
" 

loJ schla_i:,"~l:'" 
. . ... . '. Ja, ja~_ Mause_na_tur! Schla _ fe, mein Mau5 _chen, schla _ te du .. f>-

1 
t.' I; ... i_ ., Lf ~ I~ -. 

~& .... lP r-:--:--I '~ I~ 

~-

For continuous, pianistically illustrative musical humour, the long Heinzelmiinnchen (see also 

p 133f) is an exceptional example. Here the words must necessarily take precedence, and Loewe 

uses a great deal of verbal repetition supported by the musical echoing or punctuating of the vocal 
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phrase, as all the trades are taken over in turn by the busy brownies, and their activities noisily and 

alliteratively described: 

Ex.377 
a tempo p . 

.v Da schliipften sie frisch inden Sc~eidertisch und 
a temp~ ..... .ft#. .. .. ;... 

. :...~- .: ... ti'k . >c..j ... o+~~~=~ 
-

'U P , 
\ 

oJ .............. ~ .. ......... :1 ~~~~~ -; r ............ 

.I-~ 

~ -+--, ~ ~~ 
and later: t.J fass _ ten und pass _ ten und stri _ c~en und kuck _ ten. und fassten und pass _ ten uhd 

w··· .... ···· .. ···•······ .. ··· .. ···· ...... ···· .... ·········· .. ···· ......................................... . 

1. ~ .~~ ~ ~'. ~. !;<±.. 

and: 
U Neu.gie.rigwar des SChnei_d~~s'~·eib, und macht sich~~ 
~~:.~ +-~r: __ -r-- __ I--~""'-"""" ~ -

~.~~~ ~~ .... :!:.. ~.,."t-~~ .L~_. ~1 

Der Papagei (The Parrot) is a gift for an actor/singer. The poem is by Friedrich RUckert, that 

erudite scholar and translator of Arabic and Sanskrit texts. He relates that at the time of the battle 

of Waterloo there lived a Frenchman who had a parrot, which naturally spoke French all the time 

- and loudly: 

Ex.378 
pocof p 

V 
d~r 5prjch 51 lat z~ . vor. DeT Pa.pa _ gei sprach mancher _ lei, 

~ 
VOT, fran. , 

!v ;oc~; I 
P 

. ~ 

" 

p 

u 
zosischTagundNacht. so lautnochsprach deT Papa _ gei, 50 lautnochsprach derPa;;. 

,u~ 

,,., ---. 

~ 

But the noise of battle, so gratifying to British and German ears, silences the parrot for ever

except for one word "Boom!" as he imitates the cannon. Vainly the Frenchman encourages him 

to talk again, even clicking his tongue and chirruping, as the composer asks (Example 379(a»; 
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but with no result. Finally the enraged Frenchman threatens to wring the parrot's neck; which 

he does. The parrot's last word is still a faint "Boom" (half a bar late) (b): 

Ex.379 a aa a p ~4--

(a) 

Ii 

It) 
,~ 

1" 

--"--ll~ 

~IT~f-' 
p 

I Ii ~~~ I~ ~ • ~ i I§ I • ~ ~~ I S ~ ~ ~ i n :: ~ i Hi 
IU 4- .. 

Bon soir, meinSchatz! der Pa_pa_gei spr~ch: Bum! Bon jour.mein Matz! Bum. 
-A-i- Ii ~ ~ .-' I 1\ : i ~--~ =::10-

~. 4- ~. : ~ I : : I ~ I : I 
; I;: : I 

0\-

Die mit e bez.eichneten Pause!!. .,..erdeu mit einem aanften Schnalr:en dec ZlIAC'e bemerkt, die + mit einem 8anfteD. 
Zirpen der Lippen. 

+++ P r.i - 1 P .. 
Bon 50ir.meinSchatz! B~m. 

1 := .. " r. _ 1> 

~ (b) 

It) 
und er sprach ster_bend; B'tm! 

" .. 
It) rit. : 

Des Glockentiirmers Tochterlein has already been cited with reference to its use of (humorous) 

coloratura (p207 above); this work also requires a singer who can act with voice, demeanour, and 

facial expression. This is indeed a prerequisite if any humorous song is to have its full effect. 

Loewe seems to take special care to match his music exactly as to detail even in such 

comparatively trivial poems; he is rarely content with simply setting whimsical words and 

leaving the matter there. As a final example, the well-known song Hinken~e Jamben ('Limping 

Iambics' - words again by Ruckert) manages to illustrate the limping swee'llieart in the 

accompaniment: 

Ex.380 

~"~§§~~j~·~.~~~r~J~-J~I~J~D~J~)~$~J)~~~J~)I~j~;J~~~r~J~J~11 
I'-.J Jctzt hab' ich cLncs,das auf ei _ nem Fuss hin_ketj ja frei .. lich,sprech' ich , hinkt sic, doch sie hinkt ziee lich. 

(Now I have one [a sweetheart] who limps with one foot - ah yes, I know she limps, but she limps so 

prettily!) 
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The off-beat LH part, and lurching last bar, are a clever touching-in of the limp - in itself a fairly 

tasteless type of wit. 

Trivial or not, all these ballads with humorous intent make their musical points; and indeed 

underline many of the verbal points via the music. The most attractive and really funny ones: 

Frau Twardowska, Des Glockentiirmers Tochterlein, Der Papagei, Zauberlehrling, and Gut

mann und Gutweib, would (with suitable explanation and translation, if necessary) make 

excellent lighter items on a concert programme, given a singer who can not only act himself into 

the part, but also fully attend to and bring out, with the pianist's collaboration, every nuance of the 

musical wit which is undoubtedly present. 

*** 

j 
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<THE MUSIC> :B: Structure 

CHAPTER 13 

Formal aspects of structure 

Loewe's treatment of certain formal characteristics of ballad texts 

Art is nothing without fonn. 

Gustave Haubert (1846) 

1. The Strophic Framework 

By definition the form of the ballad is strophic, with stanzas of anything between 3 and 10 lines, 

the great majority having 4,6, or 8 lines. In setting these (often lengthy) poems, Loewe rarely 

loses sight of their strophic basis; equally rarely does he set several verses to exactly the same 

music or resort to recitative in order to cover the ground more quickly (as, for instance, Zumsteeg 

before him). 

It should be obvious that the changing scenes, actions, and feelings of the ballad poem, and the 

varying accentuation and number of syllables to a line found especially in folk ballads, are often 

uncomfortable on the Procrustean bed of a single melody. The original tunes which have been 

handed down for some centuries need considerable lopping or stretching to accommodate the 

words; this spontaneous tailoring, as well as every nuance of dramatic expression, fell to the bard

singer, whose reputation - and reward - stood or fell by his ability to spellbind his audience. 

The art-song of the 19th century was a different matter. It became unlikely that Goethe's 

infinitely dramatic ErlkOnig (written in 1782) could be set as a straightforrard strophic song, as 

in this example by Corona Schroter (1786).221 
) 

Ex.381 
XVII. ~ t r (E r ( f 0 n i g. 

'I', pi •. If', pi •. I" , ''', 7f1~ pi., " If,.· pill. ff~ 

J Ji Ot~ 
.. ~at b,n .1"0&'" ,".~I 

---~~--- ---------~------------------------------

2
21Corona Elisabeth Wilhelmina Schroter (1751-1802); singer, actress and composer. From 1776 

appointed as chamber musician at the Weimar Court through the influence of Goethe, with whom she had 
stage connections. See the biographical article by Ronald Kidd in Grove 6, s.v. Scbroter. 
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This is the very first musical setting of this poem, and is interesting in that even at this early date 

the composer has tried, verbally at least, to indicate the latent drama by her many sforzando/piano 

alternations, and the instruction 'Rather slowly and fantastically'. It is still left to the 

performer(s), however, to present the tale effectively; the notes themselves give no dramatic or 

expressive help at all: one could just as easily be singing about the moon, or daffodils. 

Schubert's strophic setting of Edward has already been cited (under footnote 131, p90), where the 

monotonous seven repetitions of exactly the same music do at least include a violent enough 

change of key within each verse. 

Just two of Loewe's ballads are set in a rigidly strophic mould: General Schwerin andDer fiinfte 

Mai (both 1837). The first is a lament for the General who fell at Prague on May 6th 1757; its 

eight verses can hardly avoid monotony. Der fiinfte Mai, a meditation on the fate of Napoleon 

at St Helena, with three verses, fares better, and moreover possesses some vocal, harmonic and 

pianistic interest as well as slight modifications from verse to verse: 

Ex.382 

v.l 

!0.1 -.. ~~ ..... ' 
Ko _ nig geht in die 

~ .. 

v.3 

.,... 

: 12 !..t' » • 
e _ wi_ ge R'Gh ._ 

.. I: 
n 

1 • • ( J., .:.... I. ~ 
sic ste_hen so Ian _ ge veLstummt und kalt, wie Rie_sen_leLchen.de _ ren 

Ii': 
!n 

. ~ 

te V .... elt, und steht eu_er Ko_~ig aueh Ie_bend da._ ge den _ keL an Sanet 

These two ballads are exceptions; in Loewe's hands, a ballad set strophic ally throughout, but not 

rigidly so, amply repays study of its subtly changed details, from both the technical and the 

performing aspect. 

An excellent example of this type is Abschied (see also pp94 , 105, 166,.and 188). There are nine 

verses; the whole action of the story takes place within a few minutes, the movement is swift, the 

music never strays from C major (fleeting transitions apart), the melody is built almost entirely on 

the 5th to the 12th harmonics of C &.,,,., .. "'-". , and the piano lay-out is 

characteristic of hunting-hom music: 

Ex.383 overleaf 
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Xou troppo allegro. 

p 

16 ! 1 t D 1;;- ~ i r; , I 
\Vas klin.get und sin get die 

Ex.383 

,....,." r -" \' ~i\ ~ " 
-

A 

'1;; I: i OJ . IO>~ 0> , .. ~ ... --.. .:--...... .. Ii TT ~ i 1 

P., ,,~~--.. ;:-...... 
( ( - - -- - - ::: 

J 
sie gc. ben ihm das Ge_ 

.~ ~ I; 
.. ~ I - " ; ~ ~ i il. H 

i i i • i .i"j. .. .. .. .. .. 
T , 

i i i i i :::~ • .. "j. .. 
T T .. .. 

L 

OJ lei teo 
L * r-:r-

k~ ~ .... /, .. V ~;:-I . r " ~ ~ . .. .. 
-

A young fellow is leaving his native village and his companions turn out for a noisy farewell; they 

are processing along the village street, girls are throwing flowers, only the boy himself is quiet 

and sad. At the last house in the street, a young girl is peeping from the window, hiding her tears 

behind gillyflowers and roses. The youth looks up and away again, full of pain. The others shout 

for a bunch of flowers for him - "What would I do with flowers? I have no sweetheart like you 

fellows. They would fade in the sun, be blown by the wind." The crowd passes on into the 

distance. The girl is left: "I would gladly have given him everything - now he is gone." So 

much for mutual but unspoken love. 

The interest of this ballad is twofold: it lies firstly in Loewe's skill in varying details descriptive 

of single words, or the passing moment, and in the manner in which his viriations are again re

formed, thus linking verses into groups where each stanza is a modification of the pn1vious one.222 

Secondly, several turns of phrase occur pere, especially at the varied cadences, which prove to be 

characteristic of Loewe's vocabulary for the expression of feeling; they are common to similar 

emotional climates. 

A common expedient of Loewe 's is that of re-casting the vocal line, when a phrase is repeated, by 

giving it an inner part instead of the original melody. Thus, in Example 383, the 'parts' reduce 

themselves to the following: 

222Loewe 's technique of motivic alteration (see Chapter 14) develops significantly from this characteris
tic feature, which itself is reminiscent of Brahms' approach to variation technique in the Handel 
Variations,op.24. 
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and the voice is given each of the three lines at various points in the ballad, the accompaniment 

remaining essentially the same each time (the repeated G is sung at the lower octave). In verses 

4 and 5, where the girl and the youth gaze at each other sadly but undiscemed, the girl has the 

initial melody (E D C D) and the boy the '2nd hom' part (C G E G); Loewe has here filled out the 

texture by adding the 3rd and the 7th to the dominant chord, producing a warmer and more tender 

sound: 

Ex.384 

dolce 

*5 I 2· m pEP I· p : ( I": 2 r ~ p I 
U Und drau.ssen am al . ler _letz_tenHaus~da gu.ckct einMagd.lein zum 

l
:~~ =\ ~.~ ~-~ .~~ ~' ~' 

-Ialcel ienulo ~ I _________ 
~.. .~ ~ .. r6. r. I. '1 ~-------.. 

r r 

and 
U schUL get der Bursch die 

1L l-----. ..h L 1\ 

r 

(Later, in verse 7, when the boy insists he has no sweetheart, this same accompaniment is further 

enriched by being placed an octave lower, the LH playing open octaves.) 

These three verses, 4,5, and 7, include a poignant subdominant transition in their third line, where 

the words respectively allude to 'tears', 'pain', and 'fading away', the appoggiatura G-sharp 

lending an appropriate melancholy: 

Ex.385 

>- -=--
I I • i 

---I Lieb.chen. wie ihr. An der S~n_ne wiird'es 
- • ver _ 1!C _ hen. der Wind,der wiird'es ver_ we hen 

v.7 ~ ~ .. ~S ;S ~ ~_ ~ t: I , 
i=~1 ! 

I .., ., • . .. f f" , " . ~ - - - - -' ~ . , . . 
) 

• .. ..... .. 

But Loewe's felicity of touch is noticeable particularly in the varied cadences, where with a deft 

stroke of the pencil he can sketch in a gesture, or a feeling, or flower petals blowing away in the 

wind, the basic musical setting remaining the same. 

The simple '2nd hom' cadence (donrinant to 3rd of scale) ~ • appears at the end 
J 

of the first verse to neutral words about the crowd of youngsters: rtf;: I r ~ It=; JI I;· : 
sic ge. ben ih;du w. lei _ te:. 

similarly at the end of the second verse: I' P P il},} JiI~l; .. ~ir p Vi 61;· J 
Bur.schen gd'"dlt Diehl die SiUe, gdJl. stinund bleich m der Mit _ teo 

But the third verse ends thus: 
f . "ere,c.:> . - II 

" V ~ I~· ~ P P ~ j I Jill;) , I 
.dtt da in. ncn mirbro...nel und g16 _ bet!-

extended 

by the use ofV9 which becomes a common feature of Loewe's harmonic and melodic style (see 

Chapter 10, p232 above). 
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The 4th and 5th verses have: 

16 r? ? E )1 I p P P F p ~p I ~.. i:;;1' I;; )1: j a I [JTf,g 
Fen-ster he~_aus, sie moeht' ih.re Thra.nen ver _ ste _ eken mit Gclh.vcigJein und Ro _ sen _ sUS - eken. (a) 

I 

I' p' ~)J J }I I; 31; )1 I ,. ~ f' P P'f I.;· i:, j) I p' ~ p r o·e.,;. J 
schl:Lget der Bursch die Au.gen auf und schHLget sie nie.der mit Schmer _ ze und Ie _ get die Hand auf das Her _ ze. 

The phrase (a) will be recognised as a significant one for Loewe, his representative of 'innocent 

devotion', and its genesis from such an apparently 'stock' cadence is of great interest (see 

Chapter 9, pI88). 

~::l\---

The 6th verse rmishes with: 
=-~-'. 

OJ 
auf, duSch6n-5tc von Al . lcn, lass ein Strauss!e:n her _ un _ ter _ fal _ len!" 

The apparent paradox of 'herunterfallen' (fall down) being set to an upward phrase is possibly 

explained by the fact that flowers are referred to - the petals would surely waft upwards in the 

breeze ... (Loewe indicates leggiero and crescendo here, specifically for the voice.) 

The 7th and 8th verses use the cadences of verses 2 and 4, and the 9th and last produces yet another 

version, a familiar cadence (a) which assumes the importance of a 'nostalgia' motif in many of the 

ballads. The added 6th is another frequent feature, given a similar emotional environment: 

Ex.386 
(a) .---~ <: -= Mten. 

~ 

tiW "I I . I 
OJ 

Dem AI _ les ic~ g~ _ be 
~-: 

so ger _ DC, der ist nun in_ der Fer _ ne.;' 
I 

I- T T 
.. .-..: J .. .. ,. +a tempo ma PIP 

• .. .. .. ~-~ n'len. ,===- ,,'1:1 i A. ~_ .. 
- - - I ( I ( .~. r' .. 1 r 

I 

These small changes are not only signs of Loewe's utter absorption into the poems he is setting; 

they are of infinite help to the singer, underlining physically the tiny shifts of feeling which need 

to be appreciated by the listener, andAbschied, essentially simple and strophic though it is, shows 

very clearly the importance allotted in Loewe's mind to the perfect accord of words and music. 

This type of poem, full of naIve, sweet sentiment, conjures up many of his most apt and charming 

inventions. 

Loewe's treatment of the strophe in Der Grat von Habsburg (1844) consists of a device found in 

several long ballads. The 11 long stanzas here appear to fall into five clearly differentiated 

sections (,movements'), including two strophically set groups of three and five verses respec

tively. However, closer examination reveals a certain melodic kinship between one section and 

another; this is not purely for musical reasons of unity - it is used here and elsewhere as literal 

reminiscence by one of the characters. 
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The first three lO-line stanzas (section A), are a description of King Rudolph's coronation feast in 

the castle at Aachen in the year 1273, and are set to the same music, E-flat major, maestoso : 

Ex.387 

l\laest oso. 
mf = - , - -ld -

i U I I 
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At the entry of the bard (who, unknown to the company, knew the King in earlier years), the music 

changes to Adagio, 6/8 (section B): 

Ex.388 
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A third section (C) returns to E-flat, tempo primo, again four-square as befits the ruler's words. 

The singers's tale of the past noble deeds of the King now follows, in en major and 6/8 time 

(section D), and the bard's melody from (B) is seen ina new light, reflecting the outj,loors and the 

hunting scene: 

Ex.389 

1L~ 1 i;; 1 1 ' 1 ~ .' 
IOJ ~ :; -i\ ;. • .. ~ ." ri i*. :.;1 V , V ~ P ;: 1 P ~ ,. F 

This 5-verse section is strophic, with many tiny but ingenious melodic, harmonic and rhythmic 

variations, brought about by details in the words; this is perhaps near to the natural way in which 

the ancient bards would vary their performance during a long narrative. The ringing of the 
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sacrament bell has been noted in Example 173 (p175 above), and the 'little brook' (a) and the 

'mighty Count' (b) elicit the following picturesque changes of texture: 

Ex.390 
(a) (b) 
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rau_schte durchs Feld, 

The six quavers of the 6/8 lead directly into the final section (E), which is the melody of (C), now 

accompanied by these same triplet quavers to convey nobility and breadth, as the King remembers 

the past and gives thanks to God: 

Ex.391 
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The well-known Heinrich der Vogler (1836)223 is a pertinent example of the varied strophic 

technique. The simplicity and spontaneity of its opening melody comes stiaight from the world 

of the German Volkslied: I 

Ex.392 

~ ~ Andante comodo. _ 

Herr Heinnchsitzt am Vo_gclhcrd.rechtfrohundwohlge. muth; aus tausend Per.len blinkt undblitzt der ~lorgen_ro _ the Gluth. 

7 :::I?~i}I=I= 
22

3A handwritten copy of Heinrich der Vogler, meticulously written, is contained in a book at Groot 
Constantia homestead, near Cape Town; it seems to have been copied in <:.1845, possibly in Hanover 
(Gennany), by one Dorette Enckhausen, or a member of her family_ The book was begun in 1823; it 
contains much music for 'domestic' use - waltzes, sonatinas, chorales - and this ballad 
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Charming snatches of birdsong are heard in the accompaniment - the lark and quail of the text: 

Ex.393 

Der Lerche Sang.ee!'" \\~achlel Schlag, die 
....... ~ 

1· .... L +..1- L-L.+ L 

= -'----' 

== = 'Ji'~ !~ ~ __ '.!JL , ____ 

But halfway through the second verse the time changes to 6/8 as Heinrich hears a company of 

horsemen approaching. The A-sharp to B cadence (*) is used further, and sequentially: 

Ex.394 
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The original melody reappears a 4th higher, in A major and still in 6/8 (note the mediant 

relationship here between the two phrases - C-sharp to A): 

Ex.395 
II H 

'two 
'# .Pu.. 0' 
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The drop of a third is heard again as the crowd hail Heinrich as their Kaiser, with a most 

expressive softening to G major as they kneel before him: 

Ex.396 

r p I ~ ? r ,I r' : 2? I qr p r $1 ~ ; F ; I; lfi J i I:W. 

III Ii': j':; !1!If :; ~. '{ ilif~'liH 
'.tw. 

Loewe returns to the original 4/8 and E major for the final quatrain. In this deceptively 'simple' 

and good-humoured ballad, he has skilfully used variation of time, key and tessitura to indicate 

alterations of mood and tension, the melody remaining essentially the same throughout. 

The Polish ballad Die drei Budrisse (1835) shows still further inventiveness in its treatment of the 

strophe, at the same time underlining changes of mood, time (past and present), and actors, in this 

genial comedy. A full copy appears in the Supplement, p366. 

The text, again by Mickiewicz, is based on a tale which stresses a general historical predilection 

of Lithuanian nobility for Polish wives. In Poland, Budrys used to be a common generic name 

for Lithuanians, rather as Yankee is today (loosely) for Americans. 

A father, full of patriotic fervour, sends his three sons off to battle in three different directions: to 

Russia ('there are fine furs to be had!'; to Germany ('you'll find amber like sand on the sea

shore'); and the third (here father grows. nostalgic) must bring back a Polish girl ('Lachin') to be 

his daughter-in-law, as they are the prettiest...he knows from experience. Autumn and Winter go 

by; he fears his sons dead, but eventually, one by one, they return, each hiding a large treasure 

under his cloak. The father cries out excitedly to the first, "A chest of roubles?" - "No, your 

Polish daughter-in-law!" Later, to the second, "Is it amber'!" - "No, your Polish daughter-in

law!" Before the third can even dismount, the father rides off with glee and a third batch of 

wedding invitations. 

The ftrst three verses are set to a spirited march in E major, with a trumpet-call codetta: 

Ex.397 overleaf 
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Ex.397 

i~. ......... '----" ....... 
1 C' ~. 1 -;- I,;., -;.,., 

if it ~. ;, if it ~ it V , -' cresc 
~. ,. .' ... ... ----L V ~ ~i-;., 

ending: 

As the father gives his advice as to what the young men should bring home, (verse 4), the time 

changes to 6/8 and new material is introduced in which the voice part is given a partially 

independent inner strand of the harmony, while the piano part is complete in itself - always a 

happy device: 

Ex.398 
(. in,josu, un poco comudo. 

~ !! mezzof 

ti. n~r mag sich be _ reden. un_ter OLgierd zu s;:ei:n la:g5(;'em 
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~ ...-------. 

me:uof .. .. _. .~... .. .. .. 

) 

This verse, in B major for the Russian campaigner, is then simply transposed up to C major in the 

following verse for the second son, off to Germany. Verse 6, for the third son, is in E major, 

another straight transposition, which then leads (dolce) into A major, where the father nostalgi

cally describes the virtues of Polish maidens. The graceful figure (x) is taken up by the 

accompaniment between verses from this point, as a reminder of their maidenly beauty: 

Dcnn die 
Bo nad 

-,... ... 
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The father blesses the boys' journey, with the descending chromatics of theme (B): 

ExAOO 

"' 

I'" " 

ALso 
Tn.kq 

Lento. 

I 
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: : 
The long Autumn and Winter drag outto a pause on the dominant of C-sharp minor. The 6/8 time 

returns, heralded by a trumpet flourish, and the three separate arrivals are again characterised by 

the three keys, B, C and E - but this time the music is an altered version, in 6/8 time, of the first 

verse (A): 

ExA01 
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There is a captivating touch of unison, pianissimo, at the replies: "No, father - your Polish 

daughter!": 

ExA02 
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The final bars are a neat marriage of the Polish maidens and the military young men: 
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It could hardly be more clearly and tidily arranged, with masterly interweaving of themes and 

characters. The good humour is evident, the three youths are distinguished by their keys (and 

therefore by their tessiture, there being a big difference between the first two (B and C majors) and 

the third (E major)). The father's nostalgia music (presumably the boys' mother was Polish) is 

pitched much lower, using Loewe's low B, A, and G-sharp below middle C, and is thereby given 

a tenderness contrasting fittingly with the exuberant energy of the rest. 

Loewe's inventiveness in the realm of strophic variation is remarkable; these examples show 

some of the ways whereby he weaves a colourful, well-designed and :esthetically satisfying fabric 

from what are often extremely simple threads of musical material. 

*** 

2. Dialogue 

A most important structural characteristic of ballad poetry is the use of dialogue, that cut and 

thrust between two persons which frequently bears the brunt of the drama and builds up tension 

for the listener. About three dozen of Loewe's ballads depend to a large extent upon this ebb and 

flow, this counterpressure. Of these, nine are almost exclusively in dialogue and five entirely so. 

Dialogue presents the composer with a 'built-in' reason for and means of producing contrast, and 

it is instructive to observe Loewe's variety of procedure. 

The chief dialogue-ballads, with their dates of composition, are as follows (* denot~ entirely in 

dialogue): 

Edward* 1817 
Erlkonig 1817 
HerrOluf 1821 

Walpurgisnacht* 1823 

Der spate Gast 1825 
Das Stiindchen* 1826 , 
Das nussbraune Madchen* 1835 

Two much slighter ones, Wer ist Bar? (1837) and Der kleine Schiffer (1857) also provide apposite 

examples. 

Finally another Mickiewicz ballad, Der junge Herr und das Madchen (1835), is introduced here 

as it brings an interestingly different dimension to the idea of dialogue. 
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In order to emphasise dialogue in a poem, Loewe makes striking use of what are in essence stock 

devices: 

change of key or mode 
change of vocal tessitura 
change of vocal style (for example, from a pert staccato to bel canto) 

variety of piano texture 

change of time signature 
alteration of momentum and harmonic pace 

Several of these can occur in the same ballad, but the most frequent and basic procedure is change 

o/key. 

A comparatively familiar example is found in ErlkOnig: the main key is G minor, but the 

Erlking's unearthly song is heard over a static G major chord (see Example 349, p268 above). 

The time is changed too, from a cantering 9/8 to a swaying-on-the-spot 6/8. The Erlking's triadic 

'supernatural' melody (without a true cadence) combines with these changes to convey a 

relinquishing of the physical world. The father's next reassurance is in E minor, and still the 

Erlking's sotto voce wheedling returns in G major, in exactly the same form. At the end of the 

Erlking's third manifestation, as he threatens physical force ("so brauch' ich Gewalt"), a sudden 

G minor produces an almost physical shock, as if the two worlds at last interlink, to bring about 

the boy's death. 

A more startling key-contrast is found in Das Stiindchen, not only a dialogue but again a polarity 

between the physical and spiritual existence. In this ballad, a delirious young girl, close to death, 

hears a 'serenade' which she fmally realises is the song of angels (see Ex~ple 145, pI62). The 

girl sings in the 'extreme' key of C-sharp major, which slips down to earth (C ~inor - the 

semitone shift) as the anxious mother tries to comfort her daughter: 

Ex.404 

Massig-. 

1 t J I Jl 
hore nichts,ichsehe nichts, 0 ichlummre fort 50_ lind! Man bringt 

f 

In Der spiite Gast (Ex. 136 and 137, P 158 above) there is again a conversation between a human 

and a spirit; a remarkable similarity of texture is seen here between the spirit's speech (Ex.137) 
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and that of the Erlking, in the use of tremolo and the triadic melody. And again, the spirit's music 

does not change significantly for his five speeches, whereas the increasing fear and anxiety of the 

sick boy's mother is conveyed by different keys and restless chromaticism: 

ExA05 
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Herr Olu/includes two short dialogues: one between Oluf and the Erlking's daughter, and one 

between Oluf and his mother after his fateful meeting with the elves. In the first, both key and 

style change distinctively for the two characters: the Erlking's daughter entices Oluf in E minor 

(see Example 54) whereas his refusal to dance always begins in C, in a more suitably stolid 

rhythm, only to veer round to E major ("tomorrow is my wedding day"): 

ExA06 

:> 

darf nicht tan _ zen, nicht tan _ zen ich mag, denn mor _ gen ist me in Hochzeit - tagl~ 0t 
> ::::"'.. rt. 

Finally the malicious fairy curses Oluf and deals him a mortal blow to the heart; she mockingly 
If 

helps him on to his horse: "Now ride home to your bride!" As Oluf reaches home, the music 

changes completely in key, texture, momentum and harmonic pace. The dialogue between him 

and his apprehensive mother is differentiated by pitch and key - the texture remaining the same, 

with the rhythm C ~ 'T m 7, indicating the shudder of fear, accompanying their whole 

scene. The mother's questions are in C-sharp minor, rising to a high E in anguish at his deathly 

appearance. The note E provides a link to his reply in a heavy A minot, with bass octaves; a key

change underlining the shift from the tension of the mother to the listless, apathetic answers of the 
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doomed man.224

' The descending bass, at the meno allegro, especially the V minor 6-3, adds yet 

more to the cold despair of his replies: 

ExA07 
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ich kam in Er _ len _ ko nigs Reich"._ 

The approach to dialogue takes a rather different form in Edward; any key<hanges, and there are 

violent ones, are there to reinforce the dramatic moment, not necessarily to point out the 

alternation of speakers. For this, Loewe varies rather the range and the vocal style, which are 

discussed in Chapter 11 from the standpoint of inner shades of feeling. i 

) 

Das nussbraune Miidchen, a shortened translation by Herder of a very long 15th century Scots 

ballad found in Percy, and the amusing but less important Wer ist Biir?, a 'Fabelballade' by 

Alexis, are both dialogue ballads which Loewe has chosen to treat strophically. In the former, 

however, the musical idea is once more ingeniously varied according to fue psychological 

undertones of the poem. 

This dialogue between man and maid leaves a surprisingly modem impression - perhaps 

because the theme is a timeless one, that of a man testing to the utmost the faithfulness of his 

sweetheart. He comes to tell her that he has been outlawed and must leave her for ever: "alone, 

a banish'd man"; she naturally pleads to go away with him. 

2
24Emst Kurth (in Romantische Harmonik ... pp300-302) stresses this key<hange and parallels it with a 

similarly 'cold' progression in Richard Stauss' Salome - on the word 'tot' ('dead'). Strauss juxtaposes 
F minor and A minor, the note C forming the common link. 
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At first the music remains in A minor for both characters, the piano defining them by a change of 

texture: 

ExA08 
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Later, the girl's pleading is highlighted by the use of the major in alternate verses, using material 

from Example 408 (x), and varied by using the 'undermelody' of the broken RH figure in her 

major verse: 

Ex.409 (x) 
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The man's speech remains in the minor, and the accompaniment becomes heavier and more 

insistent during his next two stanzas: . 

ExAlO 

"Der gru...ne Wald ist wild und kalt und drohet mit Ge _ fahrj wenn meLne Hc(nd den 

sfacc. 

and 
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At the 9th verse the ballad' s impetuous movement is broken; now the young man plays his trump 

card - he has another. newer. sweetheart and is off to live with her in the greenwood: 

Ex.411 
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The girl remains steadfast; with quixotic self-sacrifice she begs to be allowed to serve him and his 

new lady-love, just as long as she can be near him. For this verse, so fraught with deeper emotion 

and contributing an extra dimension, Loewe moves into a new musical sphere - that of pure bel 

canto. Key, tempo. harmonic movement, as well as style, all are utterly remote from the rest of 

the ballad (refer also to pp232-3 above): 
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At last the young man reveals that he is not a banished outlaw after all: he is the wealthy Earl of 

Westmorland, and she alone is his true bride: 

Ex.413 

A~ II +, ~ /I "" 
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The emotional climaxes in this ballad are strongly and convincingly brought out. One gains the 

impression of a 3-movement cyclic work, with a fast moving, argumentative first movement 

(which moreover includes the 'male/female' polarity of sonata form, if not its opposition of 

tonalities), an introspective slow movement in F major, and a brilliant A major finale which 

solves all problems. It could be thought of as an example of transference of structural idiom,225 

a stage further in the historical process referred to on p13. 

The tiny animal fable Wer ist Bar?, though far slighter, shows some interesting textural 

similarities to the previous ballad. The dialogue is supposedly between a young girl and a bear 

who wants to be let into her room. (Runze, probably correctly, suggests that the poem is a 

humorous allegory of the jus prima? noctis (GA IX xxvii); the poet himself gives no clue.) 

The bear pounds at the door in octaves, the girl replies over a light 'vamping' accompaniment, and 

a tbree-and-a-halfbar ritomello separates the verses: 

Ex.414 
Allegretto. 

" p :> .A P j, 

I 'OJ 
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225Die Braut von Corinth (p338) is another instance of this 'cyclic' working-out of a long text. Other 
interesting cases of the transference of idioms from the opposite direction are: Loewe's own Piano Sonata 
in E, op.I6, which has a song as its slow movement (cf. Beethoven's instrumental 'song' - the Arietta 
from op.Ill); and the final movement of Schoenberg's 2nd string quartet, op.IO, which consists of two 
songs for soprano. 
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A second, sequential idea undergoes these variations as the bear speaks: 

Ex.415 

A PI'_ ..... 

---..... ... ~ '- '-' '-' 

:;:~=I;: later: 
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and the following during the girl's speeches: 

Ex.416 
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Cliched, perhaps, but sufficient in this instance to underscore the dialogue and characters and 

maintain some musical interest. A similar case is found in Der kieine Schiffer: the change from 

one speaker to another is denoted by a simple but felicitous inversion: 

Ex.417 (At (a), the princess invites the sailor to throw the dice, at (b) he retorts, "How can I, 

without money?") 
(a) 

Allegretto 

(b) 

-'I.. ~ 

IOJ "s:~, ;iiist du mit mir -wiirfeln, 

I 8 --= 
,OJ Wiekonnt'ichmit~7r Jfn:, :';' n:m'~ ~ her ___ das Gold?~t" -- A ..-""- 1':\ 

IOJ 
l' .> ;:: ... 1:-: 

'u q~ -: 
.... 1+ 

Jw 1':\ 

1...11 1..1 ~ ....... .~ 
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In Walpurgisnacht is found an exceptional treabnent of an exceptional poem. The poet Alexis, 

who wrote both this and Der spate Gast, has created a 'modem' ballad with a highly effective 

build-up of tension through question and answer alone, using still-living folklore, or superstition. 

Loewe's setting is a unique solution, and in order to present an adequate account of this ballad, a 

line-by-line English version is given (on p308). The dialogue is between a girl and her mother. 

Loewe's setting, up until the very last line of the poem, consists of one single idea, with the three 

strands of voice, RH and LH parts of the accompaniment kept quite distinct: 

Ex,418 

Vivace assai e sin'al Cine sempre pib agitato.1 p 
A U 

, -.. --
Iu Lie_be ,. -<=- <:: --:::- -====-
Ii! T!·:T~~· ~. 

p~' . 
~"?Yjfi .~ . 
~. 

.. •• !'''"1i . ~ . 
~. - -

I I 

. ,. 
iU 

MuLter,heut Nacht heuLte Re _ gcn und Wind._ ,. ~ .; 

oJ T~'~ T,"· ! ... #~ '-=J' t=I- ==== 
~. cr'61C. 

I ..--::::::: -
I 

f 

Bars 3-5 of Example 418 give essentially the whole musical material; at the 5th couplet the RH 

and LH parts interchange their figures, and halfway through the 5th couplet the two hands play 

figure (b) in octaves for three bars, with a chord on the first beat only. Between each couplet there 

are two modulatory bars - until after the 6th, where there is a break of 3 quavers only in the vocal 

line, and after that none at all, so that the verbal exchange mounts in excitement and terror. This , 
effect is also aided by the daughter's lines being at first piano (and in the minor), answered by the 

mother's harshforte (in the major) until the 7th couplet; thereafter a constantforte is maintained 

until the fortissimo ending. 

The swift repetition of the single rhythmic figure, and the fact that the vocal part uses only 5 notes 

in each key t' ~ t iP-. -';rW
B 

(with an occasional octave displacement), contributes to the 

strong feeling of compression - in the combustion-engine sense. Loewe's tempo indication 
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presses home the point; it means approximately 'very lively, with a constant increase of agitated 

momentum right to the end' . 

(lines alternating p and f> 

Dear mother, wind and rain were howling last night 

Today is the first of May, dear child 

Dear Mother, it was thundering up there on the Brocken. 

Dear child, witches were up there. 

Dear mother, I shouldn't like to see any witches. 

Dear child, you already have done - many times. 

Dear mother, are there really witches in the village? 

Even nearer, my dear child 

Dear mother, how do the witches fly up the mountain? 

Dear child, on the smoke from smouldering tow. 

Dear mother, what do the witches ride on to their games? 

Dear child, they ride on broomsticks. 

(semprej:) 

Dear mother, yesterday I saw a lot of broomsticks in the village 

There are a lot of witches on the Brbcken. 

Dear mother, the chimney was smoking yesterday. 

Dear child, someone needed the tow. 

Dear mother, last night your broomstick wasn't at home. 

Dear child, it must have been off to the Blocksberg. 

Dear mother, your bed was empty last night 

Your mother was keeping watch up there on the Blocksberg! 

* 

i 

B minor 

B major 

A minor 

A major 

E minor 

E major 
(bighG#) 

B minor 

Dmajor 

A minor 

Cmajor 

E minor 

Dmajor 

. i 
Bmmor 

B major 

Cminor 

C#maj. 

Dminor 

D#maj! 

tremolo 

Bmi-maj 
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The final line bursts straight into a quotation from the Witches' Dance in Spohr's Faust :226 

Ex.419 

Feroce. 

~tac~. 
I' DeLne Mut _ ter hat 0_ ben auf dem Blocksberg, 

o. ben auf dem Blocksber ge. 

Spohr's original runs as follows: 

Ex.420 

Allrgutto. Chor der Hexen. ) 

EFrr; ~ =t-J=j~==lLTF ~~ =s.... ... r-;.r= ,. ~_Er-=-=j_... ... ..=3 
~=-'~:.::J,;i--',I-=~::l:::C-,;-1~~"-=~=r:-~==tI==E~==~_~:3==--===I~==~==~=3 

nren - ne, La - ter - ne, na· he und fer - ne dam - me - re auf! Flimm'·re und 

In the list of Loewe's keys, above, note the four rising chromatic steps leading in to the last verse 

- certainly a rise in tension for the sight-reading pianist! 

2260p.60; produced in Prague, 1816. 
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It is a virtuoso piece in every respect. Runze provides evidence, in the form of a letter from the 

great Wagner singer, Lilli Lehmann, as to Wagner's admiration for this ballad: "Richard Wagner 

thought highly of Walpurgisnacht and felt it was a pity it was never sung; it makes a colossal 

effect and is one of Loewe's best works. How often he [Wagner] spoke of it!..."227 

*** 

Postscript: Dialogue of the feelings, rather than speech 

The charming Polish ballad Der junge Herr und das Miidchen tends towards a more subtle form 

of dialogue, that of the feelings - that area of expression where Loewe shows his true talent. The 

feelings of the two characters (young girl and young man) are elliptically expressed, only hinted 

at in places, yet the music leaves the listener in no doubt of their trend. There are two themes, 

with different time signatures, harmonic tendency, and general mood; but these themes cannot be 

said to belong to one or other of the two persons - rather, they are indications of feeling, and as 

such, incidentally, are an immense aid to the performer. The two musical ideas arise directly 

from the poet's distinct change of rhythm at the half-verse, following the ebb and flow of hidden 

sentiment. 

The opening idea, in 2/4 time, Allegretto grazioso, and with coquettish dotted rhythm, moves 

from F major to D minor, the key of the second theme. This is in 9/8, Andantino (also marked 

con dolcezza), and moves through F major to A minor; this second theme contains the romantic, 

sentimental undertones, while the fIrst conveys a sort of self-conscious, on-the-surface sauciness. 

Each is common to both boy and girl, and the way in which they waver from one character to the 

other is both penetrating and apt: 

Ex.421 

(a) 

Allegretto grazioso P 

i OJ I' Magdlein pflucket Beeren 
W g~i k" zt"e. lo.nym 

i OJ ~~.~~.i I~<t·~·~ ~.'~~*' 
p .. .. .,.. 

: . . v 

~.c . dim. 

... 
in des 'VaL des }Iic ten; kommt auf schwarzem Ros _ se jUfLger Herr ge_ 

dziemcz( rude jll _ go. d,.; lUI ko = ni _ ku W~y~ jf!~e J>a-~ 

1.""1. J'" 
...... ~..... .' 
cresco dim. 

Ex.421 continued overleaf 
~--- ~--------~-----~~~~-----~ 

227GA VIII ix (letter to Max Runze dated 10.12.97). 
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Ex.421 continued 

Andantino. 
(b) con dolce~$a cre&c. 

I~ Tit _ t~ u:d :eiget sich ar _ tig undspringetvom Pfer _ de: dieM~hlagter_ 
m~o_ dy. 19rucznie sif sIl,/o_ nt', i sko. Ilia u. sko.czy:dziiwczf si~_ Zil . 

. . . 
piano ~,.,.,. 

-
::::.----... dim. Tempo I. 

l tJ TO _ thend das Au.ge fur Er _ de. llH5 _ re, lie. bes Madchen! 
plo _ nit lUI dol spu.sci 0 _ czy. "Dzie. iL'ct'y _ 110 ko _ eM _ na, 

The young man on horseback has lost his way in the forest; he asks the girl picking berries which 

is the best way home. She directs him - wrongly, as it turns out, and he is soon back to complain 

and ask again. For the second time she deliberately misleads him; he returns, apparently rather 

angry, and dismounts to drink from the spring .. .it is not long, says the poet, before we hear them 

whispering together - and this time, you may be sure, it is not about the way home! Each time 

the young man departs, a longing little sigh is heard from the girl- the poet knows why: 

Ex.422 

Ad . 
p~a1..1o. 

IU lfagdlein seufzet ban. ge, Ei! ich weiss wes _ wegen! 
Pr 

ell,., In dziero _ czy _ na, OJ!u;ie'm ja dla cugo. W . --
It! r- -I

J : '. pp t 
·1 . . -

i 
At the end, Loewe combines elements from the two themes, and the girl's little sigh, in this tiny 

coda, where every element is by now significant: the dotted rhythm of (a) has been smoothed out 

by the gentle triplets of (b), and a sigh of content is just audible: 

Ex.423 

It! iih ~. 
ge. Ie . fen~ sp _ teo DochausVtortund Mie. nen hah ich das 

1110 "'Y. Uc. 60 cow i em;. nytOlft. pe wnie zr;,y _ czy _ fa/, ie 

----=-- " " 
). ~'-'i~' .. ~ ~ I~~ ~ 

-- ~ ~----~ .,,; 7:t 

a~m. ~ pp 1":\ 

"(j 
dass nichtmehrvom We _ ge dJ.. Ge';':achge.wesen~pV nichtmehr vomWe.ge. 
wif cej dziewcsy _ ny 0 dro Cf nie. py_tal, 0 dro _ gr nie. pytal. 

I -- 1":\ 

j'. ~. ~ L---- ! 1+ j'.m. J n 1"". 1":\ 

1--- -- -
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3. Refrains 

The refrain is a common feature of the folk ballad; it can take the form of the repetition of the 

second and fourth lines of a quatrain throughout a narrative, which lines can be either relevant to 

the sense or a nonsense jingle. Edward is an example of the flrst type, where the cries of 

"Edward" and "mother" are part of the dialogue, and a stanza from the Scottish ballad The Cruel 

Brother (OBB p236) illustrates the second: 

There was three ladies play'd at the ba', 
With a heigh-hoI and a lily gay; 

There came a knight, and play'd o'er them a' 
As the primrose spreads so sweetly. 

Among the ballads Loewe set, there are two instances (apart from Edward) approaching this type 

of construction; both poems are by contemporaries of his. In Der Sturm von Alhama (German 

version of an Arabic tale,228 words by Huber), the refrain runs: "Wehe mir! Alhama!" Loewe 

allows the refrain to flow expressively on as a part of the previous musical sentence, varying the 

vocal 'part' from S to A to T to B as he feels is appropriate: 

Ex.424 

J J t 
I~ - "~e_he mir! AL ba. ma!_ 

pp 
j 

!'.~ 
aa_J 

--::~ 

~ ~ 

We.he rriir~ ALba _ rna! 
fr t;, 

and in the fmal verse: 

Ex.425 

.A • ra en " " OlJl 
nnorsan 0 1":\ 

1.JI JI Ji 1 Pc it 1 j. .)1 1 
j , ,1]# 1 I - I 

I~ ,W;:':'in we~r Ko.,rig w~t,wei1 er a1- so viel ver _ oren!_ We . he miT! AI. ha • . ma!_ 

III;. Ii; 
1":\ 

I~ , P r· p J;~no R W $1: I ;, I 
~ .... b~ 

... .. 

p"ano 11 t d 

228Byron also wrote a version of this ballad; his refrain runs "Woe is me, Albama!". 
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Goethe's Ballade vom vertriebenen und zuriickkehrenden Grafen is the only other ballad Loewe 

set which includes a consistent final-line refrain. It is a long poem (not only a long title!) of 

eleven stanzas of nine lines each, having an interesting, but rambling, rhythmic and rhyming 

scheme, suitable for a narrative of this kind. The story is in essence told in the title - ' ... the 

Count who was banished and who returned'; he comes back in disguise and recounts his tale to 

his children, whom he had had to leave behind. 

The rhyme-scheme is a a b abc d c d - where (d) is invariably -erne, geme; the last line refrain 

is 'die Kinder, sie bOren es geme' (the children love hearing it). In his setting, Loewe divides the 

poem into an introduction and four differing sections of from 3-6 verses, and the refrain always 

has its own individual, codetta-like phrase within that section: 

Ex.426 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Introduction 
- - ;. .. 

Si1n _ _ gt'T ge_ hofft,_ die Kin _ _ der, sie ho _ _ ren es gt"T -

" - -
I·, --"""""" 

.. . . . . .. 
, ,dace. 

U schlaft nun da.s Kind::" Die 

U I. 7 

,.. PI' .... > 

It.I 71' ,,--

die !S-in - der. sie hi; _ TeD t"1i ,. ~ > 

It.I .-/ . 
~ r:=F ~Fffl ~ 

". p,ano 

.. Rt>('ht!':- Die Kin _ dt'r. sit' 
L ,. -

I 

> 

.J J 
~er _ - ne. 

;> 

I 

..... .... 

g~; _ ;e. 
~ 

... 

I~ -

I 

~ 
.~---~~ 

"I 

ho _ ren's niC'ht ger - ne. -.... ... ... ~---------: 

\IU pia~ ~~ p 
........ ~ .. LLL ~ ...... ... 

... \·cresc. 

,.. a. t.-mpo tranquill 0 f 

u 
Siegeln begl.ubt!:.... Die Kinder, sit" hiLren eti ger;'e._ .Recht_ 

. r--T-"""I _ 
~ 

of ---.. ~- .. i r ............ ::, ... ; 
~ p ~ _ eN":;;" - --:; 

'---I - 1 II I r' .. ..,..,..,.., .. .. ..,..,.., .. -I 

J: ,. 
_ De." 

..... 

i 
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In this ballad, the narrative of the disguised nobleman (section 1), five verses long, is set 

strophically, without variation, and moreover to harmonically rather static music; this inevitably 

makes for a certain tedium, however pleasing the ideas. In this context it may be a deliberate 

gesture towards the 'fairy-tale' portrayal of kindness and goodness, but there is no attempt at any 

melodic or textural alteration, which is unusual over such a length of time. Even the piano tag 

(one can hardly call it otherwise), set to the refrain at the end of each verse, remains the same, 

being actually a decorated version of the last line of the stanza: 

Ex.427 
,,~ /" 

IU 
Di~ 

r ... 
Kinder, sie ho_rt'n t'S gt'c _ ne. ::t ~ " r-r--t ......,......, ;;;::;;::, ~ 

~I U 
., #. . . ~. I;:::j.o' ~~7 r . 
/' 1 

t 
....., n -;------. .n r1 .----
~ ~ I~"'" '!" ~ 1-

In respect of this over-long narrative section, seeming to overbalance the general structure, the 

ballad points to having been written for a more leisurely (less critical, more easily satisfied?) age, 

where a pleasantly moral outcome excuses a good deal of (to us) tedious repetition. 

*** 

4. Internal narrative 

The story-within-a-story, instanced in the previous example, is found in four other r..bewe ballads, 

where one of the characters relates a separate story within the main narrative. This may be of an 

incident in the family history of one of the other persons, or a memory of his own youth, or some 

similar explanatory device. As with dialogue, this scheme offers the composer a ready-made 

reason for contrast: a quite distinct contrast, moreover, probably necessitating a complete change 

of musical style and pace, so that one imagines the words, "Now gather round, and I'll tell you a 

story". 

The five ballads containing such an internal narrative are: 

Wallhaide 1819 
Des Bettlers Tochter 1834 
Ballade vom ... Grafen 1835 
Der Grafvon Habsburg 1843 

Meerfahrt 1843 
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In all except Des Bettlers Tochter the inner story is told in a folk-style 6/8 time, and in the first 

three examples melody, key, and piano texture are deliberately simple and repeated strophically. 

The eponymous heroine of Wallhaide is describing to her lover how she plans to escape to him in 

the guise of her ancestral ghost, by now a familiar sight to her guards, who will therefore ignore 

her (see p152 above). She relates the whole history of the ghostly Wallhaide in seven 6-line 

stanzas, introducing it with the words "Now listen!": 

Ex.428 

~ II f t . d S MYfgen 0 
>-

loJ baut, und wenn er im Ker _ ker auch wi _ re! 

LlI!! r"'T""I sfring.ndo .. •• 
it) 

~,a f. ........ ........ ........ .. I 

I .. 

-A-

It) .. ,¥}IIJ1IW. Ii'S 
Hau.ses ~n', tn· die _ seT ~urg re _ 51 _ dir te, 

A 

!oJ . .. .. ... :; li~I;;; I ~ l.. I ~ 

Drum hc>-re:_ 

~ .. 
........ 

.. .. 

cure. 

211 a)· >: i p' ? ? 
da wuchs ihmem Tochterlel0 

I: I: 
\ ;+; 

L 

Andante qnasi allegretto. 
(II!' RomlUl<'ptone.) 

1':\ P"'~ 'i.!emp we 

~s 
.., . .., ... 

n!ch, u!r!: WUD_debold 

~~ ;; ; I: ~ SEt I:: ~ : 

>-

I ri ? I p , ? IF P I 
herrhch her _ an, des gao. zen 

I:H I' I: i'l : 
Apart from one 2-bar touch ofF-sharp minor, the 'Romanza' remains in A minor until half-way 

through verse six; here, as she returns to the present to explain the practical details of her plan, the 

melody disintegrates and the key veers to E-flat minor: 
1 

i 

Ex.429 

" 
pin moto 

,t) todtauch zur rie'_ be sich nei gen; sie bor _ ge heut Nacht miT ihr blu_li-ges 

I" l~' . 
~---:::h 

It!' ,oo .. . . . . . 
I ~ r-;-:J .. .. ~ .. .. 

I I I r I y I Y I Y 

It) Kleid,die Wachter sollenmir 
~oo: 

chen. Die d:i _ st~r _ bahn hatt K;i _ ner we' 
.A 

It) p .. 
I>~'" b .. I i -; lOA: ' -; -; 1°;;- -I r.J 

.. 

I 
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In both Des Bettlers Tochter and the Goethe Ballade ... the singer of the internal narrative is 

relating his own history, though this fact is at first unknown to his listeners. Only at the climax 

of the story are they (and we as audience) made aware that the 'beggar' in both cases is in fact a 

man of high degree.229 The melody for the father of 'Bessee' (the daughter of the title) is 

simplicity itself, very much in folk-traditional style: 

Ex.430 

~ ,..., -
OJ v~~ SLmon 'Mont _ fort sing' ich euch, 

In je~ner Schlacht auf Evesham Feld 

~ _L I 

[OJ P 
(l. (l. 1>-

: ---

>. 

der einst so machtig,gross und 
war sei _ nem Lauf das Ziel ge _ 

1 

~ .. .. .. .. 
1 I 

_____ I 
I 

reich 
steUt. 

The four verses take 21 bars each, including three bars of piano interlude, which is merely a 

commonplace repetition of the vocal cadence: he is a rather tedious old story-teller. 

The story of the Goethe Ballade ... is in fact remotely based on that of Des Bettlers Tochter. Its 

internal narrative is told to a simple, shapely melody of rather more distinction than that of 

Example 430, with a fuller piano part (see Example 426/1). In both these ballads, the inner story 

is not introduced with any subtlety, merely set off from its surroundings by final cadences. 

The bard in Der Grajvon Habsburg sings of the past deeds of 'a noble huntsman', in reality the 
\ 

King, who is among the bard's audience (see p290); the chordal melody is supported by a more 

complex and detailed piano part, and the 6/8 time is also pertinent to the huntin~ scene he is 

describing (see Examples 159 and 389).' The ending of this narrative, however, with its decidedly 

operatic extended cadence, leads in with the simplest of all links to the following section, 

incorporating the familiar romantic submediant drop, here from G to E-flat: 

Ex.431 overleaf 

------------- ----------

229Loewe gives an account of the rehearsing and first performance of Des Bettlers Tochter, at a Court 
Festival in Berlin in 1834 (Sb 174,175). The ballad was of particular interest to the Court, as its translator 
was the Prince Carl of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, half-brother to the widowed Princess Loise Radziwilt 
Loewe relates how Eduard Devrient stood at the side and sang the narrative verses and the several 
characters in the story were both sung and acted by the performers. 
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Ex.431 

~ 

!u mrgeoJich sprech'es ve~ _ kti~de~ aus,sec,hs Kro_nenEu~ bringen in Eu.er Haus u:d 
~ 

ro:r r' I ~ ~ n· 
. 

. ~., .~ ~ ., 
: 

I V , I V 
, I" I Y • 

= , , I j 
U gUin.zen die spat'sten Ge _ 'schlech Undmit 

II II 
sin _ nen.demHaupt terl" 

HUllnJ 
~ ..... . , 

The fmal example, Meerfahrt (words by Freiligrath), is cast in a very different mould. It is a non

dramatic poem; the narrator relates that while swimming in the empty sea he espies a sunken city 

shining below him in the transparent water. His thoughts immediately liken this to the image of 

Snow White lying in her crystal coffin. 

Loewe is dealing here with a more subtle change: that of a mental state, of feeling, or memory. 

The change from the luminescent B-major of the sea to the 'homely', 'marchenhaft' or 'folktale' 

key of B-flat/G minor is a striking one, more significant psychologically than the key-changes in 

the previous examples. The musical material of the two sections is moreover related, though the 

texture of the accompaniment is years apart - literally: the Brahms of the 1870s seems to be 

peering out from the B-major section; key, time signature, piano lay-out (oc\aves with inner 3rds 

and 6ths), and harmonic movement are all typical of certain of his songs.230 - But 8rahms was 

10 years old at this time. (cf. Examples 'J7 and 78, p114 above): 

Ex.432 

A ~ +I 

F" V C 

"' 
• I C- D : : • r I , . ~ W J. jl -j I I • I@.I :u _ • aufdem san _ digen Grun _ de prach _ tig und hehr glanzt die te ver.sun _ kc.ne 

F' ~ ~ ~ ~ :!: ?7 i- f} ... f} 
"':~ i 6- .. 

I I 
, , I 

~ ~ ; ~ ~ -. ~ .. ~ 

~ .. 

Ex.432 continued overleaf 
- -------------- -- --~- ---- ------------- -- -----------~-

230See for example passages in Die Schnur. die Perl an Perle op.57:7; Regenlied op.59:3; and Heimweh 
1I ("0 wiisst' ich doch den Weg zuriick") op.63:8. 
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Ex.432 continued 

1.. ' ~ c-... • p 

" 
10) 

Stadt. In 

II ~ k 

1'"· 
~.~~?P i ~ 'q?P i ~ p 

". -"- ..II. 
-,,-...'u. to ~ 

~'~I~'~I ~ 

~ 
Tempo innocentemente. 

10) 
at _ t[r verschoI _leneT Mar_chenzeit ver _ sti~ss tin Ko _ nig sein Toch_terlcinj 

I- , , 
"" 

I'" 
ioke,a[[ettuoso . ~ • 

.,. 
.~ . ,. . • • 1- ..II. -,,-. -"-..II. 

-----.. 

Note also the unadorned semi tone shift, as one moves from outer to inner experience. 

*** 

These four features which occur in ballad poetry: the regular strophic outline, the frequent use of 

dialogue, the occasional refrain and inner narrative, are of course purely structural and need have 

nothing to do with the emotions of the characters. But they can, nevertheless, be a most important 

framework for the music, offering the essentials of unity and variety, repetition and contrast: 

unity (repetition) 

variety (contrast) 
the strophe, the refrain 

dialogue, internal narrative 
\ 

The composer, if he is wise, will use these in order to project to the listener the pacelthe rise and 

fall of tension over the whole narrative .. 

Loewe's procedures in acknowledging this framework, in themselves fairly obvious, are further 

evidence that he is fully aware of his opportunities; he extracts every possible element from his 

poems which will then serve musically to re-illumine the words for the listener. 

*** 
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CHAPTER 14 

Loewe's use of the motif and motivic alteration 

The investigation of Loewe's compositional procedures in the ballads brings to light not only the 

way in which he receives techniques from the past, and anticipates certain later practices, but also, 

very importantly, the way in which he works out for himself the most satisfying organisation for 

these ballads, creating ingenious and original solutions where the words inspire him. 

The motif - melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic - is a necessary germinal feature of almost any 

attempt at composition, of whatever epoch. From a plainsong intonation, through imitational 

'points' in a 16th century madrigal or motet, through its extension in the Baroque 'motto' and 

ritomello functions and the Classical theme or subject, right up to the potent Leitmotif of the 19th 

century and the embryonic 'cells', rows, and texture units of the 20th: the motif, more or less 

memorable, is the composer's raw material; "it has a special identity with important conse

quences for the shape and structure of the larger [movement or composition]". 231 

Exciting is the path of analysis, of discovering how a composer turns his ideas this way and that, 

expands and contracts, conceals and reveals, adds and subtracts, juxtaposes and isolates, and in so 

doing, evolves a whole and satisfying artistic experience. 

When music is being set to words, and particularly to dramatic words, the composer's feeling for 

mood or situation is given a further strong impulse towards associative characterisation, and 

numerous instances have already been noted of the unifying focus afforded by Loewe's skilful, 
\ 

often inspired, use of a recurring melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic idea. 
i 

Loewe's use of motif varies considerably from work to work; three characteristic treatments 

emerge and may be formulated as follows: 

1. The motif as communicator 

2. The motif as commentator 

3. The motif as contributor (Leitmotif) 

The first, Loewe holds in common with Schubert and some earlier son~ composers; the second 

points ahead to Schumann, Brahms, and Wolf; the third shows him at his most forward-looking, 

and at his most versatile, and the ballads containing this type of motivic treatment are works of 

immense power: the closely organised music allows the strong emotional content to be held firm 

and kept coherent by this referential foundation. 

*** 
- ~~-~~~---~~-~-~-~-------~ 

231William Drabkin, Grove 6: Article Motif 
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1. The motif as communicator 

In a short lyrical song, such as the majority of Schubert's, a motif often occurs (in the 

accompaniment chiefly, but not exclusively) which pin-points the underlying mood of the poem 

and communicates it to the listener. Examples are Schubert's Dass sie hier gewesen (D.775)

a harmonic/melodic motif; the well-known An Sylvia (D.891) with its bubblingly happy rhythm 

i ~ ~ v- n I ~ ~ under a most suave and shapely melody; and the accompaniment of Die 

Forelle (D.550), with its 'scenic' motif, engagingly portrays the dappled, darting fish in the 

brook. 

Loewe too, in the shorter ballads (and particularly those in Group 2, the non-dramatic), is 

sometimes content to create an all-purpose motif which does not materially change its outline or 

its harmony. Such motifs can be found in Der Rauber: the gloomy, rather menacing G-sharp 

minor quasi-tremolo of the opening, signifying the darkness of the forest robber's way of life, is 

strikingly contrasted, by way of key and texture, with the music depicting a beautiful young girl 

coming down the woodland path: 

Ex.433 
and later: 

'- ~ II Allegretto. '- ~ II ,k. /':\ 

IV 
'- ~ ~ 

t- ~.:J.:J ;..J 7·.·~ ~ 
P~ , ~ ===-:;:; , 

IV 
W:Id._ ~~~ 

a tempo .. -----~ ~ f. :;:. ~ ... ~.;. 

IV 
/aJ.11~~ 

.,... ~ P 6'"tUio80 
f ... ... ~ h • 

~ '-----' ~7 

The G-sharp minor section recurs at the end without change. The central s~tion of the ballad is 

built entirely on the Chopinesque A-flat piano phrase quoted in Example 74 (p 112 aboye), which, 

apart from appearing in the dominant, is hardly altered; but a certain flexibility is achieved by the 

voice's not only following the bass line when the robber is speaking or thinking (Example 434( a» 

(a feature noted previously as often underlining a male character), but also providing different 

countermelodies and varying its point of entry in the phrase (Example 434(b». Charming though 

this phrase is at nrst hearing, its many repetitions only just avoid monotony through these vocal 

devices, and the piano's one melismatic variation in (a): 

Ex.434 
(a) (b) I 

'-

OJ d;r- ge . Iieb. _ ten Wal. . Ie • isder Garten reiche Blu. the 

!"~ .. -;;. .~ '" ~ """"-

OJ ~ 

.. .. .. .. .. ... . 
'Lo. .Plld.o. 
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Ballads such as Der Zauberlehrling, Wirkung in die Ferne, Der Nack, even Thomas der Reimer, 

though drama is not lacking, again demonstrate little significant change or adjustment of their 

musical motifs. 

As a rule, however, Loewe varies his motifs with some consistency of purpose. Heinrich der 

Vogler is a case in point, where a change of key and metre communicates a change of scene and 

the entry of a crowd, the main theme remaining the same in outline (Examples 392 and 395). 

Two short extracts from Der Sturm von Alhama show a similar alteration of key and time 

signature; (a) illustrates the Moorish King riding with great ceremony through the streets of 

Granada, while at (b) distant military sounds are heard approaching: 

Ex.435 

tJ Durchdie StrassenvonGra.n3-daeinstd~T Mauren..kBnig rit-te, 

(a) 
\0) 
( I I 

-# ... 

(b) 
Allegro. cresco 

Hochzeitlied (p132-3, Examples 94, 95 and 96) is another excellent example of simple variation 

of motif (in this instance over a recurring harmonic progression) which illustrates add communi

cates scene and action, without any deep probing into emotional issues. 

A change of detail within or surrounding the motif is another means of communicating altered 

scene or circumstances which can also work on the deeper level of emotional change. The early 

(1819) ballad Geister/eben, although short and non-dramatic (it is styled a 'ballad in song form' 

in GA), is one of the most striking examples of the adaptability of a particular motif in this way. 

(A complete copy will be found in the Supplement, p364.) The words ar~ by Ludwig Uhland, and . 
are unique among the ballads in that they .are in the form of a Petrarchian sonnet; the rhyme

scheme runs: 

a b b a, a b b a, c d e, e d c 

Every line ends with a feminine cadence ' 0 ,in this case a long, hollow syllable followed by 

a short unaccented one, e.g. begraben, Blume, ... diifte, verriegelt, gehf!n, and so on. This adds 

greatly to the heaviness, the melancholy of the mood. 
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The subject of this ballad as well as its date place it close to Treuroschen and Wallhaide, which 

also deal with the spirit of a dead lover. But in Geisterleben there is no 'story', no 'Ride of 

Death'; the departed spirit returns to his beloved's room to watch over her, but has to depart at 

cock-crow. For today's listener, Loewe's music conjures up the deep feelings, poignancy and 

chill resignation which one finds later in some of Hugo Wolf's songs (as for example in Das 

verlassene Miigdelein (1888), words by Morike). The stark economy of the piano part, the 

lengthy silences at the end, the frequently monotone vocal line and the utter emptiness of the fmal 

bars, are all features strongly reminiscent of the later composer. 

Loewe's introduction presents a short motif, an insistent rhythmic and melodic figure which, 

even while remaining at the same pitch, can rest on different harmonies: 

Ex.436 
" 

Langsam SOl to "Coc~ 

10) 
Von 

\ I 
" >- - - 0>- -

!" I . . . J [3' " 
3 

Ump1{ ptamSSlmj e S'U una cor a 

--- -

OJ 
dir ge ~ trennet, lie ge ich be_ ~ra • _ ben, ~chgriisst kein . . 

0>- - 0>- -'""""'- - - -
OJ 3 8 8 8 

~ .... 

-
10) 

Sauseln linder Friih . _ lings _ HiLte; kein Ler chen. -~ 8>- 8 8 e~~ 

1'" ,. 
8 -... '--''-'" . . .. 1' ..... ..-' .... 

~ . 

) 

". 

lu 
sang. kein Balsam su _ sser Diifte, kein Strahl der 

8 .-~ - ~ - '----... 

1 
10) --- - 8 8 

i!:tt 

-.y ~ 'v 

~ 
. 

Not until the 11 th bar does it alter pitch, and at the same time its rhythm is minutely changed, 

softened - perhaps prompted by the words " .. .linder FIiihlingsliifte" (of soft Spring zephyrs). 

The motif is then heard high in F major (the lark's song); as a bitter-sweet and very Mahlerish 

minor 9th, also in F ("breath of balsam"), and, over an A major 6-4, as a shaft of remembered 

sunshine. The irony lies in the fact that these mitigations of despair are all negative: "no lark's 
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song, no balsam of sweet fresh air, no ray of morning sunlight can soothe me". But the music 

gently pictures the memories of the spirit's former earthly happiness. 

The second quatrain of the sonnet tells of the disembodied spirit's wanderings to reach his 

beloved; anew, urgent mood is conveyed by a syncopated, widely wandering bass line, taking the 

music startlingly through A minor, B-flat minor and C minor in 2-bar sequences, leading to a 

tender cadence in (as the listener is led to think) G major, which is immediately contradicted: 

Ex.437 

~ > > 

I w= It) r 
von die ge_t!!:'t :a_ Kliif. Ie, die michso fern von dir, so fern ben. 

~ ~ ..:::r-:r::l -= ..e..-

1'" ~-= "'"' "' "' "' "' "' "' ... ~ ~ 

~ ===-
,----~ >- .1 J. l:::::"..i 

P1' -

The ensuing triplet movement, especially the outline of the last bar, leads closer to the original 

motif. This returns, after a ritardando and pause over a diminished 7th, at its original pitch, but 

with an extra anacrusis, a full diminished triad in each hand, a Jorzato and contrary motion of the 

outer parts; one must assume the sleeping girl is restless, as the spirit asks: "does my spirit breath 

affright you? .. ": 

Ex.438 

stringeudo tleclamantlo poco .. poco in tempo primo 

Erschrecktdich Geisterhauch,du zac _ te Blume? 

J 11- 1J >9 

tlecre8C. 

The spirit must return to the grave: "Farewell!...the cocks are crowing ... ": 

Ex.439 

It) flijgelt! LebwohJ! ich muss ins <;;ab, >-

, .~ -""""""'- ~ .-""""" >~ JJJfE.. 

1" 
, I 

1

11
- rifartl. JI'1' 

t) • u #-0 

1':'1 

It) 
die Hahne krihen ... ca141Ulo 

> .. ;~li 1':'1 

1'-
'--''--.--"' 4 't... 

pitt. nt., J more1Uk 1':'1 

, ~ -r 
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Surely this is one of the most original examples of German song in the first two decades of the 

19th century? Its creation of atmosphere; its sacrifice of merely song-like beauty to stark 

characterisation; its economy of means: all are unprecedented. These features owe little to 

Schubert, and certainly ante-date any of Schumann's comparable songs by more than 20 years. 

Loewe is here on his own, translating Uhland's dream into an unforgettable musical experience. 

With uncanny instinct, he creates a thread-like motif, which is itself hardly altered, yet made to 

function with an unerring accuracy of changing import; change of register, harmony, and spacing 

are rmely judged to this end. 

The extraordinary setting of Alexis' Walpurgisnacht (see pp307ft) has already been discussed 

from the standpoint of dialogue in the ballads. It is a tour de force in its kaleidoscopic yet 

economical use of a single motif «a) below), within a three-strand lay-out: the motif is repeated 

43 times, interspersed with 16 double repetitions of its first half (b): 

Ex.440 

(a) (b) 

Variety of key, and the interchange of 'parts' offering variety of texture, make it a unique and 

original construction. 

Originality of construction in an entirely different form appears in Prinz Eugen, der edle Ritter 

(1844), whose words (by Freiligrath) relate to the battle of Belgrade, 1717. ~le not of motivic 

construction in any conventional sense, this ballad derives its origin from a traditiofal melody, 

dating from 1719; Loewe has taken this melody, and after a few 'strophic concealments', to use 

Alfred Einstein's happy phrase,232 at last triumphantly parades its fully-accoutred form. 

The poem tells of an army trumpeter, the supposed inventor of the song, and how th~ rehearsal and 

rmal thundering choral onslaught of his battle-song decide the day. Loewe has built up the vocal 

line and accompaniment throughout from the various 'voice-parts' of an approximate Ur -form of 

the tune and its 2/3-part harmonies (extremely evocative of 2/3 trumpet parts, and probably 

deliberately so) which can be set out thus (Example 441): 

Ex.441 overleaf 

232Music in the Romantic Era pl90. 
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Ex.441 

: : 
T 

verses 1 and 2: ,---"--' verse 5: 

verses 3 and 4: r-----., verse 6: r--'~"~" 

The voice part may be traced via the coloured lines (allowing for transposition, and alteration 

from major to minor), and the various strands of the accompaniment could be similarly located. 

Verses 1 and 2 are in Eminor/B minor, with a side-slip into D major. They make much use of 

figure (a), the 'bass'; figure (b), again the bass; and the middle/lower part of phrase 3: 

Ex.442 

" II 
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1'· .;--:0. ~ I-....J !. ~'!' R'f • . .. . 
u "'~ • ~ . .--.... . . 

-.. 
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crt!~c .. 
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.." 

II r"""""'I r--,.. 1'"'-1 I""""l ~I "=" rr::; "=" 

1'· 
crt!.fc.~ 

~!l,o. 
I ~.+ 

"!I' 
I ~ + + ~ . ... :' r:-

+ • :::! 

i 
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Verses 3 and 4 (in B minor) include an excursion into F-sharp minor: 

,~ "=' p r';\ 

Ex.443 
It.! ~~r" .... r 

" ~I 
Ne n seinem mliden Schecken ruht auf einerwollnenDecken 

-"=' 
- "=' -

)'" pocnf I ~ .... !" r~ - ~ .. .. 
r';\ . ' "=' I" . ~ .. .:!L .... 

...... 1.-1 --
cre"ic. 

~. 

de~om _ pe _ teT 1 ~l'" ganz a _ em: 
.........-! 

. cresc .... 

I .. 

cresco 

~ Kai.ser. Ii _ che Feld.stan.dar. ten wird ein Rei _ teT _ lied er.freu'n! 

/I r-"'1 Ir--.. ,......, r--'I ;--;::=\ I r';\ 

cresco .. .. 

In verse 5, at the words 'and he sings the new melody', the 'real' key (G major) is heard for the 

ftrst time, the voice having the original tune in the ftrst and last phrases: 

ExA44 

t.! 
Dod ;r singt die Wei _ se ein.mal, zwei _ mal, drei.-;:;al lei _ se neu. e - . . 

tJ 

~ 
T -; .. ~ I--" I 

~-: ~. p I .. '?' .... ~ . 
- c;......-' 

i 
r';\ 

It.! de _ nen Rei _ ters _ leu _ te; VOT; und wie er zurn letz _ ten Ma.le 
, /I ,--, I I - .--

)'" 
I ~ ~ -:..~ .. -; . .. . r';\ r--i I I 

........ 
cresco r';\ 

en. det, bricht mit ei.nem ML Ie los der vol. Ie, kriift'- ge Chor, 

"=' 

In verse 6, the singer triumphantly rings out the original tune in phrases 1, 2, 3, and 6, doubled by 

the accompaniment over three octaves with full harmony. In the 4th and 5th phrases he reverts to 

a tonic and dominant 'aside' ('3rd trumpet'), as the dynamics fade and the hero's thoughts move 

to less military matters - one could also mention the single 'Diskanttrompete' high G as the 
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protagonist twirls his moustache. Note how the last phrase is repeated pianissimo by the piano 

(LH), with a sly '2nd trumpet' cadence (c) added by the RH part: 

Ex.445 

.. Prinz Eu _ gen, der ed _ Ie ei, das klang wie Un _ ge _ wit _ r 

" ~-

~ 

!U 

~ 

IU 

: 

ff 

~. 

~. non/ 

D·er Trom _ pe _ teT that den Schnurrbart streichen 

~ I 

- ~ . 
.., • t;em. nanf ~ dim., ••• 

p 1':\ 

und ~~ auf die Sei_te schleichen zu der Mar_ke_ten_de_Tin. - pp 1':\ 

L!P prrr r I'" "'T'" • P .... 
J'Pri I • 

..... 
p ~ • ~ • rr=I I ........ 1 I 

-... ~ ... ....>:.1 

If one could speak. of musicological wit, this ballad, with its extraordinarily original plan, would 

surely constitute a prime example. During the course of the ballad one is constantly and 

tantalisingly aware of the same theme recurring, with only snippets of it being allowed to appear 

in the foreground, so that the final peroration is not only impressive, but a relief indeed.233 

*** 

233Einstein (op. cit.) mentions Vincent d'Indy's [star as possessing a similar build-up. One thinks also of 
the plan of many of Sibelius' symphonic movements from the 2nd symphony onwards. 
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2. The motif as commentator 

When one examines longer ballads, ones which deal with several changes of fortune or mood, one 

:fmds that Loewe's use of his motivic material becomes more powerful: his feeling -imagination 

sets to work, and without necessarily dealing in terms of re-moulding or transforming, he will 

arrestingly vary a motif, changing its harmonic colour or rhythmic pattern in order to comment 

upon and draw our attention to a point in the drama. Die verlorene Tochter exemplifies well this 

midway stage between repetitive use of motif, and its more subtle contribution through 

metamorphosis. 

This ballad has previously furnished an example of Loewe's 'beauty' theme - which forms, in 

fact, the opening melody (see Example 229, p200 above). Throughout the work, Loewe 

interpolates 2-bar cadential motifs for the piano after every line or two of the poem; this produces 

a hesitant, thoughtful effect, apt for this poignant story. 234 These repetitive cadential commentar

ies, far from becoming monotonous as they so easily might have done, instead add pathos, and 

provide time to take in the words; they are varied in harmony after the first verse: quite simply, 

but the change is enough to capture the attention and underline the previous sentiment: 

Ex.446 

~ 

Ii" 

" :\toderato. 

I tJ Es fJogen drei SchwaIbelcin ii-her den Rhein.c5 starben dem KcLn'ig drci 
" ' I i~ 

OJ ~. 
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.,...., ... .J ... 
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.; Jnln 
, .., 

~. I) 

\-
j ht es 

I nJ 
...... 
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I II~ 

star_ben dem KB. nig drei 
I ~ 

~ rl~ 

I 

23
4Compare the rOle of piano interpolations in Der Monch zu Pisa, pp222-3. 
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The King loses three daughters - the fIrst dies in the morning, the second at noon; the third runs 

away with a strolling musician. At this point a sharper rhythm emerges, and a move to E minor 

is made (a similar phrase to one in Der Monch zu Pisa : compare Example 267): 

Ex.447 

...d...IL 

J .1) ~l. I ~ I . . i 
OJ f'~ 

lief ':cit 
. '\ 

SIC ei _ nem SpIelmann hlnaus. r 
":"~ 

I 
>--------~ .. ~ ~ L,_,.L· 

:~I 
"'LL . j L .. :LL 

OJ 
f 

_. .. .., ~. • .., l! • .., .., : " >1:& p :::==-

The cadential fIgure is now harmonised in E minor - note the V minor-9 minus its 3rd: 

Ex.448 

;,-

OJ ' "-' sol_che bit _ ter be _ reu_eL- hat. (*) .. . .J"'"i"'r--, . ... ~ . 
I" 

I '--' . .- .~ . - ~~ A ~ 

/ . I t-;:::==...... 

i I I .. ..., y. I 

J 

A 6/8 Allegro agitato then follows, wliich settles first into A minor and further into D minor, 

during which a new rhythmic fIgure ; J J J J iJ is introduced, depicting the girl's anxiety to 

return home after seven years of wandering; the rhythm later becomes her knocking at the palace 

gate with her royal gold ring: 

Ex.449 

r4----c-- rit. 

'" OM .," .m Tho. ,". ,.,.. " •• ', ," '"II< ~, ".:.: """""".~~t;;""""-r 

ll~S\~ =~\~ :S~ ~H' C:t;;; 
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The initial 'beauty' theme is heard again as the key changes to F major: the girl humbly begs 

admittance and asks to be employed as a servant. The cadential motif now appears in this form: 

Ex.450 

A 

J: ): J3 P P }I IS Jd 
IU "Das MagdJein ist mir zu htibsch und fein, es m&h.te mir freLen mein Soh_neJein, 

!~ :' ; I: :'; ••.• ~:rJ It: r~~ :J~J .... ... 
* ....... ~ ... ..... 

~ e b. ~ ..1 
: .. I "*. ~ , , 

-

Note the 'tenor' part's winding melody here - a textural device which Loewe uses sparingly but 

effectively:235 here it seems to reinforce the weight of the piano's comment. 

Mter a further period of seven years, serving in her own parents' palace, she reveals her identity: 

""'.',"~'_'".OC M.'~":'~ (*) 

Fed. • 

This time the elliptical chromatic supertonic 9th (*) adds poignancy and, colour to the cadence. 

At f"rrst the mother is not convinced, until the girl tells her by way of proof that the go~d ring given 

by her parents is in her oaken chest behind her bed. The rhythm ). J J'J is heard here, re

minding the listener that she knocked on the gate with this very ring: a small point, once more 

showing how a detail can be added or conflrmed musically. The emotion of the reunion is 

heightened by further E minor harmonisations of the cadential motif: 

Ex.452 

235 Again, compare Der Monch, Example 214 and comment 
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The last appearance of this motif, as the girl dies, brings together the greatest chromaticism from 

both keys, E minor and G major, and the ending of the ballad deserves full quotation for its heart

rending simplicity, as both mother and child finally rest in the grave; the melody of the last two 

bars consists of the (altered) beauty theme, as it appears in later verses; its last three notes are here 

augmented: 

Ex.453 

1\ 01 

r P y r t: 
r., 

I ,j I .t I . I . I . t II s I s· ! 
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I 

, 77 77 
77· 

In performance this is immensely moving: there is no striving after effect. Enough is said with 

these quiet chords. 

It becomes increasingly evident that Loewe's ballads, even when examined as to their technical 

aspects, can never be divorced from their feeling qualities. Every detail worth mentioning adds 

its weight to this argument. 

Der Blumen Rache is a strange anecdote by Freiligrath about a sick girl and the flowers she has 

picked, which stand by her bed. In her (or the poet's) feverish fancy, they ta1k:e revenge on her for 

her 'cruelty' ,and she dies supposedly at their hands. The rather unattractive narrati1e apart, this 

ballad has been described by Runze (G~IX xxxi) as a formal and psychological masterpiece; it 

is moreover given great musical interest by Loewe's re-modelling of a seemingly innocuous 

triplet figure (itself remotely allied to the opening melody) which is heard near the beginning, 

when the flowers are first mentioned: 

Ex.454 

Lento, eon moto. 

~ 
una coraa 

Auf des La.gers wei .chern Kissen 

I 
A ~_ ...... 

10) -........ ~ '-..J..--..!!..
Schim _ mernd auf_ dem 

A .. ~ 

.. 
'Lil. 

'=-
Bin _ sen.stuh _ Ie ........., ... 

.. 
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It appears as a piano punctuation: 

Ex.455 

~ 

f.J _ pran. gen_ B~ men, cluff _ ge, bun . te, 

-~ --r- ~--r 
~ ~~lJj ~ ~~!!~ ; 

l'U~ .. ~ .. ~ i-J ..-
'--.! I 

I i. •• .. .. I == 
(f ~. (> 

The flowers begin to agitate and whisper together: 

Ex.456 

p 

~~ , 4 , - , 
PlOtzlich, horch! 

The smooth melodic triplet become rapid broken chords: 

Ex.457 
J 

tuft. corde - P.d. 

A calmer section follows, molto moderato ,fantastico, A minor/C major, ending on the dominant, 

G, and moving by Loewe's common semitone shift to A-flat minor. The shift is employed here 

less for a change in tension, rather for a change in colour, hinted at further by the indications una 

corda and languendo. 
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Yet another semitone shift (A-flat=G-sharp - A minor) brings this transformation of the triplet 

figure, pill animato, tutte corde : 

Ex.458 

Pin animato. 
~ -

v Rei. her. Aus dem Kelch des TiiTilell, bun . des kommtein Ne _ ger stolz ge_ ( 
~ t.##1l.~ •• ~~ ... ~,.. ... • -----.~ • .,..t .. # 11 I 'j 

I" ~ J 
J ~b~ • • $ • , • • ~ 

tulte corde 

During the final few verses, the triplets enhance the feverish atmosphere in this way: 

Ex.459 
Vivaee. 

LL .f'. ~ 

oJ oJ Rau D~n! wie des Mid-renen) 

! 

f dimin. f .. .. .. .. .. ~ 

""",,,,","",,,-'-"'~ 

r - _ ....... - ... 

U :tie _ h~n!_ 
.A .1" .8'-:>.--:--- ~ :> 

The intense activity slows down, and the final quatrain returns to the original F major and ends in 

A minor, a reversal of the key -scheme of the first verse - the other side of the arch: 

Ex.460 

Pin mod~rato . 
. A 

J If Jl I~ ;:t v Mit d~m ~ t;nd~m kehrt d~ pfen Schwei _ gen lei _ se Fln - stern wie_~r. 

I" 
----=--r--- ~ ::.:::; l'1' - - - -

oJ T· ........ 
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.. . . 
~.""" .. .. 

r r 
and further: 

Ex.460 continued overleaf 



Ex.460 continued 
Tem~ come sopra. 

~.A~~~~~~~~_ £mar M 
I u fu~ ~ g~~d:r_ Son _ ne_ Fun _ keln 

- -
ending: 

Titenuto ;: .j." -.' .. 

" .. 'tw . .. Ptd, 
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.. 
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Many ballads already discussed include motivic commentary, including Edward (p239ff), 

Goldschmieds Tochterlein, (p214ff), Die drei Budrisse (p296ff), Harald (p130), and to a lesser 

extent, Der alte Konig, (pI94), and Die Gruft der Liebenden (see Example 201, p189). 

*** 

3. The motif as contributor: Leitmotif236 

) 

Loewe's use of thematic material in a leitmotivic way, perhaps because it carries the greatest . 
importance in a musico-historical sense, has elicited a certain amount of argument among 

scholars. Two distinct and divergent opinions can be found. 

M.l.E. Brown categorically states: "Loewe's modifications of the thematic phrases in his ballads 

are not true examples of the use of Leitmotiv, with which he is often credited. His re-shaping of 

such motives is not designed, as in Wagner, to depict changing psychological aspects of the 

individual or idea; the variants do duty for any situation of the narrative and serve merely to bring 

about the variety-in-unity of the ballad as a whole."237 

23%e word is used here in an all-embracing sense, i.e. it includes referential motifs and allusion on all 
levels. The reader is referred to the articles Leitmotiv and Leitmotif in Grove 5 and 6 respectively for the 
history and definition of the word. MGG confines itself (under Leitmotiv) to operatic examples only, not 
entering into the wider issues discussed in Grove. 

237Mf April 1969 p358. 
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The present writer has at the least to qualify this statement, which surely must rest upon a rather 

superficial observation. Enough examples have appeared in these pages to refute his claim that 

"the variants do duty for any situation ... "; frequent and self-evident instances have been cited 

where a motif is most subtly and sensitively varied according to the changing emotional or 

dramatic ambience - "the changing psychological aspects of the individual or idea". 

To illustrate the chameleon-quality he finds in Loewe's themes he turns to Archibald Douglas: 

"The striking cadence which opens the song depicts Douglas's burden of care, but is used later 

both for King James's spurning of the old warrior and for the subsequent reconciliation between 

the two men." Reference to Ex.339, 342, and 346 (pp261-5) will help to re-evaluate Maurice 

Brown's statement: the 'smoothed-out' versions of the initial 'feud' motif used at these points 

already possess less of .the vengeful memory, and more of the loyal old man's will towards 

reconciliation. Seen in this light, the theme becomes appropriate in all the situations quoted. 

Again, Maurice Brown seems to have missed the point of the second theme ('b' in Ex.331, p257) 

in his hasty conclusion that "the second motif, a melodious triplet figure, is developed throughout 

the ballad in a very attractive fashion, but it accompanies a variety of emotions, nostalgia or 

joyous anticipation, belonging exclusively to none of them." The significance of this figure 

works on a deeper level, 'belonging exclusively' to that level, where it is appropriate, not merely 

'accompanying' but underpinning the various emotions with its constant factor of memories of 

the past - nostalgia in fact, as is rightly stated. It appears in this sense consistently throughout, 

disturbing the King even when he is still contemplating revenge (Example 341); if the motif is 

perceived on this plane, then it is indeed constant in its 'meaning' --;- and also perfectly in 

agreement with what has been observed in all of Loewe's best ballads: that tpe implications of his 

motivic work are often much deeper and more subtle than appears on first acquainttnce.238 

. 
Karl Anton presents another facet of the question: 

With Loewe, the Leitmotif, which is evident to a greater or less degree in all his oratorios and 
ballads, is not, as Pliiddemann and others assert, to be thought of as purely musical, as the 'natural 
transference of the motivic work of the classical sonata movement ... into song composition', but 
poetically, as a motif designed for the characterisation of a person in the drama, or a certain 
situation, or even of scenery; so that it appears at every recurrence of this moment, or even 
simply to jog our memory and elucidate further events.,,239 

(The italics and omission marks are in the original.) 

238See also p219. 

239J(A 83-84. His note gives the source of Pliiddemann' s assertion as Bayreuther Blatter XV 322. Anton 
further considers that: "Such opinions betray a standpoint which completely excludes knowledge of the 
music dramas of Monteverdi, Scarlatti, and others." 
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If one examines those of Loewe's ballads in which his thematic handling assumes the function 

and importance of Leitmotif, one finds in practice that elements of both arguments are present, 

but that the poetic and suggestive function (of variation or metamorphosis) transcends any formal 

function, and is still most definitely Loewe's primary reason for thematic recurrence or re

moulding. 

*** 

Even the early Wallhaide provides examples of an assured use of motifs in this sense. One motif 

is traced along its path towards the theme of 'innocence' (ppI86-7); and note has already been 

made of Loewe's use of an eerily insistent rising 5th to denote the ghostly Wallhaide and the 

luring of her lover to the grave (p152 and Example 129, p153 above). This motif, rudimentary 

as it is, has itself evolved from a phrase used as the knight is first mentioned - here a rising 4th: 

Ex.461 

f, -.---= 

Vom na _ hen Schloss_ auf f1in _ kem 

F"' ;~.~ .. · 
OJ V 

f 

-

~ dolce rr pDp pwO p J. U 'fit , 

Ross_ flogRudolphzur SiLssen,= Lie _ ben 

Later, extended by one more step to the outline of a 5th, it becomes a joyous cry of love and hope: 

Ex.462 

~ con brio pf. 

v 
Du schwingstdichhinauf,und {reu ~ dig im Lauf 

" I !,.; I~ I , 
~ 'v ~ 

., 
Ii ~1 ~L Ii \1 r 'f 

I 

"Bin ich d"chfrei undWalLhaJ. ~ de treuj 

I II : J. ,.,.,.,. I II :J ~,.,.,. 

I 

This is then taken up, as an empty 5th, by Wallhaide the ghost at the end of her historical narrative 

("she will only become warm in your arms"): 

Ex.463 
l'f. 

I v In deL llOlll Ann da wird sie erst warm, 

" 
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From then on, this banshee wail appears at the end of each verse, five times in all; Example 464 

shows its first and its last appearance: 

r Dr vii 'i :)1·- Pi ,I 
daist'swohl warm,_ dochmeinBettewar kalt

J 
Gefahr_te, wie Er_ de!""_ 

.~~~~~~'~'~l~'~f§~~'~~i' .j fj rl! f! fl:j ij '1 
r pr pin ~r [If' pr pi 

,- ... ------- p 

: I: I 1 OJ 1 , ! 'I 
f f 

IOJ bistmein, bin deinj_ nichtHinunel1nicht HoI lescheL de uns Bei de!('''_ 

~ 

:=::~= ::'===1=1:1 : 
OJ p-=== 

: 
I fT· I r .... • 

until the final verse where it turns into a shrill rising octave D-D, on the home tonic at last: 

Ex.465 

CTesc. 

II!) . : 
er 

» •. 
zu _ ruck) _ es bricht 

.. 
der Blick_ 

~ 

It is easy to imagine Loewe the improviser catching hold of such a motif ana making the best 

repetitive use of it, as the words demand. 

The purely musicaVformal motivic function is rare; a skilful admixture of it is found in three 
i 

ballads of great length: Die Braut von Corinth (1830); Gregor aUf dem Stein (1834); and Das 

Switesmiidchen (1835). Of these, the poem of Das Switesmiidchen (38 verses long) already 

possesses a dramatic symmetry which Loewe utilises fully in his musical design. Gregor, both 

dramatically and musically separated into five separate scenes, uses much musical cross

reference and metamorphosis. Goethe's Die Braut von Corinth, more classical philosophy than 

poetry, an intellectual/moral drama perhaps, is of all Loewe's ballad-settings the most weighted 

on the purely musical/formal side of leitmotivic writing. 
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Of necessity, a long poem must provoke from the composer some conscious effort to provide 

satisfactory coherence. It is important to remember that thematic cross-reference, and more 

especially thematic metamorphosis, had nowhere penetrated into the world of solo song by 1830, 

and Loewe's essays in this field are therefore of exceptional interest: in his ballads especially, this 

exciting compositional possibility is seen for the first time in the history of solo song. The very 

length of the poems, and the dramatic exigencies of the genre Loewe made peculiarly his own, 

seem to have brought this about: like Haydn at Esterhazy, he was 'forced to become original' , and 

to work out his own salvation. 

One begins to realise that in this compositional process one is witnessing the emergence of an 

important nodal point in the growth of 19th century music, from which a whole new branch of 

musical delineation could develop. Sadly, because of his lack of professional stature in wider 

terms, Loewe was not destined to make the impact on the music of the 19th century that, for 

instance, Liszt, Berlioz and Wagner did in their various fields; but in this area, that of motivic 

support for his dramatic and emotional arguments, as in so many other details of his work, he 

anticipated these 'greater' composers. At his most enterprising, he looks forward in harmony, 

musical imagination, practical and acoustical matters, and, outside the ballads, even in nomencla

ture: before 1830 he was already calling certain of his piano pieces Tondichtungen' (tone 

poems)240 many decades before Richard Strauss embraced the term and the idea so comprehen

sively. 

Die Braut von Corinth 

The following examples from this ballad show the genesis and various transformjltions of the 

significant binding motif which occurs .throughout the work. 

The ballad, though continuous, falls into four distinct scenes, which in tempo and temperament 

correspond loosely to the four movements of a sonata or symphony: 

I (verses 1-6) Moderato 4/4 G major - C major 

IT (verses 7-12) ('Scherzo') Lebhaft undfeurig (i.e. Vivace e conjuoco) 4/4 F - C major 

1lI (verses 13-20) ('slow movement') Ruhig, heimlich und siiss.(i.e. tranquillo, intimo e 

dolce) 12/8 F major 

N (verses 21-26) Prestissimo (later accelerando, then poco a poco meno presto over the 
last 4 pages; 4/4 a - d - g - G 

.-._---_._------------------------------

241JMazeppa op.27; Der barmherzige Bruderop.28 (both written and published 1830); Der Friihling op.47 
(written 1824, published 1835). MJ.E. Brown considers Mazeppa to be well worth reviving (MT April 
1969 p357). 
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I An Athenian (pagan) youth arrives in Corinth at the house of his father's friend (now a 

Christian); all are asleep except the wife, who welcomes the boy, plies him with food and 

leaves him to sleep. The phantom (as one gradually realises) of her daughter enters. 

II The youth wakes, begs the girl to share his food and his bed - there is argument and 

discussion of the relative merits of Christianity and the Old Religion, of which she is still at 

heart an adherent, in spite of the family's conversion. 

ill is a languid, erotic love scene (which Bulthaupt (B 38) characterises as a 'Liebesbacchanal' 

- daringly, for 1898). 

N The mother interrupts furiously; the daughter turns on her mother: "Do you begrudge me 

one blessed night? Was it not enough that you sent me to an early grave? I have wakened 

from my narrow tomb and enjoyed my own resurrection; the droning of your priests and 

their blessings mean nothing. The salt and water of baptism cannot quench the ardour of 

youth, and the earth cannot cool Love!" - She asks her mother to prepare a funeral pyre: 

she and the youth, who having loved her must die, will both return to the old gods in the 

flames. 

In the opening passage, melody and harmony apart, Goethe's flat, prosy words have forced 

Loewe into a rhythmically unusually flexible phrasing: 

Ex.466 
Moderato. 

~ 

(x) 

~ :::, • -+ :l 

(x) 

.p P P P p ;) i , 1-
tJ _ gen, be ide Va _ _ ter wa_ren gastverwandt, haLten friLhe schon Toch _ terchen und Schn Braut und Brau-ti _ gam vor_aus ge _ nannt 

~ -'. II .. ~ ... ~~~.... ~r-
. . 

... i ... • II ..... • -... E-----UL I " 
p crelC. 

r ~. 

The figure (x), introduced apparently so inconsequentially, reveals itself as Loewe's binding 

motif, appearing at the end of nearly every verse, clinching whatever mUsical or verbal argument 

has gone before. 
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It is joined by an ascending scale (y), fIrst seen in the second verse as at (a); in verse 4 it appears 

as (b): 

Ex.467 
(y) 

(a) r 
l ~ 4 ,;a J I =J~ j l J: J J I t, "I I: t, r I r' p t 

Und schon l?gdasganze Haus im 5tlL len) Va _ ter,Tbch.tcr, 

(b) JI;JJ"irl"JI 
, ' ... I 

A ber bei dem wohlbe _ stclLten Es. sen 

At the end of this verse both motifs are amalgamated at last into a cogent musical phrase, above 

some remarkable harmony: 

Ex.468 

~ 

it) ?J 
~ Icgt, 

I" ~"77"'7TT7 '~iiiiii jj[~r r r crrr b~iii iii Giiic.a: 
umpre DO - Poe " poco con una coraa 

- -
_~:.:.U" __ (~x~)_..:U"::;~ _____ ;....U" __ (!.::x:.!.) __ tt...;.~:::::;----.=== ____ ::..U"_ (y) 
,- I I ~~---.... 

~' 

£ :' P f' I -
t) 

~nd er schlummcrt fast, als ein selLner Gast sich zur offJlcn Thur her _ ein bewegt. pU;==-=---
~ ...-.. 

~ ~ .' ,,,----" 

I" ~~~. r"""CL.:f ~~~irrrri r .". f~ I;;i.<i~'" .... ~~ Po:.de ~',' ._- I I (ulfe 

U" ___ ----6- "0" ____ _ 

, .. p. 

The change of key signature occurs as the phantom enters; this passage is repeated almost exactly 

at the end of the 6th verse, when the girl makes as if to leave. This leads into the 2nd 'movement'. 

Motif (x) is now used sequentially: 

Ex.469 

(Lebhaft uud feurig.) 
(x) (x) 

I I 

Bist v~r Schrecken 

J I I J; J J IJ 1 
.. 

blass! Lie _ te, komm und las~ 

_~Ji ... d;:111 'UHW Irl~ 
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It appears again at the end of verse 8, with yet another accompaniment detail (arrowed in Example 

470) arising from material earlier in the verse: 

Ex.470 

" " crf'Sl'. .- schwut: --101 
~~e ge _ ne _send Ju _gend und Na _ tur sei dcm 

R 

I 7 ~ -= _ 01 

'~."."."".,,~ ~~."."~.,,. P : ~ I....W...J i~' ~ 

IOJ HimJIlel kiinf _ tlg un terthan. 
!~ -

~J~ --. ~ ~ 

11
" 

f:--=--. ~i17 ." ...... 
UP I cresco i 

U"~ _____ ~ 

Later (x) is elaborated into a 9th: 

Ex.471 

(*) ,. (*) 

J ~i;i J I ; t 
0) mich, die an-dich nUT dt:nkt, 

~~ 
die sich he _ bend krankt; 

" .... ~. 
----~ 

At the end of verse 12, the key of F itself is established by (x), instead of the motif's previous 

leaning into the subdominant; the sequence now reaches V of V (whence an extended cadence, 

not quoted, leads firmly into the 3rd scene): 

Ex.472 

un poco pin mossO accelerando 
" .. .-.. >- >-

IF' ~r . 
10) Lieb - chen, blei _ _ be hier, fei re_ gleich mit miT un _ 

acceleran!!, =:z.. .... - -"""""' ........ ="""""F'; 

!I" rl;rr'f'l(i"'~ I t...../ 5-'----" '*----"'11'*----'" ,.---- . --~~ ........ ...".- .... ~ .. 
p .I' 

u 

~I(f' --+ (;=Y Of Y 
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The love scene (verse 13) opens with what appears to be new material: 

Ex.473 

Ruhig heimlich und suss p 

.' 
0) 

schmaus." Dnd schonwechseln sie cler Treue Zei _ chen; 
nichl schleppenil 

1 ____ ,_ 
!~~ 

1'" 
I t'''-'i'1~LLJ I ~l_.: .. r4 ~W,J w· i' 

I' egaLJ:s1mo 1 I. I. 
I 

I I 
-

i' i' i' r' i' ~ 

But at the end of the verse it proves to be in fact the outline of a remodelled motif (x), and in this 

form it provides much of the thematic material of this scene: 

Ex.474 

sac/ii 

E _ ben schlug die durnpfe Geister_stun _ de-, 

In the fInal scene, motif (x) does not appear until the daughter's expostulation with her mother 

(verses 23 and 24) which opens thus: 

Ex.475 

appassionafo poco a poco accelerando 

" -=::: 

,u 
"Mut ter, Mut _ teT! den _ _ ketmei _ ner '\"or. .te: . 

j 

A ber aus der SChwer bedeck. ten En. . .ge 

~ Jl.~ 
. 

Jl.~ Jl.~ 1!~ 1!~ 
: 
~ ...!... ~o!.L..< 

8empre p etl QPfflssiona(o 

: 
t~ I~ !~ {~ ?7 i7 

leading to 

(x) 
.11. t 

10) 
E:ch nicht 

d J J W 12 
1st's 

u 

ge • Dug, dass ins Lei . chen _ tueh, 
Saiz·) und Was _ ser kiihlt nicht~ wo Ju gend fiihlt; 

.11. 
,..., ~~ ~~ ,.~ ~ 

iFi¥imr Jl.¥'" 
0) 

dim.~ ~ It'P 
I I ~ ~ ~~ ~ 

(Loewe's footnote quotes the baptismal rite: "Receive the salt of wisdom".) 
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This ballad, with its symphonic dimension, its forward-looking harmony and piano-writing, is an 

altogether astounding work. Small wonder that a great Wagnerian singer, Eugen Gura, had such 

success when he performed it. He writes of this to Runze in January 1898, and adds: "Today I 

spoke to the most modem of modem musicians, the composer [Tondichter] Richard Strauss. His 

opinion of the Goethe/Loewe ballad Die Braut von Corinth was full of enthusiasm. He was 

excited and enraptured by the richness, beauty and distinction of the motifs and their shaping and 

development. .. "242 

The motif in Die Braut von Corinth is a purely musical device, its interesting transformations 

contributing musically but not yet emotionally leading the narrative in a Wagnerian sense: rather, 

it is itself led by the story. 

Gregor aUf dem Stein 

In this ballad, apart from straight thematic cross-references, certain motifs approach more nearly 

the late 19th century idea of Leitmotif, especially in the second and third scenes of this 5-part 

drama. 

In the central scene (the longest, which contains the build-up and the emotional climax of the 

story) a 'feminine' and a 'masculine' theme appear, pertaining respectively to the Queen and 

Gregor: 

Ex.478 

(She) (He) 

~ p pp 

tJ 
Sie war an Huld und An_muth reich, 

•.•. :!:'. 
.1\ 

er schau_te fin_ster und war ~o bleich;:-

tJ pU ~---./ ... UeJ f 'tJ • ... . r ~ qr ;;.-

~ ;i ;:t • /'!" r tJ r I r 

At a later appearance (see also Example 225, p198 above) the Queen's theme is sung by Gregor 

-but with 'his' harmony at the cadence: 

Ex.479 

uTllpeforte 

IV 0 ha.?:-" _ Ie nim _ mer mem sieg _ reich Schwert #' den ....... 
IV ... 

-.l 
... .,.; Ij'WJ ~ ~ ~'C' . ~j. 1·.-1 

1*' 1 L agitato 

I I it· .(9- '" ~ 

The falling 4th followed by a rising step of Gregor's theme «b) above) is elaborated and 

242GA XII XV. 
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augmented into a new outburst: "0 would that my trusty horse [had never brought me to this 

shining castle!]": 

Ex.480 

and later appears (with reversed accentuation) as a doleful descending figure including a 

diminished 4th, sung by the Queen and anticipated by the piano's comment: 

Ex.481 

~r p 

IJ .J jj ~J .l !U ,:Weh, weh _ e! Gre. gor was treibt, 0 sprich, ~l~ ~(!:~l~~_"" A 

,>.". .# # # #~~JI;l·;@?rj 1'" ~,~ ~: ~ ~~ -!: b... .,.", 

("Alas, Gregor, what oppresses you?") ) 

And as the Queen asks Gregor about his origins and Gregor tells the story of his past, the 

following dialogue is found, Le. the Queen's falling 4th motif answered by the first three notes (G, 

D, E-flat) of Gregor's original theme: 

Ex.482 
11, 

J J IlvJ II,.! hJ I~/l J J nJ F r F 
"Du hast mir nie deiner Hei math Land, mir nie den Na mender 

"'""'" 

15 Zh J) J IJ J 11 J J I~ 
El _ tern ge _ nannt?'~ "Fremd blieben miT Land und EI - tern bis jetn, 

I 
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If one now looks back to the second scene one realises that the following example is the possible 

catalyst for the Queen's version of Gregor's theme ("My young hero, a double happiness [is 

afforded me today]"): 

Ex.483 

- - :> 

It) "Meinjun_ger Heldl\~ zwie_fach Heil 
... _:> 

At the end of Scene 3, after the terrible discovery of their incestuous relationship, Loewe reduces 

the musical comment, via the falling figure, to tight semitones, seen in the second line of Example 

484: 

Ex.484 

,r* .-' I~ ... --" _ ......... - ~ '""' --== 

1'" 
ff~ 

--:-
;::; ~ t:-. 

........ "- Vdi:.. \!-- qV-
*. ~ •• ~3 • I I I 

I ~ -- .. ~~ ... :::i ~~ I I ... 

leading to a final oppressive Neapolitan cadence: 

Ex.485 

-A . I . I . I . I . I . II 
IU :e: 
l..t>. Thor. 

..ro---I -
IU i ,---"-6-

==- P ==- pp 

f_l'~'[L~ ~.~.~.~.-~, ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~~ ------------ ------ 'l:<l>. 0 
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The fact that the movement has gravitated from C minor to F minor is not without significance 

(see p30), quite apart from preparing for the key of the following movement, B-flat minor. 

In this 4th scene Gregor retires as a hermit to a rocky island (the Stein of the title). A passing vocal 

phrase from the Queen's first speech in Scene 1 is found (a); there, and later, in the 3rd scene (b), 

it bears the connotation of ill-omen or suffering, but now (c) Gregor uses it as he gains hope of 

redemption through his own and Christ's sufferings: 

Ex.486 

:> if f 

,~ 

"We _ he dem Land, 
(a) 

It) 
fUr mei _ ne SUIL!e"n 

It) ,.Das Kreuz, Gre _ gor, 
(b) 1 

I'· 
w ... 

fI' 
It) if ....... It) ':-' --- I ~ ...... ... ... ...... 

'I 

~~~~J~J·~2~IE·~J~J,~~I~r~J~J,~P~lr~J~w~'~~1 
1- ~l.: gos - sest aus das al - ler . we . gen Wun.der thut, ll."ss, 

(C) =~,:~:'~I ~i ~~~~~.J gm~~~~ 

("Thou didst shed thy dear blood. which worketh miracles in spite of all") 

Brief musical allusions to Scenes 2, 3, and 4 occur in the fifth (final) movement; tpe emphasis 

here, though, is finally religious (see p 178). 

The whole drama, through such details, leaves an impression of the strongest musical unity, quite 

apart from the shattering emotional impact of this work. 

Das Switesmiidchen 

Loewe's setting of Mickiewicz' long poem Switezianka provides a fittntg example with which to 

conclude this study. Both formal and motivic features are well represented, and the emotional 

and evocative are also in evidence, as the poem includes Loewe's favourite elements of the 

supernatural and the tragic; the supernatural being is, moreover, a water-sprite. This is the one 

ballad written in the middle years with a strong bias towards these (to him) fundamental 

components, and is valuable evidence that in this field his inspiration works, as always, on a high 

level. 
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Unlike Gregor, this ballad is a continuous whole. Its 38 verses can be divided as follows, 

according to the structure of the narrative:243 

A:vv.I-8 

B:9-17 

c: 17-31 

N:37-8 

A lakeside idyll. Who is the boy? - A hunter from the woods. - Who 

is the girl? - I know not... _ 

Argument - his oath of fidelity - her warning - she runs away - he 

follows and loses his way. 

The bright vision of the lake spirit tempts him - he responds. 

The spirit reveals herself as his erstwhile 'sweetheart' - she curses his 

'infidelity' and finally drags him down with her under the waves. 

Two shadowy figures are walking at the lake's edge. Who is the boy?

A hunter from the woods - Who is the girl? - I know not... 

The arch-form ABC B 1 Al is followed precisely by Loewe, using characterful motifs and tonality 

changes: 

Section A (keys: alC) 

Ex.487 

Allegretto grazioso. 

..... 

~ 

'u .lUng _ling, liebJich zu schau _ en?\\~er ist da _ ne _ ben die rlirne? 
chlo _ pi« pir- kny i ... /0 _ dy? Ja _ ka_ to 0_ _ bok dzie _ wi_ca'! 

>- ;> :> 

I- - --- -... 
., ...... 

l...-o....J '-...:....J ~ 

--- -_ .. ------- ----------------_ .. _- ----------

~er i~tder 
In_kiz_to 

24
3There is something of a tradition that Chopin's 2nd Ballade, op.38, was inspired by this poem. 

Schematically and emotionally Chopin's work: corresponds convincingly, but as Chopin's fantasy was 
emancipated from the words, he is not confined to using the same literal proportions as a song writer must 
be. 
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Section B (F - die sequence - C - F) 

Ex.488 

Vivace 

lu • r ... 
"Schweige, Ver_weg.ner'''' ru-fet die Schone, "weiss,wie der Va _ ter mich wam..te: 

"St6)~ stO]," od _ po _ fIJi/, "hardy tnla _ ko. sie, pom _ nr, co oj. ciu rzekl sla. t'y: 

I" 
.3 

":'-' .. -.:&. T. ;. : ... 
~ p -+ 

leading to: 

Allegro COn f,weo. -, 
~ .~ p' m I ~ ! --f;-ar E • . ,. lu 

Nie der da kniet er, greift ;::it der Lin _ ken Sand, __ _TuftderH5Lle Ge .wal _ ten, 
Chlo piee przy_klrk - "'fl, chwyc.l w dlOli pia _ sku,pie.kid. 1It!_ =ywalPo.lf~ 

~: 1:,+1f'l 1 

8 ...... ·· .. · .. 
1!!'!Jl.3 '.3 r-... .-", r# 

! lu 
f 

.. . ; . ........... . . .. ..... ' ... : n 

{f,- -==-~ -

A transformation scene takes place, culminating in a downward-rushing diminished 7th: the 

shining lake waters begin to blind him. 

Section C (basically A major; 

transpositions and modulations to f-sharp - A - a - C - f-shruv - A - a): 

Ex.489 

lu _ der, 0 nim mer er _ 
nie _ sly _ cha ne aja _ 

Ie • 
wis _ 

I- " :0.;- . - -- --= --
Andantino molto dolce. 

U, ber des Swi 
Po nad sre _ brsy 

,. 
bet! 
ka/ 

tes 
sle 

j 

sil .Der _ ne Griin de hoId __ _ 
Swi. Ie _ si blo flie d.ie _ tv; _ 

-- ---- ---Ped. .. Ped. 
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Section C continued 

The motif (x) from Section A is now included (Example 490); note the diminished 4th: 

Ex.490 
(x) 

The figure (y) in Example 491 later assumes some cadential importance: 

Ex.491 

(y) 

'>I ------ •• $)1 r:= pi} JI P l IJ. J. ;'l .... 
pp 

P'P 10) 
plat scheroddie Tiefendurchschwei _ fen; Nachts dann in Abgrunds silbernem Scho sse, un • tel' den Ze1ten,den lich _ ten, . 
ea ly thUi. ..... "" sif pi ... skaC. A na noe .. 10. iK srtlwnq· 10. p" li_ poL fta...w.1a.mt :itrJier..cia. tk~ n(. 

~~ ~~#.----......... ~ I I 

I'" --- ~~. -*. '4' 'mr rUJ 'fff!J 
------

~,. . --- ~ pp pp ~::nrf1 J\ JTImll n;;r, rt ~ -:,;.,;, :;..,... . 
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As the boy falls prey to the lake-spirit's enticements, the pace quickens, and the leisurely, heaving 

9/8 gives way to the original 6/8 time: 

Ex.492 (y) 
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The mists clear with a little breeze, the glamour and glitter is gone, and the boy recognises his 

temptress: 

Ex.493 
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Her D minor outburst is again repeated sequentially, three times, fmally reaching F-sharp minor 

and a top G-sharp for the singer: 

Ex.494 
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The falling diminished 7th (as the pair disappear beneath the lake waters) now leads back to the 

music of the opening - transmuted into a cold, sinister scene: 

Ex.495 overleaf 
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The final bars exemplify Loewe's economy of means when all has been said; with good 

performers such an ending leaves one momentarily stunned, such is the power of the emotional 

after-image: 

Ex.496 
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This ballad's natural-seeming fusion of motifs makes for a most satisfying unity, in spite of its 

great length; these bare extracts can give but little idea of the cumulative tension and drama, 

colour and atmosphere in this great work. They are chosen here to place a final seal on this 

musical testimony as to Loewe's intimate feeling for the words he sets: their structure as well as 

their poetry; their logic as well as their emotional implications, and their bright pictures of life

human and beyond. 

*** 

Yet once, in stillness of night's stillest hour, 
Words from the page I read 
Rose like a spirit to embrace my spirit 
Their radiant secret shook me: earth was new; 
And I throbbed, like one awakened from the dead 

Laurence Binyon 

*** 
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<COROLLARY AND CONCLUSION> 

CHAPTER 15 

But Loewe's vividly imagined tone-pictures and carefully judged dramatic effects cannot simply 

remain fettered to the page; with all music, performance - the living experience - is the raison 

d' etre of composition, and these works in particular have been created in order to communicate. 

Much evidence has been led in the foregoing pages to demonstrate the variety and importance of 

the musical riches among Loewe's ballads. Surrounded by the imaginative and picturesque in 

poetry, a perceptive, sensitive observer of Nature's beauty, and a true lover of humanity, Loewe 

was also the artist who ~ust needs make his response via his art - this he was able to do uniquely 

in his ballads. 

With this evidence in mind, certain questions inevitably arise: 

Why has Loewe been so neglected? 

Are the ballads in fact viable repertoire for today? 

If so, what should be the performer's approach in presenting his choice? 

Can the observations, explorations, and comments offered in this dissertation contribute 
towards the aims of the performing artist as well as to the interests of the scholar? 

*** 

In Maurice Brown's article on Loewe in Grove 6, the author comments: "Loewe is 1Jlldeservedly 

ignored in the concert repertory, and it .is difficult to account for this neglect..." 

The observations which follow, concerning performing practice and changing attitudes, may shed 

some light on this remark. 

It is only since the second quarter of the 20th century that a greater historical perspective has been 

integrated into the performance of music of the past, even as recent a past as the early 19th 

century. (Well into our own century performances of Beethoven's ;ymphonies, for example, 

have been given with monster orchestras, with triple woodwind 'for balance' , and complete with 

extra notes for the brass supplied in good faith by such an eminent conductor as Felix 

Weingartner.) 

The more recent sense of historical perspective, and the appreciation of the music of the past for 

itself, without its being overlaid by later intellect ('what the composer would surely have done if 
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he had had our technical facilities') is a laudable quest for authenticity, which often involves the 

use, or re-manufacture, of original instruments, and certainly involves research into contempo

rary performance practice. Previously, 'old' music, unless traditionally and internationally 

already accepted as great, or stemming from the pen of the 'great composers' , was considered out 

of fashion, or else second-rate and not worth performing. 

Further, the mid- and later 19th century was only too eager to adulate the new at the expense of 

the immediate past. It was the age of lionization, of cliques - the Wagnerites, the 'Brahmins', 

the Brucknerites - and the mountain peaks alone were visible above the flood of musical 

enthusiasms. And the memory of Beethoven loomed large; many a composer (Brahms is an 

example) felt himself inadequate when measured against his greatness. 

It happened that even during Loewe's lifetime his music came to be considered old-fashioned, 

played out. Schumann (reviewing Loewe's new oratorio Johann Huss in 1842) says of him: 

"Loewe already belongs almost among the forgotten composers, in spite of his active and 
continuing productivity. To make use of a picture: Loewe was early thrown on to a lonely 
island. Whatever was going on in the rest of the world came to him only by hearsay, in the same 
way as, conversely, the world heard news of him. But - Loewe is the King of this island; he 
cultivates and beautifies it, for Nature has endowed him with the power of the poet. He cannot, 
however, exercise any greater influence on the wider course of events, and, perhaps, has no wish 
to do so. 

"His old ballads are still sung ... but of his later, and larger, works hardly the names are known.''244 

Schumann goes on to quote Goethe: 

"Wer sich der Einsamkeit ergibt 
Ach! der ist bald allein." 

which may be rendered: the man who gives himself up to solitariness soon finds himself really 

alone (in the sense of abandoned).245 

Loewe himself recounts that from the fIrst many of his ballads earned the reputation of difficulty. 

He tells of the reaction of the Viennese publisher Mecchetti in 1844 (Sb 358): 

"The publishers here are afraid of the difficulty of my ballads for performance, and also of the 
accompaniments, for they consider everything I do to be a sort of magic." 

244S chum ann: Musik und Musiker III 125. 

24SGoethe: Wilhelm Meister: the second 'Harper' song. Set twice by Schubert, D.325 and D.478 
(op.12:1). 
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Even in 1898 Bulthaupt246 bewails the lack of artists who can present the ballads convincingly. 

The only one he approves of is the great Wagner singer Eugen Gura (1842-1906», a bass-baritone 

whose chief r6les were Hans Sachs, Wotan and King Marke. The article on Gura in Grove 6 

specifically mentions his enormous range, and these r()les imply a voice of great power and 

expression. - Max Runze, on the other hand, always ready to praise and support, mentions 

several singers whose performance of Loewe he admired: Georg Henschel, Lilli Lehmann, 

Gisela Staudigl, her husband Joseph Staudigl (the younger), and others of less lasting fame.247 

In ascertaining possible reasons for Loewe's virtual eclipse, one must take changes of taste into 

account as well. The naIvety of the early Romantics, and their 'willing suspension of disbelief' 

in the face of the advancing materially-minded scepticism of the industrial and imperial age, gave 

way all too soon to a scientific complacency, a knowingness, incompatible with much of the 

ballad-content. The average musician, the average concert-going audience, perhaps lost touch 

with the world of the ballad; perhaps were unwilling to venture into this 'simpler' world of the 

imagination in such an intimate form. It is revealing to note (see p359 below) that the patriotic 

and historical ballads maintained a certain understandable continuity of performance at the 

German Imperial Court over the turn of the 20th century. 

About thirty ballads by Loewe are perpetuated (and a few duplicated) in the popular albums from 

Peters Edition and Schott which, while incorporating some of the best shorter ballads, provide 

nothing like a comprehensive view of Loewe's work in this field. Few singers (and including the 

recording artists of the first 70 years of this century) would have had the opportunity to acquire, 

or peruse, the 17 volumes of the GA: not only the performers, but apy potential audience, 

remained as uninformed as ever. With the re-publishing in 1970 of this peat undertaking of 

Runze's, by Gregg International Publishers, the tide may possibly have turned, though copies, 
) 

outside the musical centres of Europe and America, are probably as yet few and far between. 

Amidst the present widening exploration of unfamiliar music it is heartening to note the 

inclusion, in more recent recording company catalogues, of the names of ~sts who have 

obviously taken the trouble to delve into the less-known ballads and Lieder of Loewe, and one 

hopes that the current climate of taste, with its high standards of technique and authenticity of 

performance, and willingness to explore the 'lesser' figures of musical history, will facilitate the 

246B 53. 

247GA passim; in addition, the names of some of the earlier recording artists imply the stature and quality 
considered suitable for Loewe performances: Rudolf Boeckelmann, Hans Hotter, Wilhelm Strienz, 
Herbert Alsen, Josef von Manowarda, the young Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, a younger Josef Greindl, and 
Amo Schellenberg, who all appear on a Harmonia Mundi series of archive records of Loewe's songs and 
ballads, the Acanta Lied Edition; reviewed by M.E.O. (Michael Oliver) in Gramophone April 1986, 
vol.63 no.755 p.1328. 
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re-instatement of many more ballads into concert programmes. In Loewe's centenary year 

(1969) London remained silent on the subject, judging from the monthly concert diary included 

in the MT. That journal did however publish a short and perceptive article on the composer by 

M.J.E. Brown in the April issue (Loewe died on April 20th), and that month's cover showed the 

title page of Loewe's piano piece Mazeppa. 

In the recording world, the names of Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau, Roland Hermann, and Kurt Moll 

deserve mention for their enterprise - Hermann in particular for having made available the 

important and uncompromising Gregor aUf dem Stein; of his performance one reviewer states: 

"Hermann demonstrates that they [the five 'movements' of Gregor] contain sufficient subtle 

variety to rivet the attention when sung with unassertive gravity and intensity. "248 On the same 

record Hermann perfo~s the four 'Kaiser Karl V' ballads, op.99. The reviewer expresses 

gratitude generally for "the revealing of so much attractive but virtually unknown material." Our 

acceptance nowadays of such works on their own merit, not in comparison or competition with 

others, provides strong grounds for hoping that a re-assessment of the value of Loewe's ballad

kingdom may enable the bi-centenary of his birth, in 1996, to be fittingly celebrated: thus 

rendering our first two questions eventually redundant. 

How then should the singer of today approach these works? Loewe's technique of writing for the 

voice and the keyboard, especially in the ballads, may be assumed to be based upon experience as 

well as imagination. He himself was first and foremost a peiformer of these works; he knew they 

were unique in conception at that time, and he was thoroughly aware that they required a very 

special type of presentation. 

A review by A.B. Marx of a performance of Loewe ballads, which appeared the)the Berliner 

Musikzeitung, is quoted by Bitter without date or indication of the artists; Bitter notes that Marx 

had many opportunities of hearing Loewe perform. Marx comments as follows: 

"If only all singers who undertake to interpret these works would resolve to renounce every claim 
of their voice, their mannerisms, even their skill, and to abandon themselves ;wholly to the 
influence of the composer. They should moreover remember that the printed notes are but dead 
signs, and that it is the singer's task to vivify them, at the same time seeking to grasp, with his 
feeling and considered judgment, what the composer really wished to convey, and all that he can 
never perfectly express with these signs alone.'>249 

243M.E.O. in Gramoplwne December 1988, vo1.66 no.787 pl046. 

249Sb 72 n. 
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Bulthaupt, after quoting the same passage from Marx's review, agrees with the latter's plea for the 

self-effacement of the performer, and continues: 

"The finest vocal technique counts for nothing in the performance of these works, if the soul of 
the singer has not been able to absorb their feeling-content [Stimmungsgehalt] through every 
pore, or to accord at least as much [consideration] to the words as to the music. At least half of 
Loewe's ballads rely much more upon declamation than upon singing .. .''250 

Loewe himself makes a pungent comment about the lack of background reading and culture of 

some female singers: 

"Fraulein P. sang me a Handel aria, also Wei net um Israel from my Hebrew Melodies, and 
Moosroslein, while I accompanied her.251 She is solely a concert singer252 and has a splendid 
contralto voice; her ear and intonation are absolutely pure, but for my ear there are too many 
faults in her breathing and deeper expression. She also has an unpleasant habit of sliding down 
from the penultimate note to the tonic. Her lack of expression definitely has its roots in the 
general level of education of many female singers, who do not pursue their studies diligently 
enough because they are forestalled by their pretty talent and its attendant time-wasting from 
doing the necessary amount of reading and learning; and yet only through this can they possibly 
understand the Biblical and historical matter.''253 

Loewe's own deep love for the world around him, past and present, and his constant quest for 

knowledge and understanding, form an integral part of his nature - and indeed should do so for 

every artist who wishes to 'speak with authority'. 

It becomes clear that the performing of his ballads ideally requires a specially gifted personality: 

technique and voice must of course be taken for granted. but in addition there must be 

intelligence, and an ability to penetrate deeply into the emotional and dnpnatic - and humorous 

- implications of the words. Both words and music must be understood ~t the deepest possible 

level; the singer can then communicate from the heart. 

Given this premise, and adding to it the vocal range and agility required in some of the justly 

famous ballads, the would-be performer may well feel daunted. But not all the best ballads need 

a two-octave range and transcendent technique. Many remain comfortably within a normal range 

and are well within the capabilities of the aspiring singer with the will to communicate 

expressively. It is important to sing ballads with which one is temperamentally compatible, and 

it is important to study the words and the drama or feeling within them, so that Loewe's musical 

line feels, and sounds, the perfectly natural outcome of the text. Thert~ are many ballads, too, of 

2SOB 52: the confused metaphor of the soul with pores (!) is in the original German. 

251Weinet um Israel op.5:4 (1824); Moosroslein op.37:2 (1834) is a legend. 

252 i.e. as opposed to an opera singer. 

2S3Sb 345. 
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the lighter, humorous type; Loewe often included these in his own programmes as a foil to the 

more intensely emotional ones (see Appendix C) and singers might do well to follow his example. 

The practical presentation of the ballads needs special care, especially where audiences are not 

only unfamiliar with the intent of the composer, but also facing an unfamiliar language. Karl 

Anton states that a concert programme of Loewe's, in the Lubeck town library, has the full text 

printed of each item performed;254 Mr Fischer-Dieskau always has the texts of Loewe songs 

printed in his programmes, even in Germany; and the lack of translated text with the Hermann 

recording, noted above, elicits an adverse comment from the reviewer. 

Loewe discovered for himself how helpful for his audience a verbal explanation of each ballad 

could be (see Chapter 4): For a non-German audience, the ideal would seem to be a combination 

of verbal introduction and printed text, with a parallelline-by-line translation. An informed and 

actively listening audience is an important element in any performance, and especially so here, 

where the words and music are so indissolubly wedded. 

The orchestration of ballads is perhaps a controversial topic which, however, may be touched 

upon briefly at this point, as Loewe himself made orchestral versions of certainly three of his 

vocal works with piano. Norman Del Mar, in his biography of Richard Strauss, devotes several 

interesting pages to the question of orchestral songs, and the orchestration of existing accompa

niments of Lieder and ballads, whether by the composer or not. With practical common sense, 

he mildly supports the validity of the exercise, in spite of some loss of the intimacy, that personal 

recounting, peculiar to the ballad or Lied.255 Each case can only be judged by its own aptness. 

Loewe orchestrated his own Die niichtliche Heerschau, and two other works which appear as 
) 

ballads in the GA: the cycle Der Bergmann, and Goethe's Walpurgisnacht, actually a scene with 

solo voices and chorus. His Fridericus Rex was used later (especially during the Franco-Prussian 

War of 1870) as a military march, being a great favourite among the Pomeranian regiments, 

according to Runze (GA V xvi). Orchestrations were also made at the request of~aiser Wilhelm 

II (1859-1941); these included Prinz Eugen, Harald, and Kaiser Heinrich' sWajjenweihe, which 

were orchestrated by the Court musicians of the 1880s. Runze confirms that Loewe's ballads 

remained in favour at the Berlin Court over the turn of this century. (He also relates an anecdote: 

the Kaiser apparently once disagreed with the conductor's tempo for H6rald, and himself got up 

and beat time for the orchestra ... )256 

254KA 26 0.3. 

255Norman Del Mar: Richard Strauss ill 254-256. 

256GA V xii. 
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The conductor Felix Weingartner (1863-1942) orchestrated Der Mohrenfiirst aUf der Messe 

during the 1890s - it is interesting to note that a few years afterwards he composed several songs 

with orchestra, and it is possible that Loewe's ballad proved to be a 'trial run'. 

Although tantalisingly undated, there exists a noteworthy orchestration of Der Nock by Arnold 

Schoenberg, of which two pages are reproduced in Appendix A.257 (Schoenberg apparently also 

orchestrated Beethoven's Adelaide and three Schubert songs; these manuscripts are unfortu

nately lost and no further details are known.) 

All the above ballads chosen for orchestration are reasonably capable of standing the more 

extrovert treatment: they are either of military cast (Harald, Prinz Eugen, Die niichtliche 

Heerschau, and Kaiser,Heinrich's Waffenweihe), or of a particularly colourful content (Der 

Mohrenfiirst and Der Nock); while the bland, un-ballad-like cycle Der Bergmann could only 

benefit from the arrangement. Granted that these works change their character radically in this 

form, they might possibly provide solo singers with useful repertoire to partner the Strauss Vier 

letzte Gesiinge, the occasional operatic scene, or Mozart concert aria. 

* * * 

As happened in those early years of the 19th century, when Loewe's first inspired ballad-essays 

appeared, the combination of circumstances may again be favourable for the ballads of Loewe to 

claim their rightful place in the repertoire. The reviewer quoted above, at the end of his critique 

of a Loewe recital by Kurt Moll, states: 'The collection presents a very strong case for 

reconsidering Loewe's achievement as a song-writer."2S8 The present climate of musicological 

thought is sympathetic; one takes for granted intelligent interpretation by today) artists, and 

technological advances make it easy f<;lt all to hear and learn from them in their encouragingly 

more frequent forays into the Loewe hinterland. 

Meanwhile, without exception, all the singers, professional and amateur, ,known to (and 

including) the present writer, who have found out for themselves the appeal of Loewe's ballads, 

experience the greatest enjoyment in performing, studying and listening to them. 

:mUsed by kind pennission of the owners of the MS, Universal Edition, Vienna, who supplied the full-size 
(A3) photocopy. 

2S8Issued on Harmonia Mundi and reviewed by M.E.O. in Gramophone August 1986, vol.64 no. 759 p295. 
Even Loewe's Lieder are beginning to be more frequently represented: see the recorded recital by Brigitte 
Fassbaender on DG 423 680-2GH, reviewed by by A.B. (Alan Blyth) in Gramophone March 1989, vol.66, 
no.790 p1474. 
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In the light of this, and of all the evidence brought to bear from Loewe's own experiences, two 

phrases in particular stand out at the end of Maurice Brown's article on Loewe in Grove 6: 

" ... only in performance do his songs come to life." 

" ... composed with the sole intent of vivid performance." 

Surely a reason for experiment? 

* * * 

The first three questions posed above, interlinked as they are, may possibly be clarified by 

reviewing consideration~ such as these. 

In addition, the neglect of Loewe's ballads can be traced in part to his own lack of stylistic 

development, of 'keeping up' with the trends of his time; the isolation discussed earlier, and 

characterised by Schumann's 'island' simile. Loewe's style began by showing every sign of 

originality, that 'abrasive quality capable of striking creative sparks,,259 in 1817, but which

inevitably perhaps - was to appear 'easy-going' to Wagner 60 years later.260 But it has been 

stressed that the fine balance between the claims of words and music which Loewe maintained so 

consistently in the ballads, and which is in fact one of the foremost characteristics of their 

composition and the foundation of their effectiveness, might well have been disturbed by any 

greater artifice or richness in their compositional vocabulary. His ballad style remained 

absolutely appropriate to his intention; in proportion as this style was deeJIled 'old-fashioned' by 

the cognoscenti of the later 19th century, so the ballads fell into disuse. 
\ 

) 
Musical thought passed through a stage where it was almost incapable of feeling itself into such 

a genre without comparing Loewe's eiamples with those of the accepted 'greater' composers. 

The compositional technique of Schumann's, Brahms' or Wolf's few ballads may perhaps be 

'greater' (in other words, completely consistent with their output as a whole), but its beauties and 

devices are above all musical, not always necessarily the simplest or dramaticaliy most effective 

for a ballad-story, whose essence is straightforwardness. The music has 'taken over'. But these 

works also demand to be appreciated for themselves, with different and equally appropriate 

criteria, as small masterpieces of their authors. 

As to the viability of Loewe's ballads for today's repertoire: it would be difficult to point to a -

wider variety of subject in the songs of any composer than that found among Loewe's ballads. 

259'Jbis fine metaphor is from Wilfred Mellers: Bach and the Dance of God p307. 

260MT April 1969 p359. 
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They are at once an historical portrait gallery, a compendium of good-humoured anecdotes and 

jokes, and an anthology of excellent short stories, not forgetting the category of 'Tales of Mystery 

and Imagination'. It has been emphasised that in choosing recital repertoire, the performer's own 

temperament must naturally be considered; with such a muster it should be possible for any 

aspiring Loewe-apostle to seek out and discover many which he or she can interpret from the 

heart, convincingly (nothing less will 'convert the infideL.'). Re-lived sincerely, vividly 

brought to life (which includes helping an audience textually and verbally), very many of 

Loewe's ballads could form an unusual and memorable part of a recitalist's programme-building. 

The final question, that of the practical contribution of this thesis, will ultimately be answered by 

the reader - whether scholar or performer - who admits and understands the relevance of the 

compendious backgroun? material presented here. For the singer, it may need courage to tackle 

the neglected field of the ballads, but the exhilaration afforded by the discovery of special, 

personal treasures (and every individual is moved by different qualities) is a rich reward. For the 

investigator, the deeper and wider the study, the stronger the impulse to journey farther; to share 

one's pleasure and insight, and at the same time to promote greater understanding and love of (in 

this case) one of the quieter by-ways of music's broad terrain. 

The writer hopes, therefore, that these discoveries, comments, discussions, and examples may 

reach out from the page to invite further venture, besides providing a palpable context within 

which to appreciate the ballads of Carl Loewe. 

*** 

Dnd Wege 4,es Geistes 
1m eignen Ziel bescbreiben 
1st Wabrbeitsprache. 

j 

( ... and to trace the paths of the Spirit in one's own life-aims is the language of Truth.) 

from lines by Rudolf Steiner (1911) 

*** 



Complete copies of: 

<SUPPLEMENT> 

Geisterleben 

Die drei Budrisse 

Der alte Konig 

Der Monch zu Pisa 

Ludwig Uhland 

Adam Mickiewicz 

J.N. Vogi 

J.N. Vogi 
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These four ballads, which do not appear in the more easily available volumes published by Peters 

and Schott, are reprodu~ed in the following pages for the interest of the reader. For convenience, 

fairly short examples have been selected, but each bears witness to many of the characteristic 

expressive devices noted in the course of this study. 

Page references to these ballads will be found in Appendix <F>. 

*** 

J 
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Die drei Budrisse. Trzech Budrys6w. 
Littauische Balladevon Adam Mickiewicz. BalladaLitewskapnez Adama Mickiewicza. 
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Deutsche 'Obersetzung von Carl v. Blankensee. 
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Op. 4~ NT. 3. [Der Polnl8chen Balladen HeftI Nr.a.] 
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Der alte Konig. 
Ballade von J. N_ Vo g I. 

Op.1I6 Nr.2. 
Componirt auf"Griinhof bei Stettin 

Andante con moto am 18. Mai t846~er8cbi~nen 18fiO. 
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Der Manch zu Pisa. 
Ballade von J. N. Vo g l. 
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APPENDIX <A> 

Portraits, illustrations, manuscripts and other documents relevant to Loewe's life and composi

tions. 

:: .. ):s,!t 
. l' ;~ .. 

Loewe's birthplace in Lobejiin (drawn by his daughter Julie) 
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Appendix <A> continued 

From the portrait by Most 
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Appendix <A> continued 

From the portrait by Hildebrand 

From the portrait by Julius Grlin 
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Appendix <A> continued 

(tad 1!oelllt. 

Contemporary oii painting in the Stettin City Museum 

(note the 'Schliisselblume' (cowslip flower) tucked in the waistcoat) 

Carl Loewe 



Appendix <A> continued 

Loewe's statue (H.W. von Gliimer) outside the Jacobildrche, Stettin 

Head of the Stettin memorial statue, 

by Hans Weddo von Gliimer 

(photograph taken in the sculptor's workshop) 
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Appendix <A> continued 

The Jacobikirche, Stettin 

The pillar near the organ, where Loewe's heart rests, 

according to his will 

388 

The organ in the J acobikirche 

C,\I\OI.\'S 1.0E\\'E 
LOBE .I\':\J-::\SIS 

AHTIS ~l\'SICAE J)OCTOH 
C;\:\T1LE:\IS .\C J)H.\~I.\Tm\'S 

S,\CHlS [:\CDT\'S 
1'11.\1-:(:1':1''1'011 I'IlOB;\'('\,S\,lll l:\TE<;I':ll 

< COil' S\'\'~I 
POST ~l()lrl'E~l ()\',\:'II 1-:11.1.\1-: 

,D, ~:\ ~I., ,\I'!lI!::\ :'II!)C~:CI .. ~J:\ ,(~I:I.I'r 
1:,\ 11,\(. ,\1',1 )f',S .1,\(.01,1 SI',PI:,I',:\SI 

C\,I\,S OlHi,\:\IS SOX\TI' I~Ell :\1.111 .\:\:\()S, 
II.\C \'IC,n . ' 

C():'\I)I WSSj:\' 

The Latin text reads, approximately translated: 

Carl Loewe 
of Lobejiin. 

learned in the art of Music, 
famed on account of his songs, dramatic 

and, sacred works, 
a revered te~cher, a man of honour, 

charged that after his death 
which overtook him in Kiel 

on the 20th day of the month of April 1869 
his heart should be enshrined in this urn, 

in this church of St James in Stettin 
in which he played the organ 

for 43 years 
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Appendix <A> continued 

Loewe's grave in Kiel 

Loewe's memorial in Kiel 
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Appendix <A> continued 

-- -----...,...-_._-----
I. :1:' 

The opening page of Loewe's autobiography 
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Part of a letter written by Loewe to his wife 
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First page of Loewe's manuscript copy of Archibald Douglas 
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Appendix <A> continued 

Antoine Gros (1771-1835) 

Bonaparte visitant les pestijeres de Jaffa. 1804 

Title page vignette of original edition of 

Der junge Herr und das Miidchen, op.50:2 
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(Der Peldh,err) 
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Part of Arnold Schoenberg's orchestration of Der Nock. 

~ Reproduced by kind pennission of the owners of the manuscript, Universal Edition AG, Vienna 
KI., '4. 

(a) 

Trompeten. l ~ • 
~ 

Pauken. 

Gr. Trommel ~------'-:""--+---------+--------t--------t-------I 
Becken. I~ 

Kl.Trommel. ~II..~ ____ -----t---------t--------+~"-------t-------! 
Triangel. I~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

KOPI::: I ::::GEST::LLTVOM 
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Appendix <A> continued 

Trompeten. ~ 

3_~\~~~_~§§~~~~~~~§§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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APPENDIX <B> 
Summarised chronicle 

Loewe's age is given in brackets; as his birthday was on November 30th, age (15) implies rather 
his 15th year (i.e. he would be 14 years old for 11 months of that calendar year). 

1796 
1807 (11) 
1810 (14) 
1811 (15) 

1812 (16) 
1813 (17) 
1814 (18) 

1815 (19) 
1817(21) 

1818 (22) 
1819 (23) 
1820 (24) 

1821 (25) 

1822 (26) 
1823 (27) 
1824 (28) 

1825 (29) 
1826 (30) 
1827 (31) 

1828 (32) 

1829 (33) 
1831 (35) 
1832 (36) 

1833 (37) 

1834 (38) 

1835 (39) 

Born in LObejiin near Cathen on St Andrew's day, November 30th. 
Sings in the Cathen choir; receives schooling at Cathen Lutheran school. 
Commences music study with Tiirk in Halle. 
Receives bursary from Jerome Bonaparte. More intensive study. Meets Reichardt. 
Indecision as to future: theology or music? 
Studies disrupted by war. 
Tiirk dies, August 26th. War continuing. 
Reichardt dies, June 27th. Again uncertainty over future. Decides to return to 
school. Some music teaching, organ playing, involvement in and composition of 
church music. 
School in Halle. 
Matriculates. Enters Halle University to study theology. Edward and Erlkonig 
written 1817/18. 
Meets Julie von Jacob at A.B. Marx's singing evenings. 
Becomes engaged to Julie von Jacob. Army service (1 year). 
Completes army service. Applies for post in Stettin. Meets Goethe briefly. 
Auditioned by ZeIter in Berlin, November. 
Settles into Stettin post. Writing two text-books for school and training college. 
Marries Julie (in Halle) in September. 
Son, Julian, born this year or early 1823. 
Julie dies, March 7th. 
Becomes Freemason. Sent to Berlin to study Logier's methods of teaching. Begins 
writing opera Rudolfder deutsche Herr. Auguste Lange comes to hi1;n for singing 
lessons. 
Marries Auguste Lange. 
Meets Mendelssohn. First daughter, Julie, born. 
Mendelssohn conducts 1 st performance of his Midsummer Night's Dr1am overture 
at one of Loewe's subscription concerts (February 20th). At the same concert 
Loewe conducts the 1st N.German performance of Beethoven's 9th symphony. 
(Beethoven dies, March 27th.) Loewe's second daughter, Adelaide, born. 
op.9 (53 songs) published. Loewe's sister-in-law, Therese von Jacob ('Talvj'), 
marries Prof. Edward Robinson of New York. (Schubert dies, November 22nd.) 
Finishes oratorio Die Zerstorung von Jerusalem. 
Conducts Bach's St Matthew Passion in Stettin, on Good Friday. 
Receives Honorary Doctorate of Philosophy from Greifswald University. Much 
performing. Opera Malekhadel written. (Goethe dies, March 22nd. ZeIter dies, 
May 15th.) 
Application for ZeIter's position in Berlin fails. Rests from composition on 
medical advice. Works at a Commentary on Part IT of Goethe's Faust. His third 
daughter, Helene, born June 1st. 
Faust Commentary published. Invited to the Berlin Court. Opera, Die drei 
Wiinsche, op.42; two piano sonatas, opp.32 and 41; and oratorio Die eherne 
Schlange. 
21 ballads written. Recital tours: Berlin, Dresden, Leipzig, Mainz (Lower Rhine 
Music Festival, at which he conducts Die eherne Schlange), Frankfurt, Weimar, 
Jena. Hears Chopin's music. Meets Schumann. 



1836 (40) 
1837 (41) 

1838 (42) 

1839 (43) 
1840 (44) 

1842 (46) 

1844 (48) 

1845 (49) 

1846 (50) 

1847 (51) 

1848 (52) 
1849 (53) 
1850 (54) 

1851 (55) 

1852 (56) 
1853 (57) 
1856 (60) 
1857 (61) 
1860 (64) 
1861 (65) 

1863 (67) 

1864 (68) 

1865 (69) 

1866 (70) 

1867 (71) 
1869 (73) 
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Two oratorios: Gutenberg, Die Festzeiten. 
Recital tours: visits Greifswa1d, Stralsund, Hamburg, Lubeck, Bremen, Mlinster, 
Elberfeld, Mainz - the Gutenberg Festival, at which his oratorio Gutenberg is 
performed. Later to Weimar, via Erfurt, Gotha, Eisenach/fhliringerwald. 
Summer tour to Danzig. Walther von Goethe, the poet's grandson, comes to him 
for tuition in music. 
Tour to Frankfort an der Oder, Breslau, Prague. 
Friedrich Wilhelm III dies; the Crown Prince becomes Friedrich Wilhelm IV. 
Gutenberg performed in Berlin. His fourth daughter, Anna, born May 21st. 
Opera Emmy written (based on Walter Scott's novel Kenilworth). Writes a Te 
Deum in homage to the King. (Meyerbeer becomes Friedrich Wilhelm's Kapell
meister in Berlin.) 
Performs Bach's St John Passion in Stettin (? Good Friday). Now travelling 
sometimes by train. A five-day journey to Vienna (via Berlin - Cothen, Halle, 
Meissen ~ Dresden, Prague). Much success and happiness. Visits Beethoven's 
grave. 
Recitals in Halberstadt, Brunswick, Hanover (gas-lit). Conducts oratorio 
Palestrina in Berlin. 
Summer visits: Wickerstedt (near Weimar and Jena), Erfurt, Eisenach, Marienthal. 
Meets members of the English Court at Rosenau/Altenstein, the summer palace of 
the Duke of Meiningen, Uncle of Queen Victoria. 
May: visits London. Letters home contain much of interest about English ways and 
institutions. Received by Royal Family, but plagued for over a week by sore throat: 
manages to sing finally. 
Revolution in Germany. Oratorio Hiob written. 
Hiob performed in Stettin and Berlin. 
Schottische Bilder (,Scottish Images') for clarinet and piano, op.112, written, and 
dedicated to his son-in-law Arthur Hepburn von Bothwell (Julie's husband). 
Daughter Adele (Adelaide) dies, aged 23. Loewe visits Norway with.a friend. 2nd 
edition of Generalbassschule published, also 4th edition of the Gesanglehre, and a 
book on the accompaniment of church services, together with a complete chorale 
book. 
Tries, unsuccessfully, to put on opera Emmy in Berlin. 
Last recitals given (at Court). 
Writes songs for bass vo~ce of Court singer, August Fricke. 
Visits daughter Julie and her husband in Le Havre. 
Last ballads written. 

I 

Friedrich Wilhelm IV dies (having suffered a crippling stroke in 1857); succeeded
by his brother Wilhelm I (1797-1888). 
Finishes oratorio Die Auferweckung des Lazarus op.132. Last (semi-public) 
performance at the Stettin Gymnasium. 
February 23rd: suffers a stroke, is unconscious for 6 weeks. Gradual recovery. 
Lazarus performed at the Gymnasium (November). 
Son-in-law Bothwell transferred to Kiel. Loewe visits him and Julie on doctor's 
advice, for the sea air. Teaching now only part-time and private pupils. No longer 
conducting. 
Letter received by Auguste from Stettin authorities requesting Loewe's resignation; 
full salary offered as pension. Retires to Kiel. Receives a higher rank of the Order 
of the Red Eagle. 
Bust of Loewe placed in the Gymnasium. , 
April 20th: dies after a second stroke lasting two days, aged 72. 

*** 
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APPENDIX <C> 

Programmes and part-programmes performed by Loewe 

The information contained here is of three kinds: 

Programmes of public and private recitals given by Loewe. These consist almost entirely 
of performances of his ballads (Loewe always accompanying himself) interspersed very 
occasionally with one or two of his songs, or a piano piece of his. Sources: Sb, GA 
(Runze's notes and Introductions), KA; and MGG, Grove 6, and H.E. Jacob, Felix 
Mendelssohn and his Times (for 1827 concert). 

Programmes of orchestral concerts conducted by Loewe. Sources: Sb, GA, KA. 

Occasional references to isolated works performed or directed by Loewe. Sources: Sb, 
KA. 

Unavoidably incomplete and haphazard as this list is, it may nevertheless provide something of 
a picture of early to mid-19th century concert-giving and musical taste, besides confIrming 
Loewe's own industry and enterprise. 

*** 

1827 

Stettin, 20th February (but see n.116). Orchestral sUbscription concert (H.E. Jacob, p59; he includes 
Weber's Konzertstiick in F minor in the programme, but other sources (MGG, Grove 6) omit this): 

Mendelssohn: Overture: A Midsummer Night's Dream 
(first performance, conducted by the composer) 

Mendelssohn: Concerto for 2 pianos, in A-t1at 
(soloists, Mendelssohn and Loewe) , 

Beethoven: Symphony no.9 in D minor (Cboral) 

1829 

Stettin, 13th August, at Bishop Ritschl's house (Sb 115): 
Handel: Samson 

1831 

Stettin, Good Friday, 1st April (KA 18): 
J.S. Bach: St Matthew Passion 

1832 

Stettin, first and second subscription concerts respectively (Sb 141): 
Schneider: Das Weltgericht (The Last Judgment) 
Beethoven: Symphony no.6 in F 'Pastoral" 



Berlin, March (Sb 133) 
concert of works by Loewe (overture (and concerto?) conducted by Moser): 

Overture: Rudolf. der deutsche Herr 
Two ballads sung by Loewe at the piano: Goldsclunieds 

TOchterlein and Herr Oluf 
Piano Concerto in A major (soloist: Loewe) 
an improvised ballad Der Zauberlehrling (Goethe), text 

provided by audience 
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Der Gang nach dem Eisenltammer (Schiller); sung, played. 
and directed by Loewe (see p73fand p177 n.I72) 

Berlin, at SponLini's; a typical recital in a private house (Sb 131): 

Stettin, orchestral concert (Sb 146): 
Beethoven: 
Rode: 
Beethoven: 
Kalliwoda: 

Erlkonig 
Der Wirtltin Tochterlein 
(song) Wie der Tag mir schleicltet op.9 vol.3 
Mazeppa (Tondichtung i.e. tone poem, for piano) 
Edward 
HerrOluf 
(song) Uber allen Gipfeln op.9 voU 
Die niichtliche lIeerschau 

Overture, Die Weihe des Hauses 
a violin concerto 
3 Scottish songs, with violin and cello 
Symphony in F minor 

1833 

Stettin, January, orchestral subscription concert (Sb 150): 
Loewe: concert performance of his opera Malekadhel, Loewe singing the title role 

Stettin, February, subscription concert (Sb 151): 
Beethoven: Overture, Leonore no.? 
Kalliwoda: Violin concerto in C major, on the~es from Cherubini's 

Watercarrier _ 
Loewe: Die Gruft der Liebenden J 

Mazeppa (piano) 
Beethoven: Welling tons Sieg (,Battle' Symphony) 

Stettin: orchestral concert (Sb 146): 
Spontini: 
Loewe: 

Beethoven: 

Overture, Nurhamal 
Walpurgisnacht, 'ballad' for soloists, chorus and orchestra 

(dedicated to Spontini) 
Symphony no.1 in C major 

Stargard: 'mixed' concert of works by Loewe (Sb 149); Loewe as soloist and conductor: 
Overture, Rudolf, der deutsche Hen; 
Piano concerto in C 
Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer 
Erlkonig 
Der Wirthin Tochterlein 
Edward 

Stettin, April (probably Good Friday) (Sb 151) 

Graun: Der TodJesu 



Stettin, May (Sb 153) 

J.A.P. Schulz: Athalia 

Stettin, June (at Bishop Ritschl's) (Sb 159) 

Loewe: 

Mozart: 

Six Serbian Songs op.15 
some of his Hebrew Melodies 
Der Wirthin Tochterlein 
Ave verum corpus 

Sleltin (at Loewe's Lodge, The Three Circles) (Sb 148-9): 
(November) 

Mozart: 
(December) 

Haydn: 
Loewe: 

Costfan tuite, Act I 

String Quartet in C major, op.76:3 
Piano Trio in G minor, op.12 

Slettin, November subscription concert (Sb 166-8): 

Mozart: 
Kalliwoda: 
Loewe: 
Beethoven: 

Overture Die Zauberflote 
Violin concerto 
an aria and a duet from operaMalekadhel 
Symphony no.3 in E-flat, Eroica 

Berlin, December, at Princess Radziwill's (the Prince had died at Easter) (Sb 171): 

Berlin, February, at Court (Sb 175-6): 

Edward 
HerrOluf 
Der Mutter Geist 
Die Braut von Corinth 

1834 
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! 
Loewe: Des Bettlers Tochter von Bednull Green, with mimed action 

Dresden, July 23rd (Sb 187): 
Loewe: 

July 24th (Sb 188): 

1835 

Die Gruft der Liebenden 
Nepomuk (legend) 
Gutmenn und Gutweib 

Piano Trio in G minor 
HerrOluf 
Goldschmieds Tochterlein 
Alpenphantasie (for piano - he forgot to open the lid!) 
Improvisation: 1m Wind'sgeriiusch (Tieck) 
Die drei Budrisse 
Abschied 
Die niichtliche Heerschau 
Der Mutter Geist 



Leipzig, July 28th (Sb 193): 

July 29th (Sb 194-5): 

Erlkonig 
Der Wirth in Tochterlein 
Die Gruft der Liebenden 
Der Todtentanz 

Alpenphantasie 
HerrOluf 
Der Mutter Geist 
Die niichtliche Heerschau 
Mazeppa (piano) 
Improvisation: Die Nonne (poet not named) 
Der Wirthin Tochterlein 
Abschied 
Mahadoh (legend) 
Goldschmieds Tochterlein 

Mainz, August 6th (Sb 203): ballad recital (no details given) 

August 8th, at the Lower Rhine Music Festival (Sb 204): 
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Loewe: Die eherne Schlange (oratorio) conducted by Loewe out of 

August 13th: (Sb 211): 
Loewe: 

August 14th and 15th (Sb 213-15): 

doors; on August 9th in the theatre 

Die Apostel von Philippi (oratorio): 1st perf. 

a series of duo-improvisations with a poet (Wolff) 
Der grosse Christoph (legend) 
Der Wirthin Tochterlein 
improvisations: 2 sonnets of Reinhold 

1836 

Stettin, August 26th, at Bishop RitscW's, in the presence of the Crown Prince (Sb222): 

Zilllchow, August 28th (Sb 224): 

Greifswald, July 10th (Sb 228): 

Marienritter (legend) 
Mahadoh 
Die niichtliche H eerschau 

3 ballads by J.N. YogI, op.56: 
Heinrich der Vogler 
Der Gesang (legend) 
Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft 

1837 

Edward 
HerrOluj 
Der Wirth in Tochterlein 
Heinrich der Vogler 
Abschied 
Goldschmieds Tochterlein 
improvisation 
Der alte Goethe (song) 
Fridericus Rex 

I 



Lubeck, July 21st (Sb 238): 

July 23rd (Sb 240): 

Erlkonig 
DerSanger 
Der Schatzgraber 
Edward 

Der grosse Christoph (legend) 
DerSanger 
Der Sturm von Alhama 
Fridericus Rex 
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(During the evening Loewe also played 2nd violin in the first Rasumovsky quartet of Beethoven.) 

July 24th (Sb 241): 

Munster, July 31st (Sb 247): 

(later): 

August 1st (Sb 248): 

Jena, August 18th (Sb 272): 

Konigsberg, August 1st (283-4): 

Breslau, July 27th (Sb 302): 

Der Wirth in Tochterlein 
Goldschmieds Tochterlein 
Mahadoh (legend) 
Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft 
Hochzeitslied 

DerSanger 
Der Schatzgraber 
Wirkung in die Ferne 
(song) Wie der Tag mir schleichet 
Das Schifflein 
Fridericus Rex 
songs of Novalis (in op.22) 

improvisation: Wenn in des Abends letztem Schein (Malthisson) 
Der grosse Christoph 
Edward 

further duo-improvisation with Prof. Wolfif 

1838 

Der kleine Haushalt (Fantasie) 
Das Erkennen 
Abschied 
Wirkung in die Ferne 

1839 

Mazeppa (piano) 
Erlkonig 
Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft 
Hochzeitslied 
Die Mchtliche Heerschau 
Wirkung in die Ferne 
improvisation: Der finst' re Konig 
Heinrich der Vogler 
Der Kuckuck (fable) 
Fridericus Rex 

) 



August 1st (Sb 308): 
Alpenphantasie (piano) 
Edward 
Der ewige JUde (legend) 
HerrOluf 
Die Glocken zu Speier 
Mahadoh (legend) 
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improvisation: a poem entitled SchOn Dank, Sanger by Prof. 
Geissheim, a local man 

Die Katzenkonigin 
Goldschmieds Tocltterlein 

(at the end, Mosevius applauded Loewe with 'Gut gebriillt, Loewe!' - 'Well roared, Lion!') 

Stettin, subscription concert (KA 19): 
Schubert: 

Vienna, July 22nd (Sb 337): 

July 23rd (Sb 338): 

1841 or 1842 

Symphony in C major (the 'Great') (without cuts) 

1844 

Erlkonig 
Edward 
Hochzeitslied 

HerrOluf 
Die Glocken zu Speier 
Die Gruft der Liebenden 
Hochzeitslied 

July 24th (Vesque von Piittlingen's birthday soiree; Sb 340) 
Der Wirthin Tochterlein 
Heinrich der Vogler 

July 26th (Sb 345): 

July 28th (Sb 349: 

July 29th (Sb 350): 

Die niichtliche Heerschau 
Hochzeitslied 

Erl/cOnig 
Die Glocken zu Speier 
Der Schatzgraber 
Prinz Eugen 
Der Feldlterr 
Der Rauber 

Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft 
Erlkonig 
Hochzeitslied 
ElvershOh 
Prinz Eugen 

Das Wunder auf der Flucht (legend) 
Der heilige Franziskus (legend) 
Der Schatzgraber 
Prinz Eugen 
Erlkonig 



August 1st (Sb 352): 

August 2nd (Sb 353): 

August 4th (Sb 356): 

Erlkonig 
Der Mohrenfiirst 
Hochzeitslied 
Prinz Eugen 

Hochzeitslied 
Erlkonig 
Der Mohrenfiirst 

HerrOluf 
Karl der Grosse und Wittekind 
Prinz Eugen 
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(later): Piano Trio in G minor (with Mayseder and Gross, violin and cello) 
Die Gruft der Liebenden 
H ochz eits lied 

(much later - near 2 a.m. on the 5th - his farewell party): 

Magdeburg, July 27th (Sb 363): 

Halberstadt, July 26th (Sb 365): 

July 27th (Sb 367): 

Erlkonig 
Hochzeitslied 

1845 

recital; no details given, but mention made of verbal introductions 
to ballads to aid the listeners 

Erlkonig 
Der Rauber 
Das Erkennen 

Der Schatzgraber 
Der Sanger 
Das Erkennen 

Loewe also played George Onslow's Duo in E minor (piano duet) with rnA host 

July 28th (Sb 367): 

Brunswick, July 30th (Sb 370): 

Edward 
Der Wirth in Tochterlein 
Das Erkennen 
Die Glocken zu Speier 
Kaiser Karl V in Wittenberg 
HerrOluf 
Erlkonig 
Der kleine Haushalt (Fantasie) 
Hochzeitslied 

Erlkonig ("da war gross Halloh") 
new songs: 
Gruss vom Meer 
Die vier Tropfen 
Die deutsche Barcarole 



Hanover, August 1st (Sb 372): 

August 2nd (Sb 375): 

Jena, July 24th (Sb 384): 
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Erlkonig 
Heinrich der Vogler 
Der Pilgrim (Karl V) vor St Just 

recital; no details given except Prinz Eugen 

1846 

recital; the most popular ballad was Die Glocken zu Speier 
duo-improvisation with Prof. Wolff: Savanarola 

Altenstein, summer palace of the Duke of Meiningen; some of the English court were present (Sb 394): 

late July: Erlkonig 
Der Wirthin Tochterlein 
Heinrich der Vogler (twice, by popular request!) 
llochzeitslied 
Karl V in Wittenberg 
Die niichtliche Heerschau 

(another occasion) (Sb 396): Heinrich der Vogler sung at beginning and end; 'other ballads' and 
an improvisation mentioned. Loewe received a jewelled ring, and an invitation from Queen 
Adelaide, the (English) widowed Queen Mother. 

1847 

England - London, various occasions during May (Sb 423ff), both at Court and at private houses: 
Die Glocken zu Speier 
Erlkonig 
Heinrich der Vogler 
Hochzeitlied 
Abschied 
Prinz Eugen 
Die niichtliche Heerschau 
Zigeunersonate (piano: 'gypsy'sonata) 

1853 

Putbus (on the island of Rugen), August 8th, at the invitation of Friedrich Wilhelm N (GA N vi, GA V 
ix and Sb 439): 

Otto und Heinrich (sic; i.e. Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier) 
Meister Oluf(sic; i.e. Odins Meeresritt) 
Das Wiegenfest zu Gent 
(dinner) 
Der F eldherr (Friedrich mentions the painting by Antoine 

Gros, in the Louvre; see Appehdix <A» 
Landgraf Ludwig der Heilige (legend) 
"Der Low' ist frei" (song) 
DerPapagei 

1864 

Stettin, January. at the Gymnasium; Loewe sang' some of his oldest ballads', including Die niichtliche 
Heerschau,to the assembled teachers and pupils (Sb 445 and GA vm iii). ' 

*** 
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APPENDIX <D> 

Poets whose ballads were set by Loewe: 

anon.: Der fUn/te Mai 

Alexis, Willibald (Wilhelm Haring) 1798-1871: Fridericus Rex; General Schwerin; Der spate Gast; 
Walpurgisnacht 

Byron, George Gordon, Lord (1788-1824), trans!. Franz Theremin (1780-1846): Belsazars Gesicht; 
Eliphas' Gesicht ; Saul und Samuel 

Chamisso, Adalbert von (1781-1838): Die Katzenkonigin 

Fick (or Pick?) Dr Heinrich (date unknown): Die Begegnung am Meeresstrande 

Fitzau, Heinrich (1810-1859): Der alte Dessauer 

Fontane, Theodor (1819-1898): Archibald Douglas; Thomas der Reimer 

Freiligrath, Ferdinand (1810-1876): Der B lumen Rache ; Der Edelfalk ; Meerfahrt; Der M ohrenfUrst ; 
Die Mohrenfiirstin ; Der MohrenfUrst auf der Messe ; Prinz Eugen ; Schwalbenmiirchen 

Giesebrecht, Ludwig (1792-1873): Der Bergmann; Esther 

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (1749-1832): Ballade vom vertriebenen und zuruckkehrenden Grafen; 
Die Braut von Corinth; Erlkonig ; Der Fischer; Der getreue Eckhart; Gutmann und Gutweib ; 
Hochzeitslied; Der Sanger; Der Schatzgraber; Der Totentanz ; Die wandelnde Glocke ; Wirkung 
in die Ferne; Der Zauberlehrling 

Griin, Anastasius (1806-1876): Die Leiche zu St Just; Max in Augsburg ; Max und purer; Max' 
Abschied von Augsburg ; Die Reigerbaize ; Das Wiegen/est zu Gent 

Gruppe, Otto Friedrich (1804-1874): Der Feldherr 

Heine, Heinrich (1799-1856): Der Asra 

Herder, Johann Gottfried von (1744-1803): Edward; ElvershOh; HerrOluf,Das nussbraune Madchen 

Hohlfeld, Christoph Christian (1776-1849): Kaiser Karl V in Wittenberg 

Huber, Victor Aime (1800-1869): Der Sturm von Alhama 

Kahlert, Karl August (1807-1864): Sankt Helena 

Kopisch, August (1799-1853): Die Heinzelmannchen; Landgraf Philipp der Grossmutige; Der Nock 

Korner, Theodor (1791-1813): Treuroschen; Wallhaide 

Kugler, Franz (1808-1858): Gregor auf dem Stein 

Kurowski-Eichen, Friedrich Karl Anton von (1780-1853): Der grosse Kurfiirst; Die Heldenbraut 

Mecklenburg, Prince Carl von (1785-1837): trans. Des Bettlers Tochter von Bednall Green 
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Mickiewicz, Adam (1798-1855): Der Woywode; Die Schlilsselblume; Die drei Budrisse; Wilia und das 
Miidchen; Der junge Herr und das Miidchen; Das Switesmiidchen; Frau Twardowska (all translated 
by Carl von Blankensee) 

MOhler, Heinrich von (1813-1874): Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier 

Oer, Max von (1806-1846): Die glocken zu Speier 

Pfizer, Gustav (1807-1890): Der lunggesell 

Platen, August Graf von (1796-1835): Der Pilgrim vor St lust 

Plonnies, Loise von (1803-1872): Agnete; Der kleine Schiffer 

Putkamer, Leopold von (1797-1868): Die Gruft der Liebenden 

Reinicke, Robert (1805-1852): Der verliebte Maikiifer 

Ruckert, Friedrich (1788-1866): Des Glockentiirmers Tochterlein; lungfriiulein Annika; Der Papagei 

Scherenburg, Christian Friedrich (1798-1881): Der Feind 

Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von (1759-1805): Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer; Der Graf 
von Habsburg 

Schoezler, August (1809-1853): Der Mummelsee 

Schreiber, Aloys (1763-1841): Odins Meeresritt 

Schwab, Gustav (1792-1850): Kaiser Heinrichs Waffenweihe 

Siebel, Karl (1836-1868): Der Teufel (trans. from the Koran) 

Strachwitz, Moritz Grafvon (1822-1847): Der gefangene Admiral 

TaIvj, pseud Therese A.L. von Jacob (1797-1870): Der Mutter Geist (trans. frbm Danish) 

Tschabuschoigg, Adolf Ritter von (1809-1877): Tod und TOdin ) 

Uhland, Ludwig (1787-1862): Abschied; Die drei Lieder; Geisterleben; Goldschmieds Tochterlein; 
Harald; Der Rauber; Das SchijJ7ein; Das Stiindchen; Die Uberfahrt; Der wirth in Tochterlein 

Vogl, Johann Nepomuk (1802-1866): Der alte Konig; Der alte Schiff sherr; Blumenballade; Das 
Erkennen; Heinrich der Vogler; Hueska; Die Kaiserjagd im Wienerwald; Karl der Grosse und 
Wittekind; Der Monch zu Pisa; Schwanenjungfrau; Die schwarzen Augen; Urgrossvaters 
Gesellschaft; Das Vaterland; Die verfallene Miihle; Das vergessene Lied 

Zedlitz, Joseph Christian von (1790-1862): Die niichtliche Heerschau 

ZuccaImaglio, Anton Wilhelm F10rentin von (1803-1869): Die verlorene Tochter 
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APPENDIX <E> 

Alphabetical list of the German titles of the ballads with their English equivalents. The alphabetical 
order ignores the German definite article der, des, die, das. 

Abschied 
Agnete 
Der alte Dessauer 
Der alte Konig 
Der alte Schiff sherr 
Archibald Douglas 
Der Asra 
Ballade yom vertriebenen und 

zuriickkehrenden Grafen 
Die Begegnung am Meeresstrande 
Belsazar's Gesicht 
Der Bergmann 
Des Bettlers Tochter zu Bednall Green 
Blumenballade 
Der Blumen Rache 
Die Braut von Corinth 
Die drei Budrisse 
Die drei Lieder 
Der Edelfalk 
Edward 
Eliphas' Gesicht 
ElvershOh 
Das Erkennen 
Erlkonig 
Esther 
Der Feind 
Der Feldherr 
Der Fischer 
Frau Twardowska 
Fridericus Rex 
Der fiinfte Mai 
Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer 
Der gefangene Admiral 
Geisterleben 
General Schwerin 
Der getreue Eckhart 
Des Glockentiirmers Tochterlein 
Die Glocken zu Speier 
Goldschmieds Tiichterlein 
Der Grafvon Habsburg 
Gregor auf dem Stein 
Der grosse Kurfiirst und die Spreenorne 
Die Gruft der Liebenden 
Gutmann und Gutweib 
Harald 
Heinrich der Vogler 
Die Heinzelmiinnchen 
Die Heldenbraut 
HerrOluf 
Hochzeitlied 
Hueska 
Der junge Herr und das Miidchen 
Jungfriiulein Annika 
Der Junggesell 
Kaiser Heinrichs Waffenweihe 
Die Kaiserjagd im Wienerwald 

The Farewell 
(DaQish proper name) = Agnes 
The Old Warrior of Dessau 
The Old King 
The Old Sea-captain 
(proper name) 
(member of the Asra tribe, of Yemen) 
Ballad of 'The Return of the 

Banished Count' 
The Meeting on the Seashore 
The Vision of Belshazzar 
The Miner 
The Beggar's Daughter of Bethnal Green 
Flower Ballad 
The Flowers' Revenge 
The Bride of Corinth 
The Three Lithuanian Brothers 
The Three Songs 
The Hunting Falcon 
(proper name) 
The Vision of Eliphaz 
The Elves' Hill 
The Recognition 
The Erlking, The King of the Elves 
(proper name) 
The Enemy 
The Commander-in-Chief (of battle) 
The Fisherman 
Mrs Twardowski 
(Latin for) King Frederick 
The fifth of May 
The Journey to the Ironworks (lit. sledgehammer) 
The Imprisoned Admiral ' 
Spirit Life ) 
(proper name) 
Faithful Eckhart 
The Daughter of the Belfry-keeper 
The Bells of Speyer 
The Goldsmith's Daughter 
Count Hapsburg 
Gregory on the Rock (rockbound isle) 
The Great Elector and the Nymph of the River Spree 
The Lovers' Grotto 
Goodman and Goodwife 
(Danish proper name) 
Henry the Fowler 
The Brownies 
The Heroic Bride 
LordOluf 
Wedding Song 
(proper name, of Moorish slave) 
The young man and the maiden 
Miss Annika 
The Bachelor 
The Blessing of the Weapons of the Emperor Henry 
The Emperor's Hunt in the Vienna Woods 



Kaiser Karl V in Wittenberg 
Kaiser OUos Weihnachtsfeier 
Karl der Grosse und Wittekind 
Die Katzenkonigin 
Der kleine Schiffer 
Landgraf Philipp der Grossmutige 
Die Leiche zu St Just 
Max' Abschied von Augsburg 
Max in Augsburg 
Max und Durer 
Meeifahrt 
Der Mohrenfiirst 
Die M ohrenfurstin 
Der Mohrenfiirst auf der Messe 
Der Monch zu Pisa 
Der Mummelsee 
Der Mutter Geist 
Die michtliche Heerschau 
DerNock 
Das nussbraune Miidchen 
Odins Meeresritt 
Der Papagei 
Der Pilgrim vor St Just 
Prinz Eugen. der edle Ritter 
Der Rauber 
Die Reigerbaize 
DerSanger 
Sankt Helena 
Saul und Samuel 
Der Schatzgraber 
Das Schifflein 
Die Schliisselblume 
Schwalbenmiirchen 
Die Schwanenjungfrau 
Die schwarzen Augen 
Der spate Gast 
Das Stiindchen 
Der Sturm von Alhama 
Das Switesmiidchen 
Der Teufel 
Thomas der Reimer 
Tod und TOdin 
Der Totentanz 
Treuroschen 
Die Ubeifahrt 
Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft 
Das Vaterland 
Die veifallene Muille 
Das vergessene Lied 
Der verliebte Maikafer 
Die verlorene Tochter 
Wallhaide 
Walpurgisnacht 
Die wandelnde Glocke 
Wer ist Bar? 
Das Wiegenfest zu Gent 
Wilia und das Madchen 
Wirkung in die Ferne 
Der Wirth in T ochterlein 
DerWoywode 
Der Zauberlehrling 

The Emperor Charles V in Wittenberg 
The Emperor Otto's Christmas Celebration 
Charlemagne and Widukind 
The Cat Queen 
The Little Sailor 
Landgrave Philip the Magnanimous 
The 13urial at St Just 
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(The Emperor Maximilian's) Farewell toAugsburg 
Maximilian in Augsburg 
Maximilian and DUrer (the artist) 
Sea-journey 
The African Prince 
The African Princess 
The African Prince in the Circus 
The Monk at Pisa 
The Lake ofWaterlilies 
The Mother's Ghost 
The Midnight Review 
The Watersprite 
The Nut-brown Maid 
Odin's Ride over the Sea 
The Parrot 
The Pilgrim before St Just 
Prince Eugene, the Noble Knight 
The Robber 
Heron-hawking 
The Singer 
St Helena (the island) 
Saul and Samuel (Samuel { 28) 
The Treasure-digger 
The Little Boat 
The Cowslip 
The Swallows' Tale 
The Swan-maiden 
Dark Eyes 
The Night Visitor 
The Serenade 
The Storming_of Alhama 
The Maid of Lake Switez 
The Devil 
Thomas the Rhymer 
'Lord and Lady Death' 
The Dance of Death (Danse macabre) 
(proper name) 'True little Rose' 
'Crossing the Bar' (i.e. death) 
Great-grandfather's Company 
The Fatherland 
The Ruined Mill 
The Forgotten Song 
The Infatuated May-bug 
The Lost Daughter 
(proper name) 
Witches' Sabbath 
The Wanderiog Bell 
Who is the Bear? 
The Christening at Ghent 
Wilia and the Maiden 

I 

lit: Telekinesis = 'movement at a distance' 
The Daughter of the Inn . 
The Governor 
The Sorcerer's Apprentice 
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APPENDIX <F> 

The ballads listed alphabetically, with dates, and pages of main references. For further brief and statistical 
information, the reader should refer to the chronologically arranged list at Table I, and thereafter to Table IV, 
both following p99. 

The German definite article (der, die, das, des) is ignored in this alphabetical arrangement. 

* indicates that a ballad appears in the two volumes published by Peters Edition; + that it appears in the Schott 
two-volume edition. 

In addition, complete copies of Geisterleben, Die drei Budrisse, Der Monch zu Pisa, and Der alte Konig will be 
found in the Supplement, pp 364, 366, 372 and 374 respectively. 

+ 

*+ 

+ 
*+ 

* 
*+ 
*+ 

+ 

* 

* 
+ 
*+ 
+ 

*+ 
*+ 

*+ 
*+ 

Abschied (1825): 94105 166 188 289ff 
Agnete (1860): 104 142 197237 
Der alte Dessauer (1853): 93 99 196 235f 238 
Der alte Konig (1846): 100 115 194f 334 
Der alte Schiff sherr .(1856): 147 
Archibald Douglas (1857): 100 101 102104 212 256ff 335 
Der Asra (1860): 197205 
Ballade vom vertriebenen und zuruckkehrenden Grafen (1835): 313 316 
Die Begegnung am Meeresstrande (1847): 102 147 
Belsazar's Gesicht (1825): 99(2a) Tables I and IV 
Der Bergmann (cycle of 5 songs) (1834): 5193360 
Des Bettlers Tochter von Bednall Green (1834): 93 95190 278 316 
Blumenballade (1846): 193 205f 
Der Blumen Rache (1838): 206 331ff 334 
Die Braut von Corinth (1829/30): 95 100ff 110 150 160 337 338ff 
Die drei Budrisse (1835): 220 296ff 334 
Die drei Lieder (1825): 95100 248ff 
Der Edelfalk (1838): 167 
Edward (1817): 95 239ff 302334 
Eliphas' Gesicht (1826): 99(2a) Tables I and IV 
Elvershoh (1825): 8494117 127 
Das Erkennen (1837): 192 
Erlkonig (1817): 9lf93 125 266ff300 
Esther (cycle of 5 songs) (1835): 93 
Der Feind (1856): 93 
Der Feldherr (1837): 234 
Der Fischer (1835): 137ff204 
Frau Twardowska (1835): 278ff 
Fridericus Rex (1837): 359 
Der fonfte Mai (1837): 101 289 
Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer (1829/30): 73f95 177 232 
Der gefangene Admiral (1848): 100 232 
Geisterleben (1819): 88 151 156 32lff 
General Schwerin (1837): 191 289 
Der getreue Eckhart (1835): Tables I and IV 
Des Glockentilrmers Tochterlein (1847): 207 220 
Die Glocken zu Speier (1837) 174 
Goldschmieds Tochterlein (1827): 93171189 214ff234 334 
DerGrafvonHabsburg (1843 or '44): 170175 292f316 
Gregor auf dem Stein (1834): 83 95 178f 198ff 337 344ff 
Der grosse Kurforst und die Spreenorne (1826): 135 
Die Gruft der Liebenden (1832): 108 146 189205334 
Gutmann und Gutweib (1833): 276f 
Harald (1835): l30f234f334 
Heinrich der Vogler (1836): 52 99 202 294f 321 
Die Heinzelmiinnchen (1841): 133f 284f 
Die Heldenbraut (1826): Tables I and IV 
HerrOluf (1821): 9193 94100 104117 126f238 30lf 
Hochzeitlied (1832): 132f 273321 
Hueska (1846): 101 111 
Der junge Herr und das Miidchen (1835): 220 310ff 
Jungfriiulein Annika (1839): Tables I and IV 
Der JunggeseU (1842): 220ff 

I 
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+ 

* 
*+ 

*+ 

*+ 
*+ 

*+ 

*+ 

* 

+ 

+ 
* 

Kaiser Heinrichs Waffenweihe (1853): 196 
Die Kaiserjagd im Wienerwald (1847): 168 
Kaiser Karl V in Wittenberg (1844): 233 
Kaiser Ottos Weihnachtsfeier (1853): 181f 196 220236 
Karl der Grosse und Wittekind (1837): 179ff 
Die KatzenkOnigin (1837): 283f 
Der kleine Schiffer (1857): 102115 161 207 306 
Landgraf Philipp der Grossmutige (1856): 231 
Die Leiche zu St Just (1844): 108 113f 
Max' Abschied von Augsburg (1853): 99 
Max in Augsburg (1853): 99 
Max und Durer (1853): 99 
Meerfahrt (1843): 115 317ff 
Der MohrenfUrst (1844): 106 116201 
Die MohrenjUrstin (1844): 105 111 115201 
Der MohrenjUrst auf der Messe (1844): 98106 175 192 
Der Monch zu Pisa (1846): 100 193 211 222f 
Der Mummelsee (1849): 148206 
Der Mutter Geist (1824): 94151 156f 187f 
Die niichtliche Heerschau (1832): 162176270 
Der Nock (1857): 139ff 149 203f 321 
Das nussbraune Madchen (1835): 93 232f 302ff 
Odins Meeresritt (1851): 81 93 110170171220 
Der Papagei (1847): 285f 
Der Pilgrim vor St Just (1832): 223 
Prinz Eugen, der edle Ritter (1844): 324ff 359 
Der Rauber (1835): 112320 
Die Reigerbaize (1843 or '44): 169 
Der Sanger (1836): Tables I and IV 
Sankt Helena (1853): 93 109 
Saul und Samuel (1826): 99151 159 
Der Schatzgraber (1836): 163 
Das Schifflein (1835): 103 147 
Die SchLUsselblume (1835): 205-6 
Schwalbenmiirchen (1838): Tables I and IV 
Die Schwanenjungfrau (1857): 101110 
Die schwarzen Augen (1843): Tables I and IV 
Der spate Gast (1825): 151 158 300f 
Das Standchen (1826): 94108300 
Der Sturm von Alhama (1834): 175312321 
Das Switesmiidchen (1835): 135 136f 337 347ff 
Der Teufel (1857): 201 
Thomas der Reimer (1860): 104 131f 220321 
Tod und TOdin (1844) 200 
Der Totentanz (1835): l60f 
Treuroschen (1819): 86 88 95 165f 
Die Uberfahrt (1843): 147 
Urgrossvaters Gesellschaft (1836): 191199 
Das Vaterland (1856): Tables I and IV 
Die verfallene Muhle (1847): 112225 
Das vergessene Lied (1837): Tables I and IV 
Der verliebte Maikiifer (1837) 93 n.139 
Die verlorene Tochter (1839): 103 184200 328ff 
Wallhaide (1819): 86 101-2 109 150 152 185 186f212 270 315336 
Walpurgisnacht (1823): 93 94 100 307ff 324 
Die wandelnde Glocke (1832): 275 
Wer ist Bar? (1837): 305f 
Das Wiegenfest zu Gent (1844): Inf 193 
Wilia und das Madchen (1835): 99 101 135f 
Wirkung in die Ferne (1836): 321 
Der Wirthin Tochterlein (1825): 86204 
Der Woywode (1835): 253ff 
Der Zauberlehrling (1832): 76 274f 321 

*** 
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